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ABSTRACT

Contributions to impact loading in females during vertical drop landings 

M. J. R. Gittoes, University of Bath, 2004

Females are susceptible to lower extremity injury in landing. The demand imposed in 

challenging landings is especially influenced by the success with which individuals 

accommodate the loads incurred. Factors inherent to an individual and the landing 

strategy used can inhibit load attenuation. The mechanics of vertical drop landings 

performed by females and the factors contributing to impact loading were investigated 

using a two-dimensional simulation model customised to females.

The four-segment, angle-driven model comprised wobbling and rigid masses attached 

by damped springs. Non-linear spring-dampers coupled the foot segment to the ground. 

Subject-specific inertia parameters derived from a component inertia model described 

model segments. Experimental data collected from impacts were used to determine 

subject-specific shank and thigh mass coupling properties. The remaining spring 

parameters were optimised in the model evaluation process, which compared simulated 

and actual drop landings using coordinate and force data collected from multiple 

landings performed by two females. The root mean square difference between measured 

and simulated ground reaction forces was 16% of the measured force excursion.

The evaluated model was used to investigate the influence of mass coupling properties, 

mass distribution and timings in joint angle histories on impact loading on females 

during vertical drop landings. Reducing the stiffness between masses played an 

important role in load attenuation by increasing the wobbling mass contribution to 

whole body deceleration. Delaying the knee joint action was the predominant 

contributor to impact loading and compounded the loads experienced. The peak impact 

force at the knee increased by 1.14 bodyweights by incurring a delay of 0.02 s in the 

joint action. In proposing effective load attenuation strategies for females, the important 

contribution mass coupling and the knee joint action have on impact loading has been 

highlighted.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview of the research area

Landings performed in vertical jumping or gymnastic dismounts are challenging for an 

individual. Mechanical loads in excess of five times an individual’s own body weight 

are frequently experienced in vertical drop landings (McNitt-Gray, Yokoi & Millward, 

1993). The additional constraint of achieving load reduction in less than 300 ms further 

enhances the loads encountered. The human possesses numerous structures and 

mechanisms that can be exploited to aid load attenuation. The human heel pad can be 

used to dissipate some of the mechanical energy generated during impact with the 

ground (Pain & Challis, 2001a). The production of a pronounced knee flexion (Devita 

& Skelly, 1992) and the use of a forefoot landing strategy (Kovacs, Tihanyi, Devita, 

Racz, Barrier & Hortobagyi, 1999) both contribute to load attenuation in landing. The 

individual's proficiency in utilising these mechanisms influences the success with which 

the demands of landing are accommodated.

In 1995, a review of the National College Athletic Association (NCAA) surveillance 

data highlighted that females involved in sport were two to eight times more likely to 

sustain a knee injury compared to their male counterparts (Arendt & Dick, 1995). 

Alarmingly, the review further underlined that 1 in 10 collegiate level females and 1 in 

100 high school level females would experience a knee injury every year. A high 

number of the lower extremity injuries incurred by females have been clearly linked to 

landing. Over 60% of all injuries reported by the NCAA for female volleyball players 

occurred as a result of jumping or landing from a jump (Moeller & Lamb, 1997).

The link between the loads experienced in landing and the susceptibility of the female to 

lower extremity injury remains speculative. The ability of the female to produce 

desirable responses to the mechanical challenges imposed by landing has however been 

questioned in recent years. A comparison of gender differences in landing technique 

suggested an increased force transmission through the knee due to the more erect body 

posture adopted by the female at the onset of landing (Decker, Torry, Wyland, Sterett &
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Steadman, 2003). Improving the technique used by females in landing may alleviate the 

demands incurred. Boden, Griffin, & Garrett Jr (2000) confirmed that improved 

jumping, stopping and turning techniques have shown promising results in injury 

prevention programs. Gaining an understanding of the influence of strategies used by 

females on impact loading in landing therefore appears desirable, when considering that 

the insight gained may be used to develop effective injury prevention programs.

1.2 Statement of purposes

The aims of the research study are:

To gain a further understanding of the mechanics of vertical drop landings performed by 

females.

To gain a further insight into the strategies that can be utilised by the female to modify 

the mechanical loads acting during vertical drop landings.

1.3 Research questions

A series of questions were developed to provide a focus for the research study. The 

research questions posed and brief hypothetical responses to the questions are 

summarised below.

Are some females prone to more excessive loading in vertical drop landings than 

other females performing a similar landing movement, and if so why?

Individuals employing self-selected landing strategies are prone to different levels of 

external impact loading when performing similar landing movements (McNitt-Gray, 

1991). Speculatively, variations in both landing technique and muscle tuning responses 

produced in landing predispose some females to larger external and internal impact 

loads compared to other females. External impact force peaks experienced during a 

simulated running impact were modified by altering the magnitude and distribution of
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mass (Liu & Nigg, 2000). Hypothetically, disparities in the external and internal impact 

loads acting on females during vertical drop landings are also attributed to inherent 

differences in the inertia profiles of females.

Can mass coupling properties be tuned to modify the impact loads acting on 

females during vertical drop landings, and if so how?

External impact forces experienced during running may be modified by adjusting the 

coupling between soft and rigid tissue (Nigg & Liu, 1999). Hypothetically, adjusting the 

stiffness and damping of mass coupling can modify the load attenuation properties of 

wobbling mass motion. The external and internal loads acting on the females in vertical 

drop landings may subsequently be adjusted.

To what extent do aspects of a female's inertia profile influence impact loading 

during vertical drop landings?

The magnitude and distribution of mass in the lower body was found to influence the 

magnitude of the impact force peak in running (Liu & Nigg, 2000). Limited 

understanding of the influence of subject-specific variations in body mass and mass 

distribution on impact forces is presently available. Speculatively, increasing the 

proportion of wobbling mass in the body has the potential to reduce the loads acting on 

the female during vertical drop landings.

What affect do joint action timings of a landing technique have on impact loading 

in vertical drop landings performed by females?

Females have been suggested to perform high demand athletic movements in a manner 

that predisposes them to greater loads and a higher risk of injury from landing compared 

to their male counterparts (Decker et al., 2003). Modifying components of females 

landing technique, such as joint action timings, may therefore reduce the external and 

internal impact loads acting during vertical drop landings.
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1.4 Method of approach

The research objectives will be addressed using a theoretical-experimental approach to 

scientific research. Scientific research provides one of the most rigorous forms of 

enquiry for investigating human movement. Experimental and theoretical approaches 

are an integral part of the scientific method (Yeadon & Challis, 1994). The ability to 

obtain data directly from the system of interest is a particular advantage of the 

experimental approach. Controlling and manipulating the variables of interest is 

however difficult and compromises the associated benefits. In contrast, the theoretical 

approach, which consists of the application of a theoretical model, permits variables to 

be readily controlled and adjusted. Measurements that are unobtainable with direct, 

experimental intervention can also be quantified. The potential that the model comprises 

a lack of realism to the system of interest is however, an inherent problem.

One of the most important tasks in biomechanics is to obtain accurate joint forces and 

torques (Gruber, Ruder, Denoth & Schneider, 1998). The theoretical-experimental 

approach combines the benefits of each of the theoretical and experimental approaches 

and has been used successfully to conduct kinetic analyses of human movements 

(Brewin, Yeadon & Kerwin, 2000; Hiley & Yeadon, 2003). The forces experienced in 

the body during movement may be approximated using a model, which represents the 

mechanical properties of the human. Kinematic and kinetic data obtained from actual 

movement performances helps to ensure the predicted results are realistic. The use of a 

model comprising appropriate simplifying assumptions is however, fundamental to the 

success with which the theoretical-experimental approach may be applied. A simplified 

representation of the human must be achieved whilst simultaneously maintaining the 

essential features required to understand the movement of interest.

The theoretical-experimental approach was selected to address the objectives of this 

research since joint kinetics could be quantified and aspects of landing strategies used 

by females may be readily manipulated. The following chapters describe the 

development, evaluation and application of a human body model, which was considered 

to comprise appropriate simplifying assumptions to investigate vertical drop landings 

performed by females.
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1.5 Chapter organisation

A summary of the contents of each chapter is provided in the following section.

1.5.1 Chapter 2

Chapter 2 comprises a review of literature associated with the study. Literature 

concerned with the mechanics of landings and the association between landing and 

injury is reviewed. Furthermore, a review of literature associated with the approaches 

and techniques used to conduct mechanical analyses of human movement, the 

application of theoretical models and data collection techniques, is also provided.

1.5.2 Chapter 3

A description of the simulation model used to investigate the research questions is 

provided in Chapter 3. The mechanical principles employed in the development of the 

model are described. Model input descriptors required to characterise the mechanical 

properties of the female and the conditions of the movement being simulated, are 

outlined. The modelled kinetic and kinematic outputs from the model are also 

summarised.

1.5.3 Chapter 4

Procedures used to collect data from stamping and vertical drop landing movements are 

detailed in Chapter 4. A description of the methods employed to analyse coordinate and 

force data from the landing trials is provided. In addition, an analysis of the mechanical 

characteristics of landings is conducted. The mechanical analysis was conducted to gain 

insight into the kinematics and kinetics of drop landings performed by females. The 

information obtained from the experimental data on landings was used to inform 

decisions regarding to structure of the model and also to evaluate and apply the 

simulation model described in Chapter 3.
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1.5.4 Chapter 5

The approach used to obtain inertial and anthropometric parameters for input into the 

simulation model is described. Subject-specific soft and rigid tissue parameters were 

obtained using a component inertia model, customised to the female. A description of 

the inertia model is provided. The success of the inertia model, in the prediction of 

subject-specific inertia parameters, is discussed. In addition, adjustments made to 

customise the inertia parameters to the parameters required as input into the simulation 

model are outlined.

1.5.5 Chapter 6

Information obtained from the experimental data collection on stamping movements 

(Chapter 4) was used to provide a description of the coupling properties between soft 

and rigid tissue. The properties were used to model the wobbling mass springs in the 

simulation model. The procedures used to analyse the data from the stamping 

movements and the approach taken to derive subject-specific parameters for the 

wobbling mass springs are described in this Chapter. The results of the analysis and the 

parameters derived are presented and discussed in this Chapter.

1.5.6 Chapter 7

The procedure used to evaluate the simulation model is described in Chapter 7. 

Mechanical descriptors obtained from the actual vertical landing movements and the 

corresponding modelled descriptors are compared. The results of the evaluation are 

highlighted. The results of a sensitivity analysis conducted on the simulation model are 

also described in Chapter 7. The successes and limitations of the simulation model are 

discussed in terms of the simplifying assumptions made. The appropriateness of 

applying the model to investigate the mechanics of vertical drop landings is scrutinised.
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1.5.7 Chapter 8

Four investigations examining the influence of landing strategy and inertia profiles on 

the impact loads experienced by females in vertical drop landings are described in 

Chapter 8. The investigations were conducted using the simulation model described in 

Chapter 3. The methods used to conduct each investigation are described and the results 

of each investigation are presented and briefly discussed in this Chapter.

1.5.8 Chapter 9

Chapter 9 comprises a summary of the major findings of the research study. The 

research questions posed in Chapter 1 are addressed using the findings of the 

investigations described in Chapter 8. The understanding gained regarding the 

mechanics of vertical drop landings performed by females is highlighted. The Chapter 

also discusses the limitations and advantages of the approach taken to address the 

research study, and summarises future applications of the simulation model.
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.1 The mechanics of landings

Investigations into vertical jumping have focused on maximising jump performance 

(Bobbert & van Ingen Schenau, 1988; Alexander, 1990; Pandy & Zajac, 1991; Bobbert 

& van Zandwijk, 1999; Wilson, 2003). As a result of the downward force of gravity, a 

performer who jumps and becomes airborne must eventually return to the ground, i.e. 

land (Dufek & Bates, 1991). The landing phase of vertical jumps has received rather 

less attention, as it is seen to be inconsequential to performance. Landing is however, an 

integral feature of the majority of sports. The average college gymnast may be required 

to perform dismounts in excess of 200 times a week (Ozguven & Berme, 1988). 

Landings are performed up to 1500 times per mile in running (McKaeg & Dolan,

1989). Gaining a thorough understanding of the mechanics of landing appears 

advantageous when considering the frequency with which the movement is performed.

2.1.1 Mechanical obj ectives of landings

Landing is a natural consequence of any jumping movement. A collision is required to 

bring the falling body to rest. The primary aim of the performer is to dissipate the 

kinetic energy and the forces generated as a result of the collision. The movement 

responses produced by the performer are influenced by the final objective of landing. 

Landing from a vertical jump, requires the body to be bought to a stationary, balanced 

position (Lees, 1981). The additional objective of generating advantageous reaction 

forces for subsequent movements may be required in landings performed in game play. 

Gymnastic dismounts are potentially the most demanding. The performer must fulfil a 

specific performance criterion in bringing the body to rest with a single placement of the 

feet and without over rotation (McNitt-Gray, Hester, Mathiyakom & Munkasy, 2001).

The impact absorption phase of landing is particularly challenging for the performer 

(McNitt-Gray, 1991). Impact absorption is concerned with the reduction of the
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downward momentum of the body (Lees, 1981). The ground is used to decelerate the 

body's momentum. In accordance with Newtonian mechanics, the performer exerts a 

force on the ground that is equal and opposite to the reaction force exerted by the 

ground on the performer. The lower extremity is primarily responsible for attenuating 

the forces. An even distribution of the forces transmitted to tendons and bones is 

desirable (Radin, Parker, Pugh, Steinburg, Paul & Rose, 1973). Measurement of the 

magnitude, rate, frequency and direction of the external forces incurred during landing 

has provided valuable insight into lower extremity loading (McNitt-Gray, 1991; Devita 

& Skelly, 1992; McNitt-Gray, 1993; McNitt-Gray et al., 2001).

2.1.2 Mechanical characteristics of landings

Investigations into the ground reaction forces experienced during running have been 

well documented (Bobbert, Yeadon & Nigg, 1992; Nigg, Cole & Briiggemann, 1995; 

Dixon, Collop & Batt, 2000). Impacts in running are characterised by the deceleration 

of the body from a modest velocity, over a short duration. An absolute change of 

1.15 m-s'1 was reported for the vertical velocity of the whole body mass centre in 

moderately paced running (Cavanagh & Lafortune, 1980). The consequent peak impact 

forces in running impacts are moderate but occur rapidly following impact. Cavanagh & 

Lafortune (1980) observed peak impact forces approximating 2bodyweights (BW) in 

less than 25 ms following touchdown, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1. Vertical ground reaction forces for the ground contact phase of running 

(adapted from Cavanagh & Lafortune, 1980).
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The necessity to reduce whole body momentum from high velocities in vertical drop 

landings imposes more challenging conditions for the performer. Peak vertical ground 

reaction forces o f 11 BW have been reported for vertical drop landings performed at 

velocities o f 3.75 m-s'1 (McNitt-Gray, 1993). More complex drop landings, performed 

following a backward somersault have generated peak forces o f up to 18 BW (Panzer, 

Wood, Bates & Mason, 1988). The demands imposed are further enhanced in 

considering that the landing phase is frequently completed in 100-120 ms (Panzer et al., 

1988). Loading rates in excess o f 500 BW-s'1 were reported for vertical drop landings 

performed by gymnasts at an impact velocity o f 5.0 m-s’1 (McNitt-Gray, 1991). 

Figure 2.2 highlights the excessive forces and short impact phase duration associated 

with competitive gymnastic-style landings (Panzer et al., 1988). Even with the use o f a 

more exaggerated knee flexion, the magnitude and rate of loading is concerning.

0
.0 *0
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Figure 2.2. Vertical ground reaction forces for a single leg for a fully flexed and 

competition style landing from a somersault (adapted from Panzer et al., 1988).

2.1.3 Summary

The challenges incurred in achieving the mechanical objectives o f landing have been 

highlighted. Landings performed in everyday sport such as running and gymnastics are 

characterised by substantial forces and excessive loading rates. The challenges faced by
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the performer during vertical drop landings and more complex landings are especially 

concerning. The desire to gain a thorough understanding of the loads occurring in the 

impact phase of drop landings was highlighted.

2.2 Landing and injury

A direct relationship between the potential for injury and the loads experienced during 

landing has been difficult to establish (Nigg, Cole & Briiggemann, 1995). Although 

mechanical loading aids in the regeneration of structures such as cartilage, failure of the 

structure may occur as a result of acute loading conditions (Zemicke & Judex, 1999). In 

particular, acute cartilage failure was strongly associated with excessive impact loads 

occurring as a result of a collision. The link between the high incidence of lower 

extremity injuries in landings and the potential for acute cartilage failure due to 

excessive impact loads is a cause for concern.

2.2.1 Landing and incidence of injury

Epidemiological investigations have linked a high prevalence of sports injuries with the 

mechanism of landing (Gerberich, Luhmann, Finke, Priest & Beard, 1987; Moeller & 

Lamb, 1997; Briner & Benjamin, 1999). The incidence of injuries sustained as a result 

of landing in volleyball and basketball are significant. The performance of the 

jump-land sequence has been linked to 63% of all volleyball injuries (Gerberich et al., 

1987). Straight knee landings and one-step stop landings contributed to 28% and 29%, 

respectively of the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries sustained by female 

basketball players (Arendt & Dick, 1995). The number of injuries sustained in 

gymnastic-style landings is also of concern. For example, 36% of all injuries in young 

competitive females occurred in the dismount phase of a routine (Caine, Cochrane, 

Caine & Zemper, 1989).
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2.2.2 Landing and lower extremity injury

The highest incidence of injury in both elite and sub-elite gymnasts have been reported 

for the lower extremity (58.7% and 59.1%, respectively) and have been attributed to the 

performance of a high number of landings (Kolt & Kirkby, 1999). 90% of the injuries 

incurred in the jump-land sequence in volleyball were acquired in the lower extremity 

(Gerberich et al., 1987). Furthermore, over 60% of all knee injuries were associated 

with the jump-land sequence.

Female sports participants are especially susceptible to knee injuries as a result of 

performing landings. Female athletes participating in jumping and cutting sports were 

four to six times more likely to sustain a serious knee injury than males participating in 

the same sport (Hewett, 2000). A review of the NCAA surveillance data further 

confirmed the susceptibility of the female to injury from landing (Moeller & Lamb,

1997). Female basketball players were four times more likely to obtain an ACL injury 

than their male counterparts.

2.2.3 Landing and injury mechanisms in females

The causes of womens’ sports injuries are a topic of vigorous speculation (Arendt, 

1996). A clear explanation for the vulnerability of the female to injury from landing has 

proven difficult to establish. Numerous intrinsic risk factors such as a woman's lower 

leg alignment (Arendt, 1996) and hormonal fluctuations (Moeller-Nielson & Hammer, 

1989; Boden, Griffin & Garrett Jr, 2000; Hewett, 2000) have been proposed. 

Hewett (2000) suggested that changes in the relaxation time of muscle and muscle 

fatigability during phases of the menstrual cycle may predispose the female to injury. 

Boden et al. (2000) further considered that a reduction in joint laxity, incurred by 

hormonal fluctuations could result in the underlying joint being susceptible to injury.

Modifiable, extrinsic risk factors such as the underdevelopment of musculature 

controlling joint flexion (Hewett, Stroupe, Nance & Noyes, 1996; Hewett, 2000) and 

improper landing technique (Boden, Griffin & Garrett Jr, 2000) have also been
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considered. Reduction in the imbalance between hamstring and the quadriceps strength 

resulted in a 22% reduction in the landing forces experienced by female volleyball 

players (Hewett et al., 1996). Gender variations in the incidence of landing injuries have 

frequently been attributed to athletic posture and movement patterns (Boden, Griffin & 

Garrett Jr, 2000). Improved jumping, stopping and turning techniques have shown 

promising results in injury prevention programs (Boden, Griffin & Garrett Jr, 2000). A 

thorough understanding of the female-specific strategies that may be used to aid load 

attenuation is advantageous for the development of effective injury prevention 

techniques.

2.2.4 Summary

Key issues concerning the incidence of modem day sport injuries were highlighted. The 

concerning prevalence of lower extremity injuries acquired in landings performed in 

everyday sport was made apparent The female sport participant appears particularly 

vulnerable. The risk of injury to the female lower extremity during jump-land 

movements is substantial relative to their male counterparts. The mechanism 

predisposing the female to injury remains ambiguous. However, the inability of the 

female to produce desirable movement responses to the loads imposed in landing was 

highlighted as a potential risk factor.

2.3 Landing strategy

Numerous strategies are available to the performer to aid in load attenuation. Ideally, 

mechanical apparatus may be used. The performer is however, often restricted to using 

the load attenuation properties inherent to the human body. The performer's ability to 

resist the collapse of the lower extremities is influential to the success with which the 

reaction forces are attenuated (McNitt-Gray, Yokoi & Millward, 1993).

Modifications to the ground reaction forces experienced in landing have been reported 

as a result of variations in landing experience (McNitt-Gray, 1991), impact velocity 

(McNitt-Gray, 1991; McNitt-Gray, Yokoi & Millward, 1993), landing technique
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(Devita & Skelly, 1992; Kovacs et a l, 1999) and landing surface (McNitt-Gray, Yokoi 

& Millward, 1993). Gymnasts experienced larger peak ground reaction forces (11 BW) 

than the lesser experienced recreational athletes (9 BW), when performing vertical drop 

landings from a similar height (McNitt-Gray, 1991). The use of a heel-toe landing 

strategy resulted in a 3.4 times larger peak impact force compared to landings using a 

forefoot strategy (Kovacs et al., 1999). Devita and Skelly (1992) further highlighted the 

reduction in peak impact force generated as a result of landing with a more flexed knee.

Variations in segmental interactions, caused by muscle excitation levels influences the 

success with which performers achieve load attenuation (Lees, 1981). Investigation into 

the multi-joint coordination pattern or landing strategy (McNitt-Gray, 1993) used to 

control joint motion has provided valuable insight into the mechanical loads 

experienced. Numerous investigations have examined the kinematic and kinetic 

characteristics of landing strategies used for various landing conditions (Lees, 1981; 

Devita & Skelly, 1992; McNitt-Gray, Yokoi & Millward, 1993; Kovacs et al., 1999).

2.3.1 Kinematic characteristics of landing strategy

Examination of the kinematic characteristics of landing strategy have repeatedly 

confirmed whole body momentum to be reduced in a phasic joint-by-joint pattern (Lees, 

1981; McNitt-Gray, 1991; Devita & Skelly, 1992). Whole body velocity is typically 

bought to rest such that joints closest to the point of contact firstly become stationary, 

followed by those more distal (Lees, 1981; McNitt-Gray, 1991). The consistent 

temporal features of the kinematic characteristics of landing strategy suggest a phasic 

joint-by-joint strategy to be a pre-requisite for the successful reduction of whole body 

momentum.

The ability of the performer to make relative adjustments to landing strategy as a result 

of changes in landing conditions, has influenced the success with which loads are 

attenuated (McNitt-Gray, 1991). Modification to the relative magnitudes of kinematic 

variables made as a result of landing experience or task have been identified (McNitt- 

Gray, 1991; Devita & Skelly, 1992; McNitt-Gray, 1993; McNitt-Gray, Yokoi &
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Millward, 1993). For example, recreational athletes and gymnasts favoured increases in 

hip and knee flexion when landing from increasingly higher heights (McNitt-Gray, 

1991). A comparison of gender variations in landing strategy highlighted the tendency 

for females to use a greater range of motion in the lower extremity, to perform drop 

landings (Decker et al., 2003). As such, it is unlikely that the susceptibility of the female 

to injury in landing may be attributable to the inability to fully utilise the range of 

motion available in the hip and knee. The significantly larger peak joint angular 

velocities, observed for the female group (726 degs-s'1 in the knee) compared to their 

male counterparts (602 degs-s'1) however, provides a possible explanation for the 

vulnerability of the female to injury in landing.

Modifications to strategies used by female gymnasts were observed as a result of 

landing on mats comprising varying composition (McNitt-Gray, Yokoi & Millward,

1993). Significantly smaller minimum knee angular positions were observed in landings 

performed on a stiff mat compared to landing on a soft mat. The gymnasts were able to 

modify the level of knee flexion required to accommodate the demands of the landing 

condition. Investigation into the kinematic characteristics of landing strategies has 

provided an initial insight into the mechanisms used to accommodate the loads incurred 

in landing. However, a thorough understanding of the strategies used to achieve the 

objectives of landing, requires examination of the joint moments and forces produced 

during the movement.

2.3.2 Joint kinetics and energetics

Dynamic analyses have permitted insight into the joint kinetics and energetics produced 

in human movement. In particular, quantification of the joint moments of force 

produced at the ankle, knee and hip have provided an understanding of the joint-specific 

stresses and controlling mechanism used to decelerate the body in landing (Dufek & 

Bates, 1991). The more challenging conditions faced by the performer in performing 

landings at high heights was highlighted by McNitt-Gray (1993). Increases in peak net 

extensor moments and work done on the extensor moments of the ankle, knee and hip 

were observed with increasing impact velocity. Relatively larger demands were
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imposed on the knee extensor muscles compared to the ankle and hip when landing at 

high heights, highlighting the susceptibility of the knee joint during more extreme 

loading conditions.

The ability of differing subject groups to accommodate more demanding landing 

conditions have also been shown to vary (McNitt-Gray, 1993). Gymnasts distributed 

work evenly across the lower extremity joints with increasing impact velocity. In 

contrast, recreational athletes achieved greater gains in work done with increasing 

magnitude from the ankle to the hip with increasing impact velocity. Gymnasts were 

less sensitive to increases in landing height, highlighting their greater ability to adjust to 

various landing conditions.

The effects of producing small modifications in landing technique on the loads 

experienced in the lower extremity has provided an indication of desirable landing 

strategies. Significantly larger peak vertical loads were experienced at the ankle, knee 

and hip (6.6, 4.9 and 4.2 BW, respectively) when landing with less knee flexion (41° 

compared to 57°) (Panzer et al., 1988). Furthermore, Devita & Skelly (1992) 

highlighted the reduced stress placed on the skeletal system when landing with a soft 

knee (less than 90° knee flexion) compared to landing with a stiff knee (greater than 90° 

of knee flexion). The muscular system absorbed 19% more of the body's kinetic energy 

in the soft landing compared to the stiff landing. Greater levels of loading have been 

observed at the knee and hip when using a heel-toe landing strategy compared to using a 

forefoot strategy (Kovacs et al., 1999). 23% of the work performed by the planarflexors 

in forefoot landing was achieved in the plantarflexors in the less characteristic technique 

of heel-toe landing.

Multi-joint coordination patterns may be adjusted to control for the change in demand 

imposed by various landing conditions. The modifications influence the level of loading 

experienced at specific joints. Hence, gaining an understanding of the most effective 

landing strategies appears advantageous to control the consequent loads experienced.
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2.3.3 Muscle tuning responses

The nature of the coupling between soft tissues and rigid tissues of the body is partially 

a response of muscle activity (muscle tuning) (Nigg & Liu, 1999). Soft tissue has 

typically been defined as the combined skin, adipose tissue and muscle of the body, 

whereas bone has been considered to be rigid tissue. An individual possesses the ability 

to minimise soft tissue vibrations by modifying the coupling between soft and rigid 

tissues (Wakeling, Von Tschamer, Nigg & Stergiou, 2001). Furthermore, soft tissue 

motion provides a mechanism by which energy may be dissipated in human movement 

(Pain & Challis, 2002). The mechanism used to minimise soft tissue vibrations and the 

effect on the forces experienced during running impacts was recently investigated using 

a wobbling mass model (Nigg & Liu, 1999). Reducing the stiffness and damping of the 

coupling between soft and rigid tissues decreased the vertical impact force in a 

simulated running impact. Experimental investigation has further highlighted the energy 

loss contribution of soft tissue motion in the forearm during impulsive loading (Pain & 

Challis, 2002). In the initial phase of the impact movement, 70% of the energy loss was 

attributed to soft tissue motion. Insight into the role of soft tissue in the attenuation of 

joint forces experienced during a variety of dynamic movements remains limited. 

However, it appears justified to consider this mechanism when examining the strategies 

employed to attenuate loads in landing.

2.3.4 Mass and mass distribution

Body mass and mass distribution influences the external forces experienced during 

impacts (Liu & Nigg, 2000). Impact force peaks in simulated running impacts 

significantly increased due to increased rigidity in the lower extremity. Also, greater 

magnitudes of either rigid or wobbling masses resulted in increased peak impact forces. 

Reductions in mass and alterations to mass distribution offer a strategy by which forces 

experienced during landing may be reduced. Limited insight into the influence of mass 

on the forces experienced during drop landings exists. However, individual mass 

variations are clearly influential to the mechanical demands imposed during dynamic
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movements. Modifications to the magnitude and ratio of mass components inherent to 

an individual may therefore be viewed as a long-term strategy for load attenuation.

2.3.5 Summary

In summary, kinematic and kinetic analyses have provided valuable insight into the 

preferred strategies used to accommodate the loads experienced in landing. Numerous 

strategies are available to the performer. The extent to which these strategies are utilised 

determines the success with which forces are attenuated and the level of loading 

experienced. Achieving the most effective strategy appears desirable in the prevention 

of excessive loading in landing.

2.4 Approaches to scientific research

A thorough understanding of the mechanics of human movement requires the 

development and application of appropriate and accurate techniques of investigation. 

The method of scientific inquiry is one of the most demanding in terms of the 

systematic and rigorous techniques employed. Scientific research requires standards and 

procedures for demonstrating the ’empirical warrant' of theories and statements (Cohen 

& Manion, 1998). Experimental procedures comprising data collection techniques and 

theoretical procedures using mechanical models have been used to investigate human 

movement. Problems are inherent in both approaches, which limits the extent to which 

the mechanics of human movement may be understood.

2.4.1 Experimental approach

At its simplest, an experiment involves making a change in the value of one variable 

(independent variable) and observing the effect of that change on another variable 

(dependent variable) (Cohen & Manion, 1998). An experimental approach is beneficial 

since it provides a precise method of looking for evidence of causality between 

variables. The minimisation of systematic error and the maximisation of precision is
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fundamental in conducting successful experiments (Yeadon & Challis, 1994). 

Consequently, experiments in human movement investigations have typically involved 

direct intervention using laboratory-based data collections.

The extent to which the variables of interest can be manipulated and controlled often 

limits the success of the experimental approach for investigating human movement. For 

example, full experimental control over muscle length and activation is required for 

research into muscle mechanics but would not be possible using human subjects 

(van den Bogert & Nigg, 1999). Devita & Skelly (1992) highlighted the use of joint 

moments of force and muscle power to understand mechanisms for dissipating kinetic 

energy. The extent to which these variables may be quantified is restricted through 

direct intervention of the experimental approach. Furthermore, the difficulty in using an 

experimental approach in performance-related research was highlighted by Yeadon & 

Challis (1994). Resistance from the coach or athlete is frequently met due to the 

necessity to employ direct interventions to obtain data from the athlete.

2.4.2 Theoretical approach

The use of a theoretical approach has helped to alleviate the shortcomings inherent in 

using experimental procedures. A theoretical approach uses a theory or model to make 

predictions about the behaviour of a system (Yeadon & Challis, 1994). Models permit 

the systematic manipulation and control of independent variables that may otherwise 

not be achievable with human subjects. Variables that are difficult to measure through 

direct interventions such as joint moments of force may also be quantified using a 

theoretical approach. As such, the theoretical approach 'provides further insight into the 

'true' nature of the system of interest, and increases our understanding of the interaction 

of the variables important for the situation described by the model' (Nigg, 1999b). A 

model which makes appropriate simplifying assumptions about the system of interest 

whilst maintaining the important features required to understand the system is 

necessary. Nigg (1999b) described a series of steps common for the development of 

biomechanical models comprising:

1. Definition of research question (s)
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2. Definition of the system of interest

3. Review of existing knowledge

4. Selection of procedure (model) to be applied

5. Simplifications and assumptions

6. Mathematical formulation

7. Mathematical solution (using appropriate input data)

8. Evaluation of the model

9. Discussion, interpretation and application of results

10. Conclusions

The approach highlights the necessity to evaluate the model. However, the importance 

of using experimental data obtained directly from the system of interest, to develop and 

evaluate the model is not referred to. Often, the model used may not be truly 

representative of the system under investigation. Hatze (1981a) developed a human 

body model requiring a large number of parameters, which were immeasurable for the 

human. The distinct lack of realism characterised in numerous models limits the success 

of the theoretical approach. The shortcomings associated with using a purely 

experimental or theoretical approach have been addressed by combining the two 

approaches.

2.4.3 Theoretical-experimental approach

The use of procedures comprising both internal and external validity is necessary in 

order for the results obtained from scientific inquiry to be useful (Cohen & Manion,

1998). Experimental approaches, using direct intervention and theoretical approaches 

have traditionally been employed as distinct methods of scientific inquiry. 

Yeadon & Challis (1994) advocated the use of the combined approach, suggesting that 

experimental data may be used to 'ensure that the model has sufficient accuracy and to 

provide realistic input data on which to base simulation analyses'.

The stages involved in the theoretical-experimental approach are highlighted in 

Figure 2.3. The approach firstly requires a descriptive analysis of the movement being
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investigated. Secondly, new theories are generated based on the descriptive analysis and 

a theoretical model of the system is developed. A comparison of modelled and directly 

measured values permits an evaluation of the accuracy of the model, which if deemed 

appropriate allows the consequent use of the model to investigate the system of interest.

Numerous aspects of human movement have been investigated using the 

theoretical-experimental approach. Brewin, Yeadon & Kerwin (2000) obtained gymnast 

orientations from video data to drive a simulation model. Cable tension measured 

during a longswing was compared to that predicted by the model, to ensure that the 

simulated motion was representative of the actual movement. A model used to 

investigate impact forces in jumping was 'validated' by comparing predicted and 

experimental ground reaction forces (Ozgiiven & Berme, 1988). The stiffness and 

damping properties of the dynamic model were determined experimentally and used as 

input into the model.

NEW THEORETICAL
PREDICTION

DESCRIPTIVE
STUDY

COMPARE
THEORY;

EXPER- PREDICTION
ACCURACY

EXPERIMENTAL 
RESULT _IMENT

Figure 2.3. The theoretical-experimental approach to scientific research (adapted from 

Yeadon & Challis, 1994).

2.4.4 Summary

The benefits and limitations underpinning each of the experimental and theoretical 

approaches to scientific inquiry were highlighted. The use of a purely experimental 

approach to investigate human movement was limited by the level of control that can be 

achieved in the variables of interest. Quantification of specific variables such as joint
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moments of force was also difficult to achieve. Theoretical models allow variables to be 

systematically manipulated in a controlled manner but may be limited by a distinct lack 

of realism to the system of interest. The advantages underpinning the use of the 

theoretical-experimental approach to investigate human movement were highlighted.

2.5 Human body models

A good representation of the biomechanical system being investigated is essential to 

achieve a thorough understanding of the movement under investigation (Yeadon & 

King, 2002). The degree to which the mechanical properties of the human are known 

and the level of understanding required to answer the research questions has influenced 

the complexity of human body models.

2.5.1 Linked segment models

A series of linked segments have been used to represent the mechanical properties of the 

human (Hatze, 1981a; Bobbert, Huijing & van Ingen Schenau, 1987a; 1987b; 

Alexander, 1990; Brewin, Yeadon & Kerwin, 2000). Each segment is connected at 

frictionless joints. Co-joining segments are assumed to experience equal and opposite 

reaction forces at the connecting joint. Linked segment models comprising varying 

levels of complexity have been used in biomechanical investigations. A simple two- 

segment model was used to investigate take-off techniques in high jumping (Alexander,

1990). The model produced reasonable estimates of the ground reaction forces and 

permitted a simple but thorough examination of optimal take-off technique. Simple 

models are beneficial in that analytical investigations may be undertaken but often, 

important features of the system are neglected (Yeadon & Challis, 1994). For example, 

McNitt-Gray (1991) highlighted the limitation of using a simple, single link model to 

understand the phasic joint-by-joint reduction in whole body velocity in landing.

The kinetic characteristics of take-off movements were investigated using a more 

complex, linked segment model (Hatze, 1981a). The ground reaction forces predicted 

by the model were in good agreement with the measured forces (Yeadon & Challis,
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1994). Furthermore, a detailed analysis o f the moments and forces produced at 

numerous joints was achievable with the 17-segment model. The large number of 

parameters required to describe the model however limits its application to simple 

analysis o f take-off movements. Linked segment models permit a simplified but 

thorough examination of the motion occurring at the complex structure of joints within 

the human body, provided the relevant number o f segments are incorporated.

2.5.2 Rigid mass models

A common simplifying assumption of linked segment models is that each segment may 

be represented as a single, rigid mass. The assumption o f rigidity locates the centre of 

mass o f each segment in a fixed location within the local reference frame of the 

segment. Numerous kinetic analyses o f dynamic movements have been conducted using 

the assumption of rigidity (Bobbert, Huijing & van Ingen Schenau, 1987a; 1987b; 

McNitt-Gray, 1991; 1993; McNitt-Gray, Yokoi & Millward, 1993). Figure 2.4 

illustrates a rigid mass model used to investigate the mechanics of running impacts 

(Gerritsen, van den Bogert & Nigg, 1995). The simplistic approach used to represent the 

properties o f the human is highlighted in the model, which comprises four rigid mass 

segments.

TRUNK

HIP

KNEI

LANKLE

GROUND

Figure 2.4. A four-segment rigid mass model (adapted from Gerritsen et al., 1995).
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Until recently the use of rigid mass models for investigation into dynamic human 

movement has been well accepted. The presence of uncharacteristic oscillations in the 

joint moment and force estimations predicted by rigid mass models has however 

questioned the assumption of rigidity inherent to these models. Failure to include the 

properties of soft and rigid tissue masses has provided a possible explanation for the 

lack of realism observed. Soft tissue moves in a damped manner relative to the 

underlying rigid tissue during high acceleration movements (Gruber et al., 1998). The 

potential errors associated with using rigid mass models prompted the suggestion that 

rigid segments may only be truly justifiable for quasi-static movements (Denoth, 

Gruber, Ruder & Keppler, 1984).

2.5.3 Wobbling mass models

The need for more realistic skeleto-mechanical models was recently considered 

desirable in order to improve the accuracy with which kinetic analyses of human 

movement are conducted (Hatze, 2002). Furthermore, the advantages associated with 

models comprising the properties of soft and rigid tissue masses has been highlighted 

(Denoth et al., 1984; Gruber et al., 1998).

An indication of the success of using more complex models to conduct kinetic analyses 

of dynamic movements was recently provided (Gruber et al., 1998). Joint kinetics 

produced with a rigid mass model and a wobbling mass model, which incorporated soft 

and rigid tissues, were compared. Figure 2.5 provides a representation of the wobbling 

mass model used. The model remains reasonably simplistic whilst incorporating the soft 

and rigid mass properties. More realistic estimations of hip and knee joint moments 

produced in the impact phase of a vertical drop landing were predicted with the 

wobbling mass model compared to the rigid mass model. In order for the correct motion 

to be achieved with a rigid mass model, joint moments and forces were significantly 

higher than might have been expected for the movement of interest. The rigid mass 

model overestimated the passive peak of the ground reaction force. Also, an unrealistic 

oscillation in the knee and hip joint moments was observed, which has been 

characteristic of numerous kinetic analyses using rigid mass assumptions (Devita &
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Skelly, 1992; McNitt-Gray, 1993). Clearly, the use o f more complex models may be 

considered appropriate to gain a more thorough understanding of dynamic movements.

Ar

Figure 2.5. A three-segment wobbling mass model (adapted from Gruber et al., 1998).

2.5.4 Kinetic analyses o f human movement

The accurate determination of joint moments o f force and internal joint forces are 

advantageous, to further understanding of the loads experienced during dynamic 

movements (Devita & Skelly, 1992). Human body models are typically applied to 

estimate joint kinetic characteristics in human movement without the need for invasive 

interventions. Solutions for the kinetic characteristics have been obtained using either 

inverse dynamic or forward dynamic analyses (Zajac, 1993).

Inverse dynamic analyses

Inverse dynamic analyses have been used extensively in biomechanical investigations 

(Bobbert, Huijing & van Ingen Schenau, 1987a; 1987b; Devita & Skelly, 1992; McNitt- 

Gray, 1993). Torques produced by the joint action generate angular accelerations that 

are related to the kinematics o f the system (Spagele, Kistner & Gollhofer, 1999). Using 

this concept, known aspects of technique such as limb angular accelerations and 

external force measurements may be employed to estimate joint moments and forces.
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Devita & Skelly (1992) combined anthropometric data, ground reaction forces and film 

data obtained for a vertical drop landing to compute joint moments using an inverse 

dynamics analysis. More recently, forces occurring at the lower extremity joints during 

stride jump landings were estimated using inverse dynamics (Hass, Schick, Chow, 

Tillman, Brunt & Cauraugh, 2003). An inverse dynamics approach is beneficial since a 

simple linked segment model may be applied to represent the mechanical properties of 

the human. In addition, the required inputs e.g. external forces and kinematic data may 

be readily obtained using a force plate and video camera.

Forward dynamic analyses

Forward dynamic solutions use a priori knowledge of the sequencing and level of 

recruitment of muscular activity. Known forces and torques may be used to drive the 

human body model (King & Yeadon, 2002). Alternatively, the model may be driven 

using angle time histories (Brewin, Yeadon & Kerwin, 2000), which represent the 

muscular activity used to perform the movement. An angle-driven model is 

advantageous since the technique used in the movement may be readily manipulated 

when applying the model, which is an inherent limitation of the torque-driven model. 

Angle time histories can also be obtained for the full range of angles and angular 

velocities used in the motion. In contrast, the angle range of torque data that may be 

obtained potentially limits the success of a torque-driven model. In particular, 

King & Yeadon (2002) highlighted the difficulty in deriving iso-velocity angle data at 

high angular velocities for use in a simulation model of tumbling.

In contrast to inverse dynamics analysis, the inputs in forward dynamics cause the 

movement (van den Bogert & Nigg, 1999). The level of detail in the model is therefore 

more extensive than necessitated for inverse dynamic analyses. The use of computer 

simulation models is a favoured approach to solving forward dynamic solutions. 

Brewin, Yeadon & Kerwin (2000) used known aspects of technique and estimates of the 

inertia characteristics of a subject as input into a computer simulation used to estimate 

shoulder forces in gymnastic longswings. A five-segment model comprising damped 

elastic elements to represent shoulder elasticity was used to model the gymnasts'
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properties. The level of a priori knowledge required and the model complexity needed 

to conduct accurate analyses presently limits the use of forward dynamic analyses.

2.5.5 Multi-body dynamic packages

It is a formidable task to develop the dynamical equations required for the simulation of 

human movement. Hatze (1981a) suggested that a total of 2300 man hours were needed 

to develop a 17-segment model. Several packages are available to aid in the formulation 

of computer simulation models. Some packages such as AUTOLEV and SD/FAST use 

Kane's method (Kane, Likins & Levinson, 1983) for formulating equations of motion. 

AUTOLEV has been used successfully to produce comprehensive simulation models 

(Brewin, Yeadon & Kerwin, 2000; Yeadon & King, 2002). AUTOLEV is particularly 

beneficial since the computer source code is produced in FORTRAN of C allowing the 

code to be readily adapted by the user. Furthermore, the comprehensive user interface 

provided by these packages was advocated by van den Bogert & Nigg (1999).

Alternative packages such as DADS and ADAMS, based on Newton-Euler equations 

have been used extensively to create biomechanical models (Nigg & Liu, 1999; Liu & 

Nigg, 2000; Pain & Challis, 2001a). A model used to simulate long-jumping was 

recently developed by Seyfarth, Friedrichs, Wank & Blickhan (1999) using ADAMS. 

The benefits of using a package such as DADS is that the user is guided in the definition 

of the problem (Yeadon & Challis, 1994). The formulation of simulation models has 

been aided greatly by the use of multi-body dynamic packages. However, the structure 

and complexity of the model must still be selected by the user to incorporate the 

essential features of the system being investigated.

2.5.6 Summary

The approaches used to model the human body were reviewed. The use of rigid mass 

models to investigate dynamic movements was questioned. More complex wobbling 

mass models, which incorporate soft and rigid tissues were found to produce more 

realistic kinetic analyses of dynamic movements. The development of a simulation
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model comprising soft and rigid masses was considered a desirable approach to model 

the mechanical properties of the human for the intended study.

2.6 Development of wobbling mass models

Simplifying assumptions made in human body models must encompass the important 

features required to fully understand the motion of interest. Varying levels of 

complexity have been achieved in representing the inertia properties, soft and rigid 

tissue mass coupling properties and ground contact forces in wobbling mass models 

(Cole, Nigg, van den Bogert & Gerritsen, 1996; Nigg & Liu, 1999; Liu & Nigg, 2000; 

Wilson, 2003).

2.6.1 Modelling inertia properties

The inertia properties of the shank, thigh and upper body segments have typically been 

considered in wobbling mass models in the form of individual segments (Gruber, 

Denoth, Stuessi & Ruder, 1987; Cole et al., 1996). Recently, Liu & Nigg (2000) 

assessed the validity of combining the upper body properties into a single segment. 

Modifications to the magnitude and mass distribution in the upper body had a minimal 

effect on the impact force peaks produced by a wobbling mass model for a simulated 

running impact. Each segment has comprised a wobbling and rigid mass to account for 

the potential influence of inter-segmental mass motion on the resulting kinetics. 

Wobbling masses have represented the soft tissue of the body i.e. the visceral mass and 

muscle. Rigid components have comprised the properties of skeletal bone (Cole et al., 

1996). Simple point masses have been used to model the properties of the wobbling 

masses (Nigg, Cole & Bruggemann, 1995; Cole et al., 1996; Liu & Nigg, 2000). In 

contrast, more complex models assumed each wobbling mass to comprise moment of 

inertia (Gruber et al., 1987; Gruber et al., 1998).

Several approaches have been used to obtain estimates for the inertia properties of 

wobbling and rigid tissue components. Gruber et al. (1998) optimised mass values in 

reproducing ground reaction force time histories of a vertical drop landing. However,
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mass ratios of soft tissue to bone were substantially greater than reported previously by 

cadaver studies. An alternative approach has been to use cadaver data to estimate the 

soft tissue and bone proportions and locations of component centre of masses inherent 

to each segment (Cole et al., 1996; Pain & Challis, 2001a). Realistic simulations 

typically require the use of subject-specific inertia properties. Presently, limited use has 

been made of the methods available to obtain subject-specific parameters when 

applying wobbling mass models.

2.6.2 Determination of subject-specific inertia parameters

Mass, mass centre locations and principal moments of inertia are difficult to obtain for 

the body segments of living subjects. Several approaches are available to obtain indirect 

approximations of subject-specific inertia parameters. Cadaver-based methods 

(Dempster, 1955; Clauser, McConville & Young, 1969; Chandler, Clauser, McConville, 

Reynolds & Young, 1975), mathematical inertia models (Whitsett, 1963; Hanavan, 

1964; Jensen, 1976; Hatze, 1980; Yeadon, 1990b) and medical imaging techniques 

(Martin, Mungiole, Marzke & Longhill, 1989; Mungiole & Martin, 1990) have 

principally been employed.

Cadaver-based methods

Cadaver-based methods use ratios of inertia properties, comparable to that found for 

cadavers to determine subject-specific properties. Pain & Challis (2001b) used soft 

tissue to bone mass ratios reported in cadaver studies (Clarys & Marfell-Jones, 1986b) 

(Clarys, Martin & Drinkwater, 1984) to predict subject-specific component mass values 

for use in a wobbling mass model. The benefits of cadaver-based methods are inherent 

in the ability to rapidly obtain subject-specific inertia properties. In addition, minimal 

time is required with the subject to obtain the measurements needed.

However, a major limitation of cadaver-based methods is that the cadavers used are 

often unlike the population under investigation. Cadavers that were smaller than the 

average white male were dissected in the cadaver study of Dempster (1955). The
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cadavers used by Clarys, Martin & Drinkwater (1984) ranged in age from 59 to 64 

years, which is substantially older than the subject group often examined in 

sports-related human movement investigations. A further limitation of the 

cadaver-based approaches is that the size and shape of the subject under investigation is 

not considered. Knowledge of the size and mass distribution of the segments are 

however, essential to biomechanical analyses (Jensen, 1976).

Mathematical inertia models

A more effective use of cadaver data has been achieved by combining density values 

obtained from cadavers with mathematical inertia models. Mathematical inertia models 

simplify the human body to a series of geometric solids. Subject-specific 

anthropometric measurements are used to characterise the size of each solid. Knowledge 

of the volume and cadaver derived density of body segments then permits estimates of 

mass properties.

Simplifying approximations inherent to mathematical models have reflected the detail 

required in describing subject-specific inertia properties in human body models. 

Whitsett (1963) and Hanavan (1975) simplified each segment to a single, homogenous 

shape, thereby failing to consider the irregular shape of body segments. Variations in 

segmental morphology were later considered through the division of each segment into 

smaller subsections using more complex solids (Jensen, 1976; Hatze, 1980; Yeadon, 

1990b). The resulting increased complexity however, demanded a consequent increase 

in the number of anthropometric measurements required from the subject.

More detailed inertia models such as Hatze (1980) and Jensen (1976) require 242 and 

408 measurements, respectively. The application of these models to more than one or 

two subjects is limiting due to the time consuming nature of the data collection and 

analysis. The inertia model developed by Yeadon (1990b) provides a compromise 

between the time required with the subject and the level of detail demanded to 

accurately represent the body segment properties. The model requires 95 

anthropometric measurements and is capable of predicting whole body mass to an
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accuracy o f better than 3% (Yeadon, 1990b). Figure 2.6 permits a comparison of the 

segmentation o f the inertia models of Jensen (1976) and Yeadon (1990b). The varying 

morphology of the subject was effectively considered in the model o f Yeadon while 

simultaneously limiting the number of segmentation levels and therefore anthropometric 

measurements required.

Figure 2.6. The mathematical inertia model o f Jensen (1976) and Yeadon (1990b).

The assumption of uniform density over a given cross section, remains an inherent 

limitation in presently available mathematical inertia models. The uniform density 

assumption limits the extent to which inertia models can be used to predict 

subject-specific parameters for analyses using wobbling mass.

Medical imaging techniques

Estimations o f tissue distribution in body segments have also been obtained using 

gamma mass scanning (Zatsiorsky & Seluyanov, 1983), computerised tomography (CT) 

(Ackland, Henson & Bailey, 1988; Erdman, 1996) and magnetic resonance images 

(MRI) (Mungiole & Martin, 1990). Images are obtained at regular intervals along the 

axes o f the body segments. The determination o f tissue dimensions, volumes, densities 

and mass are then permissible. Zatsiorsky & Seluyanov (1983) used a gamma mass 

scanning technique to obtain a full profile o f inertia characteristics for the body
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segments of young physical education students and researchers. More recently, 

Ackland, Henson & Bailey (1988) highlighted the accuracy of using CT scanning 

techniques to estimate inertia parameters. A good agreement (5%) was found between 

the directly measured density value of a cadaveric leg and the density value obtained 

using CT for the same leg. Both gamma mass scanning and CT techniques have proven 

successful for the determination of inertia parameters. The necessity to use potentially 

harmful techniques is however, clearly a limiting feature of the approaches.

The improved soft tissue contrast that can be achieved and the ability to collect images 

without the need for radioactivity have favoured the use of MRI for determining inertia 

properties. MRI has been used successfully to approximate mass centre locations and 

density values for segments of baboon cadavers. A close agreement was found between 

mean segment centre of mass locations measured using a reaction board (44.7% from 

the proximal end) and that obtained using MRI (43.4%) (Martin et al., 1989). In 

addition, criterion density values and densities determined using MRI were identical. 

The associated demands for instrumentation, expertise, cost and time however, 

continually limits the use of medical imaging methods in human movement data 

collections.

2.6.3 Modelling soft tissue motion

High-speed filming of impact situations has clearly demonstrated that the soft masses of 

the human body ‘start to wobble in a complex damped m a n n e r (Gruber et al., 1998). 

Wobbling mass models have incorporated the potential motion of soft tissue by 

permitting each wobbling mass to move relative to the underlying rigid mass. Cole et al. 

(1996) simply constrained wobbling mass motion to a single, translational degree of 

freedom. In contrast, both rotation and translation were permitted between the rigid and 

wobbling mass of each segment in the model developed by Gruber et al. (1987).

Simple spring systems have been used to constrain the wobbling mass motion (Gruber 

et al., 1987; Cole et al., 1996; Gruber et al., 1998; Liu & Nigg, 2000; Pain & Challis, 

2001a). Cole et al. (1996) represented the coupling between wobbling and rigid masses
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using a linear, non-damped spring system. Damping was ignored since it was 

considered to have a negligible effect in the simulated phase of the running impact. 

More complex spring systems have employed the use of non-linear, damped springs 

(Gruber et al., 1987; Gruber et al., 1998; Liu & Nigg, 2000). A torsional spring has also 

been used to constrain the rotational motion of the wobbling masses (Gruber et al., 

1987). The approaches used to represent the wobbling and rigid mass coupling may not 

fully encompass the complexity with which soft tissue moves. However, wobbling mass 

models have provided a simplistic approach by which soft tissue motion may be 

considered to improve the simulation of dynamic human movement.

2.6.4 Wobbling mass spring parameter determination

Estimates for the stiffness and damping properties of the spring systems are required to 

realistically constrain the frequency and amplitude of wobbling mass motion. Several 

approaches have been employed to obtain approximations for the coupling constants 

that describe the spring systems. One approach has been to optimise spring stiffness and 

damping values whilst reproducing realistic ground reaction forces (Gruber et al., 1987; 

Gruber et al., 1998). The approach however, negates the actual soft tissue motion 

responses of the subject under investigation.

More realistic properties have been achieved using information obtained from 

experimental investigations. The amplitude and frequency response of the soft tissue 

motion of a male subject was quantified for an impulsive loading movement (Pain & 

Challis, 2001b). The simulated motion response of the wobbling masses of the thigh and 

shank were constrained to those values obtained experimentally. Ground reaction forces 

were reproduced to within 12% of those recorded for the actual landing movement.

Wobbling mass models have yet to use stiffness and damping characteristics obtained 

directly from human subjects, to represent the coupling between wobbling and rigid 

masses. However, Pain & Challis (2002) recently described an approach in which the 

force occurring between soft and rigid tissue in an impulsive movement could be 

measured. A damped harmonic model was combined with estimates for the magnitude
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of moveable soft tissue mass to predict the force generated between the soft and rigid 

tissue of the forearm. Knowledge of the nature of the spring and the force applied could 

be utilised to obtain direct estimates for subject-specific stiffness constants.

2.6.5 Modelling ground contact

Human body models used to simulate landings have assumed a massless foot such that 

ground contact occurs at the heel (Gruber et al., 1987; Nigg, Cole & Briiggemann, 

1995; Gruber et al., 1998; Pain & Challis, 2001b). The role of the foot in load 

attenuation has consequently been restricted to the properties of the heel. Reasonable 

estimates of the ground reaction forces incurred in running (Nigg, Cole & Briiggemann,

1995) and vertical drop landings (Gruber et al., 1998) have been produced. However, 

the rapid generation in peak force, occurring in less than 5 ms following heel strike in 

running simulations has been attributed to the omission of the mass properties of the 

foot (Gerritsen, van den Bogert & Nigg, 1995; Cole et al., 1996).

Ground contact models are used to represent the forces occurring between the ground 

and foot. Non-linear force-deformation functions including a displacement-dependent 

damping term have frequently been used to model ground contact (Gruber et al., 1987; 

Cole et al., 1996; Gruber et al., 1998; Liu & Nigg, 2000). A simple cubic function was 

used to model the vertical force-deformation relationship occurring during heel-toe 

running (Gerritsen, van den Bogert & Nigg, 1995). A similar model was used by Cole et 

al. (1996), which additionally considered the area of ground contact made by the foot 

during a simulated running impact. A Coulomb dry friction model, which related the 

magnitude of the horizontal ground reaction to the vertical ground reaction force, was 

also used.

Spring-damper systems have been used minimally to model horizontal ground contact 

forces. However, a spring-damper system, which considered both horizontal 

displacement and vertical deformation at the foot was recently used to successfully 

model the horizontal forces occurring in a landing before take-off (Wilson, 2003). An 

average percentage difference of 13.3% was found between simulated and actual ground
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reaction forces. In summary, simple force-deformation relationships have been used 

effectively to model ground contact forces. Such an approach is however, limited unless 

an appropriate description o f the stiffness and damping properties o f the springs can be 

obtained.

2.6.6 Ground contact parameter determination

The human heel pad is partially responsible for energy dissipation during ground 

contact (Pain & Challis, 2001a). The stiffness and energy loss properties o f human heel 

pads have been used to describe the properties o f the ground contact spring systems. 

Cole et al. (1996) represented spring stiffness and damping properties with heel pad 

properties obtained in vivo from pendulum impact tests performed by Aerts & 

De Clercq (1993). In contrast, Pain & Challis (2001a) used properties obtained in vitro 

from isolated heel pads (Aerts, Ker, De Clercq, Ilsley & Alexander, 1995). In vivo and 

in vitro investigations have shown heel pad stiffness to increase non-linearly with heel 

deformation. The non-linear nature of the mechanical properties o f the human heel pad, 

highlighted in Figure 2.7 confirms the use of a non-linear force-deformation 

relationship in representing ground contact.
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Figure 2.7. Load-deformation properties o f the human heel pad (adapted from Ker, 

1996).

In vitro investigations have highlighted the frequency (Ker, 1996) and loading rate 

dependency (Aerts & De Clercq, 1993) of the heel pad properties. The complex nature
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of human heel pad properties has resulted in the determination of realistic ground 

contact spring properties to be difficult. The problem is further compounded in 

considering that the heel pad properties reported for in vivo and in vitro investigation 

are conflicting. In vitro investigations (Ker, Bennett, Alexander & Kester, 1989; 

Bennett & Ker, 1990; Ker, 1996) report significantly greater stiffness values 

(900-1450 kN m '1) compared to in vivo investigations (Aerts & De Clercq, 1993; Aerts 

et al., 1995; Gefen, Megido-Ravid & Itzchak, 2001) (150 kN-m'1). Furthermore, energy 

loss, represented by the area between the loading and unloading load-deformation curve 

in Figure 2.7 are significantly lower for in vitro investigations (30% energy loss) 

(Bennett & Ker, 1990) compared to in vivo values (76% energy loss) (Aerts & De 

Clercq, 1993).

Pain & Challis (2001a) recently questioned the use of heel pad properties obtained in 

vivo. A model comprising a shank and heel pad was used to simulate a pendulum 

impact at the heel. Energy dissipation properties of the soft tissue of the shank 

contributed significantly to the reduced stiffness and larger energy loss associated with 

in vivo estimates of heel pad properties. The inclusion of the lower leg properties 

resulted in the distortion of the true heel pad properties. The selection of the most 

realistic heel pad properties remains an area of discussion.

2.6.7 Summary

Literature associated with the approaches used in the development of wobbling mass 

models was reviewed. Numerous techniques are available to determine subject-specific 

inertia parameters. However, presently available methods have failed to address the 

demand to determine soft and rigid tissue inertia parameters for use in wobbling mass 

models. The coupling between soft and rigid tissue masses has successfully been 

represented using a simple spring system. Knowledge of the subject-specific soft tissue 

motion has the potential to improve the representation of the springs used to constrain 

wobbling mass motion. Failure to incorporate the lever action of the foot appears a vast 

oversimplification in presently available human body models. The model used to
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investigate the research questions should aim to further improve the representation of 

the mechanical properties of the human for the simulation of dynamic movements.

2.7 Evaluation of simulation models

The evaluation of a model is a fundamental stage of the theoretical-experimental 

approach. The evaluation provides an indication of the level of confidence that can be 

given to a model (Yeadon & Challis, 1994). 'Without such an evaluation, little credence 

should be given to the published results and conclusions' (Yeadon & King, 2002). 

Ideally, a successful evaluation should comprise a comparison of the simulated motion 

with the actual movement performance. For example, angle-driven models can be 

evaluated using kinematic data obtained from actual performances (van Gheluwe, 

1981). Angle time histories are used to drive the simulation model for the duration of 

the movement phase. Initial conditions relating specifically to the kinematics of the 

actual movement are used as input into the model. A comparison of simulated outputs 

and measured outputs permits a quantification of the accuracy of the simulation model.

The degree to which human body models have been evaluated has varied widely. 

Cole et al. (1996) used kinematics and ground reaction forces obtained from actual 

heel-toe running impacts to provide a thorough assessment of the ground reaction forces 

predicted by a wobbling mass model. Nigg & Liu (1999) achieved a less successful 

evaluation of a model used to simulate impact forces in running. The simulated motion 

was compared to the characteristics of impacts obtained from previous experimental 

data and results of other simulation studies.

The nature of the comparison between simulated and actual movement performances 

should be dictated by the subsequent use of the model (Yeadon & King, 2002). The 

accuracy of a model used to understand neuro-muscular control in vertical jumping was 

quantified by comparing model predicted values with directly measured muscle 

excitations (Spagele, Kistner & Gollhofer, 1999). A comparison of kinetic variables is 

typically conducted for human movement investigations concerned with gaining an 

understanding of the potential for injury. In contrast, a comparison of kinematic
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variables is more appropriate for gaining an insight into technique-related outcomes of 

human movement.

2.7.1 Application of objective functions

An objective function can be used to quantify the match between modelled variables 

and the corresponding, directly measured variables, to give an indication of the accuracy 

of a model. An objective function comprising the root mean square difference between 

several kinematic and kinetic outputs such as body angle and ring cable tension was 

derived to evaluate a model simulating gymnastic longswings (Brewin, Yeadon & 

Kerwin, 2000). Conversely, kinematic variables such as maximum and final depressions 

of the tumbling track were included in the objective function developed to evaluate a 

model simulating tumbling take-offs (Yeadon & King, 2002). The comparative 

variables included in an objective function have typically represented the primary 

indicators of the movement performance or variables examined in the final application 

of the model.

2.7.2 Optimisation techniques

Model parameters are difficult to obtain with the accuracy required to reproduce 

realistic simulations of human movement. Optimisation techniques have been used to 

derive more appropriate parameters through the minimisation or maximisation of an 

objective function (Brewin, Yeadon & Kerwin, 2000; Wilson, 2003). Minimisation or 

maximisation of an objective function is achieved through the selection of the most 

appropriate parameters. In order for the model to simulate reality, the selected 

parameters must closely correspond to the properties of the system under investigation. 

(Brewin, 1998). Unfortunately, problems are inherent in all techniques used to optimise 

a function.

In minimising an objective function, the optimisation ideally terminates with the 

identification of the global minimum. The simplex method (Nelder & Mead, 1965) 

takes a conventional approach to function optimisation and is particularly beneficial for
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problems which are small in terms of computational burden (Press, Flannery, Teulosky 

& Vetterling, 1988). The algorithm starts with N+l points, of an N dimensional 

function. The algorithm then makes successive downhill steps to minimise a function. 

The danger of such an approach is that the algorithm often becomes constrained in a 

local minimum, preventing discovery of the global minimum. As such, conventional 

algorithms have difficulty in identifying the global minimum of functions comprising 

ridges and plateaus (Cramer, 1986). The problems inherent in conventional algorithms 

may be alleviated by initialising the algorithm using different starting values for the 

variables being modified (Press et al., 1988).

Simulated annealing functions (Goffe, Ferrier & Rogers, 1994) have proven 

advantageous over conventional techniques. The nature of the simulated annealing 

approach is analogous with thermodynamics. The entire surface of the objective 

function is searched. The reliable performance of the simulated annealing algorithm is 

achieved by the ability to make both uphill and downhill moves during the exploration 

of the function solution. Even in the presence of several minima and with a high number 

of variables to be varied, a simulated annealing method will proceed towards better 

minima than conventional methods (Corana, Marchesi, Martini & Ridella, 1987).

A direct comparison of the application of conventional methods and simulated 

annealing methods to four models further showed the simulated annealing to perform 

better than multivariable optimisation algorithms for all models (Goffe, Ferrier & 

Rogers, 1994). Although an exact solution becomes more prohibited as the number of 

parameters increases (Press et al., 1988), the simulated annealing algorithm typically 

performs well with a large number of parameters. Yeadon & King (2002) used a 

simulated annealing algorithm to vary 21 parameters in minimising an objective 

function that described the difference between simulated and actual tumbling take-off 

performances. The additional computer execution time required for the simulated 

annealing algorithms remains an inherent limitation of the approach. Regardless, the 

apparent advantages of the approach have ensured it to be a favoured tool for the 

evaluation of simulation models.
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2.7.3 Summary

The evaluation of a simulation model is fundamental to the theoretical-experimental 

approach. Simulated and measured indicators of performance, relating to the final 

application of the model are required to successfully evaluate a simulation model. The 

purpose of the intended study is to investigate the loads experienced in landing. An 

evaluation procedure, which compares kinetic indicators of landing, therefore appears 

appropriate. Optimisation techniques that may be used to obtain more realistic model 

parameters were reviewed within this section. The simulated annealing algorithm 

provided distinct advantages over other techniques in the optimisation of objective 

functions in the model evaluation process.

2.8 Data collection and analysis procedures

The development of realistic simulation models requires the collection and analysis of 

kinematic and kinetic data pertaining to the movement of interest. Data obtained from 

actual movement performances may be used to determine parameters relating to the 

subject under investigation. In addition, the successful evaluation of model requires the 

use of data obtained from actual movement performances (Brewin, Yeadon & Kerwin, 

2000). Numerous data collection and analysis procedures are available to obtain 

kinematic and kinetic data of human movement.

2.8.1 Kinematic data collection

Sophisticated imaging devices have been developed to quantify the motion of specified 

body landmarks (Nigg, Cole & Wright, 1999). Manual imaging techniques have been 

used extensively for the collection of kinematic data. However, automatic motion 

analysis techniques, which help to eliminate some of the practical problems associated 

with manual techniques are becoming a favoured tool in human movement analyses.
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Manual techniques

Manual techniques require the capture of images using film (Bobbert, Huijing & 

van Ingen Schenau, 1987a; McNitt-Gray, 1993) or video (Bobbert, Schamhardt & Nigg, 

1991; Seyfarth, Friedrichs, Wank & Blickhan, 1999). Images of human movement were 

traditionally obtained using 16 mm or 32 mm film cameras. Although film has 

historically offered a higher image resolution than video (Yeadon & Challis, 1994), the 

associated high cost, impracticality for extended data collections and the time 

consuming nature of film analysis has favoured the use of video. Bobbert, Schamhardt 

& Nigg (1991) highlighted the success of using video to quantify human movement. 

Positional data obtained from images captured using four electronically shuttered video 

cameras were used to predict ground reaction forces in running. The magnitude of the 

high frequency force peak was predicted to within 10% of the directly measured force 

value.

The sampling rate of video cameras is traditionally restricted to 50 Hz, limiting the 

extent to which dynamic movements can be fully understood. The capture of images in 

excess of 50 Hz by either high-speed film or video cameras permits a more successful 

examination of dynamic movement. McNitt-Gray (1991) collected kinematic data using 

a Locam film camera operating at a rate of 202.4 fps to examine the mechanics of the 

impact phase of a vertical drop landing. The first impact force peak occurred in less than 

50 ms. The capture of images in excess of 50 Hz was therefore clearly necessary to 

thoroughly examine the kinematics of the movements.

Manual techniques are however, limited by the necessity to perform frame-by-frame 

digitisation of the film or video images (Yeadon & Challis, 1994), which is further 

exacerbated when using images from high-speed cameras. Regardless, high-speed 

image techniques have been considered one of the best methods for quantifying human 

movement that may otherwise be difficult to achieve (Nigg, Cole & Wright, 1999).
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Automatic motion analysis

Automatic motion analysis systems utilising video-based systems (Pain & Challis,

2002) and light-emitting diodes (LED) devices (Dixon, Collop & Batt, 2000) have 

provided an alternative approach for collecting data of dynamic human movements. 

Kinematic data may be obtained at rates in excess of 50 Hz whilst maintaining a high 

spatial resolution. Richards (1999) recently highlighted the accuracy of automatic 

motion analysis systems for the identification of fully visible moving marker positions. 

The error found in locating marker positions was less than 2 mm for both video-based 

systems and LED devices.

Each system requires either passive (e.g. reflective spheres) or active markers (e.g. 

LED's) to identify body landmarks. Video based systems such as VICON and the 

Qualysis Pro-reflex system use passive markers in the form of retro-reflective tape to 

indicate the location of body landmarks. A Qualysis Pro-reflex system was recently 

used to obtain kinematic data of 28 reflective markers located on the soft tissue of the 

forearm in an impact situation (Pain & Challis, 2002). The benefit of using a device 

utilising passive markers are such that the necessity for cumbersome wires and batteries 

is omitted (Yeadon & Challis, 1994), which is a frequent limitation of other automatic 

motion systems. Furthermore, a passive marker system is not restricted to tracking a 

specified number of markers. However, video-based systems are inhibited by sunlight, 

often restricting their use to a lab-based environment. The reduced image resolution 

achieved with capture frequencies in excess of 50 Hz has also been highlighted as an 

inherent limitation of video-based systems (Yeadon & Challis, 1994).

LED-based systems such as the cartesian optoelectronic dynamic anthropometer 

(CODA) unit and Selspot identify body landmarks using active markers. An LED is 

located on each body landmark and flashes sequentially, permitting identification of the 

landmark by a photo-detector. Active marker systems are particularly advantageous in 

the editing process since markers are always correctly identified (Richards, 1999). The 

influence of ground surface properties on the kinematics of running was recently 

investigated using CODA and active markers located on landmarks on the lower 

extremity (Dixon, Collop & Batt, 2000). A major limitation of using LED-based system
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is the necessity for batteries and wires which are potentially restrictive and the 

interference caused by reflections (Yeadon & Challis, 1994). Active marker systems are 

limited by the use of a pre-defmed number of markers, dependent on the rate of capture 

required. Automatic motion analysis techniques offer many advantageous features for 

the collection of kinematic data but have been used less extensively than manual 

techniques in biomechanical investigations.

2.8.2 Force data collection

An examination of the kinetic characteristics of human movement demands the 

quantification of force. Force data have been used extensively to quantify joint moments 

and forces, which otherwise would be difficult to measure directly. For example, the 

muscle moment time histories incurred during the stance phase of gait were examined 

through combining coordinate data obtained from digitising cine film and force data 

obtained from a force plate (Winter, 1980).

Numerous devices have been developed and used to measure external reaction forces 

incurred in human movement. The most commonly used device has been the force 

plate. Force plates comprise sensors such as strain gauges (AMTI and Bertec) or piezo

electric devices (Kistler). Strain gauges and piezo-electric crystal sensors are considered 

ideal for measuring forces on rigid surfaces (Nigg, 1999a). An AMTI force plate was 

recently used to investigate the influence of foot placement on the kinetics of drop 

jumping (Kovacs et al., 1999).

Pressure insoles provide a less restrictive approach for obtaining force measurements 

since they may be instrumented in a shoe. The vertical forces occurring between the 

foot and ground in landing have been quantified using pressure insoles (Arampatzis, 

Briiggemann & Klapsing, 2002). Pressure insoles are however, limited by the ability to 

measure vertical force components only. A more thorough analysis of foot placement 

patterns in running was achieved through examination of the centre of pressure patterns 

obtained from a 'Kristal' type force platform (Cavanagh & Lafortune, 1980).
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2.8.3 Data synchronisation

Combining kinematic and force data is often problematic. Synchronisation techniques 

are required to ensure kinematic and force data may be referred to at comparable 

instances in time. Errors in the synchronisation of kinematic and force data have a 

profound effect on inverse dynamics analyses. Winter (1980) highlighted that the error 

in the joint moment at the knee in walking was 59% as a result of video and force data 

being one field out of synch. Procedures used to evaluate simulation models also 

demand the accurate synchronisation of kinematic and force data. Input data for the 

simulation model must be synchronised to the output data such that an effective 

comparison between simulated and directly measured outcomes may be achieved.

Several approaches have been used to synchronise kinematic and force data. An 

electromagnetic sensor located within a cine camera and outputting one pulse per frame 

has been used to synchronise cine records and force data (Hubley & Wells, 1983; 

McNitt-Gray, 1991). The synchronisation of video and force data has been achieved by 

positioning an LED in the field of view of the camera such that the LED illuminates at 

the onset of force data capture (Bobbert, Yeadon & Nigg, 1992; Brewin, Yeadon & 

Kerwin, 2000; Brewin & Kerwin, 2003). Alternative approaches are required to 

accurately synchronise kinematic data collected using an automatic tracking system and 

force data. Descriptions of the techniques used to synchronise position data collected 

using an automatic tracking device and force plate data have been limited.

2.8.4 Reconstruction of body landmarks

Position data obtained from images must be transformed to the plane of motion of the 

movement of interest. Reconstructed position data have been obtained using scaling 

methods and direct linear transformations (DLT) (Abdel-Aziz & Karara, 1971; Walton,

1981). A scaling method uses information of a scale, recorded in the field of view of the 

camera to create a linear transformation of the image data (Yeadon & Challis, 1994). 

The simplistic nature of the scaling method is a particular benefit (Brewin & Kerwin,

2003). The scaling method is however restricted to planar analyses. In addition, the
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benefit of using a scaling method in preference to a two-dimensional (2D) DLT 

approach (Walton, 1981) for analyses constrained to a single plane has been questioned. 

Significantly larger reconstruction errors in the position of markers located on a vertical 

plane were found with varying camera angles, when using a scaling method compared 

to a 2D DLT method (Brewin & Kerwin, 2003).

DLT has become a favoured tool for the reconstruction of 2D and three-dimensional 

(3D) spatial coordinates. Coefficients associated with the camera set-up, such as lens 

orientation and scaling factors are obtained using known locations of a calibration 

frame. An over-determined set of equations describes the relationship between the 

known location of the calibration points and the digitised coordinates of the 

corresponding points. The flexibility in camera placement (Yeadon & Challis, 1994) 

and the level of accuracy that can be achieved (Brewin & Kerwin, 2003) are particular 

advantages of the DLT approach. However, the reconstruction errors are largely 

influenced by the distribution of calibration points in the field of view. Careful 

consideration must therefore be given to the calibration frame used. Wood & 

Marshall (1986) highlighted that small calibration frames lead to larger reconstruction 

errors for points lying outside of the calibration frame.

2.8.5 Processing of raw data

Noise from optoelectronic devices, human error in digitising and spatial precision of the 

tv scan all contribute to the error inherent in raw displacement data (Winter, 1990). 

Differentiation of the raw displacement data amplifies the noise and manifests itself in 

the velocities and accelerations produced. Techniques to smooth raw data and to 

provide accurate first and second derivatives from the original data have been used 

extensively in biomechanics. Direct methods such as finite difference techniques and 

indirect methods such as polynomial approximations, splines and Fourier series have all 

been used with varying levels of success (Ackland, Henson & Bailey, 1988).
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Finite difference techniques

The differentiation of data may be achieved simply using direct finite difference 

techniques. Derivatives are calculated directly from the raw data. Noise originating 

from the raw data is however amplified in the first and second derivatives, producing 

unrealistic derivatives (Wood, 1982). A large discrepancy was observed between 

directly measured accelerations of a rotating arm and accelerations determined by 

applying a low order finite difference technique to angular positions (Pezzack, Norman 

& Winter, 1977). A significantly closer agreement was achieved when the raw data 

were filtered using a recursive Butterworth digital filter, prior to differentiation.

The need to eliminate noise prior to the differentiation of position data obtained in 

walking was further highlighted by Winter, Sidwall & Hobson (1974). Low-pass 

filtering of joint locations produced realistic first and second derivatives using direct 

differentiation. Although finite difference methods offer a simplistic approach to 

differentiation, it is clearly beneficial to eliminate any noise present in the raw data prior 

to differentiation. The large error associated with the direct application of finite 

difference techniques is a major limitation of the approach for use in biomechanical 

investigations.

Digital filtering

Filtering removes noise from experimental data through the selective rejection, or 

attenuation of specific frequencies (Winter, 1990). Ideally, all noise present in the data 

should be removed. However, a compromise between the attenuation of high frequency 

noise and the maintenance of the actual signal is necessary. Numerous filters are 

available, each providing varying levels of success in noise reduction.

Low-pass filters, which have been used extensively in biomechanical investigation, 

attenuate high frequency, low amplitude noise in the raw data by allowing only low 

frequency signal to be passed through. Winter, Sidwall & Hobson (1974) used a 

low-pass, second order Butterworth filter to remove the noise inherent in joint centre
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locations. More recently, Bobbert & van Zandwijk (1999) used a third-order, low-pass 

filter to remove high-frequency noise from kinematic data obtained during vertical 

jumping.

The selection of an appropriate cutoff frequency is essential for the successful use of 

filtering techniques. Examinations of the frequency content of the data using spectral 

analysis, allows an appropriate cutoff frequency to be selected. The optimal residual 

difference between filtered and raw data (Winter, 1990) also provides an indication of 

an appropriate cutoff frequency for the respective data set. However, the time for data 

processing becomes extended. Filtering processes are also restrictive in that 

differentiation, integration and statistical comparisons can not be achieved (Wood,

1982). Data filtering is one stage of the data processing procedure. More direct 

processing techniques such as Fourier analyses are often favoured as a result.

Fourier analysis

A Fourier analysis represents a periodic signal as a series of weighted sine and cosine 

terms. Fourier analyses may be employed for several purposes. For example, the 

frequency content of biomechanical data has been examined using a Fourier analysis 

(Schneider & Chao, 1983; Pain & Challis, 2002). Fourier approximations have also 

been used to obtain harmonics for displacement-time data, with velocity and 

acceleration being computed from the subsequent Fourier coefficients (Capozzo & 

Gazzani, 1983). Furthermore, an optimally regularised Fourier approach was used to 

compute higher order derivatives of noisy biomechanical data (Hatze, 1981b).

Fourier analyses are constrained to data that is equispaced in time, allowing it to be 

readily applied to the majority of biomechanical data sets. Fourier analyses are ideally 

suited to data that is periodic (Wood, 1982) and less than 1 s in duration (Dowling, 

1987). However, application to non periodic data has been achievable by fitting a linear 

trend to the original data set (Wood, 1982; Capozzo & Gazzani, 1983). Data sets 

obtained from human movement are frequently in excess of Is in duration and not
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necessarily periodic in nature, which limits the use of Fourier analyses in biomechanical 

investigations.

Polynomial approximations

Empirical data may be described by fitting a polynomial expression to the data. 

Polynomial approximations are used to smooth noisy displacement data and to produce 

first and second derivatives by differentiation of a polynomial expression (Zemicke, 

Caldwell & Roberts, 1976; McLaughlin, Dillman & Lardner, 1977). Least squares 

polynomial approximations seek to minimise the sum of the square of the differences 

between the raw and smoothed data to remove unwanted noise. Wood (1982) advocated 

the use of least squares approximation techniques for processing biomechanical data 

because of its simplistic application. It is however, essential that a polynomial of high 

enough order is selected to extract meaningful information without fitting random error 

to the data (Zemicke, Caldwell & Roberts, 1976).

Global least squares polynomial approximations involve fitting a single polynomial to a 

data series. Global polynomial approximations have been found to be particularly 

beneficial in smoothing and differentiating data that is parabolic in nature. For example, 

the use of a simple quadratic function was favoured over a cubic spline function for 

producing the acceleration of a body in free-fall (McLaughlin, Dillman & Lardner, 

1977). Global polynomial approximations are less successful for processing data 

comprising regions of varying complexity (Wood, 1982). Zemicke, Caldwell & Roberts 

(1976) highlighted that a fifth order polynomial over-smoothed at regions of rapid 

changes. Additionally, a fifth degree polynomial used by McLaughlin, Dillman, & 

Lardner (1977) to derive angular accelerations of the lower leg produced unreasonable 

accelerations at the start and end points of the motion. Demand for a technique 

permitting the degrees of smoothing to be varied at specific regions of a data series has 

resulted in the extensive use of spline functions.
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Spline functions

Spline functions comprise a series of polynomial functions that are pieced together at 

points called ' knots' (Wood, 1982). The unique features of spline functions allow 

sudden changes in the data to be accommodated since the behaviour of splines can be 

considered independent in different regions of the data. A Generalised Cross-Validated 

Spline (Woltring, 1985) automatically determines the tightness of spline fit in each 

region. In contrast, the approach devised by Reinsch (1967; 1971) and used in the 

quintic spline of Wood and Jennings (1979) permits the level of smoothing to be 

controlled using a parameter which effectively defines the mean error in the data 

(Brewin, 1998). A reasonable estimate of the error in the raw data must therefore be 

obtained to effectively control the level of smoothing. Repeated digitisation of image 

data has provided one approach by which estimates for the error in the data may be 

established (Yeadon, 1990a). A method using a pseudo data set to obtain error estimates 

based on the difference between the original and a pseudo data point has also been 

described (Brewin, Yeadon & Kerwin, 2000).

Numerous investigations into human movement have advocated the use of splines to 

process raw data. The performance of a fifth order polynomial and a cubic spline was 

assessed for the derivation of force data from displacement data for a kicking movement 

(Zemicke, Caldwell & Roberts, 1976). The cubic spline was more successful for finely 

tuning the level of smoothing at various regions and for dealing with slight changes in 

the data. The cubic spline produced a percentage difference of less than 5% between 

film derived and directly measured force data. The polynomial was clearly inferior, 

producing a difference in excess of 10%.

Low order splines have inherent problems but remain advantageous over polynomial 

approximations. McLaughlin, Dilman & Lardner (1977) observed that the end points of 

the second derivative produced with cubic splines, tend towards zero. The use of cubic 

splines to fit data which is non-parabolic or comprises a second derivative with 

unknown or non-zero end points was questioned. Fitting data with a higher order, 

quintic spline has produced more favourable results (Wood & Jennings, 1979). More 

realistic end points and continuous third derivatives were produced when using a quintic
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spline compared to a cubic spline to differentiate the displacement data of a take-off 

movement. Careful consideration must be given to the selection of smoothing and 

differentiation techniques prior to the processing of raw data. The nature of the data 

being processed must be considered to ensure the most appropriate technique is 

employed.

2.8.6 Analysis of soft tissue motion

Elastic systems within the human body are characterised by a natural frequency and a 

damped response. Numerous approaches have been used to examine the frequency and 

amplitude response of soft tissue motion (Wakeling et al., 2001; Wakeling & Nigg, 

2001a; Wakleling & Nigg, 2001b; Wakeling, Nigg & Rozitis, 2002). Vibration analyses 

have been conducted to examine the stiffness and energy loss characteristics of soft 

tissue motion (Pain & Challis, 2002) or to match simulated soft tissue motion to that 

measured experimentally (Pain & Challis, 2001b)

A Fourier analysis has been used to identify the frequency content of soft tissue motion 

(Pain & Challis, 2002). A limitation of such an approach is that the natural frequency of 

the soft tissue may be obscured by the presence of additional frequencies. Windowing 

(Press et al., 1988) has the advantage of reducing the effects of additional low frequency 

signals. Pain & Challis (2002) used a windowed, fast-Fourier transformation to obtain 

the frequency content of the soft tissue motion of the forearm. The window was used to 

reduce the effect of the step-function produced in the displacement data by the continual 

deformation of the fat pad, following impact.

A damped oscillation model has been used favourably to examine soft tissue motion 

(Wakeling & Nigg, 2001a; Wakleling & Nigg, 2001b) and has recently been used to 

predict the force produced by the soft tissue motion of the forearm (Pain & Challis, 

2002). The ability to obtain both frequency and damping responses are a particular 

benefit of the harmonic modelling approach (Wakeling & Nigg, 2001a). Furthermore, 

harmonic models provide greater resolution in the determination of frequency for 

vibrations characterised by a low number of oscillations of significant magnitude.
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2.8.7 Summary

The procedures used to analyse raw data clearly influence the success with which the 

mechanical characteristics of a movement may be quantified. The high capture rate and 

accuracy associated with automatic motion analysis suggests it to be a favourable tool 

for investigating dynamic movements. Force plates have also proven fundamental in 

collecting force data for biomechanical investigations. Spline functions offer many 

advantages over other techniques used to remove unwanted noise and differentiate data. 

The quintic spline proved particularly beneficial in dealing with the end points of data 

and producing realistic third derivatives. Although Fourier analyses permit examination 

of the frequency content of a soft tissue motion, the application of a damped harmonic 

model allows a full profiles of the motion characteristics of soft tissue to be achieved.

2.9 Chapter summary

Literature related to the study area was reviewed. Key areas associated with the 

mechanics of landings, development, evaluation and application of human body models 

and data collection and analysis methods were highlighted. Limitations in the 

approaches used to represent the properties of the human in presently available 

simulation models were highlighted. The information was used in the development, 

evaluation and application of an appropriate simulation model used to investigate 

vertical drop landings in females, which are examined in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER 3: DEVELOPMENT OF SIMULATION MODEL 

3.1 Introduction

A modelling approach was considered ideal to address the research questions posed in 

Chapter 1. Variables of interest could be easily manipulated and an examination of the 

interaction of these variables achieved. A simulation model representing a female 

performing vertical drop landings was developed. The model was used to gain an 

understanding of the influence of technique, muscle tuning responses, mass and mass 

distribution on the loads experienced by females in landing. A four-segment wobbling 

mass model was developed to address the research questions posed in Chapter 1. This 

chapter describes the development of the simulation model in the form of five models:

A one-segment rigid mass model 

A one-segment rigid mass model with spring-dampers 

A three-segment rigid mass model 

A four-segment rigid mass model 

A four-segment wobbling mass model

The increase in model complexity required to more realistically simulate landing is 

described in each model progression. Literature-based research and empirical evidence 

underpinned the developments. The inputs required and the outputs produced by the 

four-segment wobbling mass model are also summarised in this chapter.

3.1.1 General modelling assumptions

A linked segment modelling approach was used. The approach assumes the human can 

be represented by a series of segments connected at theoretical joints. Joints were 

assumed to be ffictionless and air resistance was assumed to be negligible throughout. 

The landing movement to be investigated was considered to be planar in nature. A
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two-dimensional (2D) simulation model was therefore developed which permitted 

movement along a vertical and horizontal axis relative to the inertial reference frame.

3.2 Development of one-segment models

The equations of motion for a multi-body model can essentially be described by 

considering the motion of several, one-segment models. Firstly, the development 

process required the formulation of the equations of motion for a simple one-segment 

rigid mass model. Secondly, a one-segment rigid mass model with a spring-damper 

system was developed. Spring-dampers have been used effectively in multi-body 

models to impose motion constraints (Gruber et al., 1987; Cole et al., 1996). 

Descriptions of the one-segment models and the equations of motion of the systems are 

provided in the following section.

3.2.1 Nomenclature for one-segment models

0 : Fixed point in the inertial reference frame

^ cm : Vertical displacement of segment mass centre

ycm : Horizontal displacement of segment mass centre

: Deformation in vertical spring

x y : Deformation in horizontal spring

I : Distance of segment mass centre from 0

4 : Orientation of segment in the inertial reference frame

^cm : Vertical velocity of segment mass centre

yCm : Horizontal velocity of segment mass centre

V : Tangential velocity of segment mass centre

'<!> : Angular velocity of segment in the inertial reference frame

^cm : Vertical acceleration of segment mass centre

yCm : Horizontal acceleration of segment mass centre
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(j) : Angular acceleration of segment in the inertial reference frame

m : Mass of segment

I g : Transverse moment of inertia of segment through segment

mass centre 

Rz : Vertical reaction force at O

Ry : Horizontal reaction force at O

Fz : Force exerted by vertical spring

Fy : Force exerted by horizontal spring

T0 : Torque produced about O

H 0 : Angular momentum of whole system about O

az : Stiffness of vertical spring

bz : Damping of vertical spring

ay : Stiffness of horizontal spring

by : Damping of horizontal spring

g  : Acceleration due to gravity

dt : Small increment in time

3.2.2 A one-segment rigid mass model 

Model description

The motion of the one-segment rigid mass model was constrained to a single-degree of 

freedom. The segment was permitted to rotate freely about a point (O) fixed in the 

inertial reference frame. The segment possessed mass and also moment of inertia about 

a transverse axis through the mass centre, which allowed the rotational motion of the 

system to be considered. Gravitational forces only were assumed to govern the motion 

of the simple one-segment system. The equations of motion for the system were derived 

using Newtonian mechanics. A free body diagram of the one-segment model is 

provided in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. A free body diagram 

Equations o f motion for a one-segment rigid mass model

The equations o f motion were derived for the one-segment rigid mass model by 

considering the linear and angular motion o f the segment. The vertical and horizontal 

location of the segment mass centre from O was described as:

zcm=^s in ^  (3.1)

y c,n = / C0S ^  (3 2 )

The vertical and horizontal velocities o f the segment mass centre were derived by 

differentiating Equations 3.1 and 3.2 respectively, such that:

i OT= /c o s  #  (3 3 )

y  cm = - I  sin (/>(/> (34 )

The vertical and horizontal acceleration o f the segment mass centre were found by 

differentiating Equations 3.3 and 3.4 respectively, such that:

z cm = / c o s ^ - / s i n # 2 (3 5 )

of a one-segment rigid mass model.
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y cm = ~l  sin s¥ - 1 cos i¥ 2 (3.6)

Expressions for the vertical and horizontal reaction forces at O were derived using

Newton's Second Law of motion and by resolving vertically and horizontally to give:

Rz -  mg = mzcm (3 7)

(3 .8)

The angular motion of the mass centre was described by taking moments about O:

To = ~ms y cm (3.9)

The torque produced about O is related to the rate of change of the angular momentum 

of the whole system about O and may be expressed by:

T
(3.10)

The angular momentum of the whole system about O is given by:

H c = l J  + mvl (311)

The angular motion of the segment was expressed by substituting Equation 3.11 into 

Equation 3.10 and resolving into components to form:

S (Ig <j> -  mycm zcm + mzcm y cm )
----------------- 5 -----------------  (3-12)

msycm =

Combining Equations 3.9 and 3.12 gives:

S j l j - m y ^ z ^  +mzcmy cm)

a
d (Ig0 - rn y m zcm+mzcmy cJ  

dt
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which was simplified to:

-  mgycm = l j -  mycmzcm + m z ^ y ^  (3 13)

Substituting Equations 3.1, 3.2, 3.5 and 3.6 into equation 3.13 gives:

-  mglcos</> = I g(t> + ml2 sin2 (f(j) + ml2 cos2 (f(f ^  14)

The motion of the one-segment rigid mass model could be expressed in a single term

comprising one unknown angular acceleration ( (j>) using:

sin2 (/ + cos2 (/ -1  (3 15)

so that by substituting Equation 3.15 into Equation 3.14:

-  mgl cos (j)
</> = I  g + ml‘

3.2.3 A one-segment rigid mass model with spring-damper 

Model description

A one-segment model was developed which comprised the one-segment rigid mass 

model described in Section 3.2.2 and simple spring-damper systems. The spring-damper 

systems allowed the segment to translate relative to the fixed point (O), while 

simultaneously allowing rotation about the frictionless joint, O a . Multi-body models 

frequently use such a system to constrain the motion of the foot during ground contact 

and to predict the forces occurring between the foot and ground. A free body diagram 

describing the one-segment model is provided in Figure 3.2. Two massless, 

spring-dampers were connected between a point O, fixed in the inertial reference frame 

and a point Oa, fixed at the distal end of the segmental reference frame. One 

spring-damper system constrained the vertical (z) motion of the segment. The second 

system constrained the horizontal (y) motion of the segment.
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Figure 3.2. A free body diagram o f a one-segment rigid mass model with 

spring-dampers.

Equations of motion for a one-segment model with spring-dampers

A linear force-deformation relationship and a damping term characterised the properties 

o f each spring-damper such that:

(3.16)

(3.17)

The vertical and horizontal location o f the mass centre from O was expressed as:
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Expressions for the vertical and horizontal velocity of the segment mass centre were 

derived by differentiating Equations 3.18 and 3.19, respectively such that:

Expressions for the vertical and horizontal reaction forces at O were derived using 

Newton's Second Law of motion and by resolving vertically and horizontally to give:

The angular motion of the segment mass centre about O was expressed by taking 

moments about O:

The rate of change of the angular momentum of the whole system about O is equal to 

the torque about O. The rotational motion of the system may be described by 

Equation 3.10. The angular momentum of the whole system may be described by 

Equation 3.11. Substituting Equation 3.10 into Equation 3.11 and resolving into 

components gives:

i cm = • * ,  + / C 0 S  < ¥ (3.20)

y cm= xy - t s i n ^ (3.21)

Differentiation of Equations 3.20 and 3.21 resulted in the derivation of expressions for 

the vertical and horizontal acceleration of the segment mass centre:

Zc = xz +l cos (jijf-l sin (fij)2 (3.22)

y  cm = xy - l s i n 0 0 - l  cos (3.23)

Rz ~m g  =  mzcm (3.24)

(3.25)

T0 =-mgycm+Rzxy - R yxz (3.26)

8(Ig</> -  mycmzcm + rnzcmy cm)
a (3.27)
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Equating Equations 3.26 and 3.27 gives:

-m g yc„ + R zx - R x  =
S(Ig0 -  mycmzcm + rnzcm ycm)

y ","z a
d{Igj>-mycmzcm+rnzcmy cm)

dt

which can be simplified to:

-  mgy^  +  Rzxy -  Ryxz = I gj> -  mycmzm +  mzmy cm (3 2 g )

The horizontal and vertical reaction force at O is equal to the force exerted by the 

respective spring-damper systems such that:

RZ= F Z

Ry =Fy

Substituting Equations 3.16 and 3.17 into Equation 3.28 gives:

— mgv + (—a x —b x )x —(—a x  —b x ) x  = /  <b — mv z  +  m'z v*c>s cm V z z z z /  y  \  ^  y  y  '  z  g  r  " v  cm cm cm S  cm

The motion of the one-segment model can be expressed in terms of the angular 

acceleration of the segment such that:

— msy —a x x —b x x  +a x x +b x x  + mv z — mz v/  & J  cm z z y  z z y  ^ y ^ y ^ z  s  cm cm c m S c m
</>=

Substituting equations 3.16, 3.17, 3.20 and 3.21 into equation 3.28 gives an expression 

comprising three unknowns: the angular acceleration of the segment ( ^ )  and the 

vertical and horizontal accelerations of the spring deformation ( xz and xy , respectively).

This expression and equations 3.24 and 3.25 may subsequently be used to determine the 

three unknown accelerations. The movement of the mass centre may then be fully 

described by integrating ( j , xz and xy.
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3.3 Development of a multi-body simulation model

The equations of motion for a one-segment model are simple to derive. However, a one- 

segment model is not sufficient to represent the female performing landings. 

Examination of the landing trials described in Chapter 4 highlighted the unique role 

played by each of the lower extremity joints in landing. It was imperative that the 

interaction of body segments was considered in the final simulation model in order to 

allow examination of the phasic joint-by-joint strategy employed in landing 

(McNitt-Gray, 1991). Furthermore, consideration for the motion constraints imposed by 

the human was a necessary feature of the simulation model. As the complexity of a 

system increases and the number of bodies required rises, the formulation of accurate 

equations of motion becomes increasingly difficult.

3.3.1 Method of approach

The equations of motion for the multi-body simulation model were generated in the 

dynamic simulation package, AUTOLEV™3.4 (Online Dynamics, Inc.). 

AUTOLEV™3.4 permits the development of multi-body motion simulations through 

extensive computerised symbolic manipulation. The potential for computational errors 

is reduced and the efficiency of the model development process is improved.

Kane's method of generating equations of motion

AUTOLEV™3.4 implements Kane's method to formulate the equations of motion of a 

system (Kane, Likins & Levinson, 1983). Position and velocity vectors, termed 

generalised coordinates and generalised speeds respectively, are used to describe the 

motion of a system. Kane's method expresses the relationship between time-derivatives 

of generalised coordinates and generalised speeds to form a series of kinematical 

differential equations. Generalised active and inertial forces are used to formulate 

dynamical equations.
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Auxiliary dynamical equations can be used to form expressions for non-contributing 

torques or forces that are absent from the dynamical equations. The Auxiliary command 

is particularly beneficial when developing models for human movement investigation 

since expressions for joint moments of forces or internal joint forces can be obtained. 

Kane's method is also beneficial in that motion constraints inherent to a system may be 

considered. The use of constraint commands greatly facilitates the generation of the 

equations of motion for a system involving generalised speeds that are dependent on 

each other.

Implementation of AUTOLEV™3.4

AUTOLEV™3.4 requires the user to describe the kinematics and dynamics of the 

system under investigation. A summary of the descriptors required by the program is 

provided in Table 3.1. The kinematics, mass distribution and force concepts inherent to 

a female performing landings were selected and defined in AUTOLEV™3.4. A DOS 

operating system was used to execute the AUTOLEV™3.4 program.

Table 3.1. A summary of the descriptors required by AUTOLEV™3.4

Descriptor Example

Physical characteristics Bodies, Points, Particles and Frames

Mathematical entities Constants, Variables, Specified

Mass distribution Mass, Inertia

Geometry relating unit vectors Simple rotations

Kinematic characteristics Position Vectors, Scalars

Kinematical differential equations Generalised speeds

Motion constraints Dependent and Auxiliary terms

Forces and torques Contact, Inertial forces and torques

Dynamical differential equations Kane's method

The calculations required for the model were performed using the programming 

language Fortran 77. The Fortran program describing the model was produced in a 

compilable form by AUTOLEV™3.4. An input file was created, which permitted the
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user to personalise the model to the movement and system of interest. Finally, a file 

containing a list of the output files was produced. The Fortran program was executed on 

a UNIX system using a SUN OS 5.8 system.

AUTOLEV™3.4 was used to develop a series of multi-body models that culminated in 

the development of the final four-segment wobbling mass model. A description of each 

model is provided in the following sections. The reasoning underpinning the 

advancements made at each stage is highlighted.

3.3.2 Nomenclature for multi-body model

zmtP : Vertical displacement of mtp joint

y mtp : Horizontal displacement of mtp joint

zak : Vertical displacement of ankle joint

y ak : Horizontal displacement of ankle joint

z w : Displacement between wobbling and rigid attachment points along

an axis perpendicular to the rigid component reference frame 

y w : Displacement between wobbling and rigid attachment points along

an axis parallel to the rigid component reference frame 

xzf : Deformation in vertical forefoot spring

xyf : Deformation in horizontal forefoot spring

xzh : Deformation in vertical heel spring

x h : Deformation in horizontal heel spring

x w : Deformation of wobbling mass spring

lft : Length of foot segment

1^ : Horizontal displacement between ground contact points

xzf0 : Natural length of vertical forefoot spring

xyf0 : Natural length of horizontal forefoot spring

xzhQ : Natural length of vertical heel spring
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x h0 : Natural length of horizontal heel spring

fyt : Foot orientation

6ak : Ankle joint angle

0^  : Knee joint angle

ehp : Hip joint angle

(p : Wobbling mass configuration

xzf : Rate of deformation of vertical forefoot spring

xyf : Rate of deformation of horizontal forefoot spring

xzh : Rate of deformation of vertical heel spring

xyh : Rate of deformation of horizontal heel spring

x w : Rate of deformation of wobbling mass spring

FGzf : Vertical ground reaction force at the forefoot

FGyf : Horizontal ground reaction force at the forefoot

Fozh : Vertical ground reaction force at the heel

FCyh : Horizontal ground reaction force at the heel

FGz : Combined vertical ground reaction force

FGy : Combined horizontal ground reaction force

Fw : Force exerted by wobbling mass spring

af i cf , df  : Parameters of vertical forefoot spring 

bf  : Parameter of vertical and horizontal forefoot spring

£ / , / / ,  g f  : Parameters of horizontal forefoot spring 

ah>ch>dh : Parameters of vertical heel spring 

bh : Parameter of vertical and horizontal heel spring

eh’fh>Sh : Parameters of horizontal heel spring 

aw,bw,cw : Parameters of wobbling mass spring
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3.3.3 A three-segment rigid mass model

A simplistic representation o f the female performing landings was achieved in the 

development o f a 2D, three-segment rigid mass model. The properties o f the human 

were simplified to three rigid mass segments: a shank, thigh and an upper body 

segment. The ankle, knee and hip joints were modelled as hinge joints about which 

adjacent segments could rotate. Representation o f the ankle, knee and hip joints 

permitted examination o f the phasic joint-by-joint strategy produced by the lower 

extremity in landing. The three-segment rigid mass model is illustrated in Figure 3.3.

Upper body

Hip

Thigh

Knee
Shank

Ankle

Heel-ground contact

Figure 3.3. A three-segment rigid mass model comprising a shank, thigh and upper 

body segment.

Model segmentation

The shank segment replicated the properties o f the right and left shank and the thigh 

segment replicated the properties o f the right and left thigh. The upper body segment 

incorporated the properties of the trunk, head, neck, and both arms and hands. Segments 

possessed mass and moment o f inertia about a transverse axis through the segment mass
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centre. Variations in mass distribution along the longitudinal axis were therefore 

considered. The segment mass centre was fixed in the segmental reference frame. The 

foot properties were restricted to two massless, spring-damper systems. The 

spring-dampers were connected between a point fixed in the inertial reference frame 

(heel-ground contact) and the ankle joint at the distal end of the shank.

Ground contact model

Spring-damper systems have been used extensively to model the vertical ground contact 

forces generated in dynamic movements such as running (Gerritsen, van den Bogert & 

Nigg, 1995; Cole et al., 1996). The horizontal forces occurring during ground contact 

have however been neglected in models used to simulate vertical drop landings. 

Substantial horizontal forces in excess o f 3 bodyweights were generated in the vertical 

drop landings described in Chapter 4. Devita & Skelly (1992) supported the suggestion 

that horizontal ground reaction forces impose significant loads on the human during 

simple drop landings. Representation o f the horizontal ground reaction forces occurring 

during vertical drop landings was considered an essential feature of the simulation 

model. Vertical and horizontal spring-damper systems were used to model the forces 

occurring at a single point o f ground contact i.e. heel-ground contact. Figure 3.4 

provides a representation of the heel-ground contact model used in the three-segment 

model.

Heel-ground contact

Figure 3.4. The heel-ground contact model used in the three-segment rigid mass model.

Shank

Ankle
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The deformations in the vertical and horizontal heel springs were described by:

The vertical heel spring system was characterised by a non-linear force-deformation 

relationship and a displacement-dependent damping term described by:

A ground contact model recently developed to simulate running jumps related the 

horizontal spring force to the vertical spring deformation (Wilson, 2003). Empirical 

evidence provided in Chapter 4 further supported the suggestion that the magnitude of 

the horizontal force component produced in vertical drop landings was related to the 

vertical force component. The force exerted by the horizontal ground contact spring was 

assumed to be partially dependent on the vertical spring deformation. The horizontal 

force-deformation relationship also comprised a damping term involving vertical spring 

deformation and was described by:

3.3.4 A four-segment rigid mass model

Models used previously to investigate vertical drop landings assume ground contact to 

be restricted to the heel (Gruber et al., 1987; Pain & Challis, 2001b). The foot-contact 

strategies identified for the landing trials (Chapter 4) contradicted such an assumption. 

The females extensively utilised the lever action of the foot in the vertical drop 

landings. An initial forefoot-ground contact was produced followed by a rapid 

dorsiflexion of the foot. Heel-ground contact was absent for a period of the impact 

absorption phase or failed to occur at all. Omitting the foot segment in models 

simulating dynamic movements has been suggested as a cause of the rapid generation of 

peak forces (in the first 5 ms) following initial ground contact (Gerritsen, 

van den Bogert & Nigg, 1995; Cole et al., 1996).

X zh ~  X zh0 Z ak

X yh ~  X yh0 y a k

where: f h = 2
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The inclusion of the inertia properties of the foot was considered a necessary feature of 

the simulation model to ensure a realistic representation o f the female performing 

landings. Consideration o f the load attenuation properties at the forefoot and heel was 

made to ensure variations in foot-contact strategies could be represented in the model. A 

foot segment was added to the three-segment model described in Section 3.3.3. The 

properties o f the four-segment rigid mass model are described in the following section 

and are illustrated in Figure 3.5.

Upper body

Hip

Thigh

Knee
Shank

Ankle

j \#m tp

Heel-ground contact Forefoot-ground contact

Figure 3.5. The four-segment rigid mass model comprising a foot, shank, thigh and 

upper body segment.

Model segmentation

A fourth rigid body was included to represent the inertial properties o f the left and right 

feet. The foot segment comprised mass and moment of inertia about a transverse axis 

through the mass centre. The foot segment comprised length extending from the
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metatarsophalangeal (mtp) joint to the ankle joint. The section o f the foot from the toe 

to the mtp joint was represented by spring-damper systems and assumed to be massless.

Ground contact model

Two spring-damper systems were added to the model described in Section 3.3.3 to 

allow both forefoot-ground and heel-ground contact forces to be represented. The 

ground contact model used in the four-segment model therefore comprised a foot 

segment, two forefoot springs and two heel springs, as illustrated in Figure 3.6.

Ankle
Foot

mtp

/
Heel-ground contact Forefoot-ground contact

Figure 3.6. The ground contact model used in the four-segment rigid mass model.

The forefoot springs were attached between a fixed point in the inertial reference frame 

(forefoot-ground contact) and the mtp joint, located at the distal end of the foot. Heel 

springs were attached between a second fixed point (heel-ground contact) and the ankle 

joint. The heel-ground contact point was located posterior to the forefoot-ground contact 

point along the same horizontal axis at a displacement defined as loaded foot length.

Deformations o f the vertical and horizontal forefoot springs were constrained to the 

vertical and horizontal planes, respectively and were expressed as:

x2f=xzf0- z mtp

X y f  =  X yfO  ~  y  mtp
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The deformations in the heel spring used in the four-segment ground contact model 

were dependent on the deformation in the forefoot spring and the length and orientation 

of the foot. The horizontal deformation of the heel spring was additionally dependent on 

the displacement between ground contact points so:

The forefoot springs were characterised by a non-linear force-deformation and 

displacement-dependent relationship, similar to that employed for the heel springs 

(Section 3.3.3). The spring parameters were however unique to the forefoot such that:

The horizontal force occurring at forefoot-ground contact was expressed in a similar 

manner to the force exerted in the horizontal heel spring such that:

The Fortran code produced for the four-segment rigid mass model was refined to ensure 

heel-ground contact forces were zero unless heel-ground contact was achieved in the 

simulated motion. Heel-ground contact was defined when the deformation of the 

vertical heel spring was greater than, or equal to, a pre-defined heel height (the natural 

length of the spring). The parameters for the heel springs were constrained to zero prior 

to heel-ground contact. The forces occurring at the heel were therefore expressed as:

Combined vertical and horizontal ground reaction forces were determined by summing 

the vertical and horizontal forces occurring at the forefoot and heel so that:

= zmP + lf  s in (^ )

X yh =  mtp + I  f t C°S(^/, ) — I fh

F — — CL X  ^1 G zf u f A z f

where f f  = 2

F gz ~  F G z f  +  F G zh

F G y  ~  FGyf  +  FGyh
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3.3.5 A four-segment wobbling mass model

The approximation of the human body with rigid segments is a common feature of 

models used to investigate dynamic movements (McNitt-Gray, 1993; Gerritsen, 

van den Bogert & Nigg, 1995). However, soft tissue motion significantly influences the 

prediction o f dynamical loads generated during landing (Denoth et al., 1984; 

Gruber et al., 1998). The assumption of rigidity therefore appears justifiable for 

quasi-static movements only.

The movement o f interest for the proposed study was dynamic in nature. The inclusion 

o f soft and rigid tissues was therefore considered a desirable addition to the previously 

described four-segment rigid mass model, to realistically predict the dynamical loads 

generated in landing. A four-segment wobbling mass model was developed that 

incorporated the properties of movable, soft tissue (wobbling masses) and rigid tissue. 

The ground contact model described in Section 3.3.4 was used in the wobbling mass 

model. The wobbling mass model features are illustrated in Figure 3.7.

Upper body

Hip

Thigh

1 | wobbling mass

1 1 rigid
Knee

Shank

Ankle 7*% Foot 
j mtp

Forefoot-ground contactHeel-ground contact

Figure 3.7. The four-segment wobbling mass model comprising wobbling and rigid 

masses.
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Model segmentation

The shank, thigh and upper body segments were sub-divided into two components: a 

wobbling and a rigid mass. The wobbling and rigid components of each segment were 

modelled as rigid bodies such that the component mass centres were fixed in the 

component reference frame. Previously, the wobbling components of wobbling mass 

models have been modelled using a simple point mass assumption (Cole et al., 1996; 

Nigg & Liu, 1999; Liu & Nigg, 2000) thereby negating the potential rotation of the 

wobbling component relative to the underlying rigid component. However, in the model 

presented here, each wobbling component was assumed to possess mass and moment of 

inertia about a transverse axis through the component mass centre. The movable tissue 

component of the foot was ignored since soft tissue motion was assumed to be 

negligible during dynamic movements. A single rigid body was therefore used to model 

the inertial properties of the foot such that the four-segment wobbling mass model 

comprised seven rigid bodies.

Wobbling mass spring configuration

High-speed filming of landings suggested soft tissue translates and rotates relative to the 

underlying rigid tissue. The motion of the wobbling component was therefore 

constrained to three-degrees of freedom in the four-segment wobbling mass model. Two 

massless, spring-damper systems permitted wobbling mass motion perpendicular and 

parallel to the long axis of the rigid component reference frame and rotation about a 

transverse axis through the wobbling mass centre.

A distal spring was fixed between the distal joint of the rigid component and a fixed 

point on the distal end of the wobbling component. The proximal spring was fixed 

between the proximal joint of the rigid component and the proximal end of the 

wobbling component. The spring attachment points were located along the longitudinal 

axis of the component reference frame. The spring configuration used to connect the 

two mass components is shown in Figure 3.8.
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P roxim al spring  

attachm ent points

D ista l spring  

attachm ent points

]  W ob b lin g  m ass  

1 1 R ig id  m ass

Figure 3.8. The wobbling mass spring configuration used in the wobbling mass model.

Constraint equations were used to ensure the displacement between the proximal and 

distal joints corresponded to the subject-specific pre-defined segmental length. The 

displacement between the wobbling component attachment points was comparable to 

the segment length. The displacement o f the wobbling attachment point from the 

respective rigid component attachment point was described along an axis perpendicular 

and parallel to the rigid component reference frame. The wobbling mass spring 

deformation was defined as the resultant displacement between the respective wobbling 

and rigid attachment points described by:

Each spring exerted a force along the line o f action o f the resultant spring deformation. 

Wobbling mass motion was assumed to be elastic and damped (Denoth et al., 1984; 

Gruber et al., 1987). The force exerted in the wobbling mass spring was therefore 

expressed using a force-deformation relationship and a damping term of the form:

(3.29)
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Segment-specific spring parameters were used. Corresponding stiffness and damping 

values represented the distal and proximal springs o f each segment. Six parameters in 

total (three stiffness and three damping) were required to describe the wobbling mass 

springs used in the four-segment wobbling mass model.

An outline o f the AUTOLEV™3.4 program describing the final simulation model is 

provided in Appendix A. The stages taken in the model development process are 

summarised in Figure 3.9.

Spring-dampers at heel- 
ground contact

Inclusion o f  successive  
rigid segm ents

Inclusion o f  foot segment
Spring-dampers at 

forefoot-ground contact

Division o f  segm ents into 
component tissues Spring-dampers between  

wobbling and rigid mass

Three-segm ent rigid mass 
model

Four-segm ent rigid mass 
model

One-segment rigid mass 
model

One-segm ent rigid mass 
model with spring-dampers

Four-segm ent wobbling 
mass model

Figure 3.9. The primary steps taken in the formulation o f the four-segment wobbling 

mass model.
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3.3.6 Checking the simulation model

The simulation model was checked throughout the development process to ensure no 

computational or theoretical errors had been made. A spring comprising no damping is 

a conservative system. All damping constants were set to zero during simulations used 

to check the model. The principles of the conservation of energy and angular 

momentum were applied to confirm no errors had been made. In addition, the model 

was checked using knowledge of the motion of a body during free-fall. The model was 

constrained to a stationary position, with all springs in equilibrium, to check the ground 

contact forces. For example, the vertical ground reaction force was examined to ensure 

it correctly matched the modelled subject’s body weight.

3.4 Model implementation

The following section describes the method used to advance the solutions for the 

four-segment wobbling mass model. The parameters, initial conditions and time 

histories required as input into the model are briefly described. The model outputs used 

in the evaluation and application of the model are also summarised.

3.4.1 Integration method

A Kutta-Merson numerical integration algorithm was used to advance the solutions for 

the differential equations of motion. The solutions were obtained for the time 

boundaries defined by TINITIAL and TFINAL, which were specified by the user. The 

algorithm utilises a Runge-Kutta integration method comprising variable step-length. 

The Runge-Kutta technique uses pre-defined absolute and relative errors to constrain 

truncation error caused by the variable step-length. The absolute and relative errors 

suggested by AUTOLEV™3.4 were used in all simulations. Subroutines for the 

integration approach were inherent in the Fortran code produced by AUTOLEV™3.4. 

The appropriateness of the integration method was checked during the development 

process using the principles described in Section 3.3.6.
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3.4.2 Model inputs 

Model parameters

Customisation of a model to an individual allows a quantitative evaluation of the model 

by comparing an individual's own performance and the corresponding simulated 

performance. The model may subsequently be applied to gain insight into 

subject-specific movement responses. Subject-specific parameters were required, to 

customise the four-segment wobbling mass model to the subject(s) under investigation 

in this research. A description of the subject-specific inertia and anthropometric 

properties were a pre-requisite of the model. The length, centre of mass location, mass 

and moment of inertia of each mass component are required. The model also 

necessitated estimations of the ground contact and wobbling mass spring parameters. 

Realistic parameters were required to ensure the amplitude and frequency responses 

produced by the model were appropriate for the subject. Table 3.2 provides a summary 

of the parameters required by the simulation model. The approach taken to determine 

subject-specific inertia and anthropometric parameters is described in Chapter 5. The 

methods used to derive subject-specific wobbling mass spring parameters and ground 

contact spring parameters are described in Chapters 6 and 7, respectively.

Table 3.2. Parameters required as input into the simulation model

Inertial & Anthropometric properties Spring parameters

Component lengths Wobbling mass spring stiffness

Component mass centre locations Wobbling mass spring damping

Component masses Forefoot-ground contact spring

Component moments of inertia parameters

Heel heights Heel-ground contact spring parameters

Loaded foot lengths
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Initial conditions

The initial conditions of the movement under investigation were required to describe the 

initial conditions of the simulated movement. Kinematic data obtained from actual 

landings were used to define several of the initial conditions required. Simplifying 

assumptions were made to define the remaining initial conditions, as described below.

The initial foot orientation was defined as the angle between the inertial reference frame 

(ground) and the longitudinal axis of the foot segment, as illustrated in Figure 3.10. The 

foot angular velocity was determined as the first derivative of the foot orientation. 

Forefoot springs were given an initial deformation of 0.0 m. The initial extended lengths 

of the forefoot springs matched the natural length of the respective springs. The natural 

length of the vertical and horizontal forefoot springs were equal to the initial vertical 

and horizontal displacements of the mtp joint, taken from kinematic data of the actual 

landings.

Forefoot-springs were given initial velocities that ensured the whole body mass centre 

velocity matched the initial measured velocity of the mass centre. The initial conditions 

of the foot were determined from each actual landing movement. The procedures used 

to collect data from actual landing movements and the processes conducted to determine 

initial movement conditions are described in Chapter 4.

For simplicity, the wobbling mass springs were placed in equilibrium immediately 

before initial ground contact. All wobbling mass springs were given an initial rate of 

deformation of 0.0 m-s'1. The initial configuration angle of each wobbling mass 

component was constrained to 0°. The deformations in the distal and proximal springs 

were equal immediately before initial ground contact such that the initial resultant force 

exerted by the wobbling mass springs of each segment was zero. Calculations required 

to determine the initial deformations of the wobbling mass springs were added to the 

Fortran code produced by AUTOLEV™3.4 and are described in Appendix A. The initial 

conditions required by the model are summarised in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3. Initial conditions required as input into the simulation model

Initial condition 

Foot orientation and angular velocity 

Vertical and horizontal location and velocity of mtp joint 

Wobbling mass spring extended lengths and rates of deformation 

Wobbling mass configuration

Joint angle time histories

This research aimed to investigate the influence of aspects of landing strategy such as 

technique, on the loads acting during landing. Joint angle time histories were 

consequently selected to drive the four-segment wobbling mass model. The advantage 

of an angle-driven model is that aspects of technique may be systematically manipulated 

and controlled, which is difficult to achieve with a torque-driven model. Furthermore, 

joint kinetics may also be predicted with an angle-driven model, using known kinematic 

inputs that can be readily obtained from actual performances. Torque-driven models can 

be limited by the iso-velocity angle data that can be obtained at high angular velocities 

(King & Yeadon, 2002). The angle-driven approach was therefore further considered 

advantageous since time histories could be obtained for the duration of the dynamic 

landing movement.

The ankle, knee and hip joint angle time histories produced in the actual landing 

movement were used to drive the model for the duration of the simulated phase. Joint 

angles were defined as the angle formed between adjacent, rigid components, as 

illustrated in Figure 3.10. Smoothed continuous ankle, knee and hip joint angle time 

histories and first and second derivatives were obtained from actual landing movements 

using the approach described in Section 4.3.1. Subroutines for the quintic spline were 

added to the Fortran code produced by AUTOLEV™3.4. Further details of the method 

used to obtain joint angle time histories from actual landing movements are outlined in 

Chapter 4.
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Upper body

Thigh

Shank

Foot

Forefoot-ground contact

Figure 3.10. Foot orientation and joint angle configuration defined in the four-segment 

wobbling mass model.

3.4.3 Model outputs

A forward dynamics approach was used to solve the equations o f motions. The model 

produced solutions for the kinematic and kinetic characteristics o f the simulated motion. 

Modelled outputs were used to compare simulated and measured characteristics of 

landing movements in the evaluation o f the simulation model. The modelled outputs 

were ultimately utilised in the application of the simulation model. An understanding of 

the influence of variations in landing strategy on the loads experienced in landing was 

achieved with the simulation model. The use o f the model outputs in the evaluation and 

application o f the model is detailed in Chapters 7 and 8, respectively.

Kinematic outputs

Time histories o f the foot orientation, forefoot deformation and heel deformation 

produced in the simulated movement were produced as output. The wobbling mass
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centre position, velocity and acceleration were also calculated. Wobbling mass motion 

was described relative to the reference frame of the respective rigid component. Whole 

body mass centre motion was determined relative to the forefoot-ground contact point, 

using the centre of mass commands inherent in AUTOLEV™3.4. Vertical and 

horizontal whole body mass centre location, velocity and acceleration time histories 

were also derived.

Kinetic outputs

The vertical and horizontal ground reaction forces occurring at forefoot-ground and 

heel-ground contact were derived, and combined to give total vertical and horizontal 

ground reaction forces. Joint moment and internal joint force time histories were 

derived using auxiliary generalised speeds inherent in AUTOLEV™3.4. The net joint 

moment produced about a transverse axis through the distal joint centre was determined 

at the ankle, knee and hip joints. The vertical and horizontal forces occurring at each 

joint were calculated relative to the inertial reference frame at each instant in time. A 

summary of the variables produced by the model is provided in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4. A summary of output variables calculated by the simulation model

Kinematic outputs Kinetic outputs

Forefoot deformation Ground reaction forces at forefoot contact

Heel deformation Ground reaction forces at heel contact

Wobbling mass motion Combined ground reaction forces

Whole body mass centre motion Internal joint forces

Whole body orientation Joint torques

3.5 Model summary

The four-segment wobbling mass model offers several benefits over previously 

developed wobbling mass models used to investigate vertical drop landings. Firstly, the 

inertial properties of the foot were incorporated into the model, allowing the load
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attenuating properties of the lever action of the foot to be considered. The foot segment 

allowed variable foot-contact strategies employed by females to be represented. 

Secondly, spring-systems were located at forefoot and heel-ground contact, ensuring the 

load attenuation properties provided by each region of the foot were considered. 

Thirdly, the model was driven by joint angle time histories, allowing aspects of 

technique to be readily manipulated and investigated. Torque-driven wobbling mass 

models have previously been used to investigate landings, which place constraints on 

the level of control that can be achieved in investigating landing techniques.

An understanding of the strategies employed specifically by females in vertical drop 

landings was investigated using the four-segment wobbling mass model described. The 

model was considered particularly advantageous since the developments made were 

underpinned by information obtained from landings performed specifically by female 

subjects.

3.6 Chapter summary

The development of a simulation model representing a female performing vertical drop 

landings was described. The final four-segment wobbling mass model comprised 

features of the human body considered essential to produce realistic simulations of 

vertical drop landings. The inputs required for the customisation of the model to the 

subject and movement under investigation were highlighted and model outputs were 

summarised. The following chapter provides details of the descriptors of vertical drop 

landing trials performed by females. The kinematic and kinetic data obtained from the 

landing trials were used to inform the developments made in the simulation model. In 

addition, the procedures used to collect and process data from actual landing 

movements are detailed.
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CHAPTER 4: KINEMATIC AND KINETIC DATA COLLECTION AND 

ANALYSIS OF LANDING TRIALS

4.1 Introduction

The collection of data from actual movement performances is an essential feature of the 

theoretical-experimental approach. The first section of this chapter describes the 

procedures used to collect kinematic and kinetic data from a series of impulsive, 

controlled stamping movements and vertical drop landings performed by two females. 

Data collected from the stamping movements were used to determine subject-specific 

parameters for wobbling mass springs represented in the simulation model. The analysis 

of the stamping movement trials and the procedures used to derive the wobbling mass 

spring parameters is described in Chapter 6.

The second section of this chapter describes the procedures used to process the 

coordinate and force data collected from the drop landings and provides an analysis of 

the kinematic and kinetic characteristics of the drop landing trials. Data obtained from 

the vertical drop landings were used for several purposes in the approach taken to 

address the research objectives. As highlighted by Nigg, Cole & Briiggeman (1995), the 

results of a simulation model depend on the assumptions implemented and the model's 

mechanical construction. Data collected from the vertical drop landings were used to 

identify the primary mechanical characteristics of the movement ensuring appropriate 

simplifying assumptions were made in the construction of the simulation model 

(Chapter 3). The implications of the results of the analysis of the landing trials, for the 

development and evaluation of the simulation model are therefore also discussed in this 

section. Further applications of the data obtained from the actual landing performances 

are described in the evaluation (Chapter 7) and application of the simulation model 

(Chapter 8).
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4.2 Data collection on stamping and landing trials

4.2.1 Subject selection

Two healthy, female sports performers were recruited for the data collection session. 

The volunteers were accustomed to performing landings within their training regime. 

Experience in performing gymnastics-style landings was not a pre-requisite for 

participation in the data collection session. The movement requirements were 

introduced to the volunteers prior to the data collection session. The volunteers were 

recruited if they were satisfied that the movement could be performed competently and 

confidently. An injury profile was obtained in advance of the collection session and 

participation was permitted, provided the volunteers were injury free and had not 

sustained a lower extremity injury in the past six months.

Ethical approval for the data collection was given by the South West Local Research 

Ethics Committee. Subjects were given an information sheet and gave written informed 

consent prior to participation in the data collection session. The information sheet and 

informed consent form are provided in Appendix B. Subjects wore clothing suitable for 

indoor sports participation, which permitted markers to be placed directly onto the skin. 

Subjects were barefooted throughout the collection. The performers were referred to as 

subject A (age: 24 years; mass: 56.8 kg) and subject B (age: 20 years; mass: 69.0 kg).

4.2.2 Marker attachment

Large (mass 3.05 gm) and small (mass 1.53 gm) active markers comprising infrared, 

light emitting diodes (Figure 4.1) were used to identify landmarks on the right side of 

the body. Large active markers were placed on the shoulder, hip, knee and ankle joint 

centres. Large active markers were also placed on the most posterior point of 

heel-ground contact established during quiet standing and the metatarsophalangeal 

(mtp) joint. Markers were located on the heel and mtp such that a straight line, parallel 

to the ground, joined the markers during quiet standing (Dixon, Collop & Batt, 2000).
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Figure 4.1. An active light emitting diode marker used to locate body landmarks.

A two by three array of small active markers was placed on the soft tissue o f the medial 

side of the trunk, right thigh and right shank. Markers were arranged in columns and 

rows forming rectangles that were aligned parallel to the longitudinal axis o f the 

segment, as illustrated in Figure 4.2, which shows the location o f all 24 markers on the 

subject.

LED array 

on shank

F orce p la te

LED on joint 
centre

LED array 

on trunk

D riv er  un it
LED array 

on thigh

Figure 4.2. A subject with the active markers and driver units attached.
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Active markers were connected to three driver units that were fixed to a band around the 

subject's waist, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. Each driver unit powered eight markers. 

Markers were attached to the driver units using connecting wires of varying lengths. 

Wires were secured in a manner that permitted the subjects to move freely and which 

ensured that no markers were obscured during the movement trials. Details of the 

marker configurations, connecting wire lengths and assignment of driver units are 

provided in Appendix B.

4.2.3 Experimental protocol

Subjects were given a warm-up period prior to the data collection session. Each subject 

then performed a series of stamping movements and vertical drop landings. Stamping 

movements were performed to allow examination of the soft tissue motion response of 

each subject to impulsive loading. All trials were performed during a single data 

collection session with all stamping trials being performed prior to the landing trials. A 

verbal description of each movement was given to the subjects. Subjects familiarised 

themselves with the movements until they were able to perform each confidently. Each 

subject practised the landing movement, firstly from a platform height of 0.20 m and 

then from a height of 0.46 m, with the markers and driver units attached.

Stamping movement protocol

Subjects stood in an erect position with the left foot resting on the floor to the lateral 

side of a Kistler force plate (9287BA). The right foot was at rest on the force plate and a 

stamp was then performed with the right leg. The movement was initiated by flexing the 

right knee and raising the leg. The subject's position at the initiation of the downward 

stamp is shown in Figure 4.3.

Subjects were asked to strike the plate with the longitudinal axis of the thigh and shank 

perpendicular to the ground and the longitudinal axis of the foot remaining parallel to 

the ground. The upper body remained upright throughout. Subjects were instructed to 

maintain full foot contact with the plate following impact. As forceful a strike as
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possible, was requested, without any pain or discomfort being caused. The achievement 

o f a stationary, standing position immediately following impact with the ground was 

requested. The duration from quiet stance to quiet stance approximated 3 s. Each subject 

performed six successful stamping trials. A trial was subjectively rejected if the 

longitudinal axis of the shank and thigh failed to remain perpendicular to the ground 

following impact. Loss o f contact between the foot and plate during impact and failure 

o f the foot to remain parallel to the ground also resulted in the rejection o f a trial.

Figure 4.3. The position o f the subject at the initiation o f the stamping movement. 

Landing movement protocol

Vertical drop landings were performed from three raised platforms o f heights 0.46 m 

(H I), 0.61 m (H2) and 0.82 m (H3). Platform heights were selected to permit equal 

increments in vertical impact velocity between conditions (approximating 3.0, 3.5 and 

4.0 m-s"1). Subjects initially stood with the left foot on the raised platform with the right 

foot held over the force plate. The right heel maintained contact with the platform. 

Figure 4.4 provides an indication o f the subject's position prior to the onset o f the 

descent phase in the vertical drop landing movement. Each subject was asked to then 

step out from the platform with the right leg first and perform a simultaneous 

two-footed landing onto the surface o f the force plate. Arms were constrained to the

Vertical
z

M edio-lateral
x

y Anterior-posterior

Force plate
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side of the body and slightly posterior to the long axis o f the trunk for the duration of 

the movement. Subjects were instructed to maintain a straight elbow throughout. A 

stationary, relaxed, standing position on the force plate was requested following the 

completion o f landing. A successful trial was defined as the completion of landing 

without any loss o f balance or additional steps being taken by the subjects following 

contact with the plate. The subjects performed four successful trials for each condition. 

Landing movements were performed in a randomised height and trial order. Sufficient 

rest time was permitted between trials.

Figure 4.4. The position of the subject at the initiation o f the vertical drop landing.

4.2.4 Kinematic data collection 

Marker tracking

Three-dimensional (3D) coordinate data were obtained for all markers throughout each 

of the stamping and landing trials. A Cartesian Optoelectronic Dynamic Anthropometer 

(CODA) 6.30B-CX1 motion analysis system was used to automatically track markers. 

Each marker flashed sequentially, which permitted the sensor unit to identify it. All

z

Raised platform Force plate



markers were tracked at a rate o f 200 Hz for a 5 s capture period for all movements. 

Since marker locations were scanned sequentially, the CODA sensor unit tracked each 

marker at unique instances in time within one epoch. Marker position data were 

therefore de-skewed by creating a pseudo-simultaneous sample time for all 24 markers. 

A cubic spline interpolation was used to determine out of view marker locations. The 

CODA sensor unit was positioned perpendicular to the anterior-posterior axis of the 

force plate at a distance o f 1.80 m and a height o f 1.19 m from the centre o f the force 

plate, as illustrated in the plan view diagram of the data collection set-up in Figure 4.5. 

The longitudinal axis of the sensor unit was positioned perpendicular to the ground.

x

5V Synchronisation
box

5V
Raised platformChannel

□  0 □  0 Force plate
Force plate computer CODAicomputer

Matt surface

CODA sensor unit
Digital camera

Figure 4.5. A plan view of the data collection set-up.

Large active markers were used to align the CODA system. A coincidental origin for 

the coordinate and force data was ideal. However, it was not possible to locate the 

centre o f the active marker at the centre o f the force plate to align the origin of the 

CODA reference frame with the origin o f the force plate reference frame. A 

pseudo-ground level was created 0.006 m above the force plate origin to define the 

coordinate data origin. Additional markers were used to define an orthogonal reference 

frame to describe the motion. A positive anterior-posterior (y) component was defined 

from the force plate origin towards the anterior edge of the force plate. A positive 

vertical (z) component was directed upwards from the force plate origin. A matt surface 

was used to cover a section o f the force plate and its surrounding area to minimise the
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problems caused by reflective surfaces, such as the failure of the sensor unit to track 

markers located close to the force plate surface.

Video image capture

A digital camera (Sony DV mini 3CCD DCR-TRV-900E) operating at 50 Hz was used 

to capture images of all movement trials. The images were used to provide a qualitative 

assessment of the movement trials following the data collection session. The camera 

was positioned to allow sagittal plane images of the movements to be obtained. The 

field of view of the camera was such that a full image of the subject could be obtained 

for the duration of all movement trials. The centre of the lens of the camera was located 

1.47 m above the ground. The x and y locations of the camera were (-)4.10 m and 

1.75 m, respectively from the centre of the force plate, as illustrated in Figure 4.5.

4.2.5 Force data collection

Ground reaction force data were measured for each movement trial using a Kistler 

9287BA force plate. The three components of force (vertical, anterior-posterior and 

medio-lateral) were measured using tri-axial piezoelectric force transducers. Force data 

were recorded on a force PC using the BioWare 3.0 software. Data were sampled at a 

rate of 1000 Hz for a 5 s capture period. The force plate sensitivity was defined as 

5154 N and 1322 N for the vertical and anterior-posterior (horizontal) force 

components, respectively. This allows a maximum approximating 21 kN vertically and

2.6 kN horizontally. A trial was rejected if the force data demonstrated a period of 

unstable weight reading following the completion of landing.

4.2.6 Data synchronisation

Coordinate and force data were collected on separate systems each operating with a 

unique time reference. A synchronisation procedure was used to ensure the coordinate 

data time reference corresponded to the force data time reference. A pulse initiated by
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the CODA computer was used to trigger the capture of coordinate and force data. A 5 V 

digital falling edge pulse was sent from the CXI-power unit of CODA to channel 16 of 

the force plate. A device named 'trigger' was used in the active list in the BioWare 

software of the force plate computer, to specify the onset of force capture below a level 

of 3.0 V on channel 16. The latency period between triggering CODA and the onset of 

force data capture was less than 1 ms. Data acquisition followed the maintenance of a 

stationary position by the subjects on the ground and the landing platform for the 

stamping and landing movements, respectively. Coordinate and force data were 

collected for a 5 s duration following the onset of data acquisition.

4.3 Analysis of landing trials

4.3.1 Analysis of coordinate and force data

Coordinate data

A two-dimensional (2D) analysis using only z and y marker displacements was 

conducted. The raw, vertical displacement of each marker was reconstructed to 

accommodate the 0.006 m offset generated when defining the origin of the CODA 

reference frame. The offset was added to all vertical displacements prior to further 

processing of the raw data.

Smoothed displacement time histories and first and second derivatives were obtained 

for each joint centre for all 24 landing trials. Raw, joint centre coordinate data were 

fitted with the Jennings quintic spline routine (Wood & Jennings, 1979). An error 

estimate for each data point (local error) and the mean local error across all data points 

(global error) were determined for each data series. The quintic spline routine used the 

local and global error estimates to control the level of smoothing in each data series. An 

estimate of error in the data point was established by deriving a second estimate of the 

data point value. A pseudo data point was defined as the mean of the two adjacent, raw 

data points. A pseudo data series was created for each raw data set. The end point values 

were equal to the value of the original end points. The local variance in the data set was 

calculated by deriving the squared deviation between the original and pseudo data sets.
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The global variance was calculated as the mean of all local variances for the data series. 

A ratio o f 30% local and 70% global error variance was selected to control the amount 

o f smoothing for the joint centre displacements. The S parameter (Reinsch, 1967) was 

set to S=lxN , where N was the number of data points in each data series.

The rapid change in marker displacements immediately after impact proved 

problematic. Over-smoothed displacements were produced in the first 0.05 s of the 

impact phase. The local error estimate was reduced around the onset o f impact to 

increase the closeness of fit and to reduce the possibility for over-smoothing the data. A 

constant (j) defined the region of reduced local error estimate such that for i = j±3

The ratio o f local and global error variances and the value for h were defined following 

examination of the closeness of fit between the original and smoothed time histories.

Raw, 2D joint centre coordinate data were used to define foot orientation and the joint 

angle configurations for the duration o f each landing trial. Orientations and 

configurations were determined using mutually perpendicular reference frames fixed in 

each segment to define angles. Foot orientation and angular velocity were determined 

for each landing trial. The vector formed between the mtp and ankle joint defined the 

segmental reference frame of the foot. The angle formed between the inertial reference 

(fixed to the floor) frame and the segmental reference frame of the foot defined foot 

orientation as illustrated in Figure 4.6.

(4.1)

where:

h

s = Local error estimate for each point 

= 20 for linear joint centre displacement data

ankle

orientation angl<
<()ft =  foot

Figure 4.6. Foot segment orientation defined by the ankle and mtp joint location.
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Joint angle time histories for the ankle, knee and hip were calculated for the duration of 

each landing trial and are illustrated in Figure 4.7. Successive ordered rotations were 

produced between adjacent segmental reference frames to define joint angles. The 

vector joining the ankle and knee joint centres formed the reference frame of the shank. 

The vectors formed by the knee and hip and hip and shoulder formed the thigh and 

upper body reference frames, respectively. The local reference frame of the foot and 

shank segments defined the ankle angle. The shank and thigh reference frames were 

used to define the knee angle. The reference frames o f the thigh and upper body defined 

the hip angle. A reduction in all joint angles from 180° to 0° represented a change in 

angular position from full extension to full flexion.

A quintic spline routine (Wood & Jennings, 1979) was fitted to the foot orientation and 

joint angles to obtain smooth continuous time histories and first and second derivatives. 

The level o f smoothing was controlled in a similar manner to that achieved for the 

displacement data. Joint angle data were smoothed using estimated error estimates 

comprising a ratio of 70% local and 30% global error variance. For the initial phase of 

the impact phase, the local error estimate was reduced for the joint angle time histories 

such that h = 14 in Equation 4.1.

0 hp =  hip angle  

0 kn =  knee angle 

0 ak =  ankle angle

Figure 4.7. The definition o f joint angle configurations.
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The role of the foot was defined in each landing trial to categorise the foot contact 

strategies used by the subjects. Forefoot landings were defined when heel contact was 

absent in the first 0.30 s following initial ground contact. Heel contact was determined 

using smoothed displacement data of the ankle joint centre and defined when the 

vertical displacement of the ankle fell below the directly measured unloaded heel 

height. A forefoot-heel landing was characterised by the occurrence of heel-contact 

following initial forefoot-ground contact within 0.25 s of the initial impact duration.

Force data

Vertical (GFz) and horizontal (GFy) ground reaction force data were used to describe 

the kinetic characteristics of each landing trial and to derive whole body mass centre 

motion. Ground reaction force data were later compared with simulated ground reaction 

forces to provide an indication of the accuracy of the simulation model (Chapter 7).

Vertical and horizontal mass centre acceleration, change in velocity and displacement 

were derived for each trial using measured force data. The weight of the subject was 

calculated as the mean GFz calculated over a period of 0.50 s at the end of the landing. 

The subject’s mass was defined as the average weight divided by the acceleration due to 

gravity (-9.81 m*s'2). The net GFz was determined at each instant in time by subtracting 

the average weight from the directly measured GFz. Using Newton's Second Law of 

motion, the vertical and horizontal mass centre accelerations were determined by 

dividing the instantaneous net GFz and directly measured GFy, respectively by the 

average mass.

The change in mass centre velocity and displacement were calculated from the force 

data using the trapezoid rule for integration. Impulse was derived as the area under each 

of the vertical and horizontal force time curves at each instant in time. The respective 

changes in velocity were determined by dividing the cumulative impulse at each instant 

in time by the mass of the subject. Vertical and horizontal displacements of the mass 

centre were calculated in a similar manner by numerically integrating the derived 

vertical and horizontal velocity time histories. The vertical and horizontal mass centre
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velocities at impact were calculated for each trial. The velocity o f the mass centre was 

assumed to be at rest at the end of each landing trial. The absolute change in horizontal 

and vertical velocity from the onset of impact to the end o f the movement represented 

the horizontal and vertical velocity, respectively o f the centre o f mass at impact.

The onset of the impact phase was defined as the moment o f first ground contact, which 

was established as the time at which the vertical force first exceeded 15 N. The impact 

phase o f each landing trial was then established as the duration between the onset of the 

impact phase and the instant at which the vertical velocity o f the mass centre first 

reached zero.

The defined force characteristics are illustrated in Figure 4.8 for a GFz time history. The 

peak magnitude o f the vertical (GFzmax) and horizontal (GFymax) ground reaction forces 

were calculated for the impact phase o f each trial. GFzmax and GFymax were defined as 

the largest force observed in the impact phase in the respective force component. Local 

force maxima were identified using the first derivative o f the respective force time 

histories. A five-point moving average method (Winter, 1990) was used to obtain first 

derivatives. A maximum was identified when a succession o f three positive first 

derivatives preceded a succession of two negative first derivatives.

Force

Local force 
maximum

1 BW

Time

Onset o f  impact phase

Figure 4.8. The definition of force characteristics illustrated for a GFz time history.

The times o f peak impact force and local force maxima were defined as the duration 

from the onset o f the impact phase until the instant of peak force and each local
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maximum, respectively. Average peak loading rates were calculated for the GFz time 

histories o f each landing trial. Average peak loading rates were calculated by dividing 

GFzmax by the time of peak impact force (TGFzmax)- Normalised force values were 

calculated by dividing the absolute force by 1 bodyweight (BW) in Newtons.

4.3.2 Mechanical characteristics o f the landing trials 

Kinematic characteristics

Examination o f the joint centre velocities identified the use o f a joint-by-joint strategy 

for the reduction of the velocity of the whole body mass centre in landing, as described 

by McNitt-Gray (1991). Subjects selected a strategy that resulted in the joint most distal 

to the mass centre (the ankle joint) firstly reaching a vertical velocity o f zero. Subject A 

maintained a distal to proximal sequence such that the vertical velocity of the knee and 

then hip was then reduced to zero. Subject B employed two strategies to reduce whole 

body velocity, depending on the landing trial being performed. A distal to proximal 

strategy was utilised in all H3 landing height conditions. However, the hip came to rest 

prior to the knee, in the strategy used in the HI and H2 conditions. Examples of the two 

strategies used by the subjects are provided in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. The time reference 

has been normalised to impact phase duration for the respective trials.

Figure 4.9. An example o f the vertical velocity time history o f the ankle, knee and hip

joint during the impact phase o f a landing (subject A, HI condition).

ankle
knee

ankle — knee — hip

0 25 50 75 100

% impact phase duration
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ankle 
knee 
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Figure 4.10. An example o f the vertical velocity time history of the ankle, knee and hip 

joint during the impact phase of landing (subject B, HI condition).

The total excursion of the angular position o f the foot was calculated for each trial as the 

difference between the initial and minimum foot angle in the impact phase. The mean 

excursion calculated across all trials was notably lower for subject A (18.7 ± 3.1°) than 

for subject B (32.6 ± 3.3°). Subject A was found to adopt a forefoot landing strategy in 

all trials, which was characterised by a rapid dorsiflexion in the first 0.05 s after impact, 

followed by a pronounced plantarflexion. In contrast, subject B utilised the properties of 

the heel in employing a forefoot-heel landing strategy such that the foot remained 

reasonably dorsiflexed for the duration of the impact phase.

The absolute change in the vertical (CMz) and horizontal (CMy) displacement o f the 

mass centre during the impact phase was determined for each trial. Table 4.1 provides a 

summary of the mean and standard deviation (SD) of the change in CMz for each 

subject. Progressive increases in the change in CMz were observed for each subject with 

increasing landing height, suggesting a more pronounced use o f the range of motion of 

the lower extremity joints for higher impact velocities.

The change in CMz produced by subject B was more extreme than produced by 

subject A for each landing condition. Furthermore, subject B produced greater relative 

increases in the change in CMz with increasing landing height compared to subject A. 

The greatest change in CMy was produced in the H3 conditions by subject A (0.119 m) 

and B (0.168 m). A moderately consistent within condition change in CMz and CMy
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was achieved by subject A. In contrast, changes in mass centre displacement produced 

by subject B were sensitive to increases in landing height, identified by the large within 

condition variations.

Table 4.1. A summary of the mean ± SD (n = 4) change in CMz, vertical impact 

velocity and impact phase duration for each landing condition

Change in mass 

CMz 

(m)

Vertical impact 

velocity 

(m s '1)

Impact phase 

duration

(s)

Subject A

HI 0.193 ±0.009 2.36 ±0.14 0.20 ± 0.02

H2 0.216 ±0.035 3.21 ± 0.02 0.17 ±0.04

H3 0.273 ±0.013 3.73 ±0.02 0.22 ± 0.07

Subject B

HI 0.343 ±0.021 2.66 ± 0.11 0.24 ±0.01

H2 0.425 ± 0.067 3.09 ±0.03 0.25 ± 0.02

H3 0.540 ±0.128 3.65 ±0.02 0.26 ± 0.03

The mean (+ SD) vertical impact velocities and impact phase durations were calculated 

for each landing condition, for each subject and are also presented in Table 4.1. The 

selected raised platform heights produced progressive increases in impact velocity with 

increasing platform height. The lowest impact velocity (2.25 m-s'1), and most variable 

between trial velocities, were produced in the HI condition. The impact phase was 

typically completed in less than 0.3 s. Subject A achieved impact absorption more 

rapidly than subject B for the same landing condition. Subject A did not necessarily 

extend the time of impact absorption with increasing landing height whereas subject B 

consistently increased impact phase duration as a result of the increased impact velocity.

Kinetic characteristics

GFzmax ranged from 3.5 BW to 18 BW in the HI and H3 condition landings, 

respectively. Subject A experienced lower peak GFzmax in the H2 and H3 conditions
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compared to that experienced by subject B for the same condition. Similar GFzmax were 

experienced in the HI condition landings. Peak vertical impact forces typically occurred 

in less than 0.07 s. Larger GFzmax and shorter TGFzmax were observed with increasing 

landing height, for both subjects. The mean GFzmax and the mean TGFzmax are presented 

in Table 4.2 for each landing condition and each subject. Force has been normalised to 

BW and time has been normalised to impact phase duration to allow comparison 

between trials and subjects.

Examples o f the GFz profiles are shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 for subjects A and B, 

respectively. The GFz temporal characteristics tended to be consistent within trials 

performed by each subject. Unimodal force curves were typically characteristic o f the 

landings performed by subject A. GFz increased following initial ground contact, 

culminating in a single maximum and a gradual decline in the GFz was then observed.

Bimodal GFz curves were observed for the landings performed by subjects B. A rapid 

rise in GFz was observed immediately following initial ground contact, culminating in 

the first local maximum. A second larger maximum (GFzmax) was then observed, 

followed by a rapid decline in GFz. A third maximum was sometimes evident in trials 

performed by subject B. More pronounced maxima were produced by subject B 

compared to subject A, as is evident by comparing the force profiles illustrated in 

Figures 4.11 and 4.12.

8

0

— HI 
H2

— H3

0 25 50 75 100
% impact phase duration

Figure 4.11. Example GFz time histories for trials performed by subject A.
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Figure 4.12. Example GFz time histories for trials performed by subject B.

Average peak loading rates were determined for the GFz time history for each trial. The 

mean o f the average peak loading rates of the four trials performed at each condition 

was determined for each subject. An increase in average peak loading rate was observed 

with increasing platform height. Peak loading rates ranged from 72 ± 2 BW-s'1 and 73 ± 

13 BW-s'1 for the HI condition to 212 ± 35 BW-s'1 and 308 ± 156 BW-s'1 for the H3 

condition for subject A and B, respectively.

Table 4.2. A summary of the mean ± SD (n = 4) peak ground reaction forces and time to 

peak force for each landing condition for each subject

GFZmax

(BW)

GFymax

(BW)

TGFzmax 

(% impact 

phase duration)

TGFymax 

(% impact 

phase duration)

Subject A

HI 4.14 ±0.45 0.69 ±0.17 32.2 ± 2 .8 20.4 ±8.1

H2 5.53 ± 1.03 1.51 ±0.24 22.3 ± 9.0 6.2 ± 1.0

H3 6.71 ±0.74 2.07 ± 0.08 14.8 ±2.1 5.1 ± 1.1

Subject B

HI 3.96 ±0.45 0.68 ± 0.04 22.8 ± 4 .2 18.9 ± 15.8

H2 7.01 ± 1.18 1.02 ± 0.17 20.0 ± 4 .2 12.8 ± 7 .2

H3 11.18 ± 4.94 1.83 ±0.99 14.5 ± 2 .0 9.1 ± 6 .8

HI
H2
H3
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Mean GFymax magnitudes were calculated for each condition and subject, and are 

presented in Table 4.2 as multiples o f BW. Magnitudes o f GFymax exceeding 3 BW 

were observed for landings performed at the H3 condition. GFymax increased and the 

time to GFymax (TGFymax) occurred earlier with increasing landing height. The temporal 

characteristics of the GFy profiles are illustrated in the example time histories provided 

for subject A and B in Figures 4.13 and 4.14, respectively. A rapidly increasing braking 

force, culminating in a negative maximum was observed following initial ground 

contact. A subsequent second maximum was observed in the opposing, anterior 

direction. The magnitude o f the first negative maximum was typically substantially 

larger than the magnitude of the second maximum.

-2.5
500 25 75 100

% impact phase duration

Figure 4.13. Example GFy time histories for trials performed by subject A.

3 -0.5 -u

1000 25 50 75

HI
H2
H3

% impact phase duration

Figure 4.14. Example GFy time histories for trials performed by subject B.
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The relationship between component force peaks was quantified by determining the 

total GFz and GFy excursions for each trial. Force excursion was defined as the 

minimum force value subtracted from the maximum force value. The ratio of the mean 

total GFz excursion relative to the mean total GFy excursion was calculated. The mean 

ratio across all 24 landing trials approximated 3.73. Similar mean ratios were found for 

the trials performed by subject A (3.94 ± 1.36) and subject B (3.52 ± 0.54).

4.3.3 Implications of results of mechanical analysis

Descriptions of the kinematic and kinetic characteristics of landing trials performed by 

two females were provided. The findings have implications for the construction of a 

simulation model developed to understand vertical drop landings performed by females. 

In addition, the descriptors provide indicators of the kinematic and kinetic 

characteristics of landing performances, which can be used in the evaluation of a 

simulation model. The implications of the findings for the development and evaluation 

of a simulation model are summarised in the following section.

Phasic nature of landing technique

Reduction of the whole body vertical velocity was achieved in a sequential and 

coordinated manner by the lower extremity joints. The females used a landing strategy 

comprising a phasic joint-by-joint patterning, similar to that previously observed for 

vertical drop landings performed by females (McNitt-Gray, 1991; Devita & Skelly, 

1992). The ankle, knee and hip each played a substantial and unique role in the 

reduction of whole body momentum. The phasic joint actions emphasised the necessity 

to include multi-link segments in models developed to understand the mechanics of 

landing.

Between subject differences were apparent in the sequence used to reduce whole body 

momentum. Subject A used a consistent sequence comprising a distal to proximal 

reduction in joint velocities, regardless of landing condition. The pattern used by 

subject A was observed in the strategies employed by the subjects investigated by
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McNitt-Gray (1991; 1993). Subject B varied the sequence of joint velocity reduction 

depending on landing trial. Joints more proximal to the whole body mass centre were 

frequently bought to rest before those more distal. Subject B also produced 

systematically larger changes in CMz than subject A with increasing landing height. 

Subject B employed a strategy that utilised the range of motion of the lower extremity 

more fully at higher landing heights compared to subject A. Clearly, the two females 

selected subject-specific landing techniques to reduce whole body velocity. Using the 

simulation model described in Chapter 3, a further understanding of the influence of 

each technique, on the impact loads acting on each females may be achieved by 

applying the simulation model (Chapter 3) to quantify lower extremity loads.

Impact phase duration

The impact phase was completed approximately 0.25 s after initial ground contact. 

Impact phase durations were representative of those previously reported for drop 

landings. For example, Lees (1981) suggested whole body momentum reduction to be 

achieved 0.20 s after initial ground contact in similar vertical drop landings. 

Furthermore, the impact phase duration reported for subject A and B corresponded well 

to the range of landing phase durations reported by McNitt-Gray (1991) (0.18 s to 

0.23 s). An understanding of strategies used to attenuate loads in landing clearly 

necessitates examination of the initial 0.20-0.25 s since impact absorption is a priority 

during this phase of the vertical drop landings.

Ground reaction force characteristics

Peak vertical forces observed for the HI (4BW) and H2 (7 BW) conditions 

corresponded well to those reported previously for vertical drop landings performed 

from similar heights. Bobbert, Huijing & van Ingen Schenau (1987b) reported peak 

vertical impact forces approximating 4.5 BW and 6 BW for landings performed from 

heights of 0.40 m and 0.60 m, respectively by male subjects. Information regarding the 

peak forces experienced from heights comparable to the H3 condition is presently 

limited. However, mean peak forces observed for the H3 condition were within the
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range previously reported for landings performed from high platforms. For example, 

McNitt-Gray (1993) reported peak vertical forces of 11 BW for landings performed 

from 1.28 m by male gymnasts.

Subject B experienced a peak impact force in excess of 18 BW from the H3 condition. 

This is greater than reported previously for vertical drop landings but corresponds 

reasonably to the peak impact force (15 BW) reported by Panzer et al. (1988) for a 

landing following a double back somersault. The respective force trial was characterised 

by a pronounced, anterior force peak in the horizontal force data, suggesting the 

presence of forward over rotation. As such, the respective landing trial may be 

considered to be unrepresentative of other landings performed by the female subjects.

Horizontal ground reaction forces experienced during the vertical drop landings were 

substantial. Devita & Skelly (1992) confirmed that horizontal forces imposed significant 

loads on the subject in similar vertical drop landings. Peak horizontal forces of up to 

3 BW were observed for landings performed by the two female subjects. Peak 

horizontal forces corresponded well to those reported for similar vertical drop landings 

(2 BW) by McNitt-Gray (1991). Horizontal forces were found to be substantial in 

vertical drop landings, regardless of the absence of prior rotation and clearly warrant 

quantification in kinetic analyses of landings.

The total excursion in the vertical ground reaction force was typically in excess of 

3.5 times the horizontal force excursion. The ratio of the component force excursions 

was similar between the two subjects. Horizontal force profiles are typically not 

reported for vertical drop landing investigations. It was therefore difficult to ascertain 

whether the relationship between the force components was a generalised one or 

restricted to the two subjects investigated. Regardless, the relationship provides a good 

description of the vertical drop landings performed by the two females and may 

therefore be used in the evaluation of the simulation model.

Average peak vertical loading rates ranging from 72 BW-s'1 (HI condition) to 

308 BW-s'1 (H3 condition) were observed. The average peak loading rates reported for 

the HI condition corresponded reasonably to those reported by McNitt-Gray (1991) for
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landings performed from low heights (81 BW-s'1). Substantially lower peak loading 

rates were observed in the H3 condition compared to that reported for the high velocity 

landing condition (513 B W s'1) investigated by McNitt-Gray (1991). This was 

unsurprising considering the substantially higher 'high' landing height (1.28 m) 

investigated by McNitt-Gray compared to that investigated in the H3 condition in this 

investigation (0.82 m). The average peak loading rates experienced by the females in 

this investigation were therefore considered representative of that observed previously 

for similar movements. The rapid rate of peak force generation observed in this 

investigation, highlights the extreme conditions experienced by the female in vertical 

drop landings.

Subject-specific variations

The landing strategies used by each subject produced distinct differences in the 

characteristics of the time profiles of the ground reaction forces. Less pronounced 

vertical force peaks and a more gradual force reduction following peak force, were 

observed in the profiles of subject A. The temporal characteristics produced by 

subject A corresponded well to the profiles observed for forefoot landings by Kovacs et 

al. (1999). In contrast, force profiles produced by subject B comprised sharp, vertical 

force maxima. The vast range of foot motion utilised by subject B and the pronounced 

force maxima suggested the use of a forefoot-heel landing strategy. Bobbert, Huijing & 

van Ingen Schenau (1987b) confirmed the occurrence of pronounced vertical force 

peaks in profiles of landings involving heel contact with the force plate. A third 

maximum was frequently observed for the vertical force time histories produced by 

subject B. The occurrence of a second heel contact following ground contact explained 

the presence of the third maximum.

The foot clearly played a crucial role in the strategies used by the subjects to reduce 

whole body momentum in landing. Failure to accommodate the role of the lever action 

of the foot in models used to simulate landings appears to be an over-simplification. 

Furthermore, each subject utilised different foot-ground contact strategies, which may 

explain the variation in ground reaction force characteristics observed for landings
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performed by each subject. Consideration must therefore be given to the variety of foot 

placement strategies available to the female when developing a simulation model used 

to investigate landings performed by females.

Unfortunately, the mechanical characteristics of two-footed landings performed by 

females from heights comparable to those examined in this investigation have not been 

documented. An assessment of how representative the landings performed in this 

investigation are to those performed previously by females was therefore difficult to 

achieve. It must also be considered that the mechanical descriptors of the vertical drop 

landings are restricted to the two subjects investigated.

4.3.4 Summary

A description of the mechanical characteristics of drop landings performed by two 

females, from heights that have previously not been well documented, was provided. In 

summary, many common mechanical descriptors were apparent in the landings 

performed by each female. In particular, the phasic joint-by-joint strategy used to reduce 

whole body momentum and the pronounced use of the foot were prominent features of 

all landing trials that were considered desirable features to be incorporated in the 

simulation model.

Distinct between subject differences in the landing trial descriptors were however, also 

observed. The range of foot motion produced and the subsequent foot contact strategy 

used by each subject varied considerably and may be responsible for the disparity in the 

external loading characteristics observed for landings performed by each subject. To 

ensure the simulation model performed realistic simulations of landings, it was 

considered desirable to allow the model to perform forefoot and forefoot-heel contact 

strategies.

Variations in the sequence of joint velocity reduction used by each subject in landing 

were also apparent. This highlighted the need to consider subject-specific landing 

techniques when developing (Chapter 3) and evaluating (Chapter 7) the simulation
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model. The descriptors obtained for landings performed from each landing height and 

by each subject were notably different. The landings trials investigated were therefore 

considered appropriate to evaluate the accuracy of the model in replicating landings 

performed at varying impact velocities by different subjects.

4.4 Chapter summary

Kinematic and kinetic data were obtained from a series of movement trials performed 

by two female subjects. The procedures used to collect and process the data were 

described. The mechanical characteristics of landing trials were analysed and used to 

gain an understanding of the mechanics of vertical drop landings performed by females. 

The information was used to ensure the inclusion of the primary mechanical features in 

the simulation model, described in Chapter 3. The data were also used to evaluate the 

accuracy of the simulation model for the replication of vertical drop landings, as 

detailed in Chapter 7. The analysis and application of the data obtained for the stamping 

trials are described in Chapter 6. The following chapter describes the method used to 

obtain inertia parameters for the two females investigated.
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CHAPTER 5: DETERMINATION OF INERTIA PARAMETERS

5.1 Introduction

Subject-specific inertia properties are required to successfully replicate human 

movement using simulation models. The inertia properties of the modelled segments 

should therefore be representative of the properties of the body segments of the subject 

under investigation. Mathematical inertia models have provided a successful approach 

by which subject-specific inertia properties may be determined. Brewin, 

Yeadon & Kerwin (2000) replicated gymnastic longswings using a multi-segment rigid 

body model comprising inertia properties obtained using the inertia model of 

Yeadon (1990b).

Mathematical inertia models use geometric solids to reflect the size and shape of body 

segments. Approximations of segmental mass, centre of mass locations and moments of 

inertia may then be achieved. Wobbling mass models used to simulate dynamic 

movement, require approximations for the inertia properties of soft and rigid tissues. 

The extent to which inertia models can be applied to derive parameters for use in 

wobbling mass models has been limited by the uniform cross-sectional density 

assumption inherent to presently available inertia models. A component inertia model 

was therefore developed, which was customised specifically to the female and permitted 

a full profile of subject-specific inertia parameters to be obtained for soft tissues and 

bone. The parameters were used to represent the subject-specific properties of the 

wobbling and rigid components of the simulation model described in Chapter 3.

This chapter comprises two sections. Firstly, the development and application of the 

component inertia model is described. The accuracy of the inertia model in whole body 

mass determination is assessed for seven females and the validity of the tissue mass 

proportions predicted by the inertia model is discussed. Secondly, the approach taken to 

customise the component inertia parameters of two females, to the parameters required 

to describe the segments of the simulation model is detailed.
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5.2 The component inertia model

5.2.1 Model development

The human body was divided into segments. A series of geometric solids were used to 

represent the size and shape of the soft tissue and bone components of each body 

segment. A total of 57 solids (40 soft tissue and 17 bone) were used to represent the 

tissue components.

Model segmentation

The component inertia model was divided into segments bounded at biomechanical 

joint centres. The model divided the human body into the right and left foot, shank, 

thigh, upper arm, forearm and hand segments and also a trunk and head and neck 

segment. The overall shape of each segment was represented by a series of solids that 

corresponded to those used in the inertia model of (Yeadon, 1990b). Additional solids 

were incorporated to represent the bone components of female body segments. 

Segments were divided into subsections to accommodate variations in morphology and 

tissue distribution.

Tissue distribution and geometric representation

The segmentation, tissue distribution and geometric solids used in the component inertia 

model are shown in Figure 5.1. The component inertia model assumed a 

segment-specific tissue mass distribution. The feet, limbs and hands each comprised a 

single cylindrical bone solid and a surrounding soft tissue shell. Bone components of 

the hands and feet were elliptical in cross section. The bone components of the limbs 

comprised a circular cross section. The soft tissue and bone components of each of the 

feet, limbs and hands were aligned along the longitudinal axis of the bone.

Five solids represented the bone in the trunk, head and neck segments. A soft tissue core 

was located within the bone components and a soft tissue shell surrounded the bone.
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The bone component o f the trunk was formed from an elliptical, cylindrical shell, half a 

conical shell and an elliptical cylinder. Solids forming the trunk segment were not 

assumed to lie along the same longitudinal axis. The solids representing the vertebrae 

and pelvis region were aligned posterior to the longitudinal axis o f the solid used to 

represent the rib cage. A cylindrical solid and a spherical shell represented the bone 

component of the head and neck. The solids o f the head and neck were aligned along a 

common longitudinal axis.

# m i soft tissue

m i bone

Figure 5.1. Segmentation, tissue distribution and geometric solids used in the

component inertia model.
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Bone and whole segment measurements

Direct measurements from a life-like, female skeleton (SOMSO-QS 10/8) were taken at 

positions located along the longitudinal axis of the bone of each segment. A series of 

length, width and depth measurements were obtained from the skeletal bone. Widths 

were measured medio-laterally and depths were measured along an anterior-posterior 

axis, with the skeleton in an erect position. All dimensions were scaled to the length of 

the artificial skeleton's segment. Segment lengths were measured along the longitudinal 

axis of the segment, between biomechanical joint centres. All measurements taken from 

the artificial human skeleton are detailed in Appendix C.

Whole segment anthropometric measurements were obtained directly from each subject, 

in the manner described by Yeadon (1990b). A total of 95 length, perimeter, width and 

depth measurements were required to produce personalised dimensions for each subject. 

Bone dimensions were then scaled to the lengths of the respective segments of the 

subject to produce personalised bone dimensions.

Density assumptions

Information from cadaver studies was used to obtain segment-specific densities for the 

soft tissue and bone components. Density values used in the component inertia model 

are provided in Table 5.1. Tissue densities for the feet, limbs and hands were taken 

directly from data obtained for Belgian cadavers (Clarys & Marfell-Jones, 1986b). 

Trunk, head and neck densities were predicted from information provided by Dempster 

(1955), Clarys, Martin & Drinkwater (1984) and Clarys & Marfell-Jones (1986b).

Firstly, the mean density of the bones of the limbs of Belgian cadavers (Clarys & 

Marfell-Jones, 1986a) was determined. The mean bone density was then assumed to 

characterise the density of bone in the trunk. Secondly, the mean density of the trunk, 

head and neck reported by Dempster (1955) and the derived average bone density were 

used to calculate the density of the soft tissue of the trunk.
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The total trunk, head and neck mass was taken from Clarys & Marfell-Jones (1986a). 

Mass proportions of the bone and soft tissue of the trunk, head and neck were derived 

from the data reported by Clarys, Martin & Drinkwater (1984) and used to generate 

component segmental masses for the trunk, head and neck. The whole segment volume 

and bone volume of the trunk, head and neck was derived using mass and density. 

Subtraction of the bone volume from the whole segment volume permitted the 

determination of the remaining soft tissue volume. The trunk soft tissue density was 

finally calculated using the mass and predicted volume of the soft tissue component.

Table 5.1. Density values used in the component inertia model. Values were derived 

from (Dempster, 1955; Clarys, Martin & Drinkwater, 1984; Clarys & Marfell-Jones, 

1986a; 1986b)

Segment Density (kgT1)

Soft tissue Bone

Foot 1.021 1.043

Shank 1.011 1.208

Thigh 0.994 1.218

Upper arm 1.005 1.224

Forearm 1.025 1.308

Hand 1.037 1.201

Trunk 1.018 1.211

Head & Neck 1.018 1.211

Parameter determination

Personalised dimensions were used to determine whole segment volumes. 

Subject-specific bone dimensions were used to calculate the bone volume of each 

segment. Soft tissue volumes were obtained through the removal of the bone volume 

from the whole segment volume, as further described in Appendix C. Density values 

were combined with the respective volumes to produce component masses. Mass centre 

locations were obtained for each component. Principal moments of inertia were 

calculated for each tissue component about the component mass centre using the
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parallel axis theorem. Formulae for the stadium solids of the feet, trunk and hands were 

taken from Yeadon (1990b). Standard formulae were used for the remaining solids. A 

full description of all calculations used to determine volumes, masses, centre of mass 

locations and moments of inertia for all solids and segments is provided in Appendix C.

5.2.2 Application of the component inertia model

Anthropometric measurements were taken from seven young, healthy females. The 

mean and standard deviation (SD) age and mass were 21.7 ±2.4 years and

60.1 ± 7.3 kg, respectively. Measurements were obtained from subjects A and B, who 

performed the movement trials described in Chapter 4 and an additional five volunteers. 

All volunteers regularly participated in competitive sport. The South West local 

research ethics committee gave approval for the study.

Subject-specific, whole segment measurements were taken as described by 

Yeadon (1990b). A person experienced in the procedures described by Yeadon (1990b) 

collected the anthropometric measurements. A direct measurement of each subject's 

whole body mass was made using laboratory weighing scales (Avery Berkel Ltd, 

model ED01).

5.2.3 Results

Whole body mass prediction

The model could be used to determine volume, mass, mass centre locations and 

principal moments of inertia for segmental tissue components. The accuracy of the 

model was determined by comparing directly measured and predicted whole body mass. 

The accuracy of the model in predicting the whole body mass of each subject was 

determined as the percentage difference between measured and predicted whole body 

mass. Table 5.2 provides measured and predicted whole body masses and the 

percentage difference between the two measurements for each subject. The overall
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accuracy of the model was determined as the mean magnitude of the percentage 

difference in measured and predicted whole body mass for the seven subjects.

The model was capable of determining whole body mass with an overall accuracy of 

2%. The maximum error in whole body mass prediction was less than 5%. The model 

was not found to produce a systematic error in whole body mass prediction, identifiable 

by the frequent sign change in the percentage differences. Furthermore, there was no 

relationship between the magnitude of error in the predicted whole body mass and the 

magnitude of measured whole body mass for the seven subjects investigated.

Table 5.2. Comparison of measured and predicted whole body mass for seven subjects

Subject Measured mass 

(kg)

Predicted mass 

(kg)

Difference

(%)
A 56.80 55.06 -3.05

B 69.00 70.37 1.99

C 59.05 58.72 -0.56

D 61.75 64.81 4.96

E 49.30 49.12 -0.36

F 69.45 69.96 0.74

G 55.65 58.23 4.64

Tissue mass distribution

A comparison between predicted and cadaver derived tissue mass proportions was made 

to provide an indication of the appropriateness of the predicted tissue mass proportions. 

The predicted magnitude of bone mass in a segment was calculated as a percentage of 

whole segment mass for each subject. The mean segmental bone mass proportions were 

calculated for the seven subjects and are presented in Table 5.3. Cadaver derived bone 

mass proportions for the feet, limbs and hands were taken directly from the Belgian 

cadaver study (Clarys & Marfell-Jones, 1986b) and are also reported in Table 5.3. 

Tissue mass proportions in the trunk, head and neck were not reported by the cadaver
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study. However, an approximated mass proportion was derived using results reported in 

Clarys & Marfell-Jones (1986b; 1986a) and Clarys, Martin & Drinkwater (1984).

Firstly, the mean absolute mass of each tissue component of the feet, limbs and hands 

was determined using the mean segmental masses and proportions reported for all 

cadavers investigated (Clarys & Marfell-Jones, 1986b; 1986a). Secondly, the mean 

mass of the trunk, head and neck of the cadavers was determined using the mean whole 

body mass. Finally, whole body mass proportions (Clarys, Martin & Drinkwater, 1984) 

were used to determine mean mass proportions in the trunk, head and neck.

A direct assessment of the accuracy of the predicted mass proportions was not 

achievable since the same subjects were not investigated by the model and cadaver 

study. The predicted segmental mass proportions were however similar to that found for 

the cadavers. Segments were ranked according to the percentage of bone mass in each 

body segment to give an indication of the validity of the predicted proportions relative 

to cadaver derived proportions. Predicted and cadaver derived rank orders are presented 

in Table 5.3. A segment given a ranking of one represents the segment with the highest 

percentage of bone in the whole body. Conversely, segments given a ranking of seven 

have the lowest percentage of bone in the whole body.

Table 5.3. Mean (± SD) predicted and cadaver derived segmental bone mass proportions 

and rank order of segmental bone mass proportions in the body

Segment Bone mass proportion 

(% segment mass)

Rank order

Predicted Cadaver Predicted Cadaver

Foot 32.1 ±5.2 31.1 1 1

Shank 20.8 ±3.0 22.4 3 3

Thigh 8.1 ± 1.0 9.7 7 7

Upper arm 15.5 ±2.1 16.6 5 4

Lower arm 17.1 ±1.1 14.8 4 5

Hand 27.5 ±3.1 28.0 2 2

Trunk, head & neck 12.0 ± 1.5 13.5 6 6
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The hierarchy of predicted segmental bone mass proportions corresponded closely to 

that reported for the cadaver subjects. The feet and hands comprised the greatest bone 

for both the model and the cadaver studies. Similarly, the thigh, trunk and head and 

neck segments consisted of the greatest soft tissue mass proportion. Slight differences in 

rank order were however apparent for the lower arm and upper arm.

5.2.4 Discussion of results

A component inertia model was developed to provide a method by which 

subject-specific tissue parameters for female body segments may be determined. The 

ability of the model to predict whole body mass provided an indication of the model 

accuracy for the determination of subject-specific inertia parameters. Model accuracy 

was assessed for a group of female subjects.

Good agreement (mean absolute percentage difference of 2.3%) was found between 

predicted and directly measured whole body mass. The accuracy was comparable to that 

reported by inertia models assuming a uniform cross sectional density. For example, 

mean percentage differences of no greater than 3% were reported for the models of 

Hatze (1980) and Yeadon (1990b).

The error inherent in the component inertia model can partially be attributed to the 

density values used. The assumption that cadaver derived density values are firstly, 

appropriate to living tissue properties and secondly, appropriate for the target group 

under investigation, continually limits the accuracy of inertia models. The density 

values used in the model were obtained from a sample group comprising mainly elderly 

cadavers (mean age: 66.8 years), which was uncharacteristic of the young sample group 

investigated. Although female cadavers were used in the cadaver study, the reported 

inertia properties comprised combined male and females profiles. The density values 

used were considered appropriate until realistic component values for young, healthy 

females could be employed.
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The lungs were not modelled in the component inertia model. The density of the rib 

cage section of the subjects investigated would therefore have been smaller than the 

value used to model the rib cage since air in the lungs comprises a lower density than 

soft tissue. More realistic upper body parameters would have been obtained by 

incorporating individual solids for the lungs, which would be characterised by a more 

appropriate lower density than used in the inertia model. The maximum error in the 

predicted whole body mass (5%) would simultaneously have reduced since the 

predicted whole body mass would have been lower for subject D as a result of reducing 

the mass of the trunk segment.

The maximum error in whole body mass prediction was larger than the 0.5% and 2.3% 

error reported for the models of Hatze (1980) and Yeadon (1990b), respectively. A 

direct evaluation of segmental mass predictions was not achieved in this investigation. 

Identification of the location of errors in the model was consequently difficult. 

However, the predicted inertia parameters were to be used as input into the computer 

simulation model described in Chapter 3. The effects of the inertia parameters on the 

loads predicted by the simulation model were therefore quantifiable and are discussed in 

Chapter 9.

A direct evaluation of the tissue mass proportions predicted by the model was not 

conducted. An indication of the potential validity of the predicted segmental mass 

distribution was provided. Firstly, the model produced segmental bone proportions 

comparable to those found for Caucasian males and females. Secondly, the predicted 

tissue mass distribution throughout the whole body appeared appropriate in considering 

the good agreement between the model and cadaver rank order of segmental bone mass 

proportions in the body. Hypothetically, the human extremities contain the greatest 

proportion of bone of all body segments. Bone mass proportions reported by the model 

and the cadaver study confirmed this. In addition, the model and cadaver study both 

showed the thigh, trunk, and neck and head segments to comprise the greatest soft tissue 

mass.

The hierarchical rank of bone mass in the upper arm was lower for the model compared 

to the cadaver study. The subjects investigated were highly trained in sports such as
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swimming or tennis. As such, the muscular development of the upper arms may be 

superior to that inherent in the ageing cadavers. The greater relative soft tissue mass in 

the upper arms of the subjects under investigation potentially reduced the rank order of 

the upper arms when compared to the cadaver rank order. The reasonable 

correspondence of model ranked order of segmental bone mass proportions with the 

cadaver study, suggests that tissue mass distribution predicted by the model is 

appropriate.

Comparison of the rank order of segments with the greatest bone mass proportions must 

be viewed cautiously. The cadaver study dissected at anatomical landmarks unlike the 

inertia model, which assumes a biomechanical segmentation. The cadaver data also 

reported combined male and female proportions. Tissue mass proportions obtained 

specifically from females would provide a more appropriate means of assessing the 

validity of the model. Tissue mass assignment can only truly be evaluated through 

comparing predicted with actual tissue mass proportions for the same subject. An 

indication of the effect of changes in tissue mass distribution on the impact loads 

predicted by the simulation model was however, provided in the final application of the 

simulation model (Section 8.4).

In summary, a component inertia model was developed to provide a method for 

estimating subject-specific tissue parameters for female body segments. The accuracy in 

whole body mass prediction made by the model was comparable to previously 

developed uniform density models. The model offers advantages over uniform density 

models since it permits the determination of parameters for soft tissue and bone. The 

parameters can be used to represent the properties of females in wobbling mass models 

used to enhance understanding of the loads acting on the female during potentially 

injurious movements.

5.3 Customisation of component inertia parameters

This section describes the procedures used to customise the component inertia 

parameters obtained for two females (subjects A and B), to the parameters required to
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describe the segments in the four-segment simulation model. Landing trials performed 

by subjects A and B were used to evaluate the four-segment wobbling mass models 

described in Chapter 3. Subject-specific inertia parameters were therefore required to 

customise the properties of the modelled segments to the properties of the respective 

subject. The soft tissue and bone parameters derived with the inertia model were used to 

represent the wobbling and rigid component, respectively in the simulation model. The 

simulation model reduced the properties of the human to a foot, shank, thigh and upper 

body segment. Inertia parameters for the wobbling and rigid components of each of the 

four segments were required for subject A and B. Adjustments to the inertia parameters 

produced by the component inertia model were therefore necessary.

5.3.1 Determination of segmental parameters

Subject-specific parameters for the right and left sides of the body were combined to 

form properties for each of the foot, shank and thigh segments represented in the 

simulation model. Subject-specific properties of the hands, arms, trunk and neck and 

head were combined to form the properties of the upper body segment. Segmental 

lengths were determined as the longer length of either the right or left segment for the 

respective pair of segments. The upper body length was measured from the hip to the 

top of head. The lengths of the soft and rigid tissue components in the simulation model 

corresponded to the respective segment length. The mass centre locations for each of the 

solids forming the combined foot, shank and thigh segments were determined with 

respect to the metatarsophalangeal (mtp), ankle and knee joints, respectively. The mass 

centre locations of all sections of the upper body were determined with respect to the 

hip joint. Distal mass centre locations were used to derive parameters for the four 

segments in the simulation model. The mass centre of the combined segment was 

determined by using the solid centre of mass locations and mass such that
i=N

2>,z,

/= i

where:

N  = Number of solids forming the combined segment
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Z c = Mass centre location of the combined segment

Z,. = Mass centre location of each section

mi = Mass of each section forming the combined segment

The moment of inertia about a transverse axis through the mass centre was determined

for the combined segment. Moments of inertia were calculated for each solid about a 

transverse axis through the distal joint centres using the parallel axis theorem such that

where:

I oi = Moment of inertia of solid about an axis through the distal joint

I gi = Moment of inertia of solid about an axis through the solid mass

centre 

nij = Mass of solid

ri — Distance of the solid mass centre from the distal joint

The moment of inertia of the combined segment about a transverse axis through the 

distal joint was derived. The parallel axis theorem was used to re-calculate the moment 

of inertia of the combined segment about the combined segment mass centre using 

/  = /  + m r 2oc gc c c

where:

Ioc = Moment of inertia of the combined segment about an axis 

through the distal joint 

I gc = Moment of inertia of the combined segment about an axis

through the mass centre of the combined segment 

mc = Mass of the combined section

rc = Distance of the mass centre of the combined segment from the distal 

joint
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5.3.2 Upper body mass distribution adjustment

The component inertia model provided parameters for the soft tissue and bone 

components of body segments. The wobbling mass component represented in the 

simulation model was assumed to represent the movable soft tissue mass of each 

segment. The proportion of soft tissue assigned to the wobbling mass of the upper body 

was reduced to constrain the amount of movable mass. Soft tissue properties of the head 

and neck and core of the rib cage were combined with the bone properties of the upper 

body to form parameters for the rigid tissue mass for the simulation model. The 

remaining soft tissue parameters were used to represent the properties of the wobbling 

mass of the upper body. The predicted upper body wobbling mass proportion was 

reduced from 87.2% to 73.0% for subject A and 89.1% to 71.5% for subject B.

5.3.3 Segmental length adjustments

Directly measured segmental lengths were not necessarily comparable to the vector 

length formed by the active markers for the respective segment in the landing trials 

described in Chapter 3. Vector lengths defined by the active markers were used to 

define the joint angle time histories of the simulated landings in the evaluation 

(Chapter 7) and application (Chapter 8) of the simulation model. The directly measured 

segment lengths were therefore adjusted to ensure the length of the modelled segment 

matched the mean vector lengths defining the configuration of the modelled segment in 

the simulated motion. A table comparing the directly measured segment lengths and the 

mean (± SD) vector length defined by the active markers is provided in Appendix C.

Mean vector lengths were derived using information obtained from one landing trial 

performed by each subject. Mean vector lengths were calculated using smoothed, joint 

centre coordinate data at each instant in time, for the duration of the capture period. 

Shank and thigh vector lengths were defined as the displacement between the ankle and 

knee markers and the knee and hip markers, respectively. The vector length of the trunk 

corresponded to the displacement between the hip and shoulder joint markers. Mean
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vector lengths were calculated for the right shank, right thigh and trunk over the entire 

data capture period.

Adjustments to the inertia properties of the foot were also required to account for the 

assumption made in the simulation model, that forefoot contact occurred at the mtp 

joint. The mtp joint to toe section of the foot was considered massless such that the 

inertia properties of the foot were calculated for the mtp joint to ankle sections only. 

The vector length of the foot was determined as the mean displacement between the mtp 

and ankle joint markers during the 20 fields prior to impact, for the selected landing 

trial.

All length measurements obtained for the foot, shank, thigh and trunk directly from the 

subject were scaled according to the ratio of the directly measured segment length and 

marker defined mean vector length. The marker defined trunk length and the directly 

measured head and neck length were combined to form the length of the upper body.

5.3.4 Segmental mass adjustments

Length measurements scaled to the ratio of the directly measured segment length and 

marker defined mean vector were used as input into the component inertia model to 

derive the inertia characteristics of subject A and B. The predicted whole body mass for 

each subject varied from the directly measured whole body mass. Adjustments were 

therefore made to the density values used in the inertia model to ensure the whole body 

mass of the modelled subject corresponded to the measured whole body mass of the 

respective subject. All density values used in the inertia model were scaled according to 

the ratio of the inertia model predicted and directly measured whole body mass. Mass, 

mass centre locations and moments of inertia were then calculated using the scaled 

length and densities as input into the inertia model. Summaries of the scaled parameters 

used as input into the simulation model for subjects A and B are presented in Table 5.4. 

The measured whole body mass of subject A and B were 56.8 kg and 69.0 kg, 

respectively.
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Table 5.4. Inertia parameters used in the simulation model for subject A and B

Foot Shank Thigh Upper body

Combined Wobbling Rigid Wobbling Rigid Wobbling Rigid

Subject A

mc (kg) 1.487 5.094 1.331 13.056 1.386 24.451 9.996

L (m) 0.152 0.395 0.395 0.384 0.384 0.790 0.790

Z c( m) 0.084 0.230 0.197 0.223 0.177 0.422 0.445

Igc (kg-m2) 0.003 0.208 0.017 0.275 0.020 1.810 0.496

Subject B

mc (kg) 1.726 5.456 1.690 13.773 1.177 33.231 11.947

L (m) 0.164 0.427 0.427 0.376 0.376 0.793 0.793

Z c(m) 0.09 0.253 0.213 0.221 0.184 0.439 0.447

Igc (kg-m2) 0.005 0.268 0.026 0.313 0.015 2.489 0.574

me = the mass o f  each component, L = the length o f  each component, Z c ~  the distal mass centre location 

o f  each component and Igc = the moment o f  inertia o f  each segment about a transverse axis through the 

component mass centre

5.3.5 Additional foot parameters

The simulation model required additional measurements, to describe the anthropometric 

properties of the foot of each subject. An estimate of the horizontal displacement 

between forefoot and heel contact (loaded foot length) was required. Loaded foot length 

was measured as the horizontal displacement between the mtp joint and the ankle joint 

centre of the right foot, with the subject in a stationary standing position. Heel height 

was also required and measured directly with the foot in an unloaded position. The 

displacement between the ankle joint centre and the base of the ball of the foot was 

measured along an axis perpendicular to base of the foot. Table 5.5 provides the foot 

measurements obtained for subject A and B.
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Table 5.5. Directly measured loaded foot length and heel height obtained for each 

subject

Loaded foot length Heel height

(m) (m)

Subject A 0.144 0.074

Subject B 0.140 0.084

5.4 Chapter summary

The approach taken to obtain subject-specific inertia parameters for input into the 

simulation model was described. A component inertia model was developed to permit 

the approximation of inertia parameters for the tissue components of female subjects. 

The model demonstrated comparable accuracy to previously developed inertia models. 

The adjustments made to the parameters produced by the component inertia model were 

highlighted. Adjustments were required to customise the parameters obtained from the 

inertia model to the segments represented in the simulation model. The methods used to 

obtain measurements relating to the foot were also described. Chapter 7 describes the 

use of the inertia parameters in the evaluation of the simulation model. The following 

chapter describes the method used to obtain subject-specific parameters for the 

wobbling mass springs represented in the simulation model.
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CHAPTER 6: DETERMINATION OF WOBBLING MASS SPRING

PARAMETERS

6.1 Introduction

Soft tissue motion occurring during high-velocity movements provides a mechanism by 

which individuals can dissipate energy. In order to incorporate this mechanism into the 

simulation model (Chapter 3) the wobbling masses were permitted to displace relative 

to the rigid masses. The first section of this chapter describes an investigation 

examining soft tissue motion responses during impulsive stamping movements 

performed by females. Kinematic and kinetic data collected from the data collection 

session described in Chapter 4 were analysed in the investigation. The information 

obtained was used to approximate subject-specific parameters for the wobbling mass 

springs. The parameters were used in the evaluation (Chapter 7) and application 

(Chapter 8) of the simulation model. The approach taken to derive the parameters and 

the subject-specific parameters obtained, are described and discussed in the second 

section of this chapter.

6.2 Soft tissue motion response to impulsive loading

6.2.1 Introduction

Nearly all skin marker motion occurring during a high-impact activity has been reported 

to be attributed to the underlying tissue deformation (Pain & Challis, 2002). The 

approach taken in this investigation assumed that the motion of markers located on the 

skin of female body segments reflected the underlying soft tissue motion. The purpose 

of this investigation was to gain insight into the subject-specific motion response of soft 

tissue during an impulsive loading movement performed by two females (subjects A 

and B). A stamping movement similar to that employed by Pain and Challis (2001b) 

was performed to incur the impulsive loading conditions. The motion responses of 

subjects A and B were examined since vertical drop landing trials performed by these 

subjects were used in the evaluation and application of the simulation model.
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6.2.2 Data analysis

The motion responses of active markers located on the skin of the two females were 

collected for controlled stamping movements using the procedures detailed in 

Section 4.2. A pilot investigation described in Appendix B confirmed the 

appropriateness of using active markers to quantify soft tissue motion during impulsive 

movements. Active markers (mass of 1.53 gm) replicated the motion of passive markers 

(assumed to have negligible mass) located on the skin of the thigh of a female subject 

during an impulsive movement examined in the pilot investigation. Active markers 

located on the lateral aspect of the shank and thigh were therefore used to track the soft 

tissue motion for subjects A and B.

The motion responses of the trunk markers were examined but were not further 

investigated. Although, the trunk marker motion was considered reflective of the motion 

response of the underlying soft tissue, other energy dissipation mechanisms such as the 

movement of the arms were considered to contribute to the observed motion. As such 

the true motion response of the underlying trunk soft tissue was distorted and could not 

be determined for this investigation. Cole et al. (1996) supported this suggestion in 

highlighting that soft tissue constants used for the upper body in wobbling mass models 

are difficult to validate experimentally.

Ground reaction force data collected from each stamping movement in the data 

collection session were analysed to determine the time of initial ground contact for each 

stamping trial. The time of initial ground contact was defined as the instant at which the 

vertical force data first exceeded a threshold of 15 N. The force data were also 

examined to ensure that the foot did not lose contact with the plate following initial 

ground contact. Finally, the magnitude of the peak vertical impact force was determined 

using the ground reaction force data and was defined as the peak vertical ground 

reaction force observed following ground contact.

Displacement data for each active marker were examined from 0.025 s prior to the time 

of first ground contact. Raw vertical displacement data for each marker were detrended 

in the time domain to remove the potential for non-stationary start and end points in the
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time series, as described by Wood (1982). A linear trend was assumed for the data and 

was described using the equation for a straight line of the form: 

z = mt + c

where:

z = Vertical displacement of marker

m = Gradient of the trend

t = Time

c = Regression constant

The straight line was fitted between the first and last data point only, for each data 

series. A Fourier transformation based on Lanczos (1966) was conducted to convert the 

detrended data to the frequency domain. A series of Fourier coefficients were calculated 

for each data series by fitting the data with sine and cosine functions.

High frequency noise was removed from the data in the frequency domain by forcing 

the sine and cosine coefficients to zero above a selected cutoff frequency. An 

appropriate cutoff frequency was selected for the marker displacements of each segment 

using residual analysis (Winter, 1990). The residual analysis was conducted on the 

vertical displacement data of a shank and thigh marker, obtained for a typical stamping 

trial performed by subject A. The ground reaction force time histories were further 

examined to ensure the selected trial was representative of others performed by 

subject A.

The residual at specified cutoff frequencies was determined as the root mean square 

(RMS) difference between the filtered and raw vertical displacement of the chosen 

markers. The selected cutoff frequency (fc) was established as the frequency at which 

the RMS difference (residual) began to rise rapidly. The selected cutoff frequency for 

the shank and thigh markers is denoted by the intersection of the dashed line with the 

x-axis in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. Cutoff frequencies of 35 Hz and 45 Hz were 

selected to filter the raw displacement data of the shank and thigh markers, respectively. 

Filtered and raw vertical displacement data were compared to confirm the use of the 

selected cutoff frequencies for the markers of subject B. Following the removal of the
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high-frequency noise, the filtered data were converted back to the time domain using an 

inverse Fourier transformation and the value of the linear trend was replaced.

1.2 n

cutoff frequency (Hz)

Figure 6.1. Residual between filtered and raw signal as a function o f filter cutoff 

frequency for a shank marker examined for a typical trial performed by subject A.
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Figure 6.2. Residual between filtered and raw signal as a function of filter cutoff 

frequency for a thigh marker examined for a typical trial performed by subject A.

6.2.3 Results

The examination o f the marker motion focused on the posterior aspect of the shank and 

the anterior aspect o f the thigh since these regions comprise a substantial proportion o f 

the soft tissue mass in each of the segments. Examination o f the vertical displacement
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data indicated that the posterior markers o f the shank and the anterior markers of the 

thigh demonstrated definite sinusoidal motion immediately following impact. 

Vibrations were considered to be highly damped simple harmonic motion, as illustrated 

in the typical vertical displacement time histories provided for each subject in 

Figures 6.3 and 6.4. Two definite vibrations were typically present in the vertical 

displacement data before the markers came to rest
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Figure 6.3. A typical vertical displacement time history for the upper posterior marker 

o f the shank for subject B.
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Figure 6.4. A typical vertical displacement time history for the lower anterior marker of 

the thigh for subject A.

Following initial ground contact, the vertical displacement o f the marker declined 

rapidly culminating in the production o f a trough. This was subsequently followed by a 

rapid rise towards a peak in the displacement data. The definitions o f a trough and peak
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are highlighted in Figure 6.3. Typically, a second vibration, comprising a less 

pronounced trough and peak, was apparent prior to the marker coming to rest. Shank 

markers came to rest approximately 0.12 s after initial ground contact while thigh 

markers came to rest approximately 0.10 s later.

The maximum trough to peak displacement (TPzmax) illustrated in Figure 6.4, was 

calculated for each marker demonstrating simple harmonic motion. The mean maximum 

displacement for all trials performed by each subject was then calculated and are 

presented in Table 6.1. Maximum thigh marker displacements were typically twice that 

observed for the shank markers. The mean maximum displacements for the shank and 

thigh markers were larger for subject B compared to subject A.

Table 6.1. Maximum trough to peak marker displacements (mean ± SD) observed for 

each segment for subjects A and B

Shank Thigh

(m) (m)

Subject A 0.008 ±0.0001 0.021 ±0.0048

Subject B 0.015 ±0.0017 0.031 ±0.0051

6.2.4 Discussion and Conclusion

The investigation examined the motion characteristics of the soft tissue of the shank and 

thigh of two females to impulsive loading. For the two females investigated, markers 

located on the posterior aspect of the shank and the anterior aspect of the thigh 

demonstrated sinusoidal motion. Marker motions in the specified regions were 

characterised by highly damped, rapidly decaying sinusoidal vibrations.

The soft tissue motion response observed in this investigation corresponded reasonably 

to motion responses observed previously. Pain & Challis (2002) for example, confirmed 

the highly damped nature of the motion of the forearm soft tissue during impulsive 

loading. Wakeling & Nigg (2001a) observed rapidly decaying vibrations in the shank
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and thigh soft tissue during isometric contractions, thereby providing further support for 

the highly damped nature of soft tissue motion observed in this investigation.

Mean maximum trough to peak displacements found in this investigation also 

corresponded reasonably to those reported in previous experimental investigations. In 

particular, maximum displacements in the shank (0.015 m) and thigh (0.031 m) markers 

of subject B closely corresponded to those reported by Pain & Challis (2001b) for the 

posterior aspect of the shank (0.018 m) and the anterior aspect of the thigh (0.032 m) 

during a similar impulsive movement.

The disparity in maximum marker displacements between the two subjects may be 

attributed to the more impulsive loading conditions incurred in the trials performed by 

subject B compared to subject A. The mean peak impact force value for trials performed 

by subject A (1134 N) were notably lower than the mean value for trials performed by 

subject B (2527 N). Pain & Challis (2002) suggested that trials with higher impact 

forces would be expected to increase intrasegmental motion due to greater stress on the 

tissues. The larger maximum displacements observed for subject B compared to 

subject A may therefore be explained by the greater stresses incurred in trials performed 

by subject B.

The approach taken to examine the soft tissue motion response was potentially limited 

by the assumption that marker motion was wholly representative of soft tissue motion. 

The potential inclusion of whole limb motion was however, minimised by only 

examining markers in trials characterised by limited limb motion following impact. 

Also, soft tissue marker motion was examined subsequent to the first trough in the 

displacement since the first trough was attributable to continual whole limb motion 

following impact. The approach used to minimise whole limb motion was considered 

successful since the soft tissue was found to demonstrate damped harmonic motion 

which has similarly been observed by Wakeling & Nigg (2001a) in movements 

requiring minimal limb motion.

The vertical displacement data of the soft tissue motion during a vertical downward 

stamping movement was quantified in this investigation. Soft tissue motion in vertical
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drop landings however, potentially comprises substantial vertical, horizontal and 

rotational motion relative to the underlying rigid tissue. Ideally, insight into the soft 

tissue motion responses along all three axes in vertical drop landings is required to 

model the subject-specific coupling between soft and rigid tissues. However, the 

substantial motion of the limbs continually limits the extent to which relative motion 

between masses may be quantified. Analysis of the stamping movement used in this 

investigation was considered to provide an effective approach by which an initial 

insight into the soft tissue motion responses to impulsive loading may be achieved.

In conclusion, markers located on the posterior aspect of the shank and the anterior 

aspects of the thigh were found to demonstrate simple harmonic motion during the 

impulsive movement. The motion response of markers located on specified regions of 

each segment were primarily examined and quantified in this investigation. Since each 

region comprised substantial soft tissue mass, the marker motion responses obtained for 

each region were considered reflective of segmental soft tissue motion responses. The 

results of this investigation implied that a damped harmonic model could be 

appropriately applied to markers located on the shank and thigh to estimate stiffness and 

damping properties of the soft and rigid tissue mass coupling.

6.3 Spring param eter determination

6.3.1 Introduction

Simulation models comprising wobbling and rigid masses that are coupled using 

spring-damper systems, have typically described the spring properties using information 

obtained from previous literature (Gruber et al., 1998; Liu & Nigg, 2000). Recently, 

Pain & Challis (2002) presented an approach by which the subject-specific force and 

energy transfer of soft tissue motion may be investigated experimentally. The aim of 

this investigation was to adopt a similar approach to determine the stiffness and 

damping parameters of the coupling between soft and rigid tissues masses using 

information obtained from the experimental data described in Section 6.2. Parameters 

describing the coupling between soft and rigid tissues of the shank and thigh during 

impulsive movements were determined for each subject (A and B).
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6.3.2 Data analysis

Nomenclature for the determination of spring parameters

X : Spring extension

A : Amplitude of first vibration

A2 : Amplitude of second vibration

X : Rate of change of spring extension

«>n : Natural angular frequency of vibration

: Damping frequency

t\ : Time of first peak

t2 : Time of second peak

: Damping period

6 : Logarithmic decrement

c : Damping ratio

: Stiffness parameter of wobbling mass springs

cw : Damping parameters of wobbling mass springs

m : Segmental soft tissue mass

Fw : Force produced by the wobbling mass spring

The analysis described in Section 6.2 highlighted that markers located on the posterior 

aspect of the shank and the anterior aspect of the thigh demonstrated simple harmonic 

motion during impulsive movements. The force governing simple harmonic motion is 

linear in nature. A spring comprising a linear force-deformation relationship was 

therefore considered appropriate to restrain the wobbling mass motion in the simulation 

model so that the parameter bw in Equation 3.29 was set to 1. The force produced by the 

spring (Fw) was related to the required stiffness (aw) and damping (cw) parameters of the 

spring in the manner:
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The stiffness and damping parameters were obtained using the natural frequency (oon) 

and damping ratio (Q of the measured marker motion such that: 

aw = m o)2 and cw = 2 £mcon

A damped harmonic model described by Meriam & Kraige (1987) was fitted to the 

vertical displacement data of the shank and thigh markers. Simple harmonic motion 

assumes that the acceleration of the mass is proportional to the displacement but in the 

opposite direction. The harmonic model was therefore only applied to those markers 

demonstrating cyclic peaks and troughs. In addition, segmental soft tissue mass was 

considered to move as a single, rigid body. The mean amplitude and frequency 

responses obtained for the markers of each segment were therefore considered to 

represent the overall motion of the underlying soft tissue of the respective segment.

Frequency and damping response of soft tissue motion

Natural frequencies and damping ratios for the shank and thigh segments were required 

to derive the wobbling mass spring parameters. The amplitude response and period of 

vibration of the vertical displacement of each marker were required to determine the 

natural frequency and damping response. The amplitude and time of occurrence of 

troughs and peaks were identified for each marker demonstrating simple harmonic 

motion. The first derivative of the vertical displacement data was used to identify peaks 

and troughs. The first derivative was obtained by differentiating the trigonometric data 

used to fit the raw data. Peaks were identified when a succession of three positive, first 

derivatives preceded a succession of three negative, first derivatives. In contrast, troughs 

were determined when a series of three negative first derivatives preceded a series of 

three positive first derivatives. Where necessary, the location of peaks and troughs were 

confirmed through direct examination of the filtered, vertical displacement data.

The amplitude and time of occurrence of the first and second vibrations were identified 

for each marker. The first trough in the data series was considered to be attributable to 

the continued deformation of the heel pad following impact (Pain & Challis, 2002) and 

was therefore not used in the analysis. The amplitude of the first vibration was defined



as the displacement between the first peak and second trough. The amplitude o f the 

second vibration was calculated as the displacement between the second peak and third 

trough. The damping period was defined as the time elapsed between the occurrence of 

the first peak and the instant of the second peak. The defined amplitude and period of 

vibration are highlighted in the exponentially decreasing harmonic function illustrated 

in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5. An exponentially decreasing harmonic function with the amplitude and 

period o f vibration defined.

The amplitudes (Ai and A2) were used to calculate the logarithmic decrement (5) and 

consequent damping ratio (Q  describing the vibrations o f each marker such that:

displacement

time

S= \n A S

The damping period (id) was used to determine the damping frequency (cod) and 

subsequently the natural angular frequency (con) such that:
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Determination of soft tissue mass

Estimates of the magnitude of movable soft tissue mass were required, in addition to the 

natural frequency and damping response, to determine the stiffness and damping 

parameters. Anthropometric data obtained for each subject were used to approximate 

the soft tissue mass (m) of the right shank and right thigh. The inertia model detailed in 

Chapter 5 was used to obtain subject-specific segmental soft tissue masses. The soft 

tissue masses for the right shank and thigh were determined prior to the segmental 

inertia parameters being combined for use in the simulation model. All density values 

used in the inertia model were scaled such that the modelled whole body mass 

corresponded to the measured whole body mass for the respective subject. Table 6.2 

details the soft tissue mass values used to determine the stiffness and damping 

parameters. Subject-specific stiffness and damping parameters were then estimated 

using the natural frequency and damping response of each marker and the respective 

soft tissue mass.

Table 6.2. Subject-specific soft tissue masses predicted for the shank and thigh

Shank Thigh

(kg) (kg)

Subject A 2.50 7.37

Subject B 2.64 7.27

6.3.3 Results

The linear natural frequencies of all markers were examined using the natural angular 

frequency of each marker. The mean linear natural frequency for each segment and each 

subject are summarised in Table 6.3. The linear natural frequency of the soft tissue 

markers was found to vary between subjects and segments. The markers of the shank 

typically demonstrated a higher frequency content than the thigh markers. The mean 

linear natural frequency of the shank markers for subject B was considerably larger than 

the mean linear natural frequency of the thigh markers (17.3 Hz and 6.4 Hz,
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respectively). Between trial differences in the frequency content of segmental markers 

were greater for subject A compared to subject B.

Stiffness and damping values were obtained for each analysed marker for all trials. The 

mean stiffness and damping value for the shank and thigh segments were calculated for 

each subject. The stiffness and damping parameters obtained for all shank and thigh 

markers demonstrating simple harmonic motion were included in the derivation of mean 

values. The mean stiffness and damping values for each segment and each subject are 

presented in Table 6.3. The mean segmental values were used to characterise the 

subject-specific properties of the wobbling mass springs, in the evaluation and 

subsequent use of the simulation model as described in Chapter 7 and 8, respectively.

Table 6.3. Subject-specific natural frequency, stiffness and damping values 

(mean ± SD) obtained for the shank and thigh

Natural Frequency 

(Hz)

Stiffness

(N-m'1)

Damping

(N-s-m*1)

Subject A

Shank 13.6 ±5.0 20397± 12633 92 ±40

Thigh 10.9 ±2.1 35618± 13923 222 ± 90

Subject B

Shank 17.3 ± 1.5 27008 ±7451 125 ±36

Thigh 6.4 ±0.1 11830 ±253 245 ± 33

Within subject variations in the stiffness values obtained for each segment were 

apparent. Stiffness values obtained for the shank of subject A (20 kN-m'1) were notably 

smaller than determined for her thigh (36 kN-m'1). In contrast, the mean stiffness value 

for the shank of subject B (27 kN-m'1) was over twice the mean stiffness values found 

for the thigh (12 kN-m'1). Damping values for the thigh were substantially larger than 

observed for the shank for both subjects. Damping values obtained for each segment 

were however, reasonably similar between subjects. Between trial stiffness and 

damping parameters were typically more variable for the trials performed by subject A 

compared to that observed for subject B.
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6.3.4 Discussion and conclusion

The information obtained in Section 6.2 was used in this investigation to obtain 

estimates for the subject-specific stiffness and damping parameters of the coupling 

between tissue masses. The parameters were required to describe the wobbling mass 

springs in the simulation model. An indication of the accuracy of the parameters for 

modelling the soft and rigid mass coupling in landing will be achieved by comparing an 

actual and simulated landing, performed using the predicted parameters (Chapter 7).

Between and within subject variations in the natural frequency, stiffness and damping 

values were observed (Table 6.3). The vibration characteristics of soft tissue are not 

solely influenced by the properties of muscle but also fat, connective tissues and 

vascular components (Wakeling & Nigg, 2001a). The between subject differences may 

therefore be attributable to the variations in subject-specific body compositions. The 

possible effect of body composition on the stiffness and damping properties of soft 

tissue motion implied that subject-specific stiffness and damping values were desirable 

for modelling the coupling between soft and rigid tissues.

Between and within subject differences in the vibration characteristics may further be 

attributed to variations in the levels of muscular control used during each stamping 

movement. Wakeling & Nigg (2001a) observed increases in frequency and damping 

coefficients of the soft tissue of the leg as a consequence of increased muscle force 

production. Stiffness and damping values are required to describe the coupling between 

the soft and rigid tissue for simulated landings performed using unspecified muscle 

activity levels. The level of muscle activity was not controlled in the stamping trials. 

The full range of stiffness and damping values reported in this investigation, were 

therefore considered to encompass potential variations in the levels of muscle force 

produced in landing.

The mean natural frequency of the shank markers of both subjects, and the thigh 

markers of subject A, corresponded well to the ranges reported previously. For example, 

mean frequencies ranging from 8 Hz to 22 Hz were reported by Wakeling & 

Nigg (2001b) for the free vibrations of the quadriceps tissue of a female subject. The
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mean natural frequency of the thigh of subject B (6.4 Hz) was however, lower than the 

natural frequency reported by Wakeling & Nigg (2001b) (8 Hz). For the same stiffness 

properties, lower natural frequencies are attributed to greater movable mass. The low 

natural frequency reported for the thigh of subject B could therefore be attributed to an 

overestimated, prediction of the thigh's movable mass. The 1.6 Hz deficit between the 

frequencies reported by Wakeling & Nigg (2001b) and this investigation suggest the 

thigh mass may have been overestimated by 2.59 kg when assuming the mean stiffness 

for subject B to remain constant. The masses obtained in this investigation however, 

corresponded well to mean soft tissue masses of 2.62 kg and 8.64 kg obtained 

previously for the shank and thigh respectively, for female subjects (Wakeling, Nigg & 

Rozitis, 2002). The application of the mathematical inertia model to predict the 

magnitude of subject-specific movable mass was therefore considered adequate until 

more appropriate solutions are available.

Lower frequency responses have been reported previously for the soft tissue of the leg. 

For example, Wakeling & Nigg (2001a) reported frequencies as low as 6.9 Hz for the 

quadriceps during isotonic contractions. Assuming the predicted thigh mass to be 

correct for subject B and assuming the natural frequency of vibration for the thigh to be 

8 Hz, the stiffness (18368 N-m'1) and damping (383 N s-m'1) for the thigh of subject B 

are not markedly different from that originally derived. The frequency response for the 

thigh of subject B was therefore considered acceptable for the determination of the 

subject-specific spring properties.

An alternative approach to assessing the frequency response of the marker motion may 

have been considered for this investigation. For example, a Fourier transformation may 

have been selected to derive the natural frequencies of the markers. However, the 

approach could not be used to directly estimate the damping response of the marker 

displacements. Furthermore, Wakeling & Nigg (2001b) highlighted that a Fourier 

transformation potentially limits the resolution to which the frequency content of the 

data could be obtained. The harmonic model permitted the natural frequency of marker 

motions to be obtained with a high resolution and furthermore permitted the direct 

determination of the damping response of marker motions. The approach taken to derive 

frequency responses in this investigation was therefore considered appropriate.
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The damped harmonic model was used to derive subject-specific spring stiffness and 

damping values. The approach ignores the possibility that a non-linear restoring force 

was responsible for the marker motion observed in this investigation. The marker 

motion described in Section 6.2 clearly demonstrated simple harmonic motion. The 

application of a linear model was therefore considered appropriate for the first 

approximation of subject-specific soft tissue parameters for use in the simulation model.

The application of the harmonic model relies on the determination of subject-specific 

moveable mass predictions. The magnitude of movable soft tissue mass occurring 

during impulsive loading remains speculative. It is unlikely that all segmental soft tissue 

moves substantially in impulsive loading. Further insight into the magnitude of 

subject-specific movable mass has the potential to lead to more accurate spring stiffness 

and damping parameter estimates using the harmonic model approach. In the future, a 

more complex, non-linear model may be required to appropriately consider the soft 

tissue motion occurring in all regions of each segment.

In conclusion, the motion of markers located on the skin of female subjects was 

examined for an impulsive loading movement (stamping). A damped harmonic model 

was applied to the marker displacement data to obtain the frequency and damping 

responses of the soft tissue mass of the shank and thigh. The application of the 

harmonic model simultaneously permitted the determination of subject-specific stiffness 

and damping values. Variations in subject-specific soft tissue motion and the resulting 

stiffness and damping characteristics were highlighted. Adequate representation of the 

coupling between soft and rigid tissue clearly demands the use of subject-specific 

parameters in a simulation model of drop landings.

6.4 Chapter summary

The procedures used to obtain first approximations of the stiffness and damping 

properties of the coupling between soft and rigid tissues for female subjects was 

described. Subject-specific values for the parameters were used as input into the 

simulation model described in Chapter 3. The necessity to consider subject-specific
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properties in representing the tissues mass coupling in the simulation model was 

highlighted. In addition, the limitations of the chosen approach were discussed and 

potential developments for future investigations highlighted. The following Chapter 

describes the use of the stiffness and damping parameters in the evaluation of the 

simulation model.
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CHAPTER 7: EVALUATION OF SIMULATION MODEL

7.1 Introduction

The evaluation process is essential in providing an indication of the level of confidence 

that can be given to a theoretical prediction (Yeadon & Challis, 1994). The evaluation 

process involves assessing and reporting the accuracy of the theoretical prediction or 

model in replicating the system of interest. The user can then make an assessment of the 

suitability of the model for gaining an insight into the system.

To evaluate simulation models used to investigate human movement, the levels of 

agreement between simulated and actual kinematic and kinetic indicators of 

performance have been quantified (Yeadon, Atha & Hales, 1990; Brewin, Yeadon & 

Kerwin, 2000; Hiley & Yeadon, 2003). The evaluation of models used to investigate 

loads should primarily be concerned with a comparison of kinetic performance 

indicators. Conversely, a comparison of kinematic indicators of performance should 

form the evaluation of models used to investigate technique and performance (Yeadon 

& King, 2002). The performance indicators used in the evaluation process have 

therefore typically reflected the final application of previously evaluated models.

Thorough evaluations of wobbling mass models used to simulate human movement are 

presently limited. This chapter highlights the approach taken to evaluate the 

four-segment wobbling mass model described in Chapter 3. The subsequent results of 

the evaluation process are provided. A discussion of the benefits and limitations of the 

model in representing vertical drop landings performed by females is provided. This 

Chapter also describes investigations conducted to scrutinise the sensitivity of the 

model's accuracy to changes in input characteristics.
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7.2 Method of evaluation

7.2.1 A summary of the evaluation process

The purpose of the research was to gain an understanding of the load attenuation 

strategies used by females in vertical drop landings. Kinematic and kinetic indicators of 

a simulated and an actual landing performance were compared to determine the 

accuracy of the model in replicating vertical drop landings performed by females. Load 

attenuation was considered to be complete after the impact absorption phase of landing. 

The accuracy of the model was therefore assessed for a period of time extending from 

just before impact until the completion of the impact phase of landing.

Several of the landing trials described in Chapter 4 were selected for the evaluation 

process. The initial movement conditions of the actual movement at the onset of the 

simulated phase were represented in the simulated motion. Joint angle time histories 

describing the technique used in the actual landing were derived and used to drive the 

simulation model for the duration of the simulated phase. The evaluation process also 

required the mechanical properties of the subject under investigation to be replicated in 

the model. Inertia and anthropometric data obtained for subject A and B (Table 5.4) 

were used to describe the inertial and anthropometric characteristics of the model for the 

respective simulated landing trials. Subject-specific parameters, describing the soft and 

rigid mass coupling (Section 6.3.3), initially described the stiffness and damping 

properties of the modelled shank and thigh wobbling mass springs.

The final application of the model comprised an examination of the kinetic 

characteristics of landings performed by females. The accuracy of the model was 

therefore primarily assessed, by quantifying the level of agreement between simulated 

and actual kinetic indicators of performance. The level of agreement between simulated 

and actual kinematics indicators was also examined to ensure the model realistically 

replicated the motion of the subject during each landing. The modelled descriptors 

outputted for the evaluation were ground reaction forces, net joint moments and forces, 

ground contact spring deformations, whole body mass centre motion and wobbling 

mass motion. Details of the evaluation procedure are provided in the following section.
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7.2.2 Trial selection for the evaluation process

Each subject performed a series of four successful landings at each of three heights (HI, 

H2, and H3), during the data collection session. Therefore, 24 actual landing trials were 

available to evaluate the simulation model. Six trials were selected for the evaluation 

process; three for each subject. The trials were selected to ensure landings performed 

from various heights were evaluated. Table 7.1 highlights the number of trials selected 

at each height condition for each subject and the label given to each evaluated trial. Two 

HI conditions were evaluated for subject B to permit an examination of the within 

subject differences produced by the model for the same landing condition.

Table 7.1. A summary of the trials used in the evaluation process

Evaluated trial label Subject Trial condition Trial number

A110 A HI 10

B106 B HI 06

B115 B HI 15

A214 A H2 14

A317 A H3 17

B305 B H3 05

The six evaluated trials were selected following examination of the mechanical 

characteristics of the landings described in Section 4.3.2. The peak magnitude of the 

vertical ground reaction force (GFzmax), time to peak vertical ground reaction force 

(TGFzmax), impact velocity and magnitude of peak horizontal force (GFymax) were 

considered in the selection of the evaluated trials.

7.2.3 Definition of movement conditions 

Simulated movement phase

The impact phase of the vertical drop landing movement was the period of interest to be 

simulated. The initial and final time of each simulated movement were defined. The
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onset of the simulated phase was defined as the time corresponding to 0.001 s prior to 

the onset of the impact phase identified for the actual landing trial. The final simulated 

time corresponded to the time at which the impact phase of the actual landing trial was 

considered to be complete. Section 4.3.1 highlights the approach taken to determine the 

onset and end of the impact phase for the actual landing trial.

Initial movement conditions

Initial movement conditions determined for each actual landing were used to represent 

the initial movement conditions of the corresponding simulated motion. Smoothed foot 

orientation time histories were derived for the landing trial and re-sampled at a rate of 

1000 Hz. The orientation and angular velocity of the foot were then identified for each 

trial at the instant in time corresponding to the onset of the simulated phase.

The raw metatarsophalangeal (mtp) joint displacement data of each landing trial were 

smoothed in the manner described in Section 4.3.1 and re-sampled at a rate of 1000 Hz. 

The displacement of the mtp joint was determined for the onset time of the simulated 

motion and used to represent the natural length and the initial extensions of the ground 

contact springs, using the approach detailed in Section 3.4.3.

The vertical and horizontal velocity of the actual mass centre was re-calculated so that 

the change in mass centre velocity was zero at a time of 0.001 s before contact, i.e. the 

onset of the simulated phase. The approach used to calculate the velocity of the mass 

centre in the actual landing trial is detailed in Section 4.3.1. The initial rates of 

extension of each of the vertical and horizontal forefoot springs were defined so that the 

vertical and horizontal velocity of the model's mass centre corresponded to the actual 

mass centre velocities at the onset of the simulated phase. The initial conditions of the 

heel springs in each evaluated trial were dependent on the defined foot length, foot 

orientation and angular velocity at the onset of the simulated phase. The initial 

conditions of the wobbling mass springs were determined for each simulated motion 

using the approach described in Section 3.4.2.
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Joint angle time histories

The techniques used in the selected landing trials were replicated in the corresponding 

simulated motion using measured joint angle time histories. Smoothed joint angle time 

histories and first and second derivatives were obtained for the entire capture period of 

the landing trials using the procedures detailed in Section 4.3.1. The joint angle, angular 

velocity and angular acceleration time histories were then re-sampled at a rate of 

1000 Hz. The actual time histories were then used to advance the corresponding 

simulated motion at each instant in time for the duration of the simulation phase.

7.2.4 Parameter optimisation

The success of the model in reproducing the actual landing is influenced significantly 

by the elastic properties of the model's springs. Ideally, subject-specific ground contact 

spring parameters were to be determined experimentally and used as input into the 

model. A pilot investigation, examining the load-deformation profiles of the soft tissue 

of the foot, was conducted in an attempt to obtain subject-specific stiffness and damping 

properties of the foot. However, the foot properties were distorted by the damping 

properties of the lower leg. An alternative approach was considered that described the 

spring properties using previously reported stiffness and damping properties for the foot 

when measured in vitro. The stiffness and energy loss characteristics of the soft tissue of 

the foot however vary as a result of frequency of impact (Ker, 1996) and loading rate 

(Aerts & De Clercq, 1993). Spring parameters, described using previously reported 

literature, were therefore unlikely to accurately replicate the ground contact properties 

produced by each subject in each specific landing trial. To ensure the simulation model 

realistically replicated ground contact properties in each trial, appropriate ground 

contact spring parameters were determined using an optimisation process.

The simulation model also required accurate descriptions of the stiffness and damping 

properties of the wobbling mass springs. First approximations for the shank and thigh 

wobbling mass spring properties were obtained and are detailed in Section 6.3.3. The 

values reported in Chapter 6, were subject-specific and considered representative of the
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system being modelled. However, the values were unlikely to be truly characteristic of 

the spring properties utilised in the specific landing trials. Furthermore, subject-specific 

upper body spring parameters could not be derived experimentally. The wobbling mass 

spring parameters were therefore varied in the optimisation process to ensure the most 

realistic representation of the actual stiffness and damping properties of the rigid and 

wobbling mass coupling was achieved for each trial.

The optimisation process required an objective function to be developed, which 

quantified the difference between kinetic indicators of the simulated and actual landing 

trial. Achieving the most realistic simulation of the actual movement required the 

difference between the simulated and actual kinetic indicators to be minimised. The 

minimisation of an objective function was considered achievable, only if the properties 

of the modelled springs were reflective of the ground contact and mass coupling 

properties of the subject in the actual landing movement. The spring parameters 

obtained for the minimised function value were therefore considered to realistically 

describe the properties utilised in the actual landing trial. The optimisation process 

required a minimised solution to be obtained for each trial selected for the evaluation 

process. The level of agreement between the optimised movement and the actual 

landing movement was later used to provide an indication of the accuracy of the 

simulation model.

7.2.5 Objective function development

An objective function quantifying the differences between the simulated and actual 

landing movement was developed to optimise the spring parameters and to evaluate the 

model. The objective function comprised the calculation of the root mean square (RMS) 

difference between the time histories of the simulated and measured (actual) ground 

reaction forces for each respective trial. The difference was determined at 0.001 s 

intervals throughout the duration of the simulated phase. A weighting parameter was 

used to ensure that the vertical (GFz) and horizontal (GFy) ground reaction force 

components had relatively equal contributions in the function. The weighting parameter 

was defined as the mean ratio of the excursions in the vertical and horizontal ground
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reaction force as identified for the landing trials in Section 4.3.2. The relationship was 

considered to provide an appropriate indication of the kinetic characteristics of vertical 

drop landings performed by females. The mean ratio for all 24 landing trials was 3.73. 

The objective function was therefore described as:

N  = Total number of data points simulated 

GFzs. = Simulated vertical ground reaction force

GFzm. = Actual vertical ground reaction force

GFys. = Simulated horizontal ground reaction force

GFy m. = Actual horizontal ground reaction force

7.2.6 Implementation of the simulated annealing algorithm

Several global optimisation routines can be used to minimise a function such as the 

simplex method (Nelder & Mead, 1965) and simulated annealing algorithm (Goffe, 

Ferrier & Rogers, 1994). A limitation of the majority of optimisation routines is that a 

local minimum is frequently found rather than the required global minimum. The 

simulated annealing algorithm is advantageous over many other routines, since it 

performs both downhill and uphill searches in locating the global minima. A simulated 

annealing algorithm was therefore used to minimise the objective function.

Several test optimisations were conducted to establish an appropriate starting 

temperature and temperature reduction factor for the simulated annealing routine. The 

aim was to achieve a step length that made a thorough but not excessive search of the 

area. Values were also selected which were considered to limit the possibility that the 

algorithm would quench at local minima. The maximum number of evaluations was set

Score =

where:

= Data point number
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to 50, 000. Test optimisations were consistently able to produce a solution for the global 

minimum within the defined threshold. Initial values and upper and lower boundaries 

were defined for each of the 16 parameters (six wobbling mass and ten ground contact) 

that were varied in the optimisation process. The initial starting values and boundaries 

were defined so that the optimised spring parameters were within realistic boundaries.

Ground contact parameter constraints

The initial starting values and boundaries for the ground contact spring parameters were 

approximated and are detailed in Table 7.2. The constant terms defining each parameter 

relate to those terms used to describe the ground contact spring properties in 

Section 3.3.4.

Table 7.2. The initial values and boundaries defined for the ground contact spring 

parameters for the optimisation process

Parameter Initial value Lower boundary Upper boundary

af 5.2 x 1005 1.0 X 1004 2.0 x 1008

bf 1.6 1.0 3.0

Cf 2.0 x 1005 1.0 X 1004 1.0 x 1009

df 1.6 0.5 3.0

ef 5.0 x 1008 4.0 x 1008 2.0 x 1009

gf 7.0 x 1005 1.0 x 1004 1.0 x 1009

ah 5.2 x 1005 1.0 x 1004 2.0 x 1009

Ch 2.0 x 1005 1.0 x 1004 2.0 x 10°8

eh 5.2 x 1008 4.0 x 1004 2.0 x 10°9

gh 7.0 x 1005 1.0 x 1004 2.0 x 10°8

a f , c f , d f = V z rtical forefoot spring parameters, £7^= Vertical and horizontal forefoot spring parameter, 

e f , g f  =Horizontal forefoot spring parameters, a h , c h , d h = V e rtical heel spring parameters, Z?A=Vertical 

and horizontal heel spring parameter, e h , g h =Horizontal heel spring parameters
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The initial values were determined from test simulations using the four-segment 

wobbling mass model. Ground contact spring parameters were adjusted until a realistic 

representation of a landing was achieved. The resulting values defined the initial 

conditions for the ground contact springs. Corresponding initial values were defined for 

the forefoot and heel springs. The boundaries imposed allowed a large range of values, 

since the ground contact spring parameters were largely unknown.

Wobbling mass parameter constraints

Stiffness and damping parameters for the shank and thigh wobbling mass springs were 

obtained experimentally for each subject (Section 6.3.3). The values were considered 

appropriate in providing a realistic, initial value for the properties of the springs for the 

optimisation process. The mean stiffness and damping values derived for each segment 

and each subject were used to describe the initial values for the shank and thigh 

wobbling mass springs.

The lower and upper limits for the shank and thigh springs incorporated the range of 

values determined experimentally. Potential variations in muscle tuning responses 

between the stamping and landing movements were permitted by extending the limits 

beyond the minimum and maximum parameters observed, thereby allowing the 

optimised parameters to deviate slightly. The initial values and boundaries imposed for 

the shank and thigh wobbling mass springs are detailed in Table 7.3.

The initial values and upper and lower boundaries defined for each of the upper body 

wobbling mass spring parameters are also highlighted in Table 7.3. Initial values and 

boundaries for the wobbling mass springs of the upper body were approximated. The 

upper body springs were assumed to comprise similar properties as the shank and thigh 

springs. The initial stiffness and damping values corresponded to the larger initial 

values defined for either the shank or thigh segments for the specific subject. Large 

upper and lower boundaries were given to the upper body spring parameters because of 

the uncertainty in the initial values.
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Table 7.3. Initial values and boundaries defined for the optimisation of the wobbling 

mass spring parameters

Initial value Lower boundary Upper boundary

aw Cw aw Cw aw Cw

(N un1) (N-s-m'1) (N-m'1) (N-s-m'1) (N un1) (N-s-m'1)

Subject A

Shank 20500 90 4000 15 86500 600

Thigh 35500 220 8500 15 86500 600

Upper body 35500 220 15000 15 200000 1965

Subject B

Shank 27000 125 3500 25 97500 650

Thigh 12000 245 9500 25 97500 650

Upper body 27000 245 15000 25 200000 2540

aw =Wobbling mass spring stiffness parameter, cw =Wobbling mass spring damping parameter

7.2.7 Optimisation penalties

The simulations used in the optimisation process were constrained to ensure the 

resulting minimised solution produced realistic indicators of landing that were not 

described in the objective function. Thresholds were defined for specific indicators of 

the simulated landing performance. If the threshold was exceeded, a penalty was 

imposed, which resulted in a high scoring solution. Penalties were imposed for the 

springs, which further helped to ensure the spring parameters obtained in the 

optimisation process were realistic. The penalties imposed were the same for evaluated 

trials performed by each subject. Realistic thresholds were derived for each penalty 

using information reported previously for landing movements and information obtained 

from the analysis of the landing trials described in Chapter 4.

The amount of forefoot and heel deformation permissible during each simulation was 

constrained. Thresholds of 0.037 m and 0.030 m were defined for the vertical and 

horizontal deformations, respectively of the forefoot springs. The maximal deformation 

slightly exceeded the maximal excursions observed in the mtp joint motion during the
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impact phase of the landings trials detailed in Chapter 4. A penalty was imposed if the 

vertical deformation of the heel exceeded 0.018 m. Since the average unloaded 

thickness of the human heel pad is 0.018 m (Gefen, Megido-Ravid & Itzchak, 2001) a 

simulated heel deformation exceeding this value was considered unrealistic. A penalty 

was imposed for the amplitude of the vertical displacement of the wobbling mass centre 

of each segment. The thresholds imposed, were 0.023 m, 0.047 m and 0.047 m for the 

wobbling mass motion of the shank, thigh and upper body, respectively. The simulated 

amplitude was allowed to deviate by up to 150% of the measured maximum excursions 

observed in the shank and thigh soft tissue motion for either subject in the stamping 

movements. The threshold for the upper body wobbling mass motion corresponded to 

the threshold defined for the thigh.

7.2.8 Numerical integration parameters

Several parameters required by the numerical integration routine were defined in the 

input file for the model. The integration errors suggested by Autolev were used as input 

into the model. An absolute and relative error of 1.0x1 O'08 and 1.0x1 O'07 respectively, 

were used with an integration step of 0.001 s. Data were written to the output files, for 

every 0.001 s interval in time, allowing a comparison of simulated and actual 

performance indicators. The selected rate corresponded to the sampling rate of the 

measured ground reaction force data.

7.3 Results of model evaluation

A minimised solution provides a true reflection of the model's accuracy in replicating 

vertical drop landings. The model’s accuracy was therefore examined by using 

trial-specific, optimised spring parameters as input into the simulations. A direct 

comparison of kinetic and kinematic indicators of the resulting simulated and actual 

landing trial was then made for each of the six evaluated trials. The simulated joint 

kinetics and wobbling mass motion were assessed indirectly using previously reported 

literature.
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7.3.1 Optimised spring parameters 

Ground contact springs

The optimised ground contact spring parameters obtained for each evaluated trial are 

detailed in Table 7.4. Optimised parameters for the heel springs are presented in 

Table 7.5 for trials B106 and B 115. Heel spring parameters were not presented for the 

remaining four trials since heel-ground contact was not achieved in the simulated 

motion. The damping properties of the vertical forefoot springs were similar for 

evaluated trials performed at the higher heights (H2 and H3 landing conditions). 

However, the optimised spring parameters were typically inconsistent between trials.

Table 7.4. Optimised parameters obtained for the forefoot ground contact springs for 

each evaluated trial

Trial af bf Cf df ef gf

A110 111755063 2.87 100042398 3.00 1869227028 185722102

B106 4239843 2.21 690169 1.86 475136575 748321

B115 5910759 2.29 114334699 3.00 543241935 2207532

A214 14688885 2.18 28393438 2.49 1300665431 2580827

A317 387023 1.29 21623309 2.30 400076518 157309

B305 42342638 2.56 26355238 2.54 402008047 9209444

a f , c f , d f = V z rtical forefoot spring parameters, Vertical and horizontal forefoot spring parameter, 

e f , g f  =Horizontal forefoot spring parameters

The general lack of consistency between trials was unsurprising since variations in 

loading rate and impact velocity modify the stiffness and damping properties of the foot 

(Aerts & De Clercq, 1993; Ker, 1996). The similarity observed in the spring damping 

properties in trials performed at higher heights further suggested that the forefoot 

parameters may be considered realistic. The level of agreement achieved between the 

time histories of the simulated and actual ground reaction forces (Section 7.3.2) was 

examined to provide further insight into the accuracy of the forefoot ground contact 

parameters.
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Table 7.5. Optimised parameters obtained for the heel springs for the evaluated trials

B106 and B115

Trial ah Ch eh gh

B106 95365 10005 464428043 134782

B 115 123286 19581758 1999689790 96183

a h ’ c h ’ d h ^Vertical heel spring parameters, e h , g h =Horizontal heel spring parameters

The optimised heel spring parameters obtained for trials B106 and B115 varied 

considerably from the corresponding forefoot springs parameters detailed in Table 7.4. 

Substantial differences in the optimised heel spring parameters were also observed 

between the two trials. The stiffness and damping properties of ground contact were 

expected to be similar at the heel and forefoot for each trial. The between trial 

differences in the heel spring properties were also surprising since the trials were 

performed by the same subject from a comparable height. The large between trial 

differences and foot region variations suggested that the heel-ground contact spring 

parameters were potentially unrealistic. Examination of the forces generated at the heel 

in each landing (Section 7.3.2) provided further indication of the appropriateness of the 

heel spring parameters.

Wobbling mass springs

The optimised parameters acquired for the wobbling mass springs of each trial are 

presented in Table 7.6. The stiffness obtained for the shank corresponded reasonably to 

the initial value defined in the optimisation process. The remaining optimised 

parameters deviated from the values initially defined for the wobbling mass springs of 

each segment. Inconsistencies in the optimised parameters obtained for each segment 

were also apparent between trials. The deviation from the initial values and the trial 

differences in spring parameters may be attributed to muscle tuning variations produced 

in each actual landing. The level of muscle tuning influences the properties of the 

coupling between soft and rigid tissues (Nigg, Cole & Briiggemann, 1995). Muscle 

tuning responses produced in the controlled stamping movements were potentially 

different from that produced in the actual landing trials. The optimised spring
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parameters were therefore not surprisingly different from the values obtained 

experimentally for the stamping trials. Variations in the muscle tuning responses 

produced between landing trials would further explain the between trial inconsistencies 

observed in the optimised spring parameters.

Table 7.6. Optimised parameters obtained for the wobbling mass springs for each 

evaluated trial

Trial Shank Thigh Upper body

aw Cw aw Cw aw cw

(N un1) (N-s-m"1) (N un1) (N-s-m"1) (N un1) (N-s-m"1)

A110 13699 71 8500 191 199874 72

B106 93183 60 22029 246 15000 100

B 115 20858 25 97469 182 59811 25

A214 20486 15 86495 16 152414 282

A317 29444 96 86476 15 147866 332

B305 21162 217 34812 114 23377 132

aw =Wobbling mass spring stiffness parameter, cw =Wobbling mass spring damping parameter

The deviation from the initial values and the inconsistencies observed between trials 

was further explained by considering the compensatory mechanism that may have been 

achieved by the springs. The coupling between soft and rigid masses produced in the 

actual landing trial may be realistically replicated by combining the properties of all 

springs used in the model. Inadequacies in the stiffness and damping properties of one 

spring may be compensated for in the optimised parameters of other springs. For 

example, damping values obtained for trial A214 were particularly low for the shank 

and thigh. To compensate, the optimised damping parameters for the upper body spring 

appeared large. More appropriate spring parameters may have been achieved by 

imposing a smaller range of permissible parameters or motion in the optimisation 

procedure. The wobbling mass spring parameters were however, considered to 

realistically reflect the muscle tuning responses and the overall stiffness and damping 

properties of the subject in each evaluated trial. The necessity to consider trial and 

segment specific parameters in applying the simulation model was therefore 

highlighted.
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7.3.2 Ground reaction force characteristics

The objective function was used to quantify the model accuracy in replicating the time 

histories of the ground reaction forces of the actual landing trial. The objective function 

scores for the evaluated trials are detailed Table 7.7. The RMS differences between the 

simulated and actual GFz and GFy were calculated. Actual ground reaction forces refer 

to the directly measured forces obtained for the actual landing trial. The RMS difference 

and the RMS difference expressed as a percentage of actual total force excursions are 

also presented in Table 7.7. A lower percentage demonstrated a higher accuracy in 

reproducing the actual ground reaction forces. The model reasonably replicated the 

actual ground reaction forces of each evaluated trial. Expressed as a percentage of the 

actual force excursions, the mean RMS difference between the simulated and actual 

ground reaction forces was 16.0% for the six evaluated trials.

Table 7.7. The objective function score and the RMS difference between simulated and 

actual GFz and GFy

GFz GFy

Trial Score

RMS

difference

(N)

% of actual 

force 

excursion

RMS

difference

(N)

% of actual 

force 

excursion

A110 196 461 18.9 72 16.4

B106 210 371 11.6 111 16.8

B115 182 354 14.9 87 19.3

A214 252 358 12.7 157 20.5

A317 372 587 15.4 215 17.6

B305 489 895 14.0 249 14.3

The model was capable of replicating the actual GFz time history to a mean percentage 

excursion of 14.6% for the six evaluated trials. The reasonable level of agreement 

achieved between the simulated and actual GFz time history is illustrated in Figures 7.1 

and 7.2 for two of the evaluated trials. The two trials were representative of trials
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evaluated for different subjects at different landing heights. The force profiles for the 

remaining evaluated trials are provided in Appendix D.
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— actual
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Figure 7.1. Simulated and actual GFz time histories for trial B 115.
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Figure 7.2. Simulated and actual GFz time histories for trial A214.

The model was less accurate at reproducing the actual GFy time histories. However, a 

reasonable level of agreement was maintained between the simulated and actual time 

histories as illustrated in Figures 7.3 and 7.4 for two evaluated trials. The mean RMS 

difference in the horizontal force component, expressed as a percentage o f the actual 

total force excursions, was 17.5% across the six trials.
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Figure 7.3. Simulated and actual GFy time histories for trial B 115.
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Figure 7.4. Simulated and actual GFy time histories for trial A214.

The level of agreement between the simulated and actual ground reaction forces tended 

to decline in the second half o f the simulated phase. The time history o f the simulated 

ground reaction forces was frequently characterised by an unrealistic oscillation in the 

second half o f the simulated phase, as illustrated in Figure 7.1 for trial B115. The 

oscillation coincided with a pronounced oscillation in the wobbling mass motion. The 

reduced accuracy in the latter stage of the simulated phase may therefore be a result of 

the wobbling mass springs being under-damped later in the movement.

The properties o f the wobbling mass springs were described using a constant damping 

term. The actual soft tissue motion may be characterised by a variable level o f damping 

according to changes in muscle tuning responses. For example, Cole et al. (1996)
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suggested that damping did not play a role in the first 0.05 s of a simulated running 

impact. A sufficiently low level of damping may have been achieved by the wobbling 

mass springs for the initial phase of the simulated motion, which was insufficient to 

describe the higher damping required for the latter stage of the movement.

The level of agreement between the time histories of the simulated and actual ground 

reaction forces could be improved by adjusting the wobbling mass spring terms used in 

the model. Firstly, incorporating stiffness and damping terms that are dependent on 

muscle activation levels may accommodate changes in tuning responses, produced in 

the latter stages of the simulated phase. Secondly, a displacement-dependent damping 

term could be utilised, which would increase the level of damping achieved in the 

wobbling mass springs with increasing amplitude of wobbling mass motion. 

Attenuation of the oscillations observed in the latter stage of the movement may then 

have been achieved in the simulated movements

The accuracy of the model in reproducing GFzmaJC was inconsistent. The percentage 

difference between the simulated and actual peak force ranged from 6.8% to 35.8%. The 

mean absolute difference between the simulated and actual GFzmax was 22.7%. The 

model was generally poor at replicating the maximum GFy force excursion. The mean 

percentage difference between the simulated and actual maximum GFy excursion was 

37.8% for the six evaluated trials. The model typically overestimated GFzmax and 

underestimated the maximum GFy excursion.

The discrepancy between the simulated and actual GFzmax may be explained by 

modelling assumptions made regarding the foot. The foot segment was assumed to be 

rigid thereby omitting the load attenuation properties of the elastic structures of the foot. 

As the foot deforms during impact with the ground, the ligaments and tendons stretch to 

absorb some of the shock and the impulse is a more sustained force of smaller 

amplitude (Salathe JR, Arangio & Salathe, 1990). The modelled subject was therefore 

less able to attenuate the force produced in landing compared to the actual subject.

The exact magnitude of movable soft tissue mass produced by the subject in the actual 

landing trial was unknown. The inertia model (Chapter 5) potentially under-estimated
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the magnitude of movable soft tissue mass. The more rigid the body, the greater the 

impact forces that are experienced in landing (Liu & Nigg, 2000). The tendency for the 

simulation model to overestimate GFzmax could therefore be attributed to the greater 

level of rigidity assumed for the modelled subject compared to the actual subject. The 

discrepancy between the simulated and actual maximum GFy excursion may also 

partially be explained by inaccuracies in the assumptions made regarding mass 

distribution in the modelled subject. However, a detailed understanding of the influence 

of mass and mass distribution on the vertical and horizontal ground reaction force 

produced in vertical drop landings, has yet to be achieved. Investigations described in 

Chapter 8 aimed to gain a further insight into the influence of mass and mass 

distribution on the impact forces experienced in landing.

The model's tendency to over-damp the horizontal ground reaction force peaks may be 

further attributed to the under-damped motion of the wobbling masses in the latter stage 

of the landing. In order to regulate the lack of damping in the wobbling mass springs, 

the damping in the horizontal ground contact spring may be greater than realistically 

produced. The greater level of damping achieved in the horizontal spring was then 

potentially too excessive to appropriately describe the damping required in the initial 

phase of the movement. The force peaks occurring in the first half of the simulated 

phase were consequently over-damped.

The model successfully replicated the temporal characteristics of the actual GFz and 

GFy time histories. The time reference of each evaluated trial was normalised as a 

percentage of the simulated phase duration. The times of occurrence of force maxima in 

the simulated and actual force time histories were compared. The simulated time to 

GFzmax closely corresponded to the actual time of GFzmax, for all evaluated trials. The 

mean percentage difference between the time to simulated and actual GFzmax was 4.3% 

for the six evaluated trials.

The simulated time to GFymax did not accurately replicate the time to actual GFymax- 

However, the times of occurrence of simulated and actual horizontal force maxima were 

similar. The mean percentage differences between the simulated and actual time to the 

first and second maximum were 2.1% and 3.7% for all evaluated trials.
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The success of the model in replicating the temporal characteristics of the actual force 

time histories was likely to be attributed to the inclusion of the foot segment in the 

model. The rapid occurrence of the impact force peak has been a major limitation of 

models developed previously to investigate impacts, which have ignored the foot 

segment (Cole et al., 1996). Speculatively, the lever action produced by the foot 

segment caused the impact force to occur later than if a heel impact had been assumed 

and the foot segment had been ignored. The four-segment wobbling mass model was 

therefore considered more beneficial at replicating actual drop landings than previously 

developed wobbling mass models.

7.3.3 Foot contact strategies

The ability of the model to replicate foot contact strategies used in the actual landing 

trials was assessed. The strategy used in each actual landing trial was characterised as a 

forefoot or forefoot-heel landing strategy, using the approach described in Section 4.3.1. 

In the same way, the presence or absence of heel-ground contact in the simulated 

motion defined simulated foot contact strategies. Heel-ground contact was defined by 

the presence of a simulated ground reaction force in the heel spring. Table 7.8 compares 

the foot contact strategies used in the simulated and corresponding actual landing trial.

Table 7.8. Foot contact strategies used in the simulated and actual landing trial

Trial Simulated Actual

A110 Forefoot Forefoot

B106 Forefoot-heel Forefoot-heel

B115 Forefoot-heel Forefoot-heel

A214 Forefoot Forefoot

A317 Forefoot Forefoot

B305 Forefoot Forefoot-heel
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The model successfully replicated the foot contact strategies utilised in the actual 

landing trial in five of the six evaluated trials. The model was accurate at reproducing 

forefoot and forefoot-heel contact strategies in landings performed from the HI 

conditions. The model was typically successful at reproducing foot-contact strategies in 

landings performed at the H2 and H3 conditions. Heel-ground contact was however, 

maintained for a relatively shorter duration in the simulated forefoot-heel landings than 

observed for the actual landing trial. For example, the simulated and actual duration of 

heel-ground contact was 0.029 s and 0.044 s, respectively for trial B115.

The rapid loss of heel-ground contact was attributable to the assumption that the 

modelled foot was rigid and that heel-ground contact occurred at a single, fixed contact 

point. As described previously, the damping properties induced as the foot deforms 

were omitted in the model. Energy dissipation properties of the modelled foot were 

therefore restricted relative to the actual foot. The lack of damping in the modelled foot 

may therefore have caused the heel to ‘bounce’ off the ground more rapidly than 

observed in the actual landing. Furthermore, heel-ground contact was defined by a 

switch mechanism resulting in an instantaneous loss of heel-ground contact. In reality, 

the foot gradually loses ground contact by varying the point of force application along 

the length of the heel, thereby extending the duration of heel-ground contact relative to 

the simulated motion. Replacing the foot segment with a deforming lever or a multi-link 

system has the potential to further improve the representation of foot contact strategies 

used by the model. Utilising a ground contact model, which permits the point of force 

application to vary from the heel to the forefoot may further enhance the representation 

of foot-ground contact.

The simulation model produced realistic heel deformations during the heel-ground 

contact phase of the simulated landings B106 and B115. Maximal simulated heel 

deformations of 0.005 m and 0.006 m were produced in trials B106 and B115, 

respectively. However, the model was unable to produce realistic heel-ground contact 

forces considering the magnitude of the heel deformations produced. The optimised heel 

spring parameters, detailed in Table 7.5, were substantially lower than required to 

generate realistic heel-ground contact forces. It was possible that inadequacies in the 

optimised heel spring parameters were compensated for in the optimised forefoot spring
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parameters. As such, a reasonable minimised solution may be achieved for the objective 

function without realistic parameters being required for all ground contact springs. 

Using corresponding forefoot and heel spring properties has the potential to improve the 

predicted forces at heel-ground contact. Omitting the power terms (bh and dh) used in 

the heel-ground contact model from the optimisation procedure and subsequently 

reducing the range of permissible heel spring parameters may further improve the 

replication of heel-ground contact forces by the model.

The simulation of forefoot and forefoot-heel ground contact strategies has not been 

achieved in previous wobbling mass models used to simulate vertical drop landings. 

Previous models have unrealistically restricted ground contact to the heel. The 

four-segment wobbling mass model permitted a reasonable representation of forefoot 

and forefoot-heel ground contact strategies in simulated vertical drop landings. The 

accurate representation of the temporal characteristics of the ground reaction forces was 

a suggested benefit of the inclusion of the lever action of the foot in the model.

7.3.4 Joint kinetics

Examination of the joint moments and reaction forces produced in landing can provide 

an indication of the mechanical response of the lower extremity joints to landing. The 

accuracy of the model in simulating the joint kinetics was therefore investigated. A 

direct evaluation of the simulated joint moments of force and joint reaction forces was 

not possible. A thorough, indirect evaluation of the simulated joint kinetics was 

additionally difficult to achieve. Firstly, experimental investigations have typically 

employed inverse dynamics to estimate joint moments and reaction forces in landing. 

Inverse dynamics analyses tend to overestimate peak joint forces and to produce 

unrealistic oscillations in the joint moment time histories as a result of assuming body 

segments to be rigid (Gruber et al., 1998). Secondly, a minimal number of 

investigations are available which have used wobbling mass models to estimate joint 

moments and reaction forces in vertical drop landings. The difficulty in assessing the 

simulated joint kinetics was therefore further compounded. General inferences were, 

however, made about the accuracy of the simulated joint kinetics. The model
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sufficiently reproduced the time histories of the actual ground reaction forces using 

information about the joint kinematics obtained from the actual landing trial. The 

simulated joint moments and reaction forces were therefore assumed to appropriately 

reflect the joint kinetics produced during the actual landing trial.

Net joint moments

A summary of the peak net joint moments produced in each simulated motion is 

provided in Table 7.9. The values represent the net moment produced about the 

combined joint represented in the simulation model. A negative ankle and hip joint 

moment represents a net extensor moment (Mext) about the respective joints. 

Conversely, a positive knee moment represents a net extensor moment about the knee.

Table 7.9. Simulated peak net joint moments produced in each evaluated trial

Trial
Ankle

(N-m)

Knee

(N-m)

Hip

(N-m)

A110 -403 403 -191

B106 -411 393 -424

B115 -416 336 -464

A214 -372 367 -445

A317 -492 558 -419

B305 -673 392 -693

Peak net joint moments obtained previously using a 2D, three-segment wobbling mass 

model to simulate a vertical drop landing, ranged from -228 N-m at the ankle to 

267 N-m at the knee (Pain & Challis, 2001b). The peak values obtained for the 

evaluated trials were typically larger. The discrepancy between the peak moments 

reported by the two investigations may be explained by inertia differences between the 

modelled subjects. Unfortunately, joint moments could not be normalised to the 

properties of the subject investigated by Pain & Challis (2001b) since body mass and 

anthropometric characteristics were not reported. The landings simulated in the 

evaluated trials were also performed at higher heights than the landing investigated by
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Pain & Challis (2001b). The larger net peak moments obtained in the evaluated trials 

were therefore considered realistic in view of the greater demands that may be imposed 

on the lower extremity as a result of landing from higher heights.

The peak net joint moments produced in trial B106 closely corresponded to the joint 

moments produced in trial B 115. The simulated peak moments were unsurprisingly 

similar since the two evaluated trials were representative of landings performed by the 

same subject from the same landing condition. The similarity in peak net moments 

between the two trials further suggested the model provided a realistic representation of 

the actual joint moment time histories.

As the landing height increased, it was expected that the lower extremity extensors 

would provide a greater contribution to energy dissipation. This was reflected in the 

higher simulated total peak net moments produced in each landing trial with increasing 

landing height. A larger peak net moment was not necessarily observed at each joint 

with increasing height. This may be attributed to changes in self-selected landing 

strategies as a result of landing under more challenging conditions. For example, 

subject A appeared to favour greater relative increases in moments at the ankle and hip 

with increasing landing height, while maintaining a reasonably consistent knee extensor 

moment. Adjustments in landing strategy, due to increasing landing height, have 

previously been observed in similar vertical drop landings (McNitt-Gray, 1993).

The temporal characteristics of the time histories of the simulated net joint moments 

were examined, to further scrutinise the accuracy of the model in simulating joint 

kinetics. Typical time histories for trials performed from similar landing heights are 

presented in Figures 7.5 and 7.6 for subject A and B, respectively. The ankle acted to 

plantarflex for the duration of the simulated phase in all evaluated trials, identified by 

the consistent negative net joint moment. Similarly, the net joint moment about the knee 

and hip was typically an extensor apart from a short period at the start of the simulated 

phase. The tendency for the lower extremity joints to apply an extensor moment for the 

duration of the simulated phase appeared realistic. The joints must prevent the collapse 

of the lower extremity during impact absorption by actively exerting an extensor 

moment.
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Figure 7.5. Simulated net joint moment time history for trial A l 10.
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Figure 7.6. Simulated net joint moment time history for trial B 115.

The simulated peak net joint moments also appeared appropriate in considering the 

effects o f muscle actions potentially used in the landing movement. The rapid simulated 

rise time o f the peak Mext was realistic in considering the effects incurred by 

simultaneous concentric and eccentric muscle actions. Co-contraction of the muscles 

surrounding the joints results in large net moments being produced rapidly, as was 

replicated in the predicted 60 ms rise time in peak knee Mext in trial A l 10. At impact, 

similar magnitudes o f joint forces may be produced by eccentric and concentric muscle 

actions about a joint, resulting in a net moment approximating 0 N.m"1, which was 

appropriately predicted by the model. Following impact, the net effect of a diminishing 

concentric action and a predominating eccentric action can incur a rapid generation o f a 

large extensor moment about a joint, which was observed in the simulated time
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histories. The effects incurred by using a co-contraction strategy therefore provided 

further evidence that the predicted joint moment time histories were appropriate.

The ankle Mext consistently peaked before the knee and hip Mext, which contradicts 

findings from previous experimental investigations. Experimental investigations have 

suggested the Mext at the knee to peak first in the impact phase o f vertical drop landings 

(McNitt-Gray, 1993) as illustrated in Figure 7.7. The production o f an unrealistic 

oscillation in the knee and hip moment, resulting from inverse dynamics analyses is a 

common feature o f experimental investigations. The oscillation potentially causes the 

actual sequence o f peak joint moments to be distorted. The temporal characteristics 

predicted by the simulation model were therefore considered reasonable.

The simulated net joint moment time histories were occasionally characterised by a 

slight oscillation in the hip moment in the first 0.05 s o f the impact phase in which the 

hip moment changed from a slight flexor to an extensor moment, as illustrated in 

Figure 7.6. The slight oscillation was attributable to the upper body wobbling mass 

springs being too stiff, causing the wobbling mass model to demonstrate characteristics 

o f a rigid body model in this early phase o f the movement.

J o i n t  Moment /Body  Mass  (Nm/kg)

- 7
Hip

Ankle

Knee

Figure 7.7. Net joint moment time histories derived using inverse dynamics (adapted 

from McNitt-Gray, 1993) with the sequencing o f peak net joint moments highlighted.

Joint reaction forces

The peak magnitude of the simulated vertical joint reaction forces (Fz) ranged from 

2.6 BW at the hip joint to 6.4 BW at the ankle. The simulation model tended to
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overestimate the magnitude of GFzmax. The model therefore potentially overestimated 

the joint reaction forces produced in the actual landing trial. Since the simulated peak 

impact forces were not largely in excess of the actual peak impact forces, the joint 

reaction forces were considered reasonable. Unfortunately, minimal previous 

information is available to scrutinise the accuracy of the simulated joint reaction forces. 

However, examination of the temporal characteristics of the joint reaction force time 

histories provides a further indication that the simulated forces were realistic.

The ankle Fz peaked before or at the same time as the knee Fz. The peak hip Fz 

occurred at a similar time or, occasionally, a short time later. The temporal 

characteristics of the simulated peak Fz appeared realistic in considering the phasic 

joint-by-joint strategy used to achieve impact absorption (McNitt-Gray, 1991). Joints 

most proximal to the impact were firstly responsible for dissipating the impact force, 

followed by those more distal. The time of peak Fz at the ankle and knee closely 

corresponded to the time of GFzmax. The close agreement between the time of peak 

reaction force in the leg and the impact force appeared realistic. Lees (1981) confirmed 

that the peak acceleration in the lower leg closely corresponded to the impact force 

peak, in a similar vertical drop landing movement.The reasonable level of agreement 

achieved between the time histories of the simulated and actual ground reaction forces 

implied the simulated joint kinetics realistically represented the actual joint kinetics. 

Furthermore, the magnitude and temporal characteristics of the simulated joint moment 

and reaction forces appeared reasonable considering the phasic joint-by-joint strategy 

used to achieve impact absorption.

7.3.5 Whole body mass centre motion

The simulation model was successful in reproducing the whole body mass centre 

motion for the duration of the simulated phase. The level of agreement between the 

simulated and actual change in vertical and horizontal displacement of the whole body 

mass centre was reasonable, as illustrated in Figures 7.8 and 7.9. The actual change in 

mass centre displacement was determined using the measured ground reaction force as 

described in Section 4.3.1.
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Figure 7.8. Simulated and actual change in the vertical displacement o f the whole body 

mass centre for evaluated trial B 115.
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Figure 7.9. Simulated and actual change in the horizontal displacement o f the whole 

body mass centre for evaluated trial A l 10.

Expressed as a percentage o f total actual excursions, the mean RMS difference between 

the simulated and actual vertical displacement o f the mass centre was 8 .8 % for all 

evaluated trials. The simulation model also accurately replicated the change in 

horizontal motion o f the mass centre. Expressed as a percentage o f total actual 

excursions, the mean RMS difference between the simulated and actual horizontal mass 

centre displacement was 14.2% for the six evaluated trials.
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The model was more accurate at replicating the actual mass centre motion in the first 

50% of the simulated phase compared to the last 50%. The reduced accuracy in the 

displacement of the whole body mass centre in the latter stages of the simulated phase 

may be explained by errors incurred by the numerical integration routine used to derive 

modelled mass centre motion. Simplifying assumptions made in the model may also 

explain the reduced accuracy. For example, the reduced accuracy in reproducing the 

vertical displacement of the mass centre may be attributed to assumptions made about 

the modelled foot. In reality, the foot is likely to deform and shorten in length under 

loading while in the model the foot segment remains a constant length throughout the 

landing. The actual mass centre location would therefore have gradually lowered 

relative to the modelled mass centre as the foot deforms. As suggested in Section 7.3.2, 

the development of a deforming foot may be a favourable approach to help improve the 

match between the simulated and actual mass centre motion.

The discrepancy at the end of the simulated phase may also be due to the definition of 

the natural length of the vertical forefoot spring. In reality, the mtp joint continues to 

displace vertically following initial impact due to the lever action of the metatarsals. 

Further deformation is constrained by the fat pad. In contrast, the simulated motion of 

the mtp joint was constrained by the natural length of the spring. In order to ensure the 

model and actual subject began in the same position, the natural length of the vertical 

spring was defined by the initial vertical location of the mtp joint. The simulated 

location of the mtp joint would therefore lie above the actual location of the mtp joint, 

later in the movement. As such, the simulated, vertical location of the mass centre 

remained higher than the actual mass centre at the end of the simulated motion.

The level of agreement between the simulated and actual horizontal motion of the mass 

centre similarly declined in the latter stages of simulated phase. The lack of deformity in 

the modelled foot does not explain the discrepancy observed between the simulated and 

actual change in the horizontal displacement of the mass centre. Shortening of the foot 

under loading would cause the actual mass centre to move forward relative to the 

modelled in the latter stages of the motion. In contrast, the actual mass centre 

consistently moved posterior to the modelled late in the simulated phase. During the 

impact phase, the two subjects tended to progressively extend the shoulder joint such
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that the arms moved posterior to the trunk. In contrast, the arms of the modelled subject 

were constrained to move with the trunk, which partially explains the tendency for the 

actual mass centre to lie posterior to its simulated location towards the end of the 

simulated motion. A subsequent better fit to the actual whole body mass centre motion 

may be achieved by imposing greater constraints on the arm movement during the 

actual landing trials, or by incorporating the arms as an independent segment in the 

simulation model.

7.3.6 Wobbling mass motion

The accuracy of the simulated wobbling mass motion was assessed indirectly using 

previously reported wobbling mass motion excursions. The excursions of the segmental 

wobbling mass centre were examined perpendicular (zr) and parallel (yr) to the long axis 

of the rigid component for each evaluated trial. The mean and standard deviation of tjie 

excursions were calculated for each segment for the three trials performed by each 

subject and are presented in Table 7.10.

Table 7.10. A summary of the mean ± SD simulated total excursion of the wobbling 

mass centre produced in each segment for all evaluated trials

Shank Thigh Upper body

Zr yr zr yr zr yr
(m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m)

Subject A 0.039 0.027 0.030 0.043 0.004 0.005

(n = 3) ±0.014 ± 0.009 ± 0.043 ± 0.050 ± 0.003 ± 0.001

Subject B 0.030 0.029 0.036 0.025 0.041 0.059

(n = 3) ± 0.024 ± 0.020 ± 0.027 ±0.017 ± 0.030 ± 0.039

A direct evaluation of the measured and simulated wobbling mass motion was not 

possible since the soft tissue motion was distorted by the combined motion of the rigid 

and soft tissue masses during the actual landing trials. Previous experimental 

investigations examining soft tissue motion responses during landing are limited, which
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compounded the difficulty in evaluating the predicted wobbling mass motion with 

experimental data.

The mean wobbling mass motion observed in the evaluated trials was however within 

the range reported previously for landings simulated using a wobbling mass model. For 

example, Wilson (2003) reported wobbling mass motion of up to 0.040 m for the shank 

and thigh and 0.090 m for the upper body during simulated landings for take-off. The 

excursions predicted in this investigation were slightly larger than the 0.014 m and 

0.028 m wobbling mass excursions reported by Pain & Challis (2001b) for the shank 

and thigh during a drop landing (landing height of 0.43 m) performed by a male. In 

considering the potentially greater movable mass possessed by females and the more 

dynamic nature of the landings simulated in this investigation, the predicted wobbling 

mass motion generally appeared appropriate.

The excursions in the simulated upper body motion of subject A were frequently lower 

than the shank and thigh excursions generated in the same trial. This was unexpected 

considering the greater magnitude of wobbling mass in the upper body. Upper body 

stiffness parameters obtained for subject A potentially overestimated the actual stiffness 

of the soft and rigid mass coupling. The increased rigidity in the upper body provides a 

potential explanation for the tendency of the model to over-estimate the first GFz peak 

in trials optimised for subject A. The thigh motion appeared slightly excessive for one 

trial performed by subject A, since the maximum excursion exceeded 0.100 m. 

Imposing greater constraints on the permissible wobbling mass motion in the 

optimisation procedure would have potentially improved the accuracy of the predicted 

wobbling mass motion.

7.4 Sensitivity analysis

An independent evaluation of the model was conducted to assess the sensitivity of the 

predicted motion and the kinetic outputs to the parameters and initial conditions used as 

input. Firstly, the sensitivity of the predicted motion to model inputs was examined by 

using inputs, which were not optimised specifically for the simulated trial under
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investigation to describe the model properties and the initial conditions of the trial. A 

comparison of the time histories of the ground reaction forces predicted in the evaluated 

and modified simulated trials then provided an indication of the sensitivity of the 

predicted motion to the inputs used. Secondly, the sensitivity of the kinetic outputs to 

model inputs was investigated by varying a selection of parameters and initial 

conditions one at a time and examining the effect on the magnitude of GFzmax.

7.4.1 Sensitivity7 of predicted motion to model inputs 

Sensitivity of predicted motion to spring parameters

A reasonable replication of the actual motion was achieved using trial-specific 

parameters as input into the model. The stiffness and damping properties of the human 

vary due to changes in muscle tuning responses. The trial-specific parameters were 

potentially sensitive to the properties of trials performed under different landing 

conditions (landing heights). The predicted motion may also be sensitive to the 

subject-specific spring parameters used as input into the model. The aim of this 

investigation was to assess the sensitivity of the predicted motion to variations in spring 

parameters to determine whether realistic movements could still be achieved when 

modifying the inputs of the optimised, evaluated motion.

The influence of between condition and subject spring parameter changes on the 

sensitivity of the motion was examined. The combined influence of between subject and 

condition variations in spring parameters was also investigated. Optimised spring 

parameters obtained from one evaluated trial were used as input into another simulated 

trial (modified trial). A comparison of the level of agreement between the evaluated and 

modified simulated motions was made. Details of the trials, from which the optimised 

spring parameters were taken for each modified trial, are provided in Table 7.11. The 

movement conditions, together with the inertia and anthropometric characteristics used 

in the modified trial, are also clarified.
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Table 7.11. Details o f the modified trials used to assess the sensitivity of the predicted

motion to changes in spring parameters

Modified trial
Optimised spring 

parameters

Movement

conditions

Inertia & anthropometric 

parameters

B106_M B 115 B106 Subject B

A214_M A110 A214 Subject A

A317_M B305 A317 Subject A

The model was capable of replicating realistic landing movements when using spring 

parameters obtained from the same subject for landings performed from the same low 

level landing height. Expressed as a percentage o f the evaluated trial total force 

excursions, the RMS difference between the evaluated (B106) and modified (B106_M) 

GFz and GFy time histories was 19.5% and 28.3%. The low sensitivity o f the motion to 

changes in parameters for the same subject at landings performed from a similar height 

is highlighted in the reasonable level o f agreement between the evaluated and modified 

simulated ground reaction forces, illustrated in Figures 7.10 and 7.11.
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Figure 7.10. Evaluated (B106) and modified (B106_M) simulated GFz time histories.
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Figure 7.11. Evaluated (B106) and modified (B106_M) simulated GFy time histories.

The predicted motion was sensitive to changes in spring parameters for landings 

performed by the same subject at different landing heights since the model failed to 

replicate realistic landings trials in the modified trial A214 M. Furthermore, the 

predicted motion was found to be sensitive to changes in spring parameters between 

subjects at high landing heights since the model was incapable o f replicating a realistic 

landing in the modified trial A317_M. The high sensitivity of the motion for the 

specified conditions highlights a limitation for the application o f the simulation model.

In conclusion, the motion was reasonably insensitive to changes in spring parameters, 

optimised for a trial performed by the same subject from the same landing height. 

Parameters obtained for a different landing condition were not suitable to describe the 

properties o f other trials since realistic landings could not be simulated. The predicted 

motion was particularly sensitive to the spring parameters used at high landing heights 

since realistic landing movements could not be produced when using spring parameters 

optimised for one subject to describe the parameters o f another subject.

Sensitivity o f predicted motion to initial conditions

The magnitude of the impact force peak in a simulated running impact was found to be 

sensitive to changes in the initial attitude o f the foot and leg (Cole et al., 1996). The 

initial foot orientation and joint angles used as input into the four-segment simulation
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model potentially influence the success of the model in replicating realistic landing 

movements. The sensitivity of the predicted motion to changes in the initial foot and 

joint angle conditions was therefore assessed.

The initial start time and conditions were re-defined for each of the six evaluated trials. 

The start time of the simulated phase was defined as 0.001 s prior to the original start 

time. The adjustment in the start time equated to a perturbation approximating 0.5% of 

the simulated phase duration. The initial foot orientation and angular velocity were 

determined for the new start time and used to define the initial conditions of each of the 

evaluated trials. The vertical and horizontal velocity of the mtp was adjusted to ensure 

the vertical and horizontal velocity of the mass centre corresponded to the mass centre 

velocity of the originally evaluated trial. The spring properties were described using the 

trial-specific optimised parameters.

The sensitivity of the predicted motion to the initial movement conditions was assessed 

by quantifying the level of agreement between the evaluated simulated GFz and GFy 

time histories and the time histories produced in the simulated motion using the 

re-defined initial conditions. Table 7.12 summarises the results of this sensitivity 

analysis. The RMS difference between the two simulated motions is expressed as a 

percentage of the maximum total excursions in the evaluated trial force components.

Table 7.12. The RMS difference between the GFz and GFy time histories of the 

evaluated trial and simulated motion using the re-defined initial conditions

Trial
RMS difference as a 

% evaluated trial force excursion

GFz GFy

A110 4.2 5.2

B106 3.1 5.2

B 115 3.4 5.9

A214 9.7 3.2

A317 7.1 38.3

B305 NA* NA*

* The model failed to complete the simulated motion using the re-defined initial conditions
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The predicted motion was reasonably insensitive to changes in the initial conditions of 

the movement for trials performed at the HI and H2 landing condition since the 

modified motion did not vary considerably from the evaluated trial. However, the 

motion was sensitive to changes in the initial conditions at the H3 landing heights. This 

was highlighted by the considerable RMS difference between the evaluated and 

modified trial GFy time histories for trial A317 and the failure of the model to complete 

for the modified B305 trial i.e. the ground reaction force fell to zero before the end of 

the impact phase.

To achieve the most realistic representation of an actual landing, the optimised spring 

parameters must be used in conjunction with the initial conditions of the movement for 

which the optimised solutions were obtained. However, the optimised spring parameters 

may be used to produce reasonably realistic simulations of landings with slight changes 

to the initial conditions for landings performed at HI and H2 landing condition.

7.4.2 Sensitivity of kinetic outputs to changes in the model inputs

The aim of this investigation was to examine the potential effects of error in the input 

parameters and conditions on the resulting kinetic outputs, which are investigated in the 

application of the model. A selection of input parameters and initial conditions were 

perturbed, one at a time by up to ± 20% of the value used in the evaluated trials. The 

sensitivity analysis was performed on two evaluated trials (B115 and A317) which 

included one trial performed by each subject. The percentage difference between the 

GFzmax value predicted in the evaluated trial and the trial simulated with the perturbed 

input was calculated. Table 7.13 and 7.14 summarise the percentage difference incurred 

with each change in parameter and initial condition, respectively. The amount by which 

each of the inputs was varied is also indicated in each table.
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Table 7.13. Sensitivity of GFzmax to changes in model parameters

Input parameter
% change in GFzmax 

with a +/-20% perturbation in the input parameter

B 115 A317

Shank aw -0.32 / 0.30 -0.45/1.12

Shank cw -0.15/0.15 -0.19/0.18

Thigh aw -1.50/0.43 1.62/-1.29

Thigh cw 0.26 / -0.25 -0.07 / 0.00

Upper body aw 3.02/-3.75 1.64/-0.56

Upper body cw -0.03 / 0.03 -0.75 / 0.55

af 0.21/-0.24 -3.20/3.56

Cf -0.64 / 0.83 -0.86 / 0.92

ef 0.05 / -0.06 0.03 / -0.04

gf 0.20 / -0.28 -0.02 / 0.02

an 0.00 / 0.00 NA* / NA*

Ch 0.00/0.00 NA* / NA*

eh 0.00/0.01 NA* / NA*

gh 0.00 / 0.00 NA* / NA*

* Value not applicable since heel-ground contact was not achieved in this trial

a w= Wobbling mass spring stiffness parameter, c  ̂ W ob b lin g  mass spring damping parameter 

a f , c f  = Vertical forefoot spring parameters, e f , g f  =  Horizontal forefoot spring parameters, 

a h ’ c h > d h “ Vertical heel spring parameters, e h , g h =Horizontal heel spring parameters

The model was reasonably insensitive to the parameters and initial conditions varied in 

each trial. The predicted GFzmax was most sensitive to the initial rate of deformation of 

the vertical forefoot spring in the HI landing height trial (B115). The predicted value 

was not highly sensitive to the upper body and ground contact spring parameters in 

either trial, which was beneficial since these parameters were not initially estimated 

from experimental data unlike the other spring parameters and initial conditions. The 

reasonably low sensitivity of the kinetic outputs to model inputs highlights a further 

benefit of the four-segment simulation model for gaining insight into factors influencing 

impact loading during landing.
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Table 7.14. Sensitivity of GFzmax to changes in initial conditions

Initial condition
% change in GFzmax 

with a +/- 5% perturbation in the initial condition

B115 A317

-1.17/1.65 0.51 / - l . 42

$ ft 0.02 / -0.03 -0.05/0.05

3.85/-4.55 0.50/-1.38

* y f 0.02 / -0.04 0.02 / -0.02

(f)^  =  Foot orientation angle, = Angular velocity o f  the foot, x z f =  Rate o f  deformation o f  vertical 

forefoot spring, x y f  ~  Rate o f  deformation o f  horizontal forefoot spring

7.5 Chapter summary

The accuracy of the simulation model for the representation of vertical impacts landings 

performed by females was assessed. The evaluation process suggested the model to be 

sufficiently accurate at reproducing kinetic and kinematic descriptors of actual landing 

trials in order to gain insight into the influence of strategies used by females on impact 

loading during landing. The model was particularly successful at replicating the 

temporal characteristics of the actual landing movements. The model offers several 

benefits over previously developed wobbling mass models used to investigate vertical 

drop landings. In particular, a foot segment was successfully incorporated into the 

model, which enhanced the replication of foot-contact strategies used in landing. The 

main limitations of the simulation model included its ability to accurately replicate the 

forces occurring at heel-ground contact, and the tendency for peak forces to be 

overestimated. Although the potential for improvements in the accuracy of the model 

was highlighted, the four-segment wobbling mass model was considered appropriate to 

address the research questions posed in Chapter 1. Chapter 8 describes the 

investigations conducted using the four-segment wobbling mass model to address the 

research questions posed.
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CHAPTER 8: INVESTIGATIONS USING THE FOUR-SEGMENT WOBBLING

MASS MODEL

8.1 Introduction

The purpose of this research was to gain an understanding of impact loading on females 

during vertical drop landings and to gain insight into methods that may be employed to 

achieve more desirable load attenuation. Impact forces acting on the human can be 

influenced by many different factors (Nigg & Liu, 1999). This chapter describes four 

investigations conducted to examine the effects of factors relating to landing strategies 

on loading in vertical drop landings performed by females. The first investigation 

examined the influence of individual strategies and inertia profiles on impact loading. 

The remaining three investigations examined isolated aspects related to either landing 

strategy or the inertia profiles of the female. The influence of the wobbling and rigid 

mass coupling properties, mass distribution and joint angle timings on impact loading 

during drop landings was examined. The effects of each factor on the vertical ground 

reaction force (GFz), vertical joint reaction forces (Fz) and net joint extensor moments 

(Mext) were investigated. The results of each investigation were used to address the 

research questions stated in Chapter 1.

The evaluation process (Chapter 7) indicated that the four-segment wobbling mass 

model was capable of reproducing realistic simulations of vertical drop landings. The 

model was used to conduct the investigation since it allowed the factors of interest to be 

systematically manipulated and the resulting effects to be examined. Each factor was 

modified for landings simulated using the model. The model provided the most accurate 

replication of actual landings, performed at the HI condition (landing height of 0.46 m). 

The predicted motion was also less sensitive to changes in spring parameters and initial 

conditions performed at the HI condition (Section 7.4.1). The evaluated trials A110 and 

B 115 were therefore selected to investigate the research questions. The evaluated trial 

provided a realistic reference movement to which impact loads experienced during the 

modified trial were compared.
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8.2 The influence of landing strategy and inertia profile on the impact loads 

acting on females during vertical drop landings

8.2.1 Introduction

Self-selected landing strategies are employed by females to perform vertical drop 

landings. The strategy used by one female may predispose them to more excessive 

loading than another female employing a different strategy. Gaining insight into the 

preferred strategies used by females has the potential to further understanding of the 

most desirable strategies for load attenuation. Unless the inertia profiles of each female 

are considered, the benefits of using one strategy over another are difficult to examine 

experimentally. The application of the simulation model allows the effects of employing 

strategies used by other females to be examined for a single subject. The first objective 

of this investigation was to examine the effects of adopting another subject's strategy on 

impact loading on two females in vertical drop landings.

Regardless of the landing strategy used, it is possible that one female may naturally be 

susceptible to more excessive loading than their counterparts, due to their inherent 

inertia profile. It is again difficult to experimentally examine the effects of inertia 

profiles on loading for two females performing the same landing strategy. The second 

objective of this investigation was to use the simulation model to examine the effects of 

the inertia profiles of two females employing the same landing strategy on the loads 

experienced by each female.

8.2.2 Method

The evaluated trials A110 and B115 were used to address the aims of the investigations. 

Simulations in which subject A and B executed the same landing movement with 

comparable landing strategies were performed. The term landing strategy described the 

landing technique and tuning response adopted for a specific movement. Landing 

technique incorporated the initial movement conditions and the joint angle time 

histories used in the evaluated trial. Tuning responses reflected the use of the stiffness
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and damping properties of all springs used in the evaluated landing trial. The landing 

techniques used by each subject in the impact phase of the trials A110 and B 115 are 

illustrated in the graphical sequences presented in Figures 8.1 and 8.2.

Figure 8.1. Graphical sequences showing the landing technique used by subject A in 

trial A110.

Figure 8.2. Graphical sequences showing the landing technique used by subject B in 

trial B115.

The inertia profile of subject B was used to perform a simulated landing (B110) using 

the landing technique and tuning responses of subject A in trial A110. The inertia 

profile of subject A was then used to perform a simulated landing (A 115) employing the 

landing technique and tuning responses used by subject B in trial B115. The 

four-segment wobbling mass model was used to perform the simulated movement trials 

A l l 5 and B110.

The external and internal reaction forces and joint extensor moments were compared to 

the evaluated values (criterion trial) to examine the effects of each landing strategy and
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inertia profile on impact loading. A comparison o f the characteristics o f trials A 110 and 

A 1 1 5  were made, and then trials B 1 1 0  and B 115, to examine the effects o f adopting 

another females landing strategy on impact loading. The effects o f the inertia profile of 

each female on impact loading were assessed by firstly, comparing trials A110 and 

B 1 1 0  and then trials A 1 1 5  and B 115.

8.2.3 Results

As highlighted in Figure 8.3, each female was prone to a more excessive peak vertical 

ground reaction force (GFzmax) when adopting subject A's landing strategy than when 

adopting subject B's strategy. A 27.6% and 65.1% greater GFzmax was observed in trials 

A110 and B 1 1 0  compared to trials A 1 1 5  and B 115, respectively. A more rapid 

production of GFzmax was observed when each subject adopted the landing strategy of 

subject B compared to that produced when using subject A's strategy. The time of peak 

GFz (TGFzmax) in trial A 1 10 and B 1 1 0  was 29.9% and 33.0% o f the simulated phase. In 

contrast, the TGFzmax in trials A l l 5  and B 115 reduced to 24.9% and 26.6% of the 

simulated phase, respectively.
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Figure 8.3. GFz time histories for trials A 110, B 1 1 0 , A l l 5  and B 115, illustrated for the 

first 50% of the simulated phase duration.

Subject B experienced a substantially higher peak knee Fz (78.8%) and peak knee Mext 

(83.7%) and a moderately higher peak ankle Mext (40.0%) when employing the landing
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strategy of subject A, as highlighted in Table 8.1. When subject A adopted their own 

strategy, peak knee Fz and peak ankle and knee Mext were moderately higher (38.7%, 

20.4% and 19.7%, respectively) than when adopting the strategy of subject B. Time to 

peak knee Fz was shorter when each subject adopted subject B's strategy (A115: 25.3% 

simulated phase, B115: 26.6% simulated phase) compared to that produced when using 

subject A's strategy (A110: 29.9% simulated phase, B110: 33.0% simulated phase).

Table 8.1. A summary of the kinetic characteristics of the modified and criterion 

landing trials

A110 B U 0 A115 B115

GFzmax (BW) 5.93 7.28 4.65 4.41

Peak knee Fz (BW) 5.23 6.46 3.77 3.61

Peak ankle Mext (N-m-kg'1) -7.09 -8.43 -5.92 -6.02

Peak knee Mext (N-m-kg'1) 7.08 8.94 5.88 4.87

When adopting the same landing strategy, the subject-specific inertia profile did not 

consistently predispose one female to greater impact loading compared to the other. 

When adopting the strategy of subject A, subject B was prone to more excessive loading 

than subject A. As highlighted in Table 8.1, the GFzmax and peak knee Fz acting on 

subject B were 1.35 BW and 1.23 BW greater than the GFzmax and peak knee Fz acting 

on subject A. When adopting subject B's landing strategy, a slightly higher GFzmax 

(0.24 BW) and peak knee Fz (0.16 BW) was experienced by subject A compared to 

subject B.

8.2.4 Discussion and conclusion

This investigation firstly examined the effect of adopting another subject's landing 

strategy on impact loading in vertical drop landings performed by two females. The 

results of the investigation highlighted that for landings performed at the HI condition, 

subject A's landing strategy promoted greater levels of impact loading for both subjects 

compared to subject B's strategy. Although subject B's strategy incurred a more rapid 

time to peak force, the vertical loading rates acting on each subject remained lower than
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those imposed when using subject A's strategy. Secondly, the effects of the inertia 

profiles of the females on the loads experienced were examined for the two landing 

strategies. The inertia profiles of each female did not consistently predispose either 

female to greater levels of loading when performing the two strategies investigated.

More effective load attenuation was clearly achieved when each subject performed 

subject B's strategy. The interaction of several factors may have contributed to 

subject B's strategy being more desirable for load attenuation. A comparison of the 

kinematic characteristics of each strategy provided an indication of the factors that may 

have caused subject B's strategy being more effective at load attenuation than 

subject A's. For example, subject A employed a less pronounced use of the foot than 

subject B and failed to utilise the load dissipation properties of the heel as highlighted 

by comparing the foot orientation angles in Figure 8.1 and 8.2. Higher peak knee 

angular velocities were used in subject A's strategy (12.8 rad-s'1) compared to subject 

B's (11.3 rad s '1) suggesting that the knee may have been required to provide a greater 

contribution to whole body velocity reduction due to the reduced role of the foot. The 

greater contribution from the knee and the reduced role of the foot provides an 

explanation for the higher peak knee Fz and Mext needed when using subject A's 

strategy.

A further distinguishing feature of subject A's strategy was the use of a substantially 

lower knee joint range of motion (54.3°) compared to that used in the strategy of 

subject B (65.9°) as indicated in Figures 8.1 and 8.2. A more extensive use of the knee 

joint range of motion extends the duration of impact and therefore may contribute to 

reducing the deceleration of the whole body mass centre after initial impact. The 

consequent Newtonian response would be a reduction in the external force applied on 

the body. Reducing the role of the knee joint in the strategy of subject A may therefore 

have inhibited whole body velocity reduction. An explanation for the more excessive 

external loading acting on each female in trials A110 and A l l 5 compared to trials B110 

and B115 was therefore provided.

Neither subject was found to be consistently more susceptible to excessive loading due 

to their inherent inertia profile. However, adopting another female's strategy had a more
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pronounced effect on the loads experienced by subject B compared to subject A. A 

potential explanation for this finding is that the ground contact spring properties may be 

more sensitive to subject B's inertia profile than subject A's. However, unless the effects 

of the ground contact springs properties on the loads acting on subject B are isolated, 

this explanation would be difficult to clarify. An alternative explanation for the greater 

effect observed for subject B is the longer segment lengths possessed by subject B 

compared to subject A. Using a strategy that employs different joint angular positions to 

that used in subject B's own strategy, would have a more pronounced effect on the 

moment arm of the external force and the consequent magnitude of the Mext required.

It was concluded that of the landing strategies investigated, females would be advised to 

employ a strategy based on subject B's to achieve the most desirable load attenuation in 

landing. Hypothetically, landing with a more pronounced use of the foot and knee, and 

employing a forefoot-heel landing strategy, may therefore be beneficial for achieving 

greater load attenuation. Although, this investigation provided insight into more 

desirable landing strategies, it was difficult to precisely identify how specific aspects of 

the strategies investigated contributed to more effective load attenuation. The following 

investigations described in this chapter aim to gain further insight into more desirable 

methods of load attenuation by examining the effect of isolated aspects of each landing 

strategy or subject inertia profile on impact loading.

8.3 The influence of wobbling and rigid mass coupling properties on the impact 

loads acting on females during vertical drop landings

8.3.1 Introduction

The coupling between soft and rigid tissues can influence the forces acting on the 

human during impacts (Nigg & Liu, 1999). A potential strategy for attenuating the loads 

experienced by females in vertical drop landings is therefore to modify the stiffness and 

damping properties of the coupling between tissues. The effects of making small 

modifications to the coupling properties between soft and rigid tissues in vertical drop 

landings have not been investigated previously. How changes in stiffness and damping 

between tissues contribute to impact loading in vertical drop landings and what changes
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in magnitude and direction are required to substantially reduce the loads acting on the 

females in landing is therefore not clear.

Recently, Nigg & Liu (1999) suggested that the properties of the wobbling and rigid 

mass coupling could be tuned to the properties of the ground surface to regulate impact 

forces in running. Can the coupling properties of the female be modified to reduce 

impact loading in vertical drop landings, irrespective of the surface on which the 

landing is performed? This investigation aimed to address the questions posed by 

gaining insight into the effects of modifying the coupling properties on impact loading 

during drop landings performed by females. The simulation model provided an effective 

tool for examining the effects of systematic changes in the properties of the coupling 

between tissue masses.

8.3.2 Method

The effects of altering the coupling properties were examined by modifying the stiffness 

and damping constants of the wobbling mass springs in the simulation model, for the 

evaluated trials A110 and B115. The trials were selected to gain insight into the 

subject-specific responses to changes in the coupling properties for two females 

performing vertical drop landings at comparable heights. The evaluated trials provided a 

criterion movement for the modified landings.

Firstly, the stiffness parameters of all wobbling mass springs used in the criterion 

movement were varied simultaneously by changes of 15% in the range from -60% to 

60% while the damping parameters were kept the same. Secondly, the damping 

parameter of all segments were varied by changes of 15% from -60% to 60% while the 

stiffness parameters matched those used in the respective, criterion movement. A total 

of 16 simulations were performed for each subject using the four-segment wobbling 

mass model. The inertia parameters, initial movement conditions and joint angle time 

histories used in the criterion movement were used in the modified trials. The effects of 

changing the wobbling and rigid mass coupling properties on the external ground 

reaction forces, lower extremity joint forces and net extensor moments were examined.
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8.3.3 Results

The properties o f the coupling between wobbling and rigid masses were found to 

influence the magnitude of the GFzmax and peak lower extremity joint Fz and Mext 

acting on each female. In particular, reducing whole body stiffness substantially reduced 

the magnitude o f the GFzmax and the peak knee Fz, as illustrated in Figures 8 .2  and 8.3. 

The peak knee Fz was determined as the magnitude o f the second peak in the vertical 

force time history. The value of each variable at 0% represents the criterion movement 

value for that variable and is highlighted in each figure by the dashed lines. A 60% 

reduction in the stiffness of all wobbling mass springs reduced the GFzmax by 0.28 BW 

(4.75%) and 0.69 BW (15.6%) and peak knee Fz by 0.46 BW (8 .8 %) and 0.80 BW 

(22.3%) for trials A110 and B 115, respectively. Figures 8.4 and 8.5 further highlight 

that increasing the stiffness o f all wobbling mass springs tended to have less effect on 

the impact loads acting on each female.
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Figure 8.4. The influence o f modifying the coupling properties between wobbling and 

rigid tissues on the magnitude o f the GFzmax.

Modifying damping had a minimal effect on the magnitude o f the GFzmax and peak knee 

Fz. The GFzmax for the modified movement varied by less than 0.01 BW from the 

criterion movement value for trial B 115. Modifying the spring constants typically had 

the greatest effect on the external and internal loads acting on subject B.
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Figure 8.5. The influence of modifying the coupling properties between wobbling and 

rigid tissues on the magnitude of the peak Fz acting on the knee.

Modifying stiffness had the greatest effect on the magnitude o f the peak Mext required at 

the knee, as illustrated in Figure 8 .6 . The peak Mext was reduced by 2.00 N-m kg ' 1 

(28.2%) and 1.44 N-m-kg' 1 (29.6%) for trials A 110 and B 115, respectively as a result of 

reducing all wobbling mass spring stiffness constants by 60%. Increasing the stiffness 

constant typically resulted in an increase in the magnitude of the peak Mext at the knee.

Figure 8 .6 . The influence o f modifying the coupling properties between wobbling and 

rigid tissues on the magnitude of the peak Mext about the knee.
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As highlighted in Figure 8.7, reducing stiffness in all springs increased the time to peak 

Fz at the knee joint. A 60% reduction in spring stiffness increased the time to peak Fz at
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the knee by 6.7% and 1.2% of the simulated phase for trials A110 and B 115, 

respectively. Varying the damping constants had a negligible effect on the magnitude of 

the peak Mext at the knee and the time to peak knee Fz for the two trials investigated.
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Figure 8.7. The influence of modifying the coupling properties between wobbling and 

rigid tissues on the time to peak knee Fz.

8.3.4 Discussion and conclusion

The investigation examined the influence of modifying the coupling properties between 

wobbling and rigid masses on impact loading during vertical drop landings performed 

by females. When using the same landing technique and damping properties between 

wobbling and rigid tissue, small modifications to stiffness had a substantial effect on the 

impact loads acting on each female. Reducing the stiffness by only 30% reduced peak 

knee Fz by up to 0.3 BW. In contrast, varying damping, whilst maintaining the same 

technique and stiffness between wobbling and rigid tissues, had a negligible effect on 

the loads experienced by each female. Varying the stiffness o f the coupling between 

wobbling and rigid masses therefore appeared to be a prominent feature for effective 

load attenuation in vertical drop landings performed by the two females.

The limited role of damping in reducing the loads experienced is unsurprising in view 

of the rapid time of peak force generation in landing. Cole et al. (1996) supported this 

suggestion by assuming that damping did not play a role in the impact phase o f a
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simulated running impact. However, the limited influence of damping on the impact 

forces, contradicts the findings of Nigg & Liu (1999). In simulated running impacts, 

modifying damping had a greater influence on the magnitude of the impact force than 

modifying stiffness. A possible explanation for the contrasting findings is that Nigg & 

Liu (1999) examined the effects of substantially greater changes (700%) to damping 

constants than were examined in this investigation. As such, a less pronounced effect 

would be expected in this investigation. The increments incurred in this investigation 

were however, considered to provide a reasonable replication of the modifications that 

may be achieved by the human.

The prominent role of stiffness in load attenuation may be explained by considering the 

motion of segmental rigid and wobbling masses with modified stiffness values. Using 

the same technique, the accelerations of the rigid components were comparable, 

irrespective of the stiffness between wobbling and rigid masses. Reducing stiffness 

however, permitted the wobbling mass to displace more relative to the underlying rigid 

mass. For example, reducing the stiffness values used in the criterion movement B115 

by 60% increased the maximum excursion of the horizontal motion of the wobbling 

mass centre of the shank, thigh and upper body by 0.028 m, 0.005 m and 0.019 m. The 

acceleration of the wobbling mass opposed the deceleration of the rigid mass after 

impact and therefore helped to reduce the whole segment mass centre deceleration and 

consequently the impact forces. Reductions in stiffness potentially incurred greater 

wobbling mass accelerations, which consequently resulted in greater reductions in 

whole segment and whole body mass centre decelerations. Effectively, the increased 

wobbling mass motion assisted the lower extremity in bringing the mass centre to rest, 

providing an explanation for the reduced Mext at the lower extremity joints with reduced 

stiffness.

Reducing stiffness had a greater effect on the loads experienced in the trial performed 

by subject B. A 60% reduction in stiffness resulted in a 0.4 BW greater reduction in 

GFzmax for subject B compared to subject A. The greater sensitivity of the impact loads 

acting on subject B, to reductions in stiffness between wobbling and rigid masses may 

be explained by the greater proportion of thigh and upper body wobbling mass 

possessed by subject B. The following investigation will aim to provide further insight
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into the effects of segmental mass distributions in females on the loads experienced in 

landing.

Reducing the stiffness of the coupling between wobbling and rigid masses and 

consequently allowing greater wobbling mass motion, reduced the demands on the 

lower extremity for the subjects and landing movements investigated. Since muscle 

activity is partially responsible for the coupling between soft and rigid tissues (Nigg & 

Liu, 1999), relaxing upon impact with the ground has implications for more desirable 

load attenuation by females. However, as implied by Nigg & Liu (1999), modifying the 

coupling properties between wobbling and rigid masses may produce different results 

when impacting with other surfaces. Regardless, from this investigation it is concluded 

that when performing vertical drop landings onto hard surfaces, females may improve 

load attenuation by reducing the stiffness of the coupling between soft and rigid masses.

8.4 The influence of mass distribution on impact loading during vertical drop 

landings performed by females

8.4.1 Introduction

The important effect mass distribution has on the impact forces experienced in running 

impacts was recently highlighted (Liu & Nigg, 2000). Hypothetically, mass distribution 

in females may similarly have a profound effect on the forces experienced in more 

dynamic movements, such as vertical drop landings. Are some females therefore more 

susceptible to excessive loading due to their inherent mass distribution? Furthermore, 

the extent to which wobbling mass moves during vertical drop landings varies notably 

between segments (Section 7.3.6). Are mass distributions in specific segments more 

influential to impact loading in landing than other segments? Insight into the influence 

of mass distribution on the dynamics of vertical drop landings remains limited. The aim 

of this investigation was to examine the effects of mass distribution on the impact loads 

acting on the female in vertical drop landings.
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8.4.2 Method

The influence of mass distribution on impact loading in females during vertical drop 

landings was investigated using the evaluated trial B115. The evaluated trial (criterion 

movement) provided the reference landing movement to which the characteristics of a 

series of landing movements using modified segmental mass ratios (modified 

movement) were compared. The modified movements comprised the same initial 

conditions, optimised spring parameters and joint angle time histories used as input into 

the criterion movement trial. The inertia characteristics of subject B were used in each 

simulation. However, the ratio of rigid to wobbling mass in the shank, thigh and upper 

body segments was progressively varied for each modified trial.

Firstly, the effects of segmental mass distribution on impact loading were investigated 

by increasing the rigid mass proportion in each segment by 15%, 30%, 45% and 60% of 

the whole segment mass used in the criterion movement. Secondly, the effects of whole 

body mass distribution on impact loading were investigated by simultaneously 

increasing the proportion of rigid mass in all segments by 15%, 30%, 45% and 60%. 

The selected mass ratio perturbations were chosen to ensure that mass distribution in the 

female remained realistic. Whole segment mass was kept constant for all simulations 

and corresponded to the segment mass defined for the criterion movement trial. The 

ground reaction forces, lower extremity joint reaction forces and extensor moments in 

each modified landing were compared to that produced in the criterion movement.

8.4.3 Results

Modifying the rigid and wobbling mass distribution in the body had a prominent effect 

on the ground reaction forces, internal joint forces and extensor moments acting on the 

female. Figures 8.8 and 8.9 illustrate the magnitude of the GFzmax and peak Fz at the 

knee joint produced with increasing rigid mass proportions in individual segments and 

all segments.
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Figure 8 .8 . The influence of modifying the proportion o f rigid mass in each segment on 

the magnitude o f GFzmax.

Increasing the proportion of rigid mass in the upper body segment and all segments had 

the greatest effect on the impact loads acting on the female. An increase in GFzmax, peak 

ankle and knee joint Fz of 0.47 BW (10.7%), 0.52 BW (11.2%) and 0.34 BW (12.5%), 

respectively was produced by increasing the upper body rigid mass proportion by 60%. 

Changes to mass distribution in the upper body had a minimal effect on the peak 

magnitude o f the horizontal ground reaction force. Increasing the proportion of rigid 

mass in the shank and thigh segments moderately reduced the magnitude o f the GFzmax, 

ankle and knee joint Fz. A reduction in GFzmax and peak ankle and knee Fz o f 0.07 BW 

(1.7%), 0.07BW (1.7%) and 0.27 BW (7.5%) was produced by increasing the 

proportion o f rigid mass in the shank by 60%.
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Figure 8.9. The influence of modifying the proportion of rigid mass in each segment on 

the magnitude o f peak Fz at the knee.
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Increasing the rigid mass proportion in each segment and all segments did not have a 

notable effect on the time to peak knee Fz. A 60% increase in rigid mass in the upper 

body had no effect on the time to peak knee Fz. A comparable increase in rigid mass 

proportion in the shank, thigh and all segments modified the time to peak force by less 

than 1% of the simulated phase.

Increasing the rigid mass proportion in the upper body and all segments also had a 

substantial effect on the magnitude o f the peak Mext about the ankle (Figure 8 .10) but a 

minimal effect on the peak Mext about the knee. An increase in the magnitude o f the 

peak ankle Mext o f 0.62 N-m-kg' 1 (10.4%) and 0.61 N-m-kg' 1 (10.2%) was observed with 

a 60% increase in the proportion of rigid mass in only the upper body and all segments, 

respectively. Increasing the proportion o f rigid mass in the shank or thigh slightly 

reduced the magnitude of the peak Mext at the ankle by 0.19 N-m-kg' 1 (3.1%) and 

0.14 N-m-kg' 1 (2.3%), respectively.
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Figure 8.10. The influence of modifying the proportion o f rigid mass in each segment 

on the magnitude o f the peak Mext about the ankle joint.

For the same stiffness and damping properties, progressive increases in the proportion 

of rigid mass in the segments reduced the maximum excursion o f the horizontal motion 

of the segmental wobbling mass centres. The greatest reduction in maximum horizontal 

motion of the wobbling mass centre was consistently observed for the shank segment at 

each increment in rigid mass proportion. For example, the horizontal motion o f the 

wobbling mass o f the shank reduced by 0.013 m with a 60% increase in rigid mass 

proportion in all segments.
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8.4.4 Discussion and conclusion

The investigation examined the influence of mass distribution on impact loading during 

a vertical drop landing performed by one female subject. Changes in mass distribution 

influenced the impact loads acting on the female in the specific landing trial. In 

particular, modifying the rigid mass proportion in only the upper body and whole body 

had a substantial and more prominent effect on impact loading than altering lower body 

mass distribution. Increasing the rigid mass proportion in only the upper body and all 

segments increased the magnitude of the impact loads. In contrast, increasing the rigid 

mass proportions in either the shank or thigh segment reduced the magnitude of the 

impact loads acting on the female.

The results of the investigation were supported by Cole et al. (1996), who reported the 

importance of the trunk segment mass in determining impact responses in simulated 

running impacts. However, the findings of this investigation contrast with the findings 

of Liu & Nigg (2000) in which upper body mass distribution in a 75 kg modelled 

subject had a small effect on the magnitude of impact force peaks in a simulated 

running impact. Furthermore, lower body mass distribution had a substantial effect on 

the forces acting in the simulated impact.

The reduced effect of the upper body mass distribution may be attributed to the point 

mass assumption made by Liu & Nigg, which ignores the potential load attenuation 

properties incurred by the rotational motion of the wobbling masses. Furthermore, the 

upper body mass ratios assessed in this investigation (0.26-0.79) were more pronounced 

than examined by Liu & Nigg (0.12-0.64) providing a potential explanation for the 

greater influence of upper body mass distribution on impact loading observed in this 

investigation. In contrast, Liu & Nigg investigated notably larger lower body mass 

ratios (0.22-5.08) compared to this investigation (0.08-0.76), which would likely 

explain the more pronounced effect of lower body mass distribution reported by the 

authors.

The effects incurred by mass proportion changes in the upper and lower body in this 

investigation may be explained by considering segmental wobbling mass motion in the
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criterion and modified movements. For comparable wobbling mass stiffness constants, 

reductions in the upper body wobbling mass did not notably modify the natural 

frequency of vibration of the criterion wobbling mass motion. Immediately after impact, 

the modified and criterion wobbling mass components both accelerated in an opposing 

direction to the rigid mass, to help decelerate the whole segment mass centre and hence 

influence the consequent impact forces experienced. With progressive reductions in the 

magnitude of wobbling mass, a Newtonian response was observed. The wobbling mass 

contributed less to the deceleration of the whole segment mass centre and was therefore 

less effective in load attenuation.

Reducing the lower body wobbling mass however, caused a prominent change in the 

natural frequency of vibration of the wobbling mass for the same spring stiffness. In the 

criterion movement, wobbling mass motion initially acted to increase the deceleration 

of the whole segment. In contrast, the acceleration of the modified wobbling mass 

motion after impact opposed the direction of the criterion wobbling mass centre 

acceleration. The resulting effect was that for the specified stiffness, the modified 

motion helped to reduce whole segment velocity and the consequent loads imposed with 

increases in rigid mass proportions. The greater effect produced by modifying the upper 

body and whole body mass distribution was attributable to a Newtonian response. 

Greater reductions in the absolute magnitude of wobbling mass in the upper body were 

achieved with increasing perturbations compared to that produced when modifying 

lower body mass proportions by comparable perturbations.

The results of this investigation firstly suggest that subject-specific variations in mass 

distribution may predispose some females to more excessive loading compared to 

others. In particular, a greater proportion of rigid mass in the upper body has the 

potential to increase impact loads acting on the female during vertical drop landings. 

Secondly, the sensitivity of lower body wobbling mass motion to lower body mass 

distribution suggests that alterations to the coupling between soft and rigid tissues may 

be required to accommodate variations in lower body mass distribution. The most 

appropriate coupling properties must be selected for the lower body mass distribution 

for each female to ensure the load dissipation properties of the lower body wobbling 

masses are fully utilised.
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8.5 The influence of joint angle timings on the impact loads acting on females in 

vertical drop landings

8.5.1 Introduction

The technique used by females in demanding athletic movements potentially 

predisposes them to higher knee joint stress compared to their male counterparts 

(Decker et al., 2003). Modifying the spatial characteristics of landing techniques, such 

as the degree of knee flexion, has been shown to reduces the forces experienced in 

landing (Devita & Skelly, 1992). Joint angle timings are a modifiable component of 

landing technique that may also influence the proficiency with which loads are 

dissipated. It was hypothesised that joint angle timings play a crucial role in effective 

load attenuation in landing, due to the rapid nature of the impact phase. What is not 

clear is how the timing of joint angle changes influences the loads experienced in 

landing and what modifications to the joint angle timings can be made by the female to 

substantially reduce the loads experienced. The purpose of the investigation was 

therefore to gain insight into the influence of joint angle timings on the external forces, 

internal reaction forces and joint extensor moments acting on the female in landing.

8.5.2 Method

The two simulated landing trials A110 and B 115 were selected for the investigation. 

The simulated movements produced in the evaluation of each trial were termed the 

criterion movement for the purpose of this investigation. This investigation examined 

the influence of joint angle timings on impact loading on females by modifying the 

landing technique used in each criterion movement for a series of simulated landing 

trials. Landing technique described the initial movement conditions and joint angle time 

histories used to drive each simulated landing. A delayed ankle joint action resulted in 

the modelled subject failing to perform a competent landing. The influence of only the 

knee and hip action timings on the resulting kinetic characteristics of the landing was 

therefore investigated.
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Firstly, the knee joint angle time history was offset by -0.02 s and -0.01 s relative to the 

ankle and hip joint angle time histories used in the criterion movement. Secondly, the 

hip joint angle time history was offset by -0 .0 2  s and -0.01  s relative to the ankle and 

knee joint angle time histories used in the criterion movement. The offsets represented 

delays approximating 10% and 5%, respectively o f the impact phase duration. The delay 

resulted in the minimum angular position of the either the knee or hip occurring later 

than observed for the criterion movement as illustrated in Figures 8.11 and 8.12 for the 

trials performed by subject B. The trials using the delayed joint actions were performed 

using the four-segment wobbling mass model and were termed modified movements.
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Figure 8.11. Knee joint angle time history in the modified and criterion landing.
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The inertia and spring parameters used in the criterion movement were used in the 

modified movement. The initial vertical and horizontal velocities o f the mass centre of
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the modified movement corresponded to the initial mass centre velocities of the 

criterion movement. The effect of modifying knee and hip joint angle time histories on 

the external forces, lower extremity joint forces net extensor moments experienced in 

landing was examined by comparing the modified and criterion movement.

8.5.3 Results

Modifying the temporal characteristics of the landing technique had a pronounced effect 

on the peak reaction forces and Mext acting on each female investigated. The effect of 

delaying joint actions on the resulting forces and Mext however, had an inconsistent 

effect on each subject, as highlighted in Table 8.2, which compares the kinetic 

characteristics of the modified and criterion movements.

Table 8.2. A summary of the kinetic characteristics of the modified, simulated landings 

performed using a delayed joint action and the criterion landings

Delayed knee 

action

Delayed hip 

action

Criterion

movement

-0.02 s -0.01 s -0.02 s -0.01 s

GFzmax (BW)

A110 4.64 5.03 5.95 6.03 5.93

B115 5.78 4.99 4.78 4.61 4.41

Peak knee Fz (BW)

A110 4.36 4.69 5.19 5.29 5.23

B115 4.75 4.19 3.98 3.81 3.61

Peak ankle Mext (N-m-kg'1)

A110 -6.82 -6.41 -7.57 -7.50 -7.09

B 115 -8.04 -7.03 -6.57 -6.29 -6.02

Peak knee Mext (N-m-kg'1)

A110 5.15 5.72 9.83 9.31 7.08

B115 8.03 6.87 10.07 6.18 4.87
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For the trials performed by subject A, delaying the knee joint action reduced the peak 

reaction forces and peak ankle and knee Mext relative to the criterion movement values. 

The GFzmax and peak knee Fz reduced by 1.28 BW (21.7%) and 0.87 BW (16.7%), 

respectively when delaying the knee joint action by 0.02 s. The peak knee Mext reduced 

by 1.93 N-m-kg'1 (27.3%). Compared to delaying the knee joint action, delaying the hip 

action had an opposing effect on the loads experienced. An increase in GFzmax o f 1.8% 

was observed when delaying the hip joint action by 0.01 s.

Figures 8.13 and 8.14 highlight the substantially larger forces incurred as a result of 

delaying the knee joint action compared to the hip joint actions in landings performed 

by subject B. Delaying the knee joint actions by 0.02 s increased GFzmax and peak knee 

Fz by 1.37 BW (31.1%) and 1.14 BW (31.6%), respectively. The increases in GFzmax 

and peak knee Fz o f 0.37 BW (8.5%) and 0.37 BW (10.2%) respectively, were less 

substantial when delaying hip joint actions by 0.02 s for landings performed by 

subject B.
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Figure 8.13. GFz time histories for the modified and criterion landing (B 115) for 

techniques using a delayed knee joint action.
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Figure 8.14. GFz time histories for the modified and criterion landing (B 115) for 

techniques using a delayed hip joint action.

8.5.4 Discussion and conclusion

The investigation examined the influence o f joint angle timings on the magnitude of 

GFzmax, peak knee Fz and peak ankle and Mext acting on two females performing 

landings from the same height. The results of the investigation showed that slightly 

delaying the timing of the knee and hip joint actions substantially influenced the 

reaction forces and lower extremity extensor moments acting on each female.

Delaying the joint angle timings by 0.02 s typically had a greater influence on the forces 

and moments produced in landing than increasing the proportion o f rigid mass in the 

upper body by 60% (Section 8.4) or modifying the stiffness between wobbling and rigid 

masses (Section 8.3) by 60%. The 0.02 s delay may have resulted in joint moments that 

were in excess o f the joint moments that a female could produce during landing. 

However, the effects incurred by using the delayed joint action highlighted the 

pronounced role joint action timings have on impact loading. Even a slight delay o f only 

0.01 s resulted in a notable change in impact loading The execution o f coordinated 

landing techniques, in which the most desirable joint action timings are achieved, 

therefore appears crucial to reduce lower extremity loading in landings performed by 

the two females.
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Delaying the knee joint angle timing typically had a greater effect on the ground 

reaction forces, joint reaction forces and net joint moments than delaying the hip joint 

angle. This may partially be explained by the more prominent use of the knee joint 

compared to the hip, in each landing movement performed. The maximum excursions in 

the knee joint angular position in the criterion trials A110 (54.3°) and B115 (65.8°) 

clearly exceeded the maximum hip excursions (43.3° and 45.4°, respectively). The 

prominent role of the knee may further be explained when considering that the ankle 

joint reached its minimum angular position rapidly after initial impact in landings 

performed by both subjects. Unless knee flexion occurred soon after, load dissipation 

would potentially have been inhibited since the ankle joint range of motion may already 

have been fully utilised. Delaying the hip action possibly had less effect since the knee 

joint could continue to flex to maintain load dissipation. The magnitudes of the peak net 

Mext at the knee were uncharacteristically larger than the ankle Mext when delaying hip 

joint actions, for trials performed by both subjects. This further confirms the suggestion 

that the knee joint was required to increase its contribution to load dissipation due to the 

inhibited contribution from the hip.

The investigation highlighted the crucial role of the knee joint angle timing on the 

impact loads acting on females in vertical drop landings. It is clear that particular 

attention should be given to the knee joint timing in developing females landing 

techniques. The results of the investigation further highlighted that the most desirable 

joint angle timings may be dependent on the specific technique used by the subject 

under investigation. For example, delaying the knee joint angle in the technique utilised 

by subject A or initiating the hip joint action earlier has the potential to reduce the loads 

experienced. In contrast, the loads experienced by subject B may be reduced by 

initiating the knee or hip action earlier in the landing technique. Recommendations for 

improvements in joint angle timings in landing techniques should therefore be made 

following examination of the subject-specific landing technique. In conclusion, 

achieving the most desirable joint angle timings for the subject-specific landing 

technique has the potential to improve load attenuation in landing performed by 

females.
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8.6 Chapter summary

Four investigations were conducted to examine the contribution of factors associated 

with landing strategy and the female inertia profile on loading during drop landings. 

The main finding of the first investigation was that strategies used by different females 

substantially influences the loads experienced during landing. The second investigation 

highlighted that reducing the stiffness between masses can substantially reduce the 

impact loads acting on females. The prominent effect of upper body and whole body 

mass distribution on impact loading was highlighted in the third investigation. Finally, 

the fourth investigation highlighted the important contribution provided by appropriate 

knee joint angle timings, to impact loading in landings.
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CHAPTER 9: SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

9.1 Introduction

The purpose of the research was to gain an understanding of the mechanics of vertical 

drop landings performed by females and to gain insight into the contribution of factors 

associated with landing strategies and impact loading. The series of questions posed in 

Chapter 1 provided a focus for the research and are addressed in this chapter using the 

findings of the investigations described in Chapter 8. The success of the approach taken 

to address the questions is also discussed and suggestions for future developments are 

summarised. Finally, future applications of the simulation model are proposed.

9.2 Addressing the research questions

Are some females prone to more excessive loading in vertical drop landings than 

other females performing a similar landing movement, and if so why?

It was hypothesised that subject-specific landing strategies and inertia profiles may 

predispose a female to more excessive loading than may be desirable. Experimental 

investigations have provided insight into the effects of landing strategies used by 

specific groups on impact loading (McNitt-Gray, 1991; 1993). However, the 

independent contributions of landing strategy and the inertia profile to loading were not 

isolated in these experimental studies. The research question was therefore addressed by 

using the simulation model to examine the independent effects of subject-specific 

landing strategies and inertia profiles on the impact loads acting on two females 

(Section 8.2).

The strategy of subject A clearly incurred more excessive loading than the strategy of 

subject B. The disparity in the success with which load attenuation was achieved by 

each strategy was attributed potentially to the foot contact strategy and the range of knee 

motion used. This was highlighted by the associated mechanical characteristics reported
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for each strategy in the experimental trials described in Chapter 4. Devita & Skelly 

(1992) confirmed that 'stiff landings, which employed less knee flexion, resulted in 

greater impact loading than 'soft' landings. Until this research study, comparisons of 

impact loading using forefoot and forefoot-heel landings have been limited, restricting 

the extent to which the effects of foot-contact strategy on impact loading could be 

confirmed.

The theoretical investigation conducted in Section 8.2 highlighted that subject-specific 

inertia profiles influenced impact loading. Specific inertia profiles may therefore 

predispose some females to more excessive loading in vertical drop landings. The 

inertia profile of each female investigated did not consistently predispose one female to 

greater impact loading compared to the other. However, when using the same landing 

strategy as defined by landing technique and tuning responses, females possessing 

contrasting inertia profiles experienced distinct differences in the impact loads 

experienced. The results of the investigation implied that each female potentially 

customised their landing strategy to achieve the most effective load attenuation for her 

inertia profile. Identifying the factors associated with each strategy and inertia profile, 

which favoured or hindered load attenuation, was difficult due to the multifactorial 

nature of each variable. The contributions of specific factors associated with landing 

strategies, such as mass coupling properties and inertia profiles, were investigated to 

gain further insight into the mechanisms influencing impact loading and are examined 

in more detail in addressing the following questions.

Can mass coupling properties be tuned to modify the impact loads acting on 

females during vertical drop landings, and if so how?

Wobbling and rigid mass coupling properties were hypothetically considered to be a 

factor of landing strategy that influenced impact loading in landings performed by 

females (Chapter 1). The contributions of the coupling properties to impact loading 

were investigated using the simulation model (Section 8.3). Decreasing the stiffness 

between masses was found to reduce the magnitude and increase the time of peak 

impact loads acting on the lower extremity and was particularly influential to load 

reduction at the knee joint. Modifying the stiffness between masses was more effective
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for load attenuation than modifying mass distribution, but less effective than altering 

joint angle time histories. The increased wobbling mass motion incurred by reducing 

stiffness explained the mechanism by which the loads acting on each female were 

reduced. Varying the damped response of the coupling properties had a negligible effect 

on impact loading which can be attributed to the failure of the damping properties to 

react to the rapid time of peak force generation in drop landings.

Muscle activity is partially responsible for the nature of the coupling between masses 

(Nigg & Liu, 1999). It was therefore implied that females could achieve more desirable 

load attenuation by relaxing prior to impact with the ground. Whether such a strategy 

may consciously be achieved during the rapid duration of the impact phase of the 

landings investigated, is questionable. However, Devita & Skelly (1992) and 

Lees (1981) investigated similar landing movements using an experimental approach 

and confirmed that ground reaction forces were modified by muscular activity in the 

descent phase. It was therefore speculated that pre-setting of muscular activity during 

the descent phase of landing provides a strategy that may aid load attenuation. The 

constant stiffness and damping parameters used to define each element of the coupling 

properties may be considered a limitation of the approach taken to address the research 

question. Investigating the effects of modifying spring constants that are dependent on 

muscle activation levels may provide further insight into the suggested mechanism of 

load attenuation.

To what extent do aspects of a female's inertia profile influence impact loading 

during vertical drop landings?

Of the mechanisms investigated, varying the mass distribution of the female had the 

least effect on load attenuation. A moderate increase in the external and internal loads 

acting on the female was however observed with increasing upper body and whole body 

rigid mass proportions. The hypothesis stated in Chapter 1, which suggested that 

increasing the proportion of wobbling mass in the body could reduce the loads acting on 

the female in vertical drop landings, was therefore supported. The reduced effect of the 

wobbling masses in counteracting the rapid rigid mass deceleration in landing explained 

the reduction in loading incurred by increasing upper body and whole body rigid mass
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proportions. Upper body mass distribution had the greatest influence on impact loading. 

This finding was supported by Cole et al. (1996), in which the importance of the mass 

of the trunk in determining impact response in simulated running impacts was 

highlighted. The role of upper body mass distribution was attributable to the greater 

reduction in absolute wobbling mass with increases in rigid mass proportion. Increasing 

the proportion of lower body rigid mass reduced external and internal impact loading on 

the female, and therefore contradicted the hypothesis stated in Chapter 1. The 

neuromuscular response made by the female, which was reflected in the mass coupling 

properties, was speculated to be crucial in influencing how lower body masses 

contributed to load attenuation.

The results of this investigation implied that upper body and whole body mass 

distributions potentially predispose some females to more excessive loading during drop 

landings than other females of comparable body mass. The influence of mass 

distribution variations may however, be overridden by modifying the mass coupling 

properties. This investigation was limited by the manipulation of mass distribution 

irrespective of the neuromuscular response made by the subjects. To gain further insight 

into the influence of mass distribution on impact loading, the interactions between 

coupling properties and mass distribution should be investigated and the loading 

responses of more females should be examined. Additionally, the influence of inertia 

profiles on impact loading may be further understood by examining the effects of other 

elements of the inertia profile, such as mass magnitudes and centre of mass locations.

What affect do joint action timings of a landing technique have on impact loading 

in vertical drop landings performed by females?

Modifying joint action timings used by females in drop landings was suggested to 

influence the external and internal loads experienced. The results of the theoretical 

investigation (Chapter 8) highlighted that of all factors investigated, modifying the 

timing of the knee joint action contributed the most to reducing impact loading. 

Although, the timing of the ankle joint action could not be directly investigated it was 

clear that the ankle joint timing was critical in ensuring a successful landing was 

achieved. This was highlighted by the high sensitivity of the model to delays in the
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ankle joint action in replicating successful landings. The influence of joint action 

timings to impact loading during drop landings has not previously been investigated. 

The findings of this study were however, consistent with other research investigating 

the influence of the timing of joint actions on performance outcomes (King & Yeadon, 

2004) and impact loading during dynamic movements (Brewin, 1998).

Achieving desirable joint action timings clearly provides a mechanism by which 

females may reduce the loads experienced in landing. The rapid nature of vertical drop 

landings implies that conscious modifications to joint angle timings may not be 

achieved during the movement phase. From a coaching perspective, progressively 

altering joint action timings used in subject-specific landing techniques may adjust the 

automated response made in landing and contribute to more effective load attenuation. 

The effects of simultaneously modifying joint actions were not investigated. Altering 

the timing of one joint action may cause the female to automatically adjust the timings 

of other joint actions. Such a response may compound or diminish the effects observed 

in this investigation. Examining the interaction of joint actions on impact loading may 

provide further insight into this mechanism of load attenuation.

9.3 Discussion of approach

The limitations and benefits associated with the data collection procedures, parameter 

determination, model development and model evaluation used in this research are 

addressed in this section. Suggestions for future developments are also highlighted.

9.3.1 Data collection

Kinematic and force data collected from actual landing performances were used to 

develop, evaluate and drive the simulation model. Coordinate data were collected using 

active markers and were subsequently used to derive joint angle time histories. The use 

of active markers to collect kinematic data from impacts was recently dismissed 

(Wilson, 2003) due to the influence of marker mass on the resulting motion. A pilot 

investigation conducted in this research study (Appendix B) however, highlighted no
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detrimental effects of using an active marker system to locate body landmarks when 

compared with massless skin markers.

Joint centre locations and joint angle time histories may have been distorted at impact 

due to marker motion. The use of a high-speed camera provides an alternative approach 

to the active and passive marker systems for obtaining kinematic data, which would 

allow joint centre locations to be identified irrespective of marker locations. The 

benefits gained however may be over-ridden by digitising error incurred when using 

video images to obtain kinematic data. Approaches were taken in the analysis of the 

coordinate data to minimise the possible distortion in joint centre locations. Joint 

angular velocities obtained for the experimental landing trials were comparable to joint 

angular velocities derived for similar landings using kinematic data obtained with a 

16 mm Locam camera (McNitt-Gray, 1993). The approach taken to collect and analyse 

kinematic data was therefore considered to provide appropriate joint angle time histories 

for the movement investigated.

A planar simulation model was evaluated using two-dimensional kinematic and force 

data obtained from three-dimensional (3D) data. The planar model realistically 

replicated the mechanics of the vertical drop landings investigated. A 3D approach has 

the potential to further insight into the movement of interest. For example, medio-lateral 

motion and rotation of the wobbling masses relative to the long axis of the rigid mass 

and external and internal rotation of body segments may contribute to lower extremity 

loading. Future investigation may utilise the 3D coordinate and force data for the 

evaluation of the simulation model following the development of a more complex 3D 

model.

9.3.2 Determination of inertia parameters

The approach adopted in this research study has advantages over previous investigations 

using wobbling mass models since model parameters were primarily subject-specific. 

For example, a component inertia model (Chapter 5) was developed to determine 

subject-specific inertia parameters to describe the segments in the simulation model.
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Subject-specific tissue inertia parameters have previously not been determined using 

subject-specific anthropometric measurements. The reasonable correspondence between 

predicted and measured whole body mass and predicted and cadaver-derived mass 

distributions suggested the derived inertia parameters to be appropriate. Mass 

distributions predicted by the inertia model were not directly evaluated in this research 

study. Segment masses and mass distributions may be evaluated in the future by 

comparing predicted parameters with comparable values obtained using experimental 

approaches, such as CT scanning (Ackland, Henson & Bailey, 1988) and magnetic 

resonance imaging (Mungiole & Martin, 1990).

The wobbling and rigid masses in the simulation model were described using the soft 

and rigid tissue parameters predicted by the inertia model. The soft tissue mass of the 

shank and thigh considered all fat, muscle and connective tissue in each segment. A 

disparity potentially exists between the magnitude of moveable and soft tissue mass 

since not all of the soft tissue in the limbs may move substantially during high-velocity 

movements. Ideally, the simulation model requires subject-specific movable and rigid 

mass parameters. The magnitude of movable mass has yet to be determined 

experimentally for impacts, which compounds the difficulty in obtaining accurate 

inertia parameters for wobbling mass models.

The accuracy of the model for replicating landings performed at the lower heights was 

reasonably insensitive to the inertia profiles used. Small modifications to whole body 

mass distribution had a minimal effect on the magnitude of the simulated peak impact 

forces. For example, simultaneously increasing the rigid mass proportion in each 

segment by 5% reduced the peak magnitude of the vertical ground reaction force in trial 

B115 by only 1% (40 N). The predicted rigid mass proportion in the thigh was 7.9% for 

subject B. When using cadaver-derived bone mass proportions (9.7%) (Clarys & 

Marfell-Jones, 1986b), the peak magnitude of the vertical ground reaction force 

changed by only 0.1 N from the value reported for trial B115. The RMS difference 

between the predicted and measured forces in simulated landings using the 

subject-specific and cadaver-derived proportions was comparable. The insensitivity of 

the predicted kinetic characteristics to mass distribution suggests that errors in the 

inertia parameters had a minimal effect on the accuracy of the simulation model.
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9.3.3 Determination of spring parameters

Subject-specific wobbling and rigid mass coupling properties were derived for the 

shank and thigh using experimental data obtained from stamping movements 

(Chapter 6). Subject-specific stiffness and damping properties have not previously been 

used to describe the wobbling mass springs in a simulation model comprising wobbling 

and rigid masses. The motion response of markers located on the posterior aspect of the 

shank and the anterior aspect of the thigh implied that a linear relationship was 

appropriate to describe the spring characteristics. Further examination of the soft tissue 

motion responses of several regions of each body segment may be necessary to provide 

further insight into wobbling mass motion. Speculatively, the soft tissue motion in the 

anterior aspect of the shank and posterior aspect of the thigh may be non-linear in 

nature, implying that the wobbling mass springs may be more appropriately described 

using a non-linear, force-deformation relationship. A comparison of the model accuracy 

achieved using linear and non-linear springs may be conducted to provide further 

insight into the appropriateness of the assumptions made in this research. The 

representation of wobbling mass motion in the model may be further improved by 

permitting wobbling mass in each region to move independently, by dividing each 

segment into multiple wobbling mass components.

The approach used in this research was limited by the use of optimised ground contact 

spring parameters and upper body wobbling mass parameters. Subject-specific ground 

contact and upper body spring parameters have not been derived in previous 

investigations using wobbling mass models and were difficult to obtain and evaluate 

experimentally within this research study. The optimised solutions provided reasonable 

replications of the actual landing performances and were therefore considered to 

appropriately represent the properties of each female in the simulation model.

9.3.4 Development and evaluation of simulation model

A four-segment wobbling mass model customised specifically to females was 

developed to address the research questions posed. Simplifying assumptions were made
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regarding the properties of the human, which potentially influenced the success of the 

model in replicating drop landings. For example, the advantages and limitations 

associated with using a rigid foot segment were highlighted in the model development 

and evaluation. The appropriateness of using constant spring parameters and the success 

of using an angle-driven model to simulate the motion were also discussed. In 

particular, the angle-driven approach was beneficial in allowing control over aspects of 

landing technique investigated in the application of the model. However, a limitation of 

the approach is that the human may not be able to produce the net joint moments 

predicted using an angle-driven approach. For example, the predicted peak net moment 

produced at the hip in the evaluated trial B305 was larger than 690 N.m"1, which may be 

in excess of what a human may achieve during the movement investigated. This 

inherent limitation may be alleviated through the use of a torque-driven model, which 

may be considered in future developments of the simulation model. The advantages and 

limitations of the simulation model's development together with avenues for 

improvements were discussed in detail in Chapters 3 and 7. This section therefore 

focuses on assessing the success of the approach used to evaluate the simulation model.

Thorough evaluations of wobbling mass models using experimental data have been 

limited. In this study, a comparison was made between directly measured and simulated 

descriptors of vertical drop landings to successfully highlight the accuracy of the 

simulation model. Previous evaluations and applications of wobbling mass models used 

to investigate vertical drop landings have been restricted to a single landing performed 

by one subject (Gruber et al., 1998; Pain & Challis, 2001b). The simulation model used 

in this study was evaluated for landings performed from several heights for two females 

employing contrasting strategies. The accuracy of the model in replicating landings 

performed at varying impact velocities by different subjects was therefore indicated. 

The motion predicted by the model was found to be particularly sensitive to parameter 

changes at higher landing heights. The greater between subject and trial variations in 

muscle activity levels used when performing landings at higher heights may explain this 

greater sensitivity.
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Previous evaluations of wobbling mass models used to investigate impact loading (Cole 

et al., 1996; Gruber et al., 1998) have not reported or quantified the difference between 

measured and simulated force time histories. The RMS difference achieved by the 

simulation model used in this research was 14.6% and 17.5% for the vertical and 

horizontal force components, respectively. Investigations using simulation models to 

investigate forces in gymnastic movements (Brewin, 1998) have reported lower RMS 

differences of 7.3%. The difficulty in replicating ground reaction forces using a 

wobbling mass model comprising a one-segment foot for less dynamic impacts than 

investigated in this study was recently highlighted by Wilson (2003). The level of 

accuracy achieved in this study appeared acceptable considering the reasonable 

replication of the measured ground reaction forces achieved and the dynamic nature of 

the simulated movement. The simulation of both vertical and horizontal force 

components has not previously been achieved with wobbling mass models used to 

investigate vertical drop landings. The model used in this research predicted vertical and 

horizontal ground reaction forces, which further compounded the difficulty in matching 

the time histories of the measured ground reaction forces.

While the evaluation process indicated that the model was less successful at replicating 

peak impact forces than the force time histories, this limitation was not considered to 

undermine the findings of the research. The percentage error between measured and 

simulated peak ground reaction forces was 22.7%, which was not markedly higher than 

the percentage error (mean: 14%; SD: 11%) reported for the wobbling mass model of 

Cole et al. (1996) used to replicate peak forces in less dynamic running impacts. 

Furthermore, the model was applied to examine relative changes in peak impact loads 

rather than absolute values. The application of the model to gain understanding of the 

factors contributing to impact loading on females in vertical drop landings was therefore 

considered appropriate.

An indirect evaluation of the predicted net extensor moments acting on the lower 

extremity joints was conducted, which suggested the simulated joint moment time 

histories to be realistic for the movement investigated (Chapter 7). Electromyography 

may be employed in future evaluations of the model to more appropriately determine 

the accuracy of the predicted muscle actions controlling joint flexion. The accuracy of
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the predicted wobbling mass motion was similarly not directly evaluated but the 

predicted motion was comparable to that observed previously for simulated dynamic 

movements. Quantifying soft tissue motion during stamping movements was achievable 

since the rigid component of the segment is assumed to move minimally during impact. 

However, in drop landings, quantifying soft tissue motion relative to the underlying 

rigid remains inherently difficult due to the simultaneous motion of soft and rigid 

tissues in body segments. Direct evaluation of the simulated wobbling mass motion may 

therefore not be readily achievable in the future.

The optimised parameters obtained using the simulated annealing approach provided a 

reasonable match between simulated and measured forces. Obtaining the global 

optimum was potentially limited by the upper and lower limits imposed for the 

16 parameters to be optimised. In particular, the ground contact and upper body spring 

parameter boundaries were not derived from experimental data. Imposing more realistic 

boundaries for these parameters may improve the accuracy of the optimised solution. A 

more accurate solution may further be achieved by reducing the number of parameters 

to be optimised. The use of corresponding forefoot and heel-ground contact spring 

parameters may improve the replication of heel-ground contact, as suggested in 

Chapter 7 and would simultaneously reduce the number of parameters to be optimised.

The accuracy achieved in replicating vertical drop landings was considered acceptable 

to address the research objectives of this study. The evaluation process however, 

highlighted that developments in the simulation model are required to improve the 

accuracy of the predicted drop landing characteristics. For example, simulating only the 

first 100 ms of the impact phase may ensure the optimised damping constants are 

specific to that phase of the motion, which would potentially improve the replication of 

the peak impact forces. The approach taken in this study reflects a first attempt to 

simulate vertical drop landing using a wobbling mass model comprising a foot segment. 

The limitations of the approach therefore provide a direction for future developments, 

rather than discredit the research findings.
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9.4 Future investigations

The simulation model was applied to gain an understanding of the contributions of 

factors associated with the female landing strategy and on loading in vertical drop 

landings. Specific factors were investigated in this research, however insight into other 

factors influencing impact loading may be achieved using the model. The load 

attenuation properties of wobbling masses may be compounded or inhibited by the 

neuromuscular responses made in landings, as suggested in Section 9.2. What affect 

does simultaneously modifying mass distribution and mass coupling properties have on 

impact loading? This question may be addressed by simultaneously modifying mass 

distribution and mass coupling parameters in the model and examining the outcomes on 

the resulting impact loads.

Females regularly perform landings onto numerous surfaces comprising varying 

stiffness and damping properties. Nigg & Liu (1999) suggested that impact loads in 

running could be modified by tuning mass coupling properties to the ground surface 

properties. To what extent, can mass coupling properties be tuned to modify external 

and internal loading for drop landings performed on a variety of surfaces? An 

understanding of this mechanism may be achieved by simultaneously modifying mass 

coupling and ground contact properties in the simulation model.

The underlying mechanism explaining the gender differences in the incidence of injury 

in landing is presently a popular area of discussion. Hypothetically, inherent variations 

in the landing strategies and inertia profiles of males and females may help to explain 

the disparity in the incidence of injury between genders. Using a female inertia profile, 

and comparing impact loading when using a male and female landing technique as input 

into the simulation model, the influence of gender differences in landing technique may 

be examined. By comparing impact loading in a simulated landing performed with the 

same landing strategy but with a male and female inertia data set, insight into the effect 

of gender-specific inertia profiles may also be achieved.

Basketball produces some of the highest rates of lower extremity injuries in females 

(Arendt & Dick, 1995). Although vertical drop landings are frequently performed,
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movements such as rebound landing are also fundamental to many sports and may 

predispose the female to injury. Using joint angle time histories obtained for the ground 

contact phase of an actual rebound landing, the simulation model may be used to 

investigate the impact loads experienced during other potentially injurious movements.

9.5 Final note

Research efforts have focused on comparing gender-specific landing strategies to 

provide insight into the mechanisms that may predispose females to injury from drop 

landing (Decker et al., 2003). This research aimed to gain an understanding of the 

contributions of factors associated specifically with female landing strategies to impact 

loading. The objective was achieved through the development and application of a 

simulation model, customised specifically to the female. To the knowledge of the 

author, such an approach has not been taken previously. The simulation model 

represented the first formulation of a wobbling mass model used to simulate vertical 

drop landing that incorporated a foot segment. In the future the simulation model may 

also be readily applied to males to compare the effects of gender differences in landing 

strategies and inertia profiles on impact loading. Although further developments in the 

simulation model were highlighted, the model provided an understanding of factors that 

influence impact loading, and offered insight into potential strategies for more effective 

load attenuation.
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APPENDIX A: FOUR-SEGMENT WOBBLING MASS MODEL

A. 1 Autolev program for the four-segment wobbling mass model 

Illustrations o f the four-segment wobbling mass model
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Figure A .I.The configuration o f the four-segment wobbling mass model.
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Figure A.2. The configuration of the upper body segment in the simulation model.
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Figure A.3. The configuration o f the thigh segment in the simulation model.
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Figure A.4. The configuration o f  the shank segment in the simulation model.
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Nomenclature for the four-segment wobbling mass model

Bodies

FTRID : Rigid component o f foot

SKRID : Rigid component o f shank

SKWOB : Wobbling component o f shank

THRID : Rigid component o f thigh

THWOB : Wobbling component o f thigh

TORID ; Rigid component o f upper body

TOWOB : Wobbling component o f upper body

Points

OB : Forefoot-ground contact point (0,0)

OA : Heel-ground contact point

BFT : Ball o f foot (in the foot reference frame)

AFT : Ankle joint centre (in the foot reference frame)

ASK : Ankle joint centre (in the rigid shank reference frame)

SKRIDF : Distal spring attachment point on shank rigid component

SKWOBF : Distal spring attachment point on shank wobbling component

SKRIDI : Proximal spring attachment point on shank rigid component

SKWOBI : Proximal spring attachment point on shank wobbling component

KSK : Knee joint centre (in the rigid shank reference frame)

KTH : Knee joint centre (in Jhe rigid thigh reference frame)

THRIDF : Distal spring attachment point on rigid component o f thigh

THWOBF : Distal spring attachment point on thigh wobbling component

THRIDI : Proximal spring attachment point on thigh rigid component

THRIDI : Proximal spring attachment point on thigh wobbling component

HTH : Hip joint centre (in the rigid thigh reference frame)

HTO : Hip joint centre (in the rigid upper body reference frame)

TORIDF : Distal spring attachment point on upper body rigid component

TORIDI : Distal spring attachment point on upper body wobbling component

TOWOBF : Proximal spring attachment point on upper body rigid component

TOWOBI : proximal spring attachment point on upper body wobbling component

STO : Top of head (in the rigid upper body reference frame)

CM : Whole body mass centre
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CPORIGIN : Origin for location o f centre o f pressure

Parameters and constants

FORE1A, FORE1B, FORE1C, FORE1D, FORE1E : Horizontal forefoot spring parameters

FORE2A, FORE2B, FORE2C, FORE2D, FORE2E : Vertical forefoot spring parameters

HEEL 1 A, HEEL IB, HEEL 1C, HEEL ID, HEEL IE : Horizontal heel spring parameters

HEEL2A, HEEL2B, HEEL2C, HEEL2D, HEEL2E : Vertical heel spring parameters

PST : Power of wobbling mass spring force-deformation relationship

STSK : Stiffness o f shank wobbling mass springs

STTH : Stiffness o f thigh wobbling mass springs

STTO : Stiffness o f upper body wobbling mass springs

DPSK : Damping of shank wobbling mass springs

DPTH : Damping of thigh wobbling mass springs

DPTO : Damping of upper body mass springs

ATO, ATF, AAO, AAF : Constants describing simulated ankle angle time history

KTO, KTF, KAO, KAF : Constants describing simulated knee angle time history

HTO, HTF, HAO, HAF : Constants describing simulated hip angle time history

FHEIGHT : Vertical location o f ball o f foot at onset o f simulated phase (natural length of

vertical forefoot spring)

HHEIGHT : Unloaded heel height (natural length o f vertical heel spring)

FLENGTH : Horizontal location o f ball o f foot at onset o f simulated phase (natural length

of horizontal forefoot spring)

Lengths

LCPORIGIN : Length between (0,0) and CPORIGIN

LOBOA : Length between forefoot and heel-ground contact points

LFTRIDo : Length between ball o f foot and the mass centre o f the foot

LFT : Length between ball o f foot and rigid mass centre o f the foot

LSK : Length of shank

LSKWOB : Length of shank wobbling component

LSKo : Length between ankle joint and mass centre o f the shank rigid component

LSKWOBo : Length between ankle joint and mass centre o f shank wobbling component
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LTH : Length of thigh

LTHWOB : Length of thigh wobbling component

LTHo : Length between knee joint and mass centre o f thigh rigid component

LTHWOBo : Length between knee joint and mass centre o f thigh wobbling component

LTO : Length of upper body

LTOWOB : Length of upper body wobbling component

LTOo : Length between hip joint and mass centre o f upper body rigid component

LTOWOBo : Length between hip and mass centre o f upper body wobbling component

G : Acceleration due to gravity

Mass

MFTRID : Mass o f foot

MSKRID : Mass o f shank rigid component

MSKWOB : Mass o f shank wobbling component

MTHRID : Mass o f thigh rigid component

MTHWOB : Mass o f thigh wobbling component

MTORID : Mass o f upper body rigid component

MTOWOB : Mass o f upper body wobbling component

Inertia

IFTRID1 : Moment o f inertia about

IFTRID2 : Moment o f inertia about

IFTRID3 : Moment o f inertia about

ISKRID1 : Moment o f inertia about

ISKRID2 : Moment o f inertia about

ISKRID3 : Moment o f inertia about

ISKWOB1 : Moment o f inertia about

ISKWOB2 : Moment o f inertia about

ISKWOB3 : Moment o f inertia about

ITHRID1 : Moment o f inertia about

ITHRID2 : Moment o f inertia about

ITHRID3 : Moment o f inertia about

ITHWOB1 : Moment o f inertia about

ITHWOB2 : Moment o f inertia about
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ITHW0B3 : Moment o f inertia about transverse axis o f thigh wobbling component

ITORID1 : Moment o f inertia about longitudinal axis o f upper body rigid component

ITORID2 : Moment o f inertia about frontal axis o f upper body rigid component

ITORID3 : Moment o f inertia about transverse axis o f upper body rigid component

ITOWOB1 : Moment o f inertia about longitudinal axis o f upper body wobbling component

ITOWOB2 : Moment o f inertia about frontal axis o f upper body wobbling component

ITOWOB3 : Moment o f inertia about transverse axis o f upper body wobbling component

Variables

Note: (') and (") denote the first and second derivative, respectively of each variable in 

the Autolev coding in the following section

XOB1 : Extension in horizontal forefoot spring

XOB2 : Extension in vertical forefoot spring

PHIFT : Foot orientation angle

XSKF1 : Horizontal displacement between distal spring attachment points o f shank (in

rigid shank reference frame)

XSKF2 : Vertical displacement between distal spring attachment points o f shank

XSKI1 : Horizontal displacement between proximal spring attachment points o f shank

(in rigid shank reference frame)

XSKI2 : Vertical displacement between proximal spring attachment points o f shank (in

rigid shank reference frame)

ALPHSK : Configuration of shank wobbling component (in rigid shank reference frame)

XTHF1 : Horizontal displacement between distal spring attachment points o f thigh (in

rigid thigh reference frame)

XTHF2 : Vertical displacement between distal spring attachment points o f thigh (in

rigid thigh segmental reference frame)

XTHI1 : Horizontal displacement between proximal spring attachment points of thigh

(in rigid thigh reference frame)

XTHI2 : Vertical displacement between proximal spring attachment points o f thigh (in

rigid thigh reference frame)

ALPHTH : Configuration of thigh wobbling component (in rigid thigh reference frame)

XTOF1 : Horizontal displacement between distal spring attachment points o f upper

body (in rigid upper body reference frame)

XTOF2 : Vertical displacement between distal spring attachment points of upper body
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(in rigid upper body reference frame)

XTOI1 : Horizontal displacement between proximal spring attachment points o f upper

body (in rigid upper body reference frame)

XTOI2 : Vertical displacement between proximal spring attachment points o f upper

body (in rigid upper body reference frame)

ALPHTO : Configuration o f upper body wobbling component (in rigid upper body

reference frame)

Specified variables

Note: (') and (") denote the first and second derivative, respectively of each specified 

variable in the Autolev coding in the following section

XOA1 : Horizontal displacement between heel-ground contact point and ankle

joint centre

XOA2 : Vertical displacement between heel-ground contact point and ankle joint

centre

XOA Displacement between heel-ground contact and the ankle joint centre

XOB Displacement between forefoot-ground contact and the ball o f foot

HEELDF2 Vertical deformation of heel

FOREDF1 Horizontal deformation o f forefoot

FOREDF2 Vertical deformation of forefoot

XSKF Deformation of distal wobbling mass spring o f shank

XSKI Deformation of proximal wobbling mass spring o f shank

XTHF Deformation of distal wobbling mass spring o f thigh

XTHI Deformation o f proximal wobbling mass spring o f thigh

XTOF Deformation o f distal wobbling mass spring o f upper body

XTOI Deformation of proximal wobbling mass spring o f upper body

THETAA Ankle joint angle

THETAK Knee joint angle

THETAH Hip joint angle

PHICM Mass centre orientation angle

PCOP Location of centre o f pressure from CPORIGIN

Angular momentum

MOMANG : Angular momentum of whole body (about 0,0)
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Forces

GRFHB : Horizontal ground reaction force at the forefoot

GRFVB : Vertical ground reaction force at the forefoot

GRFHA : Horizontal ground reaction force at the heel

GRFVA : Vertical ground reaction force at the heel

GRFH : Combined horizontal ground reaction force

GRFV : Combined vertical ground reaction force

FAH : Horizontal reaction force at the ankle joint centre

FAV : Vertical reaction force at the ankle joint centre

FKH : Horizontal reaction force at the knee joint centre

FKV : Vertical reaction force at the knee joint centre

FHH : Horizontal reaction force at the hip joint centre

FHV : Vertical reaction force at the hip joint centre

Torques

TA : Joint torque about the ankle joint centre

TK : Joint torque about the knee joint centre

TH : Joint torque about the hip joint centre

Generalised speeds

U1 : Rate o f extension of horizontal forefoot spring

U2 : Rate o f extension of vertical forefoot spring

U3 : Angular velocity o f foot

U4 : Angular velocity o f shank wobbling component

U5 : Horizontal velocity o f distal spring attachment point on shank wobbling

component

U6 : Vertical velocity o f distal spring attachment point on shank wobbling

component

U7 : Horizontal velocity o f proximal spring attachment point on shank wobbling

component

U8 : Vertical velocity o f proximal spring attachment point on shank wobbling

component

U9 : Angular velocity of thigh wobbling component

U10 : Horizontal velocity o f distal spring attachment point on upper body wobbling

component
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U 11 : Vertical velocity o f distal spring attachment point on thigh wobbling

component

U 12 : Horizontal velocity o f proximal spring attachment point on thigh wobbling

component

U 13 : Vertical velocity of proximal spring attachment point on thigh wobbling

component

U14 : Angular velocity o f upper body wobbling component

U 15 : Horizontal velocity o f distal spring attachment point on upper body wobbling

component

U16 : Vertical velocity o f distal spring attachment point on upper body wobbling

component

U 17 : Horizontal velocity o f proximal spring attachment point on upper body

wobbling component

U 18 : Vertical velocity o f proximal spring attachment point on upper body wobbling

component

Auxiliary generalised speeds

U19 : Represents horizontal reaction force at the ankle joint centre

U20 : Represents vertical reaction force at the ankle joint centre

U 21 : Represents horizontal reaction at the knee joint centre

U22 : Represents vertical reaction force at the knee joint centre

U23 : Represents horizontal reaction force at the hip joint centre

U24 : Represents vertical reaction force at the hip joint centre

U25 : Represents the torque about the ankle joint centre

U26 : Represents the torque about the knee joint centre

U27 : Represents the torque about the hip joint centre
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Autolev code for the four-segment wobbling mass model

% ..................................................................
% A FOUR-SEGMENT WOBBLING MASS MODEL
% FILE 4SEGWOB.AL CREATED BY M. J. R. GITTOES
% ..................................................................
% THE MODEL COMPRISES:
% 1 RIGID BODY REPRESENTING THE FOOT
% 3 RIGID BODIES REPRESENTING THE WOBBLING MASS OF THE SHANK,
% THIGH AND
% UPPER BODY
% 3 RIGID BODIES REPRESENTING THE RIGID MASS OF THE SHANK,
% THIGH AND UPPER BODY
% 6 DAMPED SPRINGS COUPLING WOBBLING MASSES TO RIGID MASSES 
% 4 NON-LINEAR DAMPED SPRINGS TO REPRESENT FOREFOOT AND HEEL- 
% GROUND CONTACT FORCES
% THE FORTRAN CODE PRODUCED BY THIS MODEL WAS MODIFIED TO:
% ALLOW JOINT ANGLE TIME HISTORIES TO DRIVE THE MODEL
% INCLUDE A VERTICAL SPRING DEFORMATION TERM IN THE
% HORIZONTAL GROUND CONTACT SPRINGS
% TO DEFINE THE SWITCH MECHANISM FOR THE HEEL-GROUND CONTACT 
% SPRINGS
% INCLUDE SUBROUTINES FOR THE OPTIMISATION PROCEDURE USED IN 
% THE MODEL EVALUATION 
%

% ..................................................................
%............. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS........................
NEWTONIAN N
% ...............................................................
BODIES FTRID 
BODIES SKRID,SKWOB 
BODIES THRID,THWOB 
BODIES TORID,TOWOB
% ...................................................................
POINTS OB,OA,BFT,AFT
POINTS ASK,SKRIDF,SKWOBF,SKRIDI,SKWOBI,KSK 
POINTS KTH,THRIDF,THWOBF,THWOBI,THRIDI,HTH 
POINTS HTO,TORIDF,TORIDI,TOWOBF,TOWOBI,STO 
POINTS CM,CPORIGIN
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%.............. MATHEMATICAL DECLARATIONS......
VARIABLES U{27}'
VARIABLES XOB1',XOB21 
VARIABLES PHIFT'
VARIABLES XSKF1' ,XSKF2' ,XSKI1' , XSKI2'
VARIABLES ALPHSK'
VARIABLES XTHF1',XTHF2',XTHI1',XTHI2'
VARIABLES ALPHTH'
VARIABLES XTOF1',XTOF2',XTOI11,XTOI2'
VARIABLES ALPHTO'
%............................................................................................................

SPECIFIED FOREDF1'';FOREDF21',HEELDF2'' 
SPECIFIED XOA1'',XOA2''
SPECIFIED XSKF',XSKI',XTHF',XTHI',XTOF',XTOI1 
SPECIFIED THETAA1',THETAK1',THETAH''
SPECIFIED PHICM1,PCOP
%............................................................................................................

% INTERNAL JOINT FORCES 
VARIABLES FAH,FAV 
VARIABLES FKH,FKV 
VARIABLES FHH,FHV
%............................................................................................................

% JOINT TORQUES 
VARIABLES TA,TK,TH
%............................................................................................................

% SPRING PARAMETERS
CONSTANTS FORE1A,FORE1B,FORE1C,FOREID,FORE1E
CONSTANTS FORE2A,FORE2B,FORE2C,FORE2D,FORE2E
CONSTANTS HEEL1A,HEEL1B,HEEL1C,HEEL1D,HEEL1E
CONSTANTS HEEL2A,HEEL2B,HEEL2C,HEEL2D,HEEL2E
CONSTANTS FHEIGHT,HHEIGHT,FLENGTH
CONSTANTS PST
CONSTANTS STSK
CONSTANTS STTH
CONSTANTS STTO
CONSTANTS DPSK
CONSTANTS DPTH
CONSTANTS DPTO
% ..................................................
% SIMULATED JOINT ANGLE TIME HISTORY CONSTANTS
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CONSTANTS ATO,ATF,AAO,AAF 
CONSTANTS KTO,KTF,KAO,KAF 
CONSTANTS HTO,HTF,HAO,HAF
% ...............................
% LENGTHS 
CONSTANTS LCPORIGIN 
CONSTANTS LOBOA 
CONSTANTS LFTRIDo 
CONSTANTS LFT
% .................................
CONSTANTS LSK 
CONSTANTS LSKWOB 
CONSTANTS LSKo 
CONSTANTS LSKWOBo
%........................................................................

CONSTANTS LTH 
CONSTANTS LTHWOB 
CONSTANTS LTHo 
CONSTANTS LTHWOBo
% .................................
CONSTANTS LTO 
CONSTANTS LTOWOB 
CONSTANTS LTOo 
CONSTANTS LTOWOBo
% ...............................
% ACCLERATION DUE TO GRAVITY 
CONSTANTS G
%.............. MASS DISTRIBUTION
% MASSES
MASS FTRID = MFTRID 
MASS SKRID = MSKRID 
MASS SKWOB = MSKWOB 
MASS THRID = MTHRID 
MASS THWOB = MTHWOB 
MASS TORID = MTORID 
MASS TOWOB = MTOWOB

% INERTIA
INERTIA FTRID,IFTRID1,IFTRID2,IFTRID3,0,0,0 
INERTIA SKRID,ISKRID1,ISKRID2,ISKRID3,0,0,0



INERTIA SKWOB,ISKWOB1,ISKWOB2,ISKWOB3,0,0,0 
INERTIA THRID,ITHRIDI,ITHRID2,ITHRID3,0,0,0 
INERTIA THWOB,ITHWOB1,ITHWOB2,ITHWOB3,0,0,0 
INERTIA TORID,ITORID1,ITORID2,ITORID3,0,0,0 
INERTIA TOWOB,ITOWOB1,ITOWOB2,ITOWOB3,0,0,0
% ............. GEOMETRY RELATNG UNIT VECTORS
SIMPROT(N,FTRID,3,PHIFT)
SIMPROT(FTRID,SKRID,3,PI-THETAA)
SIMPROT(SKRID,SKWOB,3,ALPHSK)
SIMPROT(SKRID,THRID,3,THETAK-PI)
SIMPROT(THRID,THWOB,3,ALPHTH)
SIMPROT(THRID,TORID,3,PI-THETAH)
SIMPROT(TORID,TOWOB,3,ALPHTO)
% ............. KINEMATIC CHARACTERISTICS. . . .
% POSITION VECTORS:FOOT 
P_0B_°A> = LOBOA*Nl>
P_0B_BFT> = X0B1*N1>+X0B2*N2>
P_BFT_FTRIDo> = LFTRIDo*FTRIDl>
P_BFT_AFT> = LFT*FTRID1>
P_OA_AFT> = P_OA_AFT>
P OB CPORIGIN> = LCPORIGIN*Nl>

% POSITION VECTORS:SHANK 
p_AFT_AS K > = 0>
p_ASK_SKRIDF> = 0>
p_ASK_SKW°BF> = XSKF1*SKRID1>+XSKF2*SKRID2 >
P_S KWOB F_S KWOBo > = LSKWOBo*SKWOBl>
p_AS K_S KW°Bo > = P_ASK_SKWOBF>+P_SKWOBF_SKWOBo>
P_S KWOB F_S KWOBI> = LSKWOB*SKWOB1>
p_ASK_SKW°BI> = P_ASK_SKWOBF>+P_SKWOBF_SKWOBI>
P_SKWOBI_SKRIDI>= XSKI1*SKRID1>+XSKI2*SKRID2>
p_ASK_SKRIDI> = P_ASK_SKWOBI>+P_SKWOBI_SKRIDI>
P_SKRIDI_KSK> = 0>
p_AS K_S KR1Do > = LSKo*SKRIDl>
p_ASK_KSK> = P_ASK_KSK>
% .......................................................
P_0B_SKRIDF> = P_OB_BFT> + P_BFT_AFT>
p_0B_SKW0BF> = P_AS K_S KWOB F > + P_OB_B FT > + P_B FT_AFT >
p_0B_SKW°Bo> = P_AS K_S KWOB O > + P_OB_B FT > + P_B FT_AFT >
P OB SKWOBI> = P ASK SKWOBI>+P OB BFT>+P BFT AFT>
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_OB_SKRIDI> = P_ASK_SKRIDI> + P_OB_BFT >+P_BFT_AFT >
_OB_KSK> = P_ASK_KSK> +P_OB_BFT>+P_BFT_AFT>
_OB_SKRIDo> = P_AS K_S KRIDo > + P_OB_BFT > + P_BFT_AFT >

POSITION VECTORS:THIGH 
_KSK_KTH> = 0>
_KTH_THRIDF > = 0>
_KTH_THWOB F > = XTHF1*THRID1>+XTHF2 *THRID2 >
_THWOBF_THWOBo > = LTHWOBo*THWOB1>
_KTH_THWOBo> = P_KTH_THWOBF>+P_THWOBF_THWOBo> 
_THWOBF_THWOBI> = LTHWOB*THWOB1>
_KTH_THWOBI> = P_KTH_THWOBF>+P_THWOBF_THWOBI>
_THWOBI_THRIDI> = XTHI1*THRID1>+XTHI2*THRID2> 
_KTH_THRIDI> = P_KTH_THWOBI>+P_THWOBI_THRIDI>
_THRIDI_HTH> = 0>
_KTH_HTH> = P_KTH_HTH>
KTH THRIDo> = LTHo*THRIDl>

_OB_THRIDF> 
_OB_THWOBF > 
_OB_THWOBo > 
_OB_THWOBI > 
OB_THRIDI> 
_OB_HTH>
OB THRIDo>

P_OB_AS IC > + P_ 
P_OB_AS K>+P_ 
P_OB_ASK>+P_ 
P_OB_AS K >+P_ 
P_OB_ASK> + P_ 
P_°B_ASK>+P_ 
P OB ASK>+P

AS K_KTH >+P_ 
AS K_KTH > + P_ 
AS K_KTH > + P_ 
AS K_KTH >+P_ 
AS K_KTH >+P_ 
AS K_KTH >+P_ 
ASK KTH>+P

KTH
KTH
KTH
KTH
KTH
KTH
KTH

_THRIDF> 
_THWOBF> 
_THWOBo> 
_THWOBI > 
THRIDI> 
_HTH> 
THRIDo>

POSITION VECTORS: UPPER BODY 
_HTH_HTO> = 0>
_HTO_TOR ID F > = 0>
_HTO_TOW OB F > = XTOFl*TORIDl>+XTOF2*TORID2>
_TOWOBF_TOWOBo > = LTOWOBo*TOWOB1>
_HTO_TOWOBo > = P_HTO_TOWOB F > + P_TOWOB F_TOWOBo >
_TOWOBF_TOWOBI> = LTOWOB * TOWOB1>
HTO_TOWOBI> = P_HTO_TOWOBF > + P_TOWOBF_TOWOBI>
TOWOBI_TORIDI>= XTOI1*T0RID1>+XTOI2 *TORID2 > 
HTO_TORIDI> = P_HTO_TOWOBI>+P_TOWOBI_TORIDI> 
TORIDI_STO> = 0>
HTO_TORIDo> = LTOo*TORIDl>
HTO STO> = P HTO STO>



P_0B_T0RIDF>
p_ 0 B_T°W°BF>
p_0B_T0w0BO> 
p_ 0 B_ T°W °B I >

P_0B_T0RIDI>

P_0B_ST0>
p_0B_T0RIDO> 
%........................

% POSITION
P OB CM>

P_ 0B _ A SK >+ P . 

p_°B_AS IC > + p_ 
p_°B_AS K > + P_ 
p_0B_AS K > + p_ 
p_°B_AS K > + p_ 
p_°B_AS K > + P_ 
P OB ASK>+P

AS K_KTH > + P_ 
AS K_KTH > + P_ 
AS K_KTH > + P_ 
AS K_KTH > + P_ 
AS K_KTH >+P_ 
AS K_KTH > + P_ 
ASK KTH>+P

_KTH_
_KTH_
_KTH_
_KTH_
KTH_
KTH_
KTH

_HTH > + P_ 
HTH>+P_ 
_HTH> + P_ 
_HTH> + P_ 
_HTH> + P_ 
_HTH> + P_ 
HTH>+P

HTO_
HTO_
HTO_
HTO_
HTO_
HTO_
HTO

TORIDF>
TOWOBF>
TOWOBo>
TOWOBI>
TORIDI>
STO>
TORIDo>

VECTORS: WHOLE BODY MASS CENTRE 
= CM(OB)

% ...................................................................................................................................................

PCM1 = DOT(P_OB_CM>,N1>)
PCM2 
% ......................

= DOT(P_OB_CM>,N2 >)

% CHECKING POSITION OF POINTS
PASKRIDF1 = DOT p_ASK_SKRIDF>,SKRID1>)
PASKRIDF2 = DOT p_ASK_SKRIDF>,SKRID2>)
PASKWOBFI = DOT p_ASK_SKWOBF>,SKRID1>)
PASKWOBF2 = DOT p_ASK_SKW°BF>,SKRID2>)
PASKWOBo1 = DOT p_ASK_SKW0Bo>,SKRID1>)
PASKWOBo2 = DOT p_ASK_SKWOBo>,SKRID2 >)
PAS KWOB 11 = DOT p_ASK_SKW°BI>/SKRID1>)
PASKWOBI2 = DOT p _ A S  K_S KW°B1>,SKRID2>)
PASKRIDI1 = DOT P_ASK_SKRIDI>/SKRID1>)
PASKRIDI2 = DOT P_ASK_SKRIDI>'SKRID2 >)
PASKRIDol = DOT p_ASK_SKRID°>,SKRID1>)
PASKRIDo2 = DOT p_ASK_SKRIDo>,SKRID2>)
PAK1 = DOT p_AS K_KS K >,SKRID1>)
PAK2 
% ........................

= DOT P_ASK_KSK>/SKRID2 >)

PKTHRIDF1 = DOT p_KTH_THRIDF>,THRIDI>)
PKTHRIDF2 = DOT p_KTH_THRIDF>,THRID2 >)
PKTHWOBF1 = DOT P_KTH_THW0BF>/THRIDI>)
PKTHWOBF2 = DOT P_KTH_THW0BF>/THRID2>)
PKTHWOBol = DOT p_KTH_THW0Bo> #THRIDI>)
PKTHW0BO2 = DOT p_KTH_THW0Bo> *THRID2 >)
PKTHWOBI1 = DOT P_KTH_THW0BI>/THRIDI>)
PKTHWOBI2 = DOT p_KTH_THW0BI> , THRID2 >)
PKTHRIDI1 = DOT p_KTH_THRIDI>,THRID1>)
PKTHRIDI2 = DOT P KTH THRIDI>,THRID2>)
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PKTHRIDol = DOT P_KTH_THRIDo>,THRIDI>)
PKTHRIDo2 = DOT P_KTH_THRI Do >,THRID2>)
PKH1 = DOT P_KTH_HTH>,THRIDI>)
PKH2 
%..........

= DOT p_KTH_HTH>,THRID2 >)

PHT0RIDF1 = DOT P_HT0_T0RIDF>,T0RID1>)
PHTORIDF2 = DOT P_HTO_TORIDF>,TORID2>)
PHTOWOBF1 = DOT P_HTO_TOWOB F >,TORID1>)
PHTOWOBF2 = DOT P_HT0_T0W0BF>/TORID2>)
PHTOWOBol = DOT P_ H T 0 _ T 0 W 0 B o >  # t o r i d i>)

PHT0W0BO2 = DOT P_HT0_T0W0Bo>/TORID2>)
PHTOWOBI1 = DOT P_HTO_TOWOBI>/TORIDI>)
PHTOWOBI2 = DOT P_HT0_T0W0BI>#TORID2>)
PHTORIDI1 = DOT P_HT0_T0RIDI> • TORIDI>)
PHTORIDI2 = DOT p_HTO_TORIDI>,TORID2>)
PHTORIDol = DOT p_HT0_T0RIDo>,T°RID1>)
PHT0RIDO2 = DOT p_HT°_T0RIDo>,TORID2>)
PHS1 = DOT p_HT0_ST0>,T0RID1>)
PHS2
%..........

= DOT p_HTO_STO >,TORID2 >)

% SPRING EXTENSIONS
XOA1 = DOT P_OA_AFT >,N1>)
XOA2 = DOT P_OA_AFT>,N2 >)
XOA = MAG P_OA_AFT>)
XOB = MAG p_°B_BFT>)
HEELDF2 = HHEIGHT-XOA2
FOREDF2 = FHEIGHT-XOB2
FOREDF1 = XOB1 -FLENGTH
XSKF = MAG(P_SKRIDF_SKWOBF>)
XSKI = MAG(P_SKWOBI_SKRIDI>)
XTHF = MAG (P_THRIDF_THWOBF>)
XTHI = MAG(P_THWOBI_THRIDI>)
XTOF = MAG(P_TORIDF_TOWOBF>)
XTOI 
%..........

= MAG(P_TOWOBI_TORIDI>)

% DIRECTION OF SPRINGS
UVCSF> = P_SKRIDF_SKWOBF>/XSKF
UVCSI> = P_SKWOBI_SKRIDI>/XSKI
UVTHF> = P_THRIDF_THWOBF >/XTHF
UVTHI> = P_THWOBI_THRIDI>/XTHI



UVTOF> = P_TORIDF_TOWOBF>/XTOF
UVTOI> = P_TOWOBI_TORIDI>/XTOI
%.........................................................................................

% ANGULAR POSTION OF MASS CENTRE 
PHICM = ATAN(PCM2/PCM1)
O,
% GENERALISED SPEEDS
XOB1' = U1
XOB2 ' = U2

PHIFT' = U3
ALPHSK' = U4
XSKF1' = U5
XSKF2' = U6
XSKI1' = U7
XSKI2'
%............

= U8

ALPHTH' = U9
XTHF1' = U10
XTHF2' = Ull
XTHI1' = U12
XTHI2'
%............

= U13

ALPHTO' = U14
XTOF1' = U15
XTOF2' = U16
XTOI1' = U17
XTOI2'
5,

= U18

% ANGULAR VELOCITIES
W_FTRID_N > = PHIFT'*FTRID3 >
W_SKRID_FTRID> = -THETAA'*SKRID3>+U25*SKRID3>
W SKRID N> = W SKRID N>- - — —
W_SKWOB_SKRID> = ALPHSK'*SKWOB3>
W SKWOB N> = W SKWOB N>— - —
W_THRID_S KRID > = THETAK'*THRID3>+U2 6 *THRID3 >
W THRID N> = W THRID N>- -
W_THWOB_THRID> = ALPHTH'*THWOB3>
W THWOB N> = W THWOB N>- -
W TORID THRID> = -THETAH1*TORID3 >+U27*TORID3 >
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w_ 
w_ 
w_

% .

%
v_
v_
v_
v_
v_
% ,

a,"o
v_
v_
% .

v_
v_
v_
v_
v_
v_
v_
%.
v_
v_
v_
v_
v_
V

TOW OB_TORID > = ALPHTO'*TOWOB3 >
TOWOB_N > = W_TOWOB_N>
TORID N> = W TORID N>

LINEAR VELOCITIES:FOOT 
OA_N > = 0>
OB_N > = 0>
FTRIDo_N> = DT(P_OB_FTRIDo>, N)
_BFT_N> = DT(P_OB_B FT >,N )
AFT N> = DT(P OB AFT>,N)

LINEAR VELOCITIES:SHANK
_ASK_SKRID> = U19*SKRID1>+U20*SKRID2>
_ASK_N> = DT(P_OB_ASK>,N)+V_ASK_SKRID>

_SKRIDF_N> = DT(P_OB_SKRIDF>,N)+V_ASK_SKRID>
_SKWOBF_N> = DT(P_OB_SKWOBF>,N)+V_ASK_SKRID>
_SKWOBI_N> = DT(P_OB_S KWOBI>,N)+V_ASK_SKRID>
_SKWOBo_N> = DT(P_OB_SKWOBo>,N)+V_ASK_SKRID>
_SKRIDI_N> = DT(P_OB_SKRIDI>,N)+V_ASK_SKRID>
_SKRIDo_N> = DT(P_OB_SKRIDo>,N)+V_ASK_SKRID>
_KSK_N> = DT(P_OB_KSK>,N) +V_ASK_SKRID>

_SKRIDF_SKRID> = DT(P_ASK_SKRIDF>,SKRID) 
_SKWOBF_SKRID> = DT(P_ASK_SKWOBF>,SKRID) 
_SKWOBI_SKRID> = DT(P_ASK_SKWOBI>,SKRID) 
_SKWOBo_SKRID> = DT(P_ASK_SKWOBo>,SKRID) 
_SKRIDI_SKRID> = DT(P_ASK_SKRIDI>,SKRID)
SKRIDo SKRID> = DT(P ASK SKRIDo>,SKRID)

% LINEAR VELOCITIES:THIGH 
V_KTH_THRID> = U21*THRIDI>+U22 *THRID2 >
V_KTH_N> = DT(P_OB_KTH>,N) +V_ASK_SKRID>+V_KTH_THRID>
V_THRIDF_N> = DT(P_OB_THRIDF>,N)+V_ASK_SKRID>+V_KTH_THRID>
V_THWOBF_N > = DT(P_OB_THWOBF>,N)+V_ASK_SKRID>+V_KTH_THRID>
V_THWOBI_N> = DT(P_OB_THWOBI>,N)+V_ASK_SKRID>+V_KTH_THRID>
V_THWOBo_N > = DT(P_OB_THWOBo>,N)+V_ASK_SKRID>+V_KTH_THRID>
V_THRIDI_N > = DT(P_OB_THRIDI>,N)+V_ASK_SKRID>+V_KTH_THRID>
V_THRIDo_N > = DT(P_OB_THRIDo>,N)+V_ASK_SKRID>+V_KTH_THRID>
V HTH N> = DT(P OB HTH>;N) +V ASK SKRID>+V KTH THRID>



V_THRIDF_THRID> = DT(P_KTH_THRIDF>,THRID) 
V_THWOBF_THRID> = DT(P_KTH_THWOBF>,THRID) 
V_THWOBI_THRID> = DT(P_KTH_THWOBI>,THRID) 
V_THWOBo_THRID> = DT(P_KTH_THWOBo>,THRID) 
V_THRIDI_THRID > = DT(P_KTH_THRIDI>,THRID) 
V_THRIDo_THRID > = DT(P_KTH_THRIDo>,THRID)

% LINEAR VELOCITIES:UPPER BODY 
V_HT0_T0RID> = U23 *T0RID1> + U24*TORID2>
V_HT°_N> =Sc

DT(P_OB_HTO>,N) +V_ASK_SKRID>+V_KTH_THRID>+V_HTO_TORID> 
V_TORIDF_N> =&
DT(P_OB_TORIDF>,N)+V_ASK_SKRID>+V_KTH_THRID>+V_HTO_TORID> 
V_TOWOBF_N> =Sc

DT(P_OB_TOWOBF>, N)+V_ASK_SKRID>+V_KTH_THRID>+V_HTO_TORID> 
V_TOWOBI_N> =&
DT(P_OB_TOWOBI>,N)+V_ASK_SKRID>+V_KTH_THRID>+V_HTO_TORID> 
V_TOWOBo_N> =&
DT(P_OB_TOWOBo>,N)+V_ASK_SKRID>+V_KTH_THRID>+V_HTO_TORID> 
V_TORIDI_N> =&
DT(P_OB_TORIDI>,N)+V_ASK_SKRID>+V_KTH_THRID>+V_HTO_TORID> 
V_TORIDo_N> =&
DT(P_OB_TORIDo>,N)+V_ASK_SKRID>+V_KTH_THRID>+V_HTO_TORID> 
V_ST°_N> =Sc

DT(P_OB_STO>,N)+V_ASK_SKRID > +V_KTH_THRID > +V_HTO_TORID >
% .............................................................
V_TORIDF_TORID> = DT(P_HTO_TORIDF>,TORID)
V_TOWOBF_TORID> = DT(P_HTO_TOWOBF>,TORID)
V_TOWOBI_TORID> = DT(P_HTO_TOWOBI>,TORID)
V_TOWOBo_TORID> = DT(P_HTO_TOWOBo>,TORID)
V_TORIDI_TORID> = DT(P_HTO_TORIDI>,TORID)
V_TORIDo_TORID> = DT(P_HTO_TORIDo>,TORID)
% .............................................................
% LINEAR VELOCITIES: WHOLE BODY MASS CENTRE 
V_CM_N> = DT(P_OB_CM >,N)
VCM1 = DOT(V_CM_N>,N1>)
VCM2 = DOT(V_CM_N>,N2 >)
% .............................................................
% RATES OF SPRING DEFORMATION



XSKF 1 
XSKI ' 
XTHF' 
XTHI' 
XTOF 1 
XTOI ' 
%___

= DOT(UVCSF>,V_SKWOBF_SKRID>) 
= DOT(UVCSI>,V_SKWOBI_SKRID>) 
= DOT(UVTHF>,V_THWOBF_THRID>) 
= DOT(UVTHI>,V_THWOBI_THRID>) 
= DOT(UVTOF>,V_TOWOBF_TORID>) 
= DOT(UVTOI>,V TOWOBI TORID>)

% ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS 
ALF_FTRID_N> = DT(W_FTRID_N>,N)
AL F_S KRID_FTRID > = DT(W_SKRID_FTRID>,N) 
ALF_S KWOB_S KRID > = DT(W_SKWOB_SKRID>,N) 
AL F_THRID_S KRID > = DT(W_THRID_SKRID>,N) 
AL F_THWOB_THRID >= DT(W_THWOB_THRID >,N) 
AL F_TORID_THRID > = DT(W_TORID_THRID>,N) 
ALF TOWOB TORID>= DT(W TOWOB TORID>,N)

*
A
A
A
A_
%
%
A_
A_
A_
A_
A_
A_
A_
% ,

%
A_
A_
A_
A_
A_
A_
A

LINEAR ACCELERATIONS: FOOT 
_OB_N > = 0>
_OA_N> = 0>
_AFT_N > = DT(V_AFT_N>, N)
FTRIDo N> = DT(V FTRIDo N>,N)

LINEAR ACCELERATIONS: SHANK 
_SKRIDF_N> = DT(V_SKRIDF_N>,N)
_SKWOBF_N> = DT(V_SKWOBF_N>,N)
_SKWOBI_N> = DT(V_SKWOBI_N>,N)
SKWOBo_N> = DT(V_SKWOBo_N>,N)
SKRIDI_N> = DT(V_SKRIDI_N>,N)
KSK_N> = DT(V_KSK_N>,N)
SKRIDo N> = DT(V SKRIDo N>,N)

LINEAR ACCELERATIONS: THIGH 
THRIDF_N> = DT(V_THRIDF_N>,N)
THWOBF_N> = DT(V_THWOBF_N>,N)
THWOBI_N > = DT(V_THWOBI_N>,N )
THWOBo_N> = DT(V_THWOBo_N>,N)
THRIDI_N> = DT(V_THRIDI_N>,N)
HTO_N> = DT(V_HTO_N>,N)
THRIDo N> = DT(V THRIDo N>,N)



% LINEAR ACCELERATIONS: UPPER BODY
A_TORIDF_N> = DT(V_TORIDF_N>,N)
A_TOW OB F_N > = DT(V_TOWOBF_N>,N)
A_TOWOBI_N> = DT(V_TOWOBI_N >,N)
A_TOWOBo_N> = DT(V_TOWOBo_N>,N)
A_TORIDI_N> = DT(V_TORIDI_N>,N)
A_STC)_N> = DT(V_STO_N>,N )
A_TORIDo_N>
%...........

= DT(V_TORIDo_N>,N)

% LINEAR ACCLELERATIONS: WHOLE BODY MASS CENTRE
A_CM_N > = DT(V_CM_N>,N)
ACM1 = DOT(A_CM_N>,N1>)
ACM2 
%...........

= DOT(A_CM_N>,N2>)

% SIMULATED 
%

JOINT ANGLE TIME HISTORIES
TJ
THETAA = SPLINE(TRANSITION,T,ATO,ATF,AAO,AAF)
THETAK = SPLINE (TRANSITION, T, KTO, KTF, KAO, KAF)
THETAH = SPLINE(TRANSITION,T ,HTO,HTF,HAO,HAF)
%........... . .MOTION CONSTRAINTS..............................
DEPENDENT[1] = DOT(V_SKRIDI_SKRID>,SKRID1>)
DEPENDENT[2] = DOT(V_SKRIDI_SKRID>,SKRID2 >)
DEPENDENT[3] = DOT(V_THRIDI_THRID>,THRIDI>)
DEPENDENT[4] = DOT(V_THRIDI_THRID>,THRID2>)
DEPENDENT[5] = DOT(V_TORIDI_TORID>,TORIDI>)
DEPENDENT[6] = DOT(V_TORIDI_TORID>,TORID2 >)
AUXILIARY[1] = DOT(V_ASK_SKRID>,SKRID1>)
AUXILIARY[2] = DOT(V_ASK_SKRID>,SKRID2>)
AUXILIARY[3] = DOT(V_KTH_THRID >,THRIDI>)
AUXILIARY[4] = DOT(V_KTH_THRID >,THRID2>)
AUXILIARY[5] = DOT(V_HTO_TORID>,TORIDI>)
AUXILIARY[6] = DOT(V_HTO_TORID >,TORID2 >)
AUXILIARY[7] = U25
AUXILIARY[8] = U26
AUXILIARY[9] = U27
CONSTRAIN (DEPENDENT [U7 , U8 , U12 , U13 , U17 , U18] , &
AUXILIARY [U19, U20,U21, U2 2 , U2 3 , U2 4 , U2 5 , U2 6, U2 7 ] )
% ...........
% ANGULAR MOMENTUM
H WHOLE CM> = MOMENTUM(ANGULAR,CM)
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MOMANG = DOT(H_WHOLE_CM>,N3 >)
% ..............FORCES AND TORQUES....
GRAVITY(G*N2>)

% GROUND CONTACT FORCES 
FORCE(OB/BFT,&
(FORE2A* (FOREDF2 AFORE2 B) *N2> + (FORE2C* (FOREDF2AFORE2D) &
* (FOREDF2'aFORE2E))*N2>) + (-FORE1A*(FOREDF1A FORE1B)*N1>&
- (FORE1C*(FOREDF1aFORE1D)* (FOREDF11aFORE1E))*N1>))
% ................................................................
FORCE(OA/AFT,&
(HEEL2A*(HEELDF2aHEEL2B)*N2>+(HEEL2C*(HEELDF2AHEEL2D)&
* (HEELDF21AHEEL2E))*N2>)+ (-HEEL1A*(XOA1aHEEL1B)*N1>&
- (HEEL1C*(XOA1aHEEL1D)* (XOA1'AHEEL1E))*N1>))
% ....................................................................
% GROUND REACTION FORCES
GRFHB = DOT(FORCE_OB >,N1>)
GRFVB = DOT(FORCE_OB >,N2 >)
GRFHA = DOT(FORCE_OA>,N1>)
GRFVA = DOT(FORCE_OA>,N2>)
GRFH = GRFHA+GRFHB
GRFV = GRFVA+GRFVB
% ....................................................................
% CENTRE OF PRESSURE LOCATION
PCOP =& ((GRFVA*(LOBOA+LCPORIGIN))+(GRFVB*LCPORIGIN))/GRFV

% WOBBLING MASS SPRING FORCES
FORCE(SKRIDF/SKWOBF,(-STSK*XSKFAPST-DPSK*XSKF')*UVCSF>) 
FORCE(SKWOBI/SKRIDI,(-STSK*XSKIAPST-DPSK*XSKI')*UVCSI>) 
FORCE(THRIDF/THWOBF,(-STTH*XTHFAPST-DPTH*XTHF')*UVTHF>) 
FORCE(THWOBI/THRIDI,(-STTH*XTHIAPST-DPTH*XTHI')*UVTHI>) 
FORCE(TORIDF/TOWOBF,(-STTO*XTOFAPST-DPTO*XTOF')*UVTOF>) 
FORCE(TOWOBI/TORIDI,(-STTO*XTOIAPST-DPTO*XTOI')*UVTOI>)

% INTERNAL JOINT FORCES 
FORCE(AFT,-FAH*N1>-FAV*N2>) 
FORCE(ASK,FAH*N1> + FAV*N2>) 
FORCE(KSK,-FKH*N1>-FKV*N2>) 
FORCE(KTH,FKH*N1> + FKV*N2>) 
FORCE(HTH,-FHH*N1>-FHV*N2>)
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FORCE(HTO,FHH*N1> + FHV*N2>)
% ...............................................
% JOINT TORQUES
TORQUE(FTRID/SKRID,TA*SKRID3>)
TORQUE(SKRID/THRID,TK*THRID3>)
TORQUE(THRID/TORID,TH*TORID3>)
%.............. DYNAMICAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
ZERO=FR()+FRSTAR()
KANE(FAH,FAV,FKH,FKV,FHH,FHV,TA,TK,TH)
%.........
% KINETIC 
KE_FTRID

ENERGY
KE(FTRID)

KE_SKRID = KE(SKRID)
KE_SKWOB = KE(SKWOB)
KE_SK = KEJSKWOB + KE_SKRID
KE_THRID = KE(THRID)
KE_THWOB = KE(THWOB)
KE_TH = KE_THRID + KE_THWOB
KE_TORID = KE (TORID)
KE_TOWOB = KE(TOWOB)

1 ■-3 O = KE_TORID + KE_TOWOB
KE _ KE_SK + KE_TH + KE_TO + KE_FTRID
% ......................
% POTENTIAL ENERGY
PE_FTRID = -MFTRID*DOT(G*N2>,P_OB_FTRIDO>)
PE_SKRID = -MSKRID*DOT(G*N2>,P_OB_SKRIDo>)
PE_SKWOB = -MSKWOB*DOT(G*N2>,P_OB_SKWOBo>)
PE_THRID = -MTHRID*DOT(G*N2>,P_OB_THRIDo>)
PE_THWOB = -MTHWOB*DOT(G*N2 >,P_OB_THWOBo>)
PE_TORID = -MTORID * DOT(G*N2>,P_OB_TORIDo>)
PE_TOWOB = -MTOWOB * DOT(G*N2 >,P_OB_TOWOBo>)
PE = PE_SKWOB + PE_SKRID + PE_THWOB + PE_THRID&

%.........
+ PE_TORID + PE_TOWOB+PE_FTRID 

. . . .OUTPUT QUANTITIES.............................
% ANGLE TIME HISTORIES
OUTPUT T,PHICM,PHIFT,THETAA,THETAK,THETAH 
OUTPUT T,ALPHSK,ALPHTH,ALPHTO 
OUTPUT T,PHIFT 1 ,THETAA',THETAK' ,THETAH' 
OUTPUT T,ALPHSK',ALPHTH1,ALPHTO1 
OUTPUT T,THETAA'',THETAK'',THETAH''



% SPRING EXTENSION TIME HISTORIES
OUTPUT T ,XOB1,XOB2,FOREDF1,FOREDF11,FOREDF2,FOREDF2'
OUTPUT T ,XOA1,XOA2,HEELDF2,HEELDF21 
OUTPUT T,XSKF1,XSKF2,XSKI1,XSKI2 
OUTPUT T,XTHF1,XTHF2,XTHI1,XTHI2 
OUTPUT T,XTOF1,XTOF2,XTOI1,XTOI2
% ................................................................
% ENERGY, FORCE AND TORQUE TIME HISTORIES 
OUTPUT T,KE,PE
OUTPUT T ,GRFVA,GRFHA,GRFVB,GRFHB,GRFV,GRFH 
OUTPUT T ,FAH,FAV,FKH,FKV,FHH,FHV 
OUTPUT T ,TA,TK,TH
% ................................................................
% WHOLE BODY MASS CENTRE TIME HISTORIES 
OUTPUT T ,PCM1,PCM2,VCM1,VCM2,ACM1,ACM2 
OUTPUT T ,MOMANG
% .............................................................
% POSITION CHECKING OUTPUTS
OUTPUT T,PASKRIDF1,PASKRIDF2,PASKRIDI1,PASKRIDI2,PAK1,PAK2,& 
PASKRIDOl,PASKRID02
OUTPUT T,PASKWOBF1,PASKWOBF2,PASKWOBI1,PASKWOBI2,PASKWOBOl,& 
PASKW0B02
OUTPUT T,PKTHRIDF1,PKTHRIDF2,PKTHRIDI1,PKTHRIDI2,PKH1,PKH2,& 
PKTHRIDOl,PKTHRID02
OUTPUT T,PKTHWOBF1,PKTHWOBF2,PKTHWOBI1,PKTHWOBI2,PKTHWOBOl,& 
PKTHW0B02
OUTPUT T,PHTORIDF1,PHTORIDF2,PHTORIDI1,PHTORIDI2,PHS1,PHS2,& 
PHTORIDOl,PHT0RID02
OUTPUT T,PHTOWOBF1,PHTOWOBF2,PHTOWOBI1,PHTOWOBI2,PHTOWOBOl,& 
PHT0W0B02

% UNITS FOR OUTPUT QUANTITIES
UNITS [LFTRIDO,LSKO,LTHO,LTOO] = M
UNITS [LSKWOBO,LTHWOBO,LTOWOBO] = M
UNITS [LFT,LSKWOB,LSK,LTHWOB,LTH,LTOWOB,LTO] = M
UNITS [LCPORIGIN,LOBOA] = M
UNITS [FHEIGHT,HHEIGHT,FLENGTH] = M
UNITS [FOREDF1,FOREDF2,HEELDF2] = M
UNITS [XOA1,XOA2,XOB1,XOB2] = M



UNITS [XSKF1,XSKF2,XSKI1,XSKI2] = M
UNITS [XTHF1,XTHF2,XTHI1,XTHI2] = M
UNITS [XT0F1,XTOF2,XTOI1,XTOI2] = M
UNITS [PCM1,PCM2] = M
UNITS [PASKRIDF1,PASKRIDF2,PASKRIDI1,PASKRIDI2] = M
UNITS [PAK1,PAK2,PASKRIDOl,PASKRID02] = M
UNITS [PASKWOBF1,PASKWOBF2,PASKWOBI1,PASKWOBI2] = M
UNITS [PASKWOBOl,PASKW0B02] = M
UNITS [PKTHRIDF1,PKTHRIDF2,PKTHRIDI1,PKTHRIDI2] = M
UNITS [PKH1;PKH2,PKTHRIDOl,PKTHRID02] = M
UNITS [PKTHWOBF1,PKTHWOBF2,PKTHWOBI1,PKTHWOBI2] = M
UNITS [PKTHWOBOl,PKTHW0B02] = M
UNITS [PHTORIDF1,PHTORIDF2,PHTORIDI1,PHTORIDI2] = M
UNITS [PHS1,PHS2,PHTORIDOl,PHT0RID02] = M
UNITS [PHTOWOBF1,PHTOWOBF2,PHTOWOBI1,PHTOWOBI2] = M
UNITS [PHTOWOBOl,PHT0W0B02] = M
UNITS [PHICM,PHIFT,THETAA,THETAK,THETAH] = RAD
UNITS [ALPHSK,ALPHTH,ALPHTO] = RAD
UNITS [XOA1',XOA2',XOB1',XOB2'] = M/S
UNITS [FOREDF1',FOREDF2',HEELDF2'] = M/S
UNITS [XSKF11,XSKF21,XSKI11,XSKI21] =M/S
UNITS [XTHF1',XTHF21,XTHI11,XTHI21] = M/S
UNITS [XTOF1',XTOF21,XTOI11,XTOI2'] =M/S
UNITS [VCM1,VCM2] = M/S
UNITS [PHICM',PHIFT',THETAA',THETAK',THETAH1] = RAD/S
UNITS [ALPHSK',ALPHTH',ALPHTO'] = RAD/S
UNITS [XOA1'',XOA2''] = M/Sa2
UNITS [FOREDF1' ',FOREDF2' ',HEELDF2' ' ] = M/Sa2
UNITS [ACM1,ACM2] = M/Sa2
UNITS G = M/Sa2
UNITS [THETAA'',THETAK'',THETAH''] = RAD/S
UNITS [MFTRID,MSKRID,MTHRID,MTOWOB] = KG
UNITS [MSKWOB,MTHWOB,MTOWOB] = KG
UNITS [IFTRID3,ISKRID3,ITHRID3,ITORID3] = KG.MA2
UNITS [ISKWOB3,ITHWOB3,ITOWOB3] = KG.MA2
UNITS MOMANG = KG.MA2/S
UNITS [GRFHB,GRFVB,GRFHA,GRFVA,GRFH,GRFV] = N
UNITS [FAH,FAV,FKH,FKV,FHH,FHV] = N
UNITS [STSK,STTH,STTO] = N/M
UNITS [DPSK,DPTH,DPTO] = N.S/M
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UNITS [TA,TK,TH] = N.M
UNITS [KE,PE] = J
% ....................................................................
% FORTRAN GENERATION FOR NUMERICAL SOLUTION AND ANIMAKE COMMAND 
ANIMATE(N,OB,FTRID,SKRID,SKWOB,THRID,THWOB,TORID,TOWOB)
SAVE 4SEGWOB.ALL
CODE DYNAMICS()4SEGWOB.F
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A.2 Initial wobbling mass spring deformations

This section describes the equations of motion used to derive the horizontal and vertical 

components of the distal and proximal wobbling mass spring deformations, for the 

instant in time 0.001 s prior to initial impact.

Nomenclature for determining the wobbling mass spring initial deformations

x ^  : Horizontal displacement between rigid and wobbling mass distal spring

attachment points (horizontal component of distal spring deformation) 

x : Horizontal displacement between rigid and wobbling mass proximal

spring attachment points (horizontal component of proximal spring 

deformation)

x ^ j  : Vertical displacement between rigid and wobbling mass distal spring

attachment points (vertical component of distal spring deformation) 

x : Vertical displacement between rigid and wobbling mass proximal

spring attachment points (vertical component of proximal spring 
deformation)

xwd : Deformation of distal wobbling mass spring

x wp : Deformation of proximal wobbling mass spring

f t  : Orientation of respective segment

x wd : Rate of deformation of distal wobbling mass spring

x  : Rate of deformation of proximal wobbling mass spring

a : Linear acceleration of wobbling mass centre relative to rigid mass

g  : Acceleration due to gravity

aw,bw,cw : Parameters for wobbling mass spring

m : Mass of the wobbling component

F  : Resultant force exerted by wobbling mass springs

Fwd : Force exerted by distal wobbling mass spring

FWp : Force exerted by proximal wobbling mass spring
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Equations of motion

Initial spring deformations were determined using Newton's Second Law of motion 

such that:

F -  mg = ma

Since a=  0 m-s'2 for the condition of equilibrium:

F -  mg = 0

The wobbling mass springs for each segment were configured as two springs in series. 

Proximal and distal springs exerted opposing forces such that the resultant force 

produced by the spring system for each segment was:

F = F ^ - F wJ

Using Newton's Second Law of motion:

K p - F wi- m g  = 0

Each wobbling mass spring was characterised by a force-deformation relationship and a 

damping term such that:

^ w d  ~  (—1a wX wd ~ C w * w d ')

and:

FWp — (~&wXwp ~ CJ wp )

In order to achieve equilibrium, the rates of deformation of the distal and proximal 

springs were set to zero immediately before initial ground contact such that:

= ( - ‘V w /" ')

and:

F  = (—a x bw)wp V w wp /
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The horizontal and vertical displacements between the rigid and wobbling attachment 

points were found for each spring by resolving force components parallel and 

perpendicular to the local reference frame of the rigid component.

Firstly, resolving parallel to the local reference frame: 

Fwp sinP ~ Fwd sinP ~ m g c o s f t  = 0

simplifying to:

awxWp sin P  -  awx wd sin P  = mg cos P

so that:

sin P  =

and:

sin p  = xywp

The resultant distal and proximal spring deformations were assumed to be equal 

immediately before contact such that the configuration of the wobbling mass relative to 

the rigid component was 0°. Therefore:

X ywp X  ywd

and:

a x  + a x — ms  cos Bw ywp w ywp  o  r

simplifying to:

2awxywp = mg cos p

The initial horizontal component of the wobbling mass spring deformations were 

therefore determined using:

mg cos/?
X ywp X ywd 2a.

Secondly, resolving perpendicular to the local reference frame: 

Fwp cos P  -  Fwd cos P  -  mg sin P  = 0

so that:

awx Wp cos P ~ a wxwd cos p  = mg sin p
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The resolved vertical component of the spring deformations were expressed as:

CO S/? =  x lW m.&xwpc , o s 0 = x lwp

so:

a wxmp+ a wxmp = mgsm

simplifying to:

2awx«v = mg sin p

The initial vertical component of the spring deformations therefore were calculated 

using:

m g  s in  B
Y  r — V — — —--------1—

zwp zwd 2 a
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APPENDIX B: DATA COLLECTION

B. 1 Marker protocol for data collection session

Shoulder

Sternum

Rib cage 

Umbilicus

Hip

Crotch

Mid-thigh

Knee
16 17

18 19
Max calf-

20 21

Ankle

Heel Metatarsophalangeal joint

Figure B .l. Schematic representation o f the active marker and driver unit allocation and 

location on the subject.
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Table B.l Summary of the marker number, label, size and allocated driver unit

Marker number Marker label Driver unit

1 ■ Shoulder (6L) ■ (1-8) Unit
2 ■ Trunk_upper_posterior (6S) ft (9-16) Unit
3 ■ Trunk_upper_anterior (6S) □ (17-24)Unit
4 ■ Trunk_mid_posterior (3S)
5 Trunkm idanterior (3S)
6 ■ Trunk_lower_posterior (2S)
7 ■ Trunk_lower_anterior (2S)
8 ■ Hip (3L)
9 m. Thigh_upper_posterior (3S)
10 • Thigh_upper_anterior (3S)
11 « Thigh_mid_posterior (5S)
12 n Thigh_mid_anterior (5S)
13 • Thigh_lower_posterior (6S)
14 « Thigh_lower_anterior (6S)
15 ft Knee (10L)
16 « Shank_upper_posterior (10S)
17 □ Shank_upper_anterior (1 OS)
18 □ Shank_mid_posterior (10S)
19 □ Shank_mid_anterior (10S)
20 a Shank_lower_posterior (10S)
21 a Shank_lower_anterior (10S)
22 a Ankle (10L)
23 □ Heel (13L)
24 a MTP (13L)

L = Large active marker, S = Small active marker
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B.2 Information sheet

U N I V E R S I T Y  OF

BATH
INFORMATION SHEET FOR A RESEARCH STUDY

Project: The mechanics of female impact landings

Purpose: To collect data from the performance of vertical drop landing.
The intention is to use the data to evaluate the success of a human 
computer simulation model in the replication of drop landings. 
You are unlikely to receive any direct benefits from participating 
in this study. However, the simulation model will be used to 
understand loading in the lower extremity of female sports 
participants and to investigate techniques to reduce the loads 
experienced.

Procedure: The procedure will require you to perform landings from raised
platforms of heights from 0.30m to 0.85m. You will be 
familiarised with the landing prior to data collection and will only 
be asked to perform movements you are confident with. You will 
be asked to perform a number of trials. You may rest between 
trials for as long as required. Simultaneous force and kinematic 
data will be collected from each performance.

As with any sports participation, there is the potential for injury 
resulting from participation in the study. The raised platform 
heights have been selected such that a person untrained in 
gymnastics is able to perform the landing movements. The 
protocol is unsuitable for individuals who have any injury (in 
particular hind-foot or back problems) or infirmity that may be 
affected by the performance of the landing movement. If you 
have any concern about your participation in this study or that 
you may not be fit enough to participate, you should consult your 
GP

A person experienced in the anthropometric measurements of 
Yeadon (1990) will take a series of measurements directly from 
your body. The measurements will be recorded and used to obtain 
body segment inertia parameters such as mass and moment of 
inertia. A tape measure and anthropometric callipers will be used 
to obtain length, perimeter, width and depth measurements. The 
procedure is non-invasive and will take approximately 30 
minutes. Body mass and height will also be measured and 
recorded. You will be required to wear training attire suitable for 
running in an indoor environment for the study.



Questions:

Withdrawal:

Confidentiality: 

Video Data:
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U N IV ER SITY  OF

BATH
The researcher will be pleased to answer any questions you may 
have at any time.

Participation in the study is voluntary. You may withdraw at any 
time, for whatever reason, without your legal rights being 
affected.

Your name will remain confidential throughout any research 
generated from the data. Please see 'Video Data' notes.

All videotapes will be kept securely in the Department of Sport 
and Exercise Science, University of Bath. Video images may 
however be used during academic presentations. Please sign 
below if you are willing for the video images or stills to be used 
in this way. Your participation in this study will not be influenced 
if you do not wish the data to be used for presentation purposes.
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B.3 Informed consent form

U N I V E R S I T Y  OF

BATH
INFORMED CONSENT FORM FOR A RESEARCH STUDY

Project: The mechanics of female impact landings

Study declaration: I have read and understood the information sheet provided and
agree to participate in the study. I do not have any injury or 
infirmity that would be affected by the procedures outlined 
above:

Name.......................................Signed...............................................Date..........................

Data declaration: I give consent for the images generated from this study to be used
during academic presentations.

Name: Signed: Date
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B.4 A pilot investigation: quantification of soft tissue motion using active markers 

Introduction

The motion response o f soft tissue to impulsive movements was required to determine 

subject-specific stiffness and damping properties o f the coupling between soft and rigid 

tissue as described in Chapter 6 . The stiffness and damping properties were 

subsequently used to characterise the properties o f the wobbling mass springs in the 

simulation model. A pilot investigation was conducted to determine the appropriateness 

o f using active markers to quantify soft tissue motion during impulsive movements.

Data collection

The pilot investigation was performed prior to the main data collection session 

described in Chapter 4. A female (age: 24 years; body mass: 59.2 kg) volunteered to 

perform six stamping trials for the pilot data collection. Stamping trials were performed 

in the manner described in Section 4.2.3. Four marker sets each comprising three 

markers (one small active o f mass 1.53 gm and two passive skin markers) were located 

on the right thigh as shown in Figure B.2.

Figure B.2. The arrangement o f active and skin markers on the subject.

Two marker sets were located on the upper region o f the thigh, a further two sets were 

located on the central region o f the thigh. Passive skin markers each consisted o f a strip 

o f black adhesive tape with an overlaying white, circular, adhesive sticker (0.009 m in 

diameter). Passive skin markers were considered to have negligible mass. The passive
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skin markers were located vertically above and below the active marker at intervals 

approximating 0 .0 1  m

A high-speed CCD camera (Kodak motion corder SR 500) operating at 250 frames per 

second with a shutter speed o f 1/250 s, was used to obtain sagittal plane images of the 

thigh during the pilot stamping trials. Images were captured for a 5 s duration. The 

high-speed camera was positioned perpendicular to the plane o f motion. The centre of 

the lens was located at a height o f 0.90 m above ground level. The field o f view of the 

camera was such that images o f the whole thigh could be obtained for the duration of 

the trial. Two 800 W spotlights (Varibeam, 800, AC lighting Ltd) were positioned to the 

side o f the high-speed camera to provide additional, artificial lighting. The stamping 

trials were performed directly onto the force plate although force data was not collected 

for the pilot investigation. The data collection set-up for the pilot investigation is shown 

in Figure B.3.

Kodak m otion corder 

PC

Figure B.3. A plan view of the data collection set-up used in the pilot investigation.

A 0.30 m by 0.25 m plane comprising 8 circular markers (0.019 m in diameter) of 

known locations was used to calibrate the high-speed camera. The two-dimensional 

(2D) locations o f each calibration marker were measured from the centre of the force 

plate using a steel tape measure. Images o f the calibration plane were captured for a 1 s 

duration, prior to the performance of the stamping movements. Images were stored on

800W  ( 
spotlight spotlight

800W

H igh-speed camera sV H S video  
recorder
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the camera and then recorded onto sVHS video-tape in PAL format using a Panasonic 

video cassette recorder (AG-MD835).

Data analysis

The locations of six markers (two active and four passive skin) were digitised for each 

of three trials using images obtained from the high-speed camera. The motion analysis 

system Peak motus® 6.1 was used to digitise the location of the soft tissue markers. 

Images were manually digitised from approximately 0.004 s prior to the instant of first 

ground contact, for a total period of 0.016 s. 40 fields were digitised for each of the 

three stamping trials. The onset of ground contact was estimated from the high-speed 

camera film images and approximated as the instant at which the longitudinal axis of 

the thigh first became perpendicular to the ground.

Eight markers located on a planar calibration frame were also digitised for six fields. 

The digitised locations of the calibration frame were combined with the known 

locations of each calibration marker, to generate the 2D direct linear transformation 

(DLT) parameters. Digitised coordinate data were reconstructed using 2D DLT 

(Walton, 1981). Frequency spectra for the transformed vertical displacement data of 

each marker were generated using a fast Fourier transformation (FFT) (Wood, 1982). A 

total frequency spectrum of each marker displacement time-history was obtained up to a 

frequency equal to one half of the sampling rate (Nyquist frequency).

Results

The reconstructed, unfiltered vertical displacements of the active and passive skin 

markers were compared for each of the central and lower regions of the thigh. The 

vertical displacement time history of the active marker closely corresponded to the 

profile observed for the adjacent passive skin markers. Examples of the unfiltered, 

vertical displacement time histories of the active and passive skin markers are given in 

Figures B.4 and B.5, respectively.
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passive skin m a rk e r 1 
active m ark e r 
passive skin m a rk e r 2
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Figure B.4. A comparison of vertical displacement time histories for active and passive 

skin markers positioned on the central posterior aspect o f the thigh.

passive skin m a rk e r 1 
active m ark e r 
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Figure B.5. A comparison of vertical displacement time histories for active and passive 

skin markers positioned on the upper posterior aspect o f the thigh.

The maximum marker excursion was determined as the difference between the 

minimum and maximum vertical displacements o f the respective marker. The root mean 

square (RMS) difference between the maximum excursions o f the central active marker 

and each adjacent passive skin marker was calculated for each region and each trial. The 

RMS difference for all regions and all trials was 0.001 m.
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The frequency content o f the displacement data o f each marker type was obtained for 

each region and each trial using the FFT. The power content at each frequency was 

calculated as the square o f the amplitude. The frequency spectra o f the active marker 

corresponded well to the frequency spectra o f the passive markers, as illustrated in the 

frequency spectrum provided in Figure B .6  for markers located on the central posterior 

region o f the thigh. The primary frequency content o f the vertical displacement data of 

the active marker matched that found for the adjacent passive skin markers, for the 

corresponding region o f the thigh.

-*-■ passive skin m a rk e r 1 
active m ark e r 
passive skin m a rk e r 2

0 .03  -|

0 .025  -

0.02 -

|  0 .015  -

0.01 -

0 .005  -

0 10 20 30

frequency (Hz)

Figure B.6 . Frequency spectrum o f the vertical displacement o f each marker, for the 

central posterior region of the thigh.

Conclusion

The appropriateness o f using active markers to track soft tissue motion was assessed. 

Passive skin markers were assumed to provide an accurate indication o f soft tissue 

motion during impulsive loading. A comparison o f the marker displacements obtained 

using active and passive skin marker types was therefore conducted. Negligible 

differences in the vertical displacement time histories obtained using the two marker 

types were observed. The maximum excursion in the displacement o f the active marker 

closely corresponded to that observed for the corresponding, adjacent passive skin
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markers. Furthermore, a close match between the frequency content of the active and 

adjacent passive skin markers for each region of the thigh was observed. The use of 

active markers to track soft tissue motion was therefore considered appropriate for 

further analyses involving impulsive movements.
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APPENDIX C: COMPONENT INERTIA MODEL

C.l Artificial human skeleton measurements

Table C.l. A summary of the measurements taken from the artificial human skeleton

M easurem ent Sym bol M easurem ent Sym bol

Head and neck: lengths Upper arm: lengths

A crom ion-A pex  o f  head InOl Shoulder jo in t cen tre-elbow lu
A crom ion-base o f  skull ln02 Upper arm: depths

H ead and neck: w idths L ateral supracondylar ridge duoi

C ervical vertebrae 2 W nO l D elto id  tuberosity du02

C ervical vertebrae 6 Wn02 Surgical neck du03
W idest d iam eter o f  skull Wn03 H um erus head du04
Skull bone th ickness Wn04 Forearm: lengths
Head and neck: depths E lbow -w rist jo in t centre la
C ervical vertebrae 2 dnoi Forearm: depths

C ervical vertebrae 6 dn02 M axim um  depth  o f  radius daOl
Trunk: lengths proxim al shaft

A crom ion-h ip  jo in t centre ItOl U lna shaft at rad ius proxim al da02

A crom ion-10 th rib lt02 shaft

T op o f  pelv is-h ip  jo in t centre lt03 U lna olecranon-centre da03
Trunk: widths Hand: lengths
A crom ion W tO l W rist-M id  phalangeal lh

S houlder centre Wt02 Hand: widths

B ase o f  sternum Wt03 W rist w h0]

10th rib Wt04 K nuckles Wh02

A crom ion  th ickness Wt05 M id phalangeal Wh03

S houlder centre th ickness W,06 Hand: depths
B ase o f  sternum  thickness Wt07 W rist dhoi

10th rib  th ickness Wt08 K nuckles dh02

M axim um  pelv is w id th WtQ9 M id phalangeal dh03
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Table C.l continued

M easurem ent Sym bol M easurem ent Sym bol

M id pelv is Wtio Thigh: lengths

Pelvis at top o f  fem ur head Will H ip jo in t cen tre-knee jo in t li
M axim um  pelvis w id th -bone th ickness Wt]2 centre

M id pelv is-bone th ickness Wtl3 Thigh: widths

Pelvis at apex o f  fem ur head-bone Wti4 Base o f  fem ur W|01
th ickness M id shaft W]02
V ertebrae at shoulder centre Wt]5 L esser trochanter W]03
V ertebrae at 10 th rib Wti6 Fem ur head W104
V ertebrae at pelvis Wti7 Shank: lengths
C occyx w tl8 K nee jo in t centre-ankle Is
Trunk: depths jo in t centre

A crom ion dtoi Shank: widths

S houlder centre dt02 T ibia  m id  shaft Ws0l
B ase o f  sternum dt03 F ibu la  m id  shaft Ws02
10th rib dt04 Tibia low  shaft WS03
A crom ion  th ickness dt05 F ibu la  low  shaft w s04

Shoulder centre th ickness dt06 T ibia m edial m alleolus WS05
B ase o f  sternum  th ickness dt07 Fibula  con tac t at m edial WS06
10th rib  th ickness dtf)8 m alleolus

M axim um  pelvis w id th dt09 Foot: lengths

M id pelv is dtio A nkle-m id  toes If
Pelv is-top  o f  fem ur head dm Foot: widths

M axim um  pelvis w id th  th ickness dti2 A nkle WfDi
M id pelv is th ickness dti3 M id arch Wf02
Pelv is-top  o f  fem ur head  th ickness dti4 M id toes Wf03
V ertebrae-shoulder centre dtis Foot: depths

V ertebrae-10th rib dti6 A nkle dfoi
V ertebrae-pelvis dti7 M id arch dfD2
C occyx dtis M id toes df03
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C.2 The component inertia model 

Derivation o f  component inertia parameters

The calculations used to determine volumes, masses, centre o f  mass locations and 

principal moments o f  inertia for each o f  the segmental soft tissue and bone components 

are presented in the following section. The simulation model required individual soft 

tissue and bone component properties to be determined. Whole segment parameters are 

therefore not presented.

A soft tissue component, comparable to the volume o f  the bone component is removed 

from the original whole segment as illustrated in Figure C.l .  The soft tissue component 

o f  each o f the segments is therefore represented by a complex shape, formed by the 

removal o f the bone component from the original whole segment.

I I Soft tissue 

 ̂ I I Bone

Figure C.l.  A representation o f  the method used to derive soft and rigid tissue 

components in the component inertia model.

Parameters for the original segment volumes, centre o f  masses locations and moments 

o f  inertia are determined using the formulae presented by Yeadon (1990) and Challis 

(1991). Standard formulae for the semi-ellipsoid o f the head are used. Calculations for 

the original segment parameters are not presented. In attempting to replicate the 

approach taken to develop the component inertia model, consideration must be given to 

the density values used. The component inertia model uses density values reported by 

and derived from Clarys and Marfell-Jones (1986a, 1986b) and Clarys et al. (1984). The 

values reported by Yeadon (1990) are not used.
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Nomenclature for component inertia model

r nwO : Anterior-posterior radius of inner sphere o f head

Vnwl : Anterior-posterior radius o f outer sphere o f head

' nw2 : Anterior-posterior radius o f neck

^ 0 : Anterior-posterior radius o f inner ellipse o f rib cage

r twl : Anterior-posterior radius o f outer ellipse o f rib cage

r t*2 : Anterior-posterior radius o f vertebrae

r ev/j : Anterior-posterior radius o f jth extremity

r ewl : Anterior -posterior radius o f hand

re»2 : Anterior-posterior radius o f foot

r nd2 : Medio-lateral radius o f neck

r ,d0 : Medio-lateral radius o f inner ellipse o f rib cage

r td\ : Medio-lateral radius o f outer ellipse o f rib cage

r td2 : Medio-lateral radius o f vertebral ellipse

redj : Medio-lateral radius o f jth extremity

redl : Medio-lateral radius o f hand

red2 : Medio-lateral radius o f foot

r tr\ : Radius o f outer half cone o f pelvis

r trO : Radius o f inner half cone o f pelvis

rbu : Radius of upper arm bone cylinder

h a : Radius o f forearm bone cylinder

h i : Radius o f thigh bone cylinder

h s : Radius of shank bone cylinder

Vlbq : Radius o f qth limb bone cylinder

I , : Length of trunk

^ 0 4 : Length of inner semi-cone o f pelvis

: Length of qth limb
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L : Length o f hand

L : Length o f foot

: Length o f j* extremity

K m : Volume o f head bone

K d 2 : Volume o f neck bone

V nbk : Volume o f kthhead-neck bone segment

V * : Volume o f head-neck bone

K , : Volume o f head-neck soft tissue

K : Volume o f whole head-neck

K m : Volume o f rib cage bone

K „2 : Volume o f vertebral bone

: Volume o f pelvis bone

K „ : Volume o f trunk bone

K , : Volume o f trunk soft tissue

K : Volume o f whole trunk

r * : Volume o f q[* limb bone

K q : Volume o f qth limb soft tissue

K q : Volume o f whole qth limb

K b j : Volume o f jth extremity bone

V esJ : Volume o f jth extremity soft tissue

K j : Volume o f whole jth extremity

P n b : Density o f head-neck bone

P n b  P ns : Density o f head-neck soft tissue

P tb : Density o f trunk bone

P is : Density o f trunk soft tissue

P lb q : Density o f qth limb bone

P lsq : Density o f q  ̂limb soft tissue

P e b j : Density o f jth extremity bone
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P e s j : Density of jth extremity soft tissue

M  nb\ : Mass of head bone

M n b 2 : Mass of neck bone

M  nbk : Mass of kth head-neck bone segment

M nb : Mass of head-neck bone

M n b s l : Mass of head bone component with soft tissue density

M n b s 2 : Mass of neck bone component with soft tissue density

M  nbsk : Mass of head-neck kth bone component with soft tissue density

M nbs : Mass of head-neck bone component with soft tissue density

M ns : Mass of head-neck soft tissue

M n : Mass of head-neck with soft tissue density

M tbx : Mass of rib cage bone

M  tb2 : Mass of vertebral bone

M lb, : Mass of pelvis bone

M tb4 : Mass of outer half-cone of pelvis

M tb5 : Mass of inner half-cone of pelvis

M tbi : Mass of ith bone component of trunk

M tb : Mass of bone of trunk

M tbs] : Mass of rib cage bone component with soft tissue density

M  tbs2 : Mass of vertebral bone component with soft tissue density

Mtbsl : Mass of pelvis bone component with soft tissue density

M tbs4 : Mass of outer pelvis half-cone with soft tissue density

M  tbs5 : Mass of inner pelvis half-cone with soft tissue density

M tbsi : Mass of ith trunk bone component with soft tissue density

M tbs : Mass of whole trunk bone component with soft tissue density

M,s : Mass of trunk soft tissue

M, : Mass of whole trunk with soft tissue density

: Mass of q* limb bone



: Mass of qth limb bone component with soft tissue density 

: Mass of qth limb soft tissue

: Mass of qth limb whole segment with soft tissue density 

: Mass of jth extremity bone 

: Mass of jth extremity soft tissue

: Mass of jth extremity bone component with soft tissue density

: Mass of jth extremity with soft tissue density

: Location of head bone centre of mass from neck

: Location of neck bone centre of mass from neck

: Location of k* head-neck bone centre of mass from neck

: Location of head-neck bone centre of mass from neck

: Location of head-neck soft tissue centre of mass from neck

: Location of whole head-neck centre of mass from neck

: Location of rib cage bone centre of mass from hip

: Location of vertebral bone centre of mass from hip

: Location of pelvis bone centre of mass from hip along the 

longitudinal and anterior-posterior axis, respectively 

: Location of trunk ith bone component centre of mass from hip 

along the longitudinal and anterior-posterior axis, respectively 

: Location of trunk bone centre of mass from hip along the 

longitudinal and anterior-posterior axis, respectively 

: Location of trunk soft tissue centre of mass from hip along the 

longitudinal and anterior-posterior axis, respectively.

: Location of whole trunk centre of mass from hip

: Location of q* limb bone centre of mass from proximal joint

: Location of qth limb soft tissue centre of mass from proximal 

joint

: Location of whole q111 limb centre of mass from proximal joint
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^ZOnbl ’ Iy°nb\ > IXOnb\

Iz°„biJyo„bi<ixonbi

teOnbk^yOnbk’kOM

I z ° » b > fy ° n b > I x ° n b

izoM JyonM,ixonM

I z °n b s 2 > fy ° * b ,2 >I x O„bs 2 

I Z O nbsk ’ f y ° n b s k  ’ ^X O nbsk

lz°„bsJyo nbs ’ b O n b ,

IzonsJyo nsJxo ns

IzonJyo nJxon

H i . H i . H  i 

I Z O tb2 ’ f y ° t b 2 ’ ^ X O tb2 

1Z O tb3 > f y ° t b l »^X O tb3

h o tbiJ yo tbi,Ixotbi

h o tbJyo tbJxo tb

Izotbs\Jy°tbSMIxotbs\ 

I Z O tbs2 ’ f y ° t b s 2 > I X O tbs2

: Location of j* extremity bone centre of mass from proximal 

joint

: Location of j* extremity soft tissue centre of mass from 

proximal joint

: Location of whole jth extremity centre of mass from proximal 

joint

: Principal moments of inertia of head bone 

: Principal moments of inertia of neck bone 

: Principal moments of inertia kth bone component of head-neck 

: Principal moments of inertia head-neck bone 

: Principal moments of inertia of head bone component with soft 

tissue density

: Principal moments of inertia of neck bone component with soft 

tissue density

: Principal moments of inertia of kth head-neck bone component 

with soft tissue density

: Principal moments of inertia of head-neck bone component with 

soft tissue density

: Principal moments of inertia of head-neck soft tissue 

: Principal moments of inertia of whole head-neck with soft tissue 

density

: Principal moments of inertia of rib cage bone 

: Principal moments of inertia vertebral bone 

: Principal moments of inertia of pelvis bone 

: Principal moments of inertia of ith bone component of trunk 

: Principal moments of inertia of whole trunk bone 

: Principal moments of inertia of rib cage bone with soft tissue 

density

: Principal moments of inertia of vertebral bone with soft tissue 

density
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kOtol’fyOtel’1*0*,}

Izo,bsiJyo lbsl,lxo,bsl

izotbs’iyotbs>ixolbs

I z 0 „ ’ f y ° „ , l x 0 ,s

Izot , Iyot , Ixot

Izolbq,Iyolbq,Ixolbq

JzOihsqJyo lbsq,Ixolbsq

Izolsq,Iyolsq,Ixo,sq

Izolq,Iyolq,Ixolq

h o ebJ,IyoqbJ,IxoebJ

I z 0 ,b,J’ Iy°eb ,j’ Ix°ebsi

Izoes,J y o qsiJxoal

lzoeJ,fyoeJ,IxotJ

: Principal moments of inertia of pelvis bone with soft tissue 

density

: Principal moments of inertia of ith trunk bone component with 

soft tissue density

: Principal moments of inertia of whole trunk bone component 

with soft tissue density

: Principal moments of inertia of trunk soft tissue

: Principal moments of inertia of whole trunk with soft tissue 

density

: Principal moments of inertia of qth limb bone mass

: Principal moments of inertia of qth limb bone component with 

soft tissue density

: Principal moments of inertia of qth limb soft tissue

: Principal moments of inertia of whole qth limb with soft tissue 

density

: Principal moments of inertia of jth extremity bone

: Principal moments of inertia of jth extremity bone component 

with soft tissue density

: Principal moments of inertia of jth extremity soft tissue

: Principal moments of inertia of whole j* extremity with soft 

tissue

Note: a nomenclature for the bone measurements used in the inertia model is provided 

in table C. 1.
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Calculations of component inertia parameters

Head and neck

Head bone component

Two solids form the bone of the head and neck. An elliptical cylinder lies below a thick, 

spherical shell, along the same longitudinal axis. The properties of the thick, spherical 

shell are formed by the removal of a smaller sphere from a larger sphere such that:

Volume

4 3 4 __ 3 , ____ _ w .0, . .  -w „ 02VM = where: r„w, and rnw0 =

Mass

Mnb\ ~ Vnb\Pnb

Centre of mass location from the neck

— w„h,
7  — __2£l— l /^nb\ * ^  n02

Principal moments of inertia

=  lyonbx =  lxoM =  f t " 1,  1
5 (>„w. - r nM )

Neck bone component

Standard formulae for an elliptical cylinder are used. The properties of the bone 

component of the neck are:

Volume

^  n b l ~  ^ n d 2 r nw2^n02

where: rM  = (rf"°' + d"02). and rm2 = + W"m)
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Mass

^  nb l =  V n b lP n b

Centre of mass location from the neck

7 _ n̂OI
nbl 2

Principal moments of inertia

+rnw22)
*Z O nbl ~  .

M r 2 M I_ 1V1 n b lr nd2 , 1V1 nb2l n02

"  4 2

t  _  M n b 2 r nw2 , ^ n b l J '  rtOl
1 X 0 nbl ~  +

Hence, the parameters for the whole bone component of the head and neck are 

determined such that:

Volume
k =2

I
nbk

* = 1

Mass
k =2

AA
nbkM„b = ± M .

Centre of mass location from the neck

^  nbl +MMz n b l )
nb  ~  \ / r

M nb

Principal moments of inertia
k=l

h ° ,b  = Z /Z0»«
* = 1
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k  =  2

f y °  nb — X !  f y °  nbk +  M  nbk ( Z  nbk Z n b )
k = \

k  = 2 _  _

I X 0  nb =  ^  1* °  nbk +  ^  nbk nbk ~  ^  n b )
k = \

Head and neck soft tissue

Parameters for the original whole head and neck segment are calculated using the 

assumption that two longitudinally aligned truncated cones lie beneath a semi-ellipsoid 

(Yeadon, 1990). The parameters of the truncated cones are calculated using formulae 

outlined by Challis (1991). Standard formulae for the semi-ellipsoid are used. A bone 

component, comprising a soft tissue density is removed from the original whole 

segment to form the soft tissue component. The properties of the head and neck soft 

tissue are therefore determined so that:

Volume

V  =  V  -  Vns n nb

Mass

=  V »s P n s

Centre of mass location from the neck

where: M nbs = VnbPn

Principal moments of inertia

The parallel axis theorem is used to determine the principal moments of inertia of the 

soft tissue component so:
k =2

Izom = Izo, -  I z o where: Izonbs = £ /z o „ w
k =1

and: IzoM  = ^ " '3 r- ° >  where: = VMp .
5 (TraI ~ rwM )
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and: Izonbs2 = M " ^ ]  +r”̂  > where: M nbsl = Vni2p„

k=2

Iy°n, = (fyo„ + M n{ z n - z j 2) -Z ( ( y o „ «  + M M (ZM - z j 2)
k=1

where: IyonM = f M m  f r ,  r“”° and: /yo„ta2 = M„fe2 (5*2- + ̂ 1 )
5 ('•„». - ^ o  ) 4 2

k=2

Ixom = (Ixo„ + M n(Zn - Z J 2) ~ ^ I x o nbst + M nbsk(Znbsk- Z J 2)
k=\

where: IxoM  = <r" '[  and: Ixonbs2 = M„fa2 ( 5 ^ -  + %
j  (r , — r n ) 4 ZV' wnl wn0 /

Trunk

Bone component

The bone of the trunk segment is divided into three geometric solids. Standard formulae 

for an elliptical cylinder and half-conical shell are used to derive bone parameters.

Combined rib cage and shoulder girdle bone component

The rib cage and shoulder girdle segment parameters are determined by assuming a 

smaller elliptical cylinder is removed from a larger elliptical cylinder, resulting in a 

thick shell of an elliptical cylinder. The parameters are such that:

Volume

^ t b \  ~  m 'tcnr tw J'tQ 2 m 'tdOr tw Q h o2

where: r , = (dt oi + dt 02 +dt 03 + ^ 04)
td] 8

_ (dt0] ~ 6 ^ 0 5 ) ( ^ < 0 2  ~ ) + (dt03 ~ dt0i ) + (dl04 — d l0%)
m  ~ 8

„ _ K o i + ^ 0 2 + ^ 0 3 + W / 0 4 )

8

( w m  - v t' , 0 5 )  +  ( w < 0 2 - w m )  +  (.w , m - W , v )  +  ( W M  - ^ . o s )

8
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Centre of mass location from the hip 

y  =h®L + (l - I  'i
^ t b \  2  ^ '01 l t 0 2 )

Principal moments of inertia

where: M

Vertebral bone component

Formulae for an elliptical cylinder are used to determine the parameters of the vertebral 

section where:

Volume

^ tb 2 ~  m ’td 2 r iw2h o \

where: r,dl = {-d™ + d™ +d™'> and: = (w,li + W,u + Wm)

Centre of mass location from the hip

z
tbl 2

Principal moments of inertia

IZOlb2 ~ M lb2
\

iyO[t2 = m ,tb2

IXOtb2 ~ M tb2

( 2 
r td2 +  */0 i

V

f  2
r tw2 | *<01I

V
where: M tbl = Vtb2p tb



Pelvis bone component

A half conical shell is used to represent the pelvis section, properties of which are 

determined by the removal of a smaller half cone from a larger half cone. Standard 

formulae for a half cone are used.

Volume

vm - r j )

Mass

Mtbl ~ KbzPtb

where- r -  ^W<09 + W/1° + W/n + ^'°9 + ^ '10 +dtU^trX 1 2

_ ( W /0 9  ~  W t n  W /10 — W t \ l  +  W / l l  “  W tl4  )  +  ( ^ / 0 9  — ^ 1 12 +  — dt 13 + dtU — dt 14)
t r l  ~ 12

Centre of mass location from the hip

w here; im  = im  _  (rw _  r<r2)

y  _  M tbiXtrX ~ ^ l b 5 rir0 I -‘/M \JTM ,bi*

such that: M,bi = *r<rl lmP,b and: M m = ^ '<f0 /,04/>,t

Principal moments of inertia
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Total bone component o f trunk

The total bone component is formed from the summation of the three components and 

defined by the parameters:

Mass

M t b  = (K b  I +  Kb2 + Kb3 ) P t b

Centre of mass location from the hip

7  _ +M tb2Ztb2 +
M,b

The vertebral and pelvis bone mass do not lie along the same longitudinal axis as the rib 

bone mass and the original whole segment mass so that:

Y  _____________________ 57T
M ,bi+M,b2+M m

Principal moments of inertia of the total bone mass are found using the parallel axis 

theorem. Components matching the volume and location of the bone are removed from 

the original whole segment. The density of the components however, are representative 

of the soft tissue of the trunk such that:

Mass

^  tbsi ~  K b iP t s

Principal moments of inertia

Izo,b = Y ,h °M+M.l,AYm-y,bf
1 = 1

i=3 _  _

ly ° * = Y j Iy ° t o  + M <bi(z m  ~ z ,b ) '
(=1

i=3 _  _
1x0 d, = + M :u(z , u - Z ,bY

i=I
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Trunk soft tissue

The properties of the trunk soft tissue component represent a combination of stadium 

solids with the trunk bone component removed such that:

Volume

V - V  -  Vv  ts Y t Y tb

Mass

M  ts ~  K  P ts

Centre of mass location from the hip

— _ M tZt - M tbZ tb
M ts

The moments of inertia about axes through the centre of mass of the soft tissue 

component are determined so that:

Izoa — Izot + M ,( Y , - ? J 2 + - Y J 2
;=1

where- Izo M 'bsArm + rM )  M ,bArM + r* J )
4  4

_ M ,bsl{rld2 +rM 2)
*Z O tbs2 ~  ,

3 1 2 2
/z° '“  = ( m  iX M to S n  ~ M mirr0 )10 7T

/=l

where: Iyo,M lbslrIJ02 +

fyolbs2= :- ^ -~  + - Jf ^ L

3 l 3
f y ° t b s 3  =  ( ’I T  2 tbs4 r tr\ ~~ ^ t b s 5 Vtr0  )  +  7 7 T  tbs4 ^ 0 3  — ^ t b s 5 h o t  )

ZU 71 oU
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i = 3

Ixots =Ixot + M '(Z t - Z J 2 ~ Y ,Ix o lbsi + M tbsi(Ztbsi- Z , sy
1=1

M tb s\r tw l_  , M l b s J t 02 \  f ^ t b s \ r twO , ^ t b s J t 02 

2

where: IxotbsX = ( tt}Sl M + _. ^

r   _  M tb s2 r tw2 , ^  t b s i ^ m
1X U tbs2 ~

3 2 2 3 2
I X O tbs3 =  tb4 r trl ~  M t b 5r trO )  +  ^ t b J t Q Z  ~  ^ > 65^04  )

The limbs

Bone component

The properties of the limb segments are such that a single cylindrical solid is aligned 

along the same longitudinal axis as the soft tissue mass. The limb properties are defined 

for q=l,4 such that:

Volume

^Ibq  ~  m Ibq h q

.  _ d aX + d a2 + d a3
ba ~  ^

.. _ + w,2 + W,3 + >V,4
I  L I  -----

.. _ (wsl + Ws2) + (ws3 + ws4) + (ws5 + ws6 )
bs ~  ^

Mass

M  lbq ~  ^ Ib q  P Ib q

Centre of mass location from the proximal joint

7  _
z % -  2
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Principal moments of inertia

T M  ibqribq
£ % = — r —

T 7 M  lbq (3r/ft + l!q )
f y ° l b q  =  = ----------------- --------------------

Limb soft tissue

The remainder of the original whole segment volume with the bone volume removed 

represents the volume of the soft tissue of the limb such that:

Volume

V = V - VY Isq Y lq Y Ibq

Mass

^  Isq -  V ls q P l sq

Centre of mass location from the proximal joint

y  _  —M lbgZlbq
Isq ~

M lsq

Principal moments of inertia

The moments of inertia of the soft tissue about principal axes through its mass centre 

are found using the parallel axis theorem such that:

Izokq = Izolq - I z o lbq

fyo ^  =iy°tq + M lq( z lq- Z bqy - ' £ ( Iyoii*q
q=1

_ _ 9=4 _ _
and: Ixolsq = Ixolq + M lq(Zlq- Z kqf  - 'Z ,( Ixoib,q +M »*q(z ,bSq ~ Z bq)2)

q=1

, l .  ^Ibsq(?ribq + hq ) , . .  , ,where: Iyolbsq = Ixo,bsq =  and: M  lbq = V ,bq p lsq



Hands and feet

Bone component

The bone mass of the extremities are modelled as a single elliptical cylinder, aligned 

along the same longitudinal axis as the soft tissue mass. So for j= 1,2:

Volume

bj ^ e d j  ̂ cwj ̂  ej

dun 1 "t" dunn "t” d i
êd\

ew 1

ed l

ewl

6

o3?1 + W/.02 +  WA03

o

1 
1

6

+ d  j ' 02 + d j - Q2

6

1 o + W/02 +  W /03

6

K\ ~ h an<̂  Ki ~ if

Mass

M  ebj = VebjPebj

Centre of mass location from the proximal joint

Z = —
ebj 2

Principal moments of inertia
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Soft tissue component

The soft tissue component of the extremities is characterised by the solid remaining 

from the removal of the bone component from the original whole segment for j= 1,2, so:

Volume

V - V  - Vesj ej ebj

Mass

M  . = V .pesj esj esj

Centre of mass

— M ejZ ej M ebj ZebJ

* = IT.esj

Principal moments of inertia

The moments of inertia of the soft tissue about principal axes through its mass centre 

are then found using the parallel axis theorem such that:

Izoa j=IzoeJ- I z o ebsJ

fyoaJ = fyoeJ + M eJ{ZeJ - Z ajf  - Iy o ebsj + M ebsj(ZebsJ- Z esJ)2

, , M ^ r ^ 1 M ebsJlej
where: IyoebsJ =    + —

IxoaJ =Ixoej + M ej(ZeJ- Z esJ)2 — Ixoebsj + M ebsJ(Zebs] - Z^j )2 
2

M , . r .
where: I x o ^  = -----   + — - —  and: M ebsJ = VebJp esJ
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C.3 Measured and active marker defined segmental lengths

Table C.2. Directly measured segment length and the mean (± SD) vector length

defined by the active markers for each subject

Foot Shank Thigh Trunk

Subject A

Measured length (m) 0.145* 0.377* 0.405* 0.470

Active marker defined 0.152 0.395 0.384 0.471

length (m) ±0.001 ± 0.002 ± 0.005 ± 0.009

Subject B

Measured length (m) 0.151* 0.446* 0.420* 0.546

Active marker defined 0.164 0.427 0.376 0.523

length (m) ± 0.001 ± 0.005 ± 0.005 ±0.014

* presented for the longest length o f either the right or left side o f the body
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APPENDIX D: SIMULATION MODEL EVALUATION

D.l Time histories o f  the simulated and actual ground reaction forces

4000 s im u la te d  

— a c tu a l
3000

Z
g* 2000u

1000

0.150 0.05 0.1
t im e  (s)

Figure D .l. Simulated and actual GFz time histories for evaluated trial A 110.

4000 s im u la te d

a c tu a l
3000

2000

1000

0
0 0.05 0.15 0.20.1

t im e  (s)

Figure D.2. Simulated and actual GFz time histories for evaluated trial B106.
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Figure D.3. Simulated and actual GFz time histories for evaluated trial A317.
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Figure D.4. Simulated and actual GFz time histories for evaluated trial B305.
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Figure D.5. Simulated and actual GFy time histories for evaluated trial A 110.
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simulated
200
100

— actual

g  -100 
g -200 
jf  -300 

-400 
-500 
-600

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
time (s)

F ig u re  D.6. S im u la ted  an d  ac tu a l G F y  tim e  h is to r ie s  fo r  e v a lu a te d  tr ia l B106.

simulated 
— actual
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F ig u re  D.7. S im u la ted  an d  ac tu a l G F y  tim e  h is to r ie s  fo r  e v a lu a te d  tr ia l A 3 17.
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Figure D.8. Simulated and actual GFy time histories for evaluated trial B305.


